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The future of supply chain management looks even more fantastic than the recent past (Quinn 2003: 5).

As we approach the 21st century, one thing becomes strikingly clear: Supply-chain management is not the wave of the future. It is a tsunami that will engulf everything in its path . . . (Institute of Management Accountants 1999: 48).

. . . Conventional ideas of ‘supply chains’ are a gross oversimplification that do more harm than good (Lamming 2001).

There is no doubt that the emergence of Supply Chain Management (SCM) has been a major development in management thinking and practice. It has become an established feature of management education, a professional field with its own magazines and journals, and is claimed by some to be ‘a new way of thinking’ (Quiett 2002; La Londe 2003). However, many writers observe that it is a field characterized by imprecise terminology, sloppily applied metaphors, and conflated or confused concepts. The slightest skim of the many of literatures that use the term reveals a wide range of interpretations: There are hundreds of different formulations, nuances, and taxonomies for the ‘supply chain’, and dozens of near-synonyms. In an earlier paper (New 1994), one of the editors of this volume mapped out different common usages of the term, including the flow of a product or commodity through a sequence of firms or locations, a web of commercial relationships (for a particular firm, or for a network of firms), a multi-echelon inventory/logistics system, a label for particular corporate management functions (e.g. warehousing, purchasing), an orientation towards cooperation and collective optimization between trading partners, a geographical or sectoral cluster of firms, or even as a synonym for ‘chain store’. A single memorandum from the UK Department of Trade and Industry (DTI 2002) uses the phrase three ways—as a synonym for ‘sector’ (helping ‘upskill [sic] the existing workforce while maintaining quality throughout the supply chain’), to describe firms working to improve their suppliers (‘supply chain development’), and finally in a way which can only be read as
empty jargon (helping the motor sports industry ‘maintain its international expertise through capitalising on the supply chain linkages’).

Nevertheless, it is clear that the supply chain remains a valid and important subject of academic attention. The purpose of the current volume is to help bring together insights from some of the leading researchers and thinkers on supply chain management to help move the field forward. While we do not claim that the contributions here definitely resolve the ambiguities and contradictions in the area, they do tackle aspects of the debate that are often neglected in articles in specialist journals.

The origins of this book lie in a seminar held in June 2001 at Hertford College, Oxford, at which most of the current contributors and a few others gathered to share their ideas about the key issues that would shape the development of supply chain research. The meeting encouraged us to think that a volume which collected together complementary, sometimes conflicting, but always well-researched views would prove a valuable resource for scholars and thinkers. We did not attempt to eliminate the differences of emphasis or impose a unified approach. What unites the contributions is a willingness to address the hard questions, and to take seriously the large body of relevant work that has been produced under other disciplinary headings.

We hope that three main audiences will find these contributions helpful. First, we think that researchers and teachers from several academic tribes—including operations management, marketing, strategy, industrial economics, and economic geography—will find the contributions illuminating and thought-provoking. Second, we particularly hope that the volume will become an important source for those studying supply chains as advanced students, or at the start of their research careers; and that they will find this book an important guide to the many relevant literatures, and a useful antidote to those textbooks in which the awkward questions are relegated to a footnote. Finally, we hope that the book finds interested readers among those practitioners and consultants for whom the prescriptive nostrums of the more popular literature seem rather strained.

Our thanks go principally, of course, to our contributors, but they are also due to the Saïd Business School, University of Oxford, for sponsoring our seminar, and to Mrs Farzana Sadat for secretarial support. We also add thanks to our colleagues Matthew Derbyshire and David Musson at Oxford University Press, who have understood our difficulties in implementing the concept of on-time delivery to our own supply chain.

SN and RW
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Supply Chain Paradigms

MIHALIS GIANNAKIS, SIMON CROOM, AND NIGEL SLACK

1. Introduction

...disciplines are distinguished by the general problem they address. (Tranfield and Starkey 1998)

Organizations do not exist in isolation. Any organization, whether a large corporation, public body, or small business aims to meet the needs of its various customers and stakeholders, will need resources in order to do this, and will acquire many of its materials, equipment, facilities, and supplies from other organizations. The performance of an organization is thus influenced to a greater or lesser degree by the actions of the organizations that make up the supply chain. The term supply chain management was first used in its popular sense by Oliver and Weber (1982) and then replicated by Houlihan in a series of articles (Houlihan 1984, 1985, 1988) to describe the management of materials flows across organizational borders. Since then several researchers have investigated the concept of supply chain management (Ellram 1991; Christopher 1992; Harland 1994; Lamming 1996; Handfield and Nichols 1999) establishing its theoretical and operational bases as we know them today. The influence of supply chain thought on organizational strategy has also been significant, reflecting, as Christopher (1992), Macbeth and Ferguson (1994), and others authors have succinctly claimed, ‘...that today...competition takes place between Supply Chains rather than between individual companies’.

1.1. Challenges for a supply chain management discipline

In the literature a consensus on the meaning of supply chain management does not exist. A profusion of different terminologies can be found referring to: supply network (Nishiguchi 1994), lean chain approach (New and Ramsay 1995), supplier integration (Dyer, Cho, and Chu 1998), buyer-supplier partnership (Lamming 1993),
Integrated purchasing strategy (Burt 1984), supply base management, strategic supplier alliances (Lewis, Naim, and Towill 1997), supply chain synchronization (Tan, Kannan, and Handfield 1998), network supply chain (Nassimbeni 1998), value-added chain (Lee and Billington 1992), supply pipeline management (Farmer and van Amstel 1991), value stream (Jones 1994). In terms of the debate about the scope of supply chain management, Oliver and Webber (1982) considered it as the planning and control of the total materials flow; Ellram (1991) viewed it as an alternative form to vertical integration; and Christopher (1992) and Lee and Ng (1997) have defined it as the management of a network of organizations or entities.

These definitions do have different meanings or emphases, but they at least share one common theme—they all refer to phenomena relating to the management of operations across organizational boundaries. Furthermore, within this relatively diverse literature there is a common philosophy (or even ideology) that by understanding and managing the supply chain, organizations will gain commercial benefits (New 1996). The challenge, as New (1996) also notes, is that ‘arguments about the precise metaphor are generally fruitless, as much writing in this area is based around a loose agreement on a general theme’.

In Table 1.1 we have highlighted a few definitions that have been used for the concept of supply chain management over the last 20 years in order to provide some indication of the changing emphasis and also the development of the literature in this important field. (For a more comprehensive review of supply chain definitions see, for example, Cooper, Lambert, and Pagh 1997.)

Such diversity is not an entirely negative factor. According to Anderson (1983) a subject’s scientific status is enhanced if the knowledge base is widely dispersed, and there is a profusion of ideas and interpretations of its constitutional elements. Research relating to the management of supply chains is undoubtedly diverse and multidisciplinary and as we will show in this chapter, founded on a heritage of different antecedent bases. However, is it a cohesive and cogent body of thought that could be described as a supply chain management discipline? Is there a way in which such a discipline could be defined? How might such a discipline be delineated?

In this chapter we provide a review of the main theoretical antecedents that have informed the research behind the current body of supply chain management knowledge. We also discuss some of the key catalysts for the academic development of the subject, in particular the impact of a number of institutions in Europe and the United States and the contribution of two key research groups—the IMP and IMVP. We conclude this chapter by addressing the challenge for the development of supply chain management as an academic discipline, in which we outline the 3S Model as the framework for delineating and defining the general problem area for supply chain management. Using the well-known Benetton case study (Signorelli and Heskett 1984), we provide an illustration of the application of this framework.
### Table 1.1. A sample of definitions of supply chain management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oliver and Webber (1982)</td>
<td>Supply chain management covers the flow of goods from supplier through manufacturing and distribution chains to end-user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones and Riley (1987)</td>
<td>Supply chain management techniques deal with the planning and control of total materials flow from suppliers through end-users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellram (1991)</td>
<td>An integrative approach to dealing with the planning and control of the materials flow from suppliers to end-users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher (1992)</td>
<td>Supply chain management is the management of a network of organizations that are involved, through upstream and downstream linkages, in the different processes and activities that produce value in the form of products and services in the hands of the ultimate consumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Center for Competitive Excellence (1994)</td>
<td>Supply chain management is the integration of business processes from end-user through original suppliers that provides products, services, and information that add value for customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harland (1994)</td>
<td>Supply chain management is defined as the management of the flow of goods and services to end customers to satisfy their requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry <em>et al.</em> (1994)</td>
<td>Supply chain management aims at building trust, exchanging information on market needs, developing new products, and reducing the supplier base to a particular original equipment manufacturer (OEM) so as to release management resources for developing meaningful, long-term relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper <em>et al.</em> (1997)</td>
<td>An integrating philosophy to manage the total flow of a distribution channel from supplier to ultimate customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee and Ng (1997)</td>
<td><em>(The management of)</em> a network of entities that starts with the suppliers’ supplier and end with the customers’ customers for the production and delivery of goods and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handfield and Nichols (1999)</td>
<td>The supply chain encompasses all activities associated with the flow and transformation of goods from the raw materials stage (extraction), through to the end-user, as well as associated information flows. Material and information flow both up and down the supply chain. Supply chain management is the integration of these activities through improved supply chain relationships to achieve sustainable competitive advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simchi-Levi <em>et al.</em> (2000)</td>
<td>Supply chain management is a set of approaches utilized to efficiently integrate suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses, and stores, so that merchandise is produced and distributed at the right quantities, to the right locations and at the right time, in order to minimize system-wide costs while satisfying service level requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayers (2001)</td>
<td>Supply chain management is the design, maintenance, and operation of supply chain processes for satisfaction of end-users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Theories that have influenced supply chain management thinking

In this section we examine the main antecedent theories that have informed the development of supply chain management thought.

2.1. Systems theory

Systems theory developed in physics and biology (von Bertalanffy 1950) but was very quickly adopted by management scholars to help explain the behaviour of processes, firms, and economies. The common usage of the term ‘system’ in organizational and management literature is perhaps a reflection of the pervasiveness of systems theory in modern management thought.

Systems theory views the world in terms of collections of resources and processes that exist to meet superordinate goals. (Systems are often described as *teleological*, which means they exist to serve an end goal or objective). A system may be constituted by material, people, information, and financial resources; configured into organizational or technical processes intended to deliver goods and services that enable the system to achieve some desired level of performance. The field of operations management (Slack, Chambers, and Johnston 2001) has been heavily influenced by systems theory, as has the field of organizational theory (see Trist and Bamforth 1951).

Utilizing the concepts of systems theory, the *Industrial Dynamics* approach developed by Forrester (1961) has been valuable for explaining the dynamic behaviour of industrial organizations and their supply systems. Based on the systems approach, Forrester claimed that industrial dynamics ‘is the study of the information-feedback characteristics of industrial activity to show how organisational structure, amplification and time delays (in decisions and actions) interact to influence the success of the enterprise’ (Wang and Seidmann 1995). The typical industrial dynamics model is a mathematical model for analysing stability and fluctuation in an industrial system—typically across the whole supply system.

Two particular aspects of systems theory are particularly pertinent for understanding the behaviour of supply chains:

*Synergy*: Synergy is the tendency to unify the power of two or more elements and the perception that ‘the whole is greater than the sum of the parts that constitute it’. In other words, parts of a system (such as the firms constituting a supply chain) working together can achieve more than the sum of achievements that each one would achieve separately. Discussions of the ‘beer game’ and ‘bullwhip effect’ illustrate this characteristic ascribed to materials flow through the chain (Lee, Padmanabhan, and Whang 1997).

*Entropy*: Unless there is a continuous effort to feed back the system with the appropriate inputs a system has the tendency to debilitate. This gradual and
continuous debilitation that leads the system to extinction is called entropy. Again, the phenomenon of the ‘bullwhip effect’ is a useful illustration of the debilitating effects of poor feedback across the chain.

2.2. **Transaction cost economics**

Transaction cost economics discusses the rationale behind the organization of production, specifically the determination of whether to produce or buy specific resources. In *Hierarchies and Markets*, Williamson (1975) presented an institutional economics perspective drawing on Coase’s (1937) theorem of the firm in order to develop his theory for determining the most economical governance structure for a firm—that is, should the firm be vertically integrated (hierarchy) or should it use another firm (the market)? According to Williamson, firms tend to choose vertical integration when the ‘transaction costs’ are high in order to control such costs through close supervision, but will resort to purchasing from the market when these costs are low. Williamson argued that there are three critical factors that determine the choice of governance structure: asset specificity, uncertainty, and frequency of transaction. Asset specificity refers to the degree of dedication of assets such as machines, facilities, and people to a single customer’s requirement. Assets that are highly specific to only one use, he argued, would suggest a hierarchical governance structure. The second dimension of transaction costs is that of uncertainty, which refers to the limited competence, trustworthiness, and reliability of human agents. Williamson sees this as an important concern due to the existence of bounded rationality and opportunism. Employing Simon’s (1960) view that individuals do not possess absolute rationality, but rather are perceived to have limited information processing capability (‘bounded rationality’), Williamson assumes that individuals will act opportunistically, or will be ‘self-interest seeking with guile’. Again, in this argument, a high degree of uncertainty suggests a hierarchical governance structure. Finally, frequency of transaction refers simply to the recurrence of transactions and Williamson’s argument is fundamentally one of amortization of costs. The more frequent the transaction, the more viable is vertical integration.

2.3. **Game theory**

Game theory, originally developed by von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944), sets out to explore and explain the optimization of economic decisions involving more than one participant (e.g. a customer and supplier). Examples frequently cited in the literature include cooperative decisions such as pricing and investment decisions. They asserted that many economic decisions take the form of a strategic game involving the anticipation by one player of the other’s
actions. Game theory found fertile ground in the emergent field of operational research during the 1940s and 1950s and has utility for supply chain management in a wide range of decisions including inventory management, location decisions, pricing, and the development of strategic alliances (see Cox 1999b).

2.4. Interorganizational relationships and industrial network theories

Focusing on the nature of interaction between forms, Oliver (1990) developed a useful definition of an interorganizational relationship (IOR) as ‘a relatively enduring transaction, flow and linkage that occurs among or between an organisation and one or more organisations in its environment’. Interorganizational research is predicated upon the perspective of interorganizational relationships as open systems (Kast and Rosenweig 1970; Morgan 1986), and that organizations are rational, taking conscious, intended decisions to enter into relationships (Simon 1960; Arrow 1974). Oliver’s synthesis of the literature on IORs (1990) recognized that much of that literature was predicated on the view that IORs arise out of conscious, intentional decisions.

A major contribution to the development of this field was Van de Ven and Walker’s (1984) research into interorganizational relationship development, which examined the dynamics of interaction in terms of building close relationships between parties. Their research emphasized the significance of the perceptions of parties to relationships. They concluded that the development of IORs over time was influenced by:

1. perceptions of resource dependence in the short and long term;
2. the contribution of communication to the formalization of the relationship over the medium term;
3. the development of consensus among the parties in the medium to long term. Van de Ven and Walker’s research draws attention to the perceptions of the parties to IORs, and the adaptations each may make to the other.

Following the increasing attention to interorganizational relationships brought about by new forms of organizations (alliances, joint ventures), the field of Industrial Networks developed out of Uppsala and Stockholm Universities. They conducted a series of comparative studies of buyer–supplier relationships within and across a number of European countries and examined the implications of these relationships in industrial markets. Their findings suggested that the nature of the relationships developed between the buyers and suppliers tended to have a very dynamic behaviour over time and concluded that industrial markets could be better understood if we consider and manage them. An industrial market thus could be seen as a network of relationships of actors that are interconnected through exchange relationships. Mari Sako’s research (1992) further examined the way in which firms interact with each other, in particular, addressing the degree of trust between firms.
This research posited a continuum of relationship forms between the obliga-
tional contracting relation (OCR) characterized by high trust, cooperativeness, and long-term commitment, and arm’s length contractual relation (ACR) where parties are principally independent and possibly adversarial.

**The Interaction Model.** The most important work in the industrial networks literature is the Interaction Model developed by the IMP group. The Interaction Model illustrated in Fig. 1.1 is a dynamic model of buyer–supplier relationships in industrial markets in which the marketing and supply of industrial offerings is seen as an interaction between two parties (Ford 1990; IMP Group 1997).

This interaction is influenced by four groups of variables:

1. variables describing the *parties* involved, as organizations, groups, and individuals;
2. variables describing the *elements and process of interaction*;
3. variables describing the *environment* within which the interaction takes place;
4. variables describing the *atmosphere* affecting and affected by the interaction.

From the IOR and industrial network research, recognition that the complementary behaviour of firms across the supply chains is dependent on the way in which they relate and interact has made a significant contribution to the development of supply chain management.

2.5. *The virtual organization—e-business and supply chains*

More recently, advancements in IT, telecommunication, and specifically the use of Internet and web-based systems have impacted on the study and

![Fig. 1.1. The IMP model of interaction](image-url)
development of the so-called ‘virtual organisations’ (Evans and Wurster 1999), that is, an organization that has relatively few physical resources. Virtual organizations are technology driven and involve the development of a multitude of potential trading partners. With all its information technology it is the latest version of the new forms of strategic partnerships in a supply chain. It is believed that the virtual organization is the means of implementing the management of entire supply chains. Further research has emphasized the importance to e-business development of the management of supply chains through easier, quicker, and more comprehensive information and data flows across the supply chain (Malone and Yates 1989; Wise and Morrison 2000; Croom 2001).

3. **Key events in the evolution of supply chain management thought**

In this section we briefly review the main political, economic, and technological development that have served as an impetus for the development of supply chain managements thought, particularly in respect of empirical theory development. In Table 1.2 we have constructed a chronological assessment of the main conditions over the last 60 years that have triggered some of the major developments in the theoretical and empirical development of the field.

4. **Institutions that contributed to the development of supply chain management**

Without the financial and intellectual support of institutions and organizations that have specialized in promoting and conducting research in supply chain management and organizing conferences, some of the seminal research studies in supply chain management could not have been carried out. Organizations based on both sides of the Atlantic have contributed work in supply chain management from different perspectives. In this section we have identified eight such institutions that have played a major role in encouraging the generation and dissemination of knowledge in supply chain management issues: the IMP (Industrial Marketing and Purchasing) Group; the IMVP (International Motor Vehicle Programme) Programme; IPSERA (International Purchasing and Supply Education and Research Association); CAPS (the Center for Advanced Purchasing Studies) in Arizona; the department of Supply Chain Management at Arizona State University; the Department of Marketing and Supply Chain Management at Michigan State University; the Supply Chain Council; and the European Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management.

**IMP Group.** The work of the IMP Group began in the mid- to late 1970s and brought together researchers from Europe and the United States of America
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Political</th>
<th>Economical</th>
<th>Technological</th>
<th>Key theoretical developments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1940s</td>
<td>The Second World War</td>
<td>Inflation pressures</td>
<td>The transistor is invented in 1947 at Bell Laboratories</td>
<td>Total cost model, Physical distribution and transportation, Operational research logistics, Game theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Split of Europe</td>
<td>Marshall aid Resource scarcity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950s</td>
<td>Cold War and reconstruction of</td>
<td>Economic growth</td>
<td>1952—first digital computer for commercial applications is installed in GE Process innovations</td>
<td>Systems theory, Contingency theory, Industrial dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eastern Europe</td>
<td>Cost reduction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First European attempt at unification</td>
<td>Increasing wealth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960s</td>
<td>Cold War Vietnam War</td>
<td>Economic growth</td>
<td>Computers are introduced for production control MRP systems Microchips are invented at Intel Laboratories</td>
<td>Contingency theory, MRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Labour and consumer power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970s</td>
<td>Emergence of European global</td>
<td>Oil crisis</td>
<td>CNC machine tools Digital computers are introduced MRP II</td>
<td>Transaction cost economics, JIT, MRP II Best practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>influence</td>
<td>Lean production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emergence of Japanese</td>
<td>Recession</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>economy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soviet Union</td>
<td>Increasing globalization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Globalization</td>
<td>Emphasis on quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>Gulf War</td>
<td>Oil crisis</td>
<td>IT advances Internet</td>
<td>Supply chain integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EU integration</td>
<td>EU monetary union</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technology-led innovation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
who shared a common interest in business-to-business marketing, social networks, and, to a lesser extent, industrial purchasing. The Group remains today a loose collective rather than a formal organization, involving multiple collaborative projects and programmes and an annual conference. Undoubtedly on sheer volume of published output alone the IMP Group has had a major impact on our understanding of business markets. Furthermore, developing expertise in specific areas of their field (such as supply strategy and strategic account management), researchers have contributed to many aspects of supply chain management developments.

**IMVP Programme.** The International Motor Vehicle Programme, in contrast to the IMP Group, is a formal, funded global research group. Their first contribution was through the best-selling book *The Machine that Changed the World* (Womack, Jones, and Roos 1990) which introduced the lean operations concepts. Subsequently, various research units (notably Cardiff’s Lean Enterprise Research Centre) and developments in supply chain thought (Lamming 1993; Womack and Jones 1996; Hines et al. 2000) have expounded on the lean concept. Undoubtedly the adoption of just in time or lean practices by many organizations has been remarkable and indicates the thirst for supply chain improvements that exists across global industries.

**IPSERA.** IPSERA was founded in 1990 by a group of academics financially supported by the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply (CIPS) in the UK. It has over 200 members from fourteen different countries and is still growing rapidly. From its first conference in 1992 in Glasgow IPSERA has hosted an annual conference and provides regular workshops organized and hosted by local university centres/departments affiliated with IPSERA in most European countries. Other activities include a newsletter on a regular basis that keeps members informed of future events and provides feedback on events already run. It also provides a forum of exchange between members and presents relevant news items and information. Examination of the content and quality of conference proceedings since the first international conference provides a remarkable insight into the development of theoretical and empirical research in the field during the last decade.

**CAPS.** The Centre for Advanced Purchasing Studies (CAPS) is an independent, non-profit organization, affiliated with the US’s National Association of Purchasing Management (NAPM) and the Arizona State University. It was founded in 1986 by NAPM and its mission is ‘to help organisations achieve competitive advantage by providing them with leading-edge research and benchmarking information to support the evolution of strategic purchasing and supply management’. Over the past decade, the development of the CAPS has run parallel to a fundamental shift in the perceived role of the purchasing profession. CAPS (CAPS 1996) has provided these same professionals with the critical research data necessary to provide a solid basis for their recommendations. As an independent research organization, CAPS provides companies and purchasing professionals with research and data from a perspective outside the
normal business realm. This information is made available to companies as well as to their suppliers. By making this information available to all, CAPS believes that this research will benefit the widest audience over the long run. By distributing this information widely, CAPS enables organizations to avoid duplicating research activities across the profession.

**ASU—Supply Chain Management.** Arizona State University was one of the first universities to establish a substantial supply chain management department. Professor Joseph Carter, current director of the department, states that ‘The name Supply Chain Management was selected in 1996 to reflect the development of graduate and undergraduate curricula with a clear inter-firm, integrated approach to managing the supply chain’. The department has over thirty academic members of faculty and provides a wide range of degree and executive programmes (including a B.Sc. programme) in Supply Chain Management. The Department is also affiliated with CAPS and CLM.

**MSU Marketing and Supply Chain Management.** The Department of Marketing and Supply Chain Management at Michigan State University was the result of the merger of the operations management and procurement faculty (formerly located in the Department of Management) with the faculty of the Department of Marketing and Logistics. Since 1980, these two faculties had cooperated in an inter-departmental programme, the Materials and Logistics Management Program, which integrated procurement, manufacturing, and logistics. Over the intervening years, this programme has achieved a dominant national reputation and strong demand for its products—knowledge, employees, and executive training.

**Supply Chain Council (SCC).** The Supply Chain Council is a professional organization formed in 1997 by a number of practitioners’ initiative representing big multinational companies. It consists of many of the leading industrial companies, logistics, and distribution companies, and supply chain application software companies. It is in its mission statement that standard terminology, best practice models and benchmark metrics should be used for communicating supply chain management practices across companies in a model called the ‘Supply Chain Operations Reference-model’ (SCOR).

**European Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management.** The European Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management published its first issue in 1995. It is published quarterly by Elsevier/Butterworth-Heinemann. It is one of the few specialized journals on issues regarding supply chain management and has achieved great success within Europe. The journal covers every aspect of the purchasing of goods and services in all sectors.

5. The growth of supply chain management literature

Given the diversity of the field of supply chain management, attempting to quantify the size of the body of literature can be quite difficult. In order to
simplify the process we concentrated on three main citation databases (Institute of Scientific Information, EBSCO, and ABI/Inform). In compiling our analysis we simply searched for the number of references including the term ‘supply chain management’ in the citation for each of the 11 years up to 2001. The results are represented below in Fig. 1.2.

The impact of seminal developments in management literature is not immediate—or at least not in terms of their citation in subsequent published works. Two factors influence this delay. First, the need by researchers to assimilate concepts, ideas, and theories into their research. Second, the lead time involved in writing and publication. Consequently a lag of 5–6 years between the emergence of seminal work and the adoption of its core precepts into other literature is typical. These data illustrate that supply chain management literature and research clearly emerged as a specific management topic in the mid-1990s. Reflecting, in large part, the gradual impact of the key antecedent theories and approaches developed during the late 1970s and 1980s that we have already discussed, we would also highlight the key role played in these developments by two bodies of research: the European IMP Group and the global IMVP. We would contend that the current developments in supply chain management continue to owe considerable debt to these two programmes. The IMP Group have contributed to much work on inter-firm relationships and the assimilation of ideas of network theory and transaction costs economics.

Fig. 1.2. The development of a mass of literature—analysis of three citations databases
into the mainstream of supply chain literature. Their work is frequently cited in the literature and has stimulated the growth of multidisciplinary research, particularly among doctoral candidates across Europe. The IMVP programme has stimulated considerable developments in the logistics and application of industrial engineering to supply chains. Furthermore, the emergence of healthy debate around lean principles has helped to promote the development of alternative paradigms and research streams (see, for example, Cox 1999a; Hines et al. 2000).

6. Towards development of a cognate theoretical discipline

As we see, the importance of supply chain management to practitioners and researchers alike has grown considerably, particularly in the last decade of the twentieth century. However, one of the problems facing the academic development of a supply chain management discipline as argued by several researchers (see, for example, New 1994; Cox 1999a, b; Croom, Romano, and Giannakis 2000; Giannakis and Croom 2000) is the relative lack of theoretical work in the field, in stark contrast to a significant volume of empirical based research in the subject. Reflecting on our preceding discussion of the antecedent theories and evolution of the current body of supply chain thought, we conclude this chapter with an examination of the scope of a supply chain discipline through our proposed framework for describing the field which we call the ‘3S model’.

6.1. The 3S Model—synthesis, synergy, and synchronization

In supporting the case for recognition of supply chain management as a discipline in its own right we contend that it is necessary to be able to define, or map, the problem domain. First and vitally, it enables researchers to comprehend the relationship between streams of research and thus to be able to contribute to both theory building and theory testing. Second, through such classification it is possible to critically evaluate individual pieces of research and publications with existing knowledge. Third, it allows us to identify the development and progression of specific research trajectories. Fourth, it enables us to classify existing research and theory. At present there is a clear need for a framework that allows researchers and practitioners to locate and describe clearly the context and character of supply chain management problems. In this final section of the chapter we redress this gap in the theoretical development of a supply chain management discipline.

We have already seen that supply chain management is a concept that has been examined from different perspectives in a large number of different bodies
of literature, disciplines, and research areas. We felt that although apparently disparate, it is possible to identify a few core dimensions to describe this body of work. In order to develop a framework for supply chain management we first conducted an extensive review of publications and then carried out a comprehensive survey of the views and opinions of supply chain and management academics. Our analysis then identified and delineated the supply chain management discipline according to three basic dimensions of supply chain decision-making which we contend relate to the synthesis, synergy, and synchronization of supply chains. Each of these three objective dimensions is described below.

6.2. The synthesis of business and resource networks

Synthesis is the term we use to describe strategic decisions related to the structure of supply chains primarily to reflect the importance of the characteristics relating to the construction of supply chains. Literature concerned with the issues of supply chain synthesis includes concern for:

1. The strategic governance of the firm in the supply chain (i.e. issues relating to vertical integration, such as what boundaries a firm should establish over its activities; make or buy decisions).
2. The physical and financial characteristics of resource structures (processes) within operations across the supply chain.
3. The physical and financial characteristics of logistics structures between and within organizations across the chain.
4. Decisions relating to the number, location, and size of suppliers to a firm for particular component or service.
5. The structural character of information networks in terms of their alignment and integration.

These ‘anatomical’ aspects of the supply chain build on the insights from a number of theoretical antecedents including transaction cost economics network theory, systems theory, and incorporate techniques and ideas from operational research and operations management.

6.3 Determination of appropriate synergy between the actors in a supply chain

Issues of synergy are concerned with the manner and form of interactions and relationships across supply chains. This has been a central area of development in the literature. We see acknowledgement of the importance of communication and joint decision-making for managing materials flows in order to address the Forrester or bullwhip effect (Lee, Padmanabhan, and Whang 1997). Also, the principles of lean supply relationships are predicated on the strategic advantages of integration between parties in the chain (Lamming 1993; Dyer 2000). In contrast, examination of the consequences and opportunities afforded through exploitation
of the relative influence of different players in the chain also explores issues of supply chain synergy (Cox 1999a). These relational aspects of supply chain management are based on antecedent theories in the areas of interorganizational relationships, game theory, and strategic management. Such theories and research supports the examination and interpretation of issues relating to intra- and interorganizational relationships such as:

- the development and evolution of buyer–seller relationships
- the strategic returns from collaboration
- the economic value of market power
- identifying and responding to customer and supplier behaviour
- options in terms of managing major customers and suppliers.

6.4 Synchronization of the activities and operations across the supply chain

The dimension of synchronization is primarily concerned with the management and coordination of resource flows across supply chains. Such resource flows naturally concentrate on physical materials, but we would also see the flow of information and knowledge as key issues for the synchronization of supply chains. Examples of synchronization problems include:

- the scheduling of material flows across the supply chain
- the behaviour of logistics systems
- coordination of the operations processes of the involved actors
- creation and dissemination of knowledge among the supply chain members
- the contribution of interorganizational information systems to supply chain performance and behaviour.

Depending on the dimension, or combination of dimensions, being evaluated within any specific theoretical or empirical analyses, it is possible to clarify the characteristics and concerns of antecedent theory. For example, issues of synthesis are heavily influenced by transaction cost, social community, and governance theories; synergy issues (which are very much concerned with relational elements of organizational and supply chain behaviours) draw on game theory, behavioural theories, and elements of lean relationships; for example, issues relating to synchronization reflect the more operational and analytical concerns of operational research, systems behaviour, and IS integration.

The theoretical foundation of the 3S model is shown in Fig. 1.3 below, in which we map the development of key antecedent theories, concepts, and management phenomena since the 1940s to the three dimensions of synthesis, synergy, and synchronization. The objective with this map is to clarify the current and potential theoretical basis for research developments in supply chain management according to the problem domain of the research.

Thus, the 3S Model provides a simple, effective, and comprehensive framework for describing and deconstructing supply chain issues. To illustrate the application of this framework briefly we can employ it to analyse the Benetton
case study example (Harvard College 1984; Signorelli and Heskett 1984; Camuffo, Romano, and Vinelli 2001).

- **Synthesis** To support their core high volume, low variety production facilities, Benetton employ a core contractor network of approximately 220 employee-owned contractors, and a wider network of subcontractors, many of whom are ‘casual’ (i.e. paid on an ad hoc piece-rate basis). On the demand side, they employ a few regional agents who oversee a network of franchised, small retail outlets in primarily rented high throughput locations. Serving distribution Benetton operate large, automated warehouses utilizing advanced technology and standardized packaging.

- **Synergy** within the Benetton Network. On the supply side of the network Benetton’s contractors have regular contact with the company, are an integral part of the work-in-process logistics system and have close family ties to employees. On the demand side, Benetton take a large responsibility for innovation in product design and analysis of retailing innovations. Their agents have a key responsibility for acting as intermediaries between manufacturing and the stores in their region, while retailers are franchised and closely connected (through information systems) to Benetton.

- **Synchronization** of the Benetton supply chain. Benetton operate a dual system of manufacturing and logistics, akin to Fisher’s notions of functional and responsive supply chains (Fisher 1997): Signorelli and Heskett (1984) describe Benetton’s two systems as ‘speculation’ and ‘postponement’. Retailers have responsibility for ordering (from their agents) often as much as 8 months in advance of the season. Agents aggregate and often adjust these retail orders and order directly from Benetton manufacturing, allowing them to operate on a make-to-order master schedule. Contractors collect materials daily and to accommodate materials tracking, each consignment is clearly identified.
according to retail order number. Completed work is returned to Benetton for quality checking and further operation. Integrating the whole materials flow across the supply chain is an advanced information system.

Benetton’s success can be further understood through evaluation of the characteristics and interconnections between the synthesis, synergy, and synchronization of their supply chains. By concentrating on a few links between each stage of their supply chain (e.g. limited to around 220 local contractors on the supply side and regional agents on the demand side), lines of material and information flow are easier to facilitate and manage through the shorter lines of communications and logistics. Further, each stage in the chain is characterized by appropriate operations process choice—for example, while Benetton’s own manufacturing is a high volume, low variety, high capital intensity process, contractors’ operations are focused on a wider range, lower volumes, and lower capital intensity. Across the network this allows for ‘flexible specialisation’ (Piore and Sabel 1982) through optimization of process choice at each stage of the production supply chain. The close family ties between Benetton and their contractor network fosters obligational bonds encouraging greater adherence to schedules, clearer understanding of the characteristics of Benetton’s systems, a dedication to product quality, and an appropriate priority response for urgent (postponement) orders (Sako 1992). The motivation for the franchised retail operation to bear significant forecasting risk in their commitment to ordering 8 months in advance of the season is enhanced by their opportunities to postpone colour choices until much later in the retail sales cycle and by the liberal financial regimes that Benetton provide for them.

Benetton’s management of the total supply chain is distinctive in terms of their emphasis on the synthesis of the network—employing large-scale operations for centralized activities and small-scale operations to provide local focus yet at the same time provide flexibility at the level of the network. Their attention to the synergy between actors in the supply chain is reinforced by the use of employee family-owned contractors and franchised retailers. In both, a high degree of motivation and commitment to Benetton is fostered through appropriate financial as well as emotional reward. Their innovative use of a two-tier supply chain control methodology—the functional and responsive supply chains—offers clear advantages in coping with instability of demand.

Thus, the Benetton case offers a useful indication of the characteristics of each of the three dimensions of the 3S Model; it enable us to deconstruct the implications of their supply chain management practices and philosophies in order better to understand how it operates; and to analyse the contribution of each of the three dimensions singularly and in combination to Benetton’s strategic success.

7. Conclusion

At the beginning of this chapter we cited Tranfield and Starkey’s claim that disciplines are defined by their common problem domain. Supply chain management
is naturally a diverse and multidimensional area of research. As we have tried to illustrate, the theoretical antecedents for much of current work in the field is founded in a number of existing theoretical antecedents—systems theory, transaction cost economics, and game theory in particular. It is apparent that research in supply chain management addresses a wide and diverse range of problems, involving very different theoretical approaches, and has developed a number of distinctive paths. In particular, the contribution of two major research programmes, the IMP Group and the IMVP programme, have been significant in terms of providing the foundation for the development of key streams of research concerned with network relationship analyses and lean operations, respectively.

However, the main challenge for support of a supply chain management discipline remains the issue of definition of the problem domain. In this respect we introduced the 3S Model, which we have found to have considerable utility as a device for defining the ontology of supply chain and consequently for establishing the confines and boundaries of supply chain management. While supply chain management has emerged and evolved as an area of important academic interest over the last fifteen or so years, it has done so in a relatively fragmented manner. This is potentially a good thing, for it at least ensures that a creative and innovative base of ideas has emerged through a diverse range of perspectives. We, like many readers presumably, hope for a robust and rigorous future for the development of a cognate discipline of supply chain management that continues to contribute to both intellectual debate and managerial practice.
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Supply Chains: A Marketing Perspective

MARTIN CHRISTOPHER

1. Introduction

In this chapter we set out to explore the increasingly close connection between marketing strategy and supply chain design. Until recently, these two key business activities were conducted independently of each other and the idea of the supply chain as a source of potential competitive advantage was not well understood. Marketing strategies for many firms were based upon the conventional ‘Four Ps’ of product, promotion, price, and place. Indeed, for most companies there was little real consideration of the role of ‘place’ in the development of competitive strategies. There is now a changed perspective with the creation of customer and consumer value being seen as the key to success in the marketplace. At the same time the importance of relationship management is now more readily acknowledged as firms seek to utilize the strengths of other players in an extended value chain.

One of the most profound changes in the way that we think about competition has been the increasingly widely held view that it is the supply chain and not the individual organization that has become the source of competitive advantage (Christopher 1992; Webster 1992). For a century or more, the academic study of competition and markets has focused mainly around the firm (Marshall 1936; Stigler 1941). Equally, the prevailing tendency within businesses themselves was to perform as many of the value-creating activities as possible in-house. At its extreme this took the form of vertical integration, whereby the firm sought control through ownership of upstream suppliers and downstream distribution channels.

Today’s thinking has tended to swing in the completely opposite direction. Now the emphasis is on organizations focusing on those core capabilities where they believe they have a differential advantage over competitors and to outsource all other activities which they perceive to be non-core.
Michael Porter (1980, 1985) has influenced much of our thinking about competitive advantage through his view that, essentially, differential advantage comes either through lower costs or greater customer value creation, that is, successful organizations perform activities ‘cheaper’ or ‘better’ than their competitors. Originally Porter’s focus, and that of others, was on the individual firm’s value chain. In other words, how could organizations become cost leaders or differentiated value providers? Now the focus has widened as the move to outsourcing non-core activities in the value chain accelerates. Thus, we are seeing, in effect, the supply chain become the value chain.

From this transformation comes the recognition that marketplace success is determined increasingly by the effectiveness of the supply chain and by the way in which the combined knowledge and capabilities of the individual entities in the chain can be leveraged. This view of the supply chain as the value chain is in stark contrast to the earlier concept of the firm seeking to establish control of its resources and its market through ownership. This was the concept of ‘vertical’ integration, best typified by Henry Ford I. Today’s model is quite different. The focal firm still seeks integration of its extended value chain but that integration comes not through ownership, but by closer management of the interfaces of the supply chain through process alignment and shared information.

Achieving this alignment of processes and the wider transparency of information on demand and supply characteristics can only be achieved through a greater focus on relationship management upstream and downstream of the focal firm. Much attention has been paid in the academic literature over recent years to the ways in which relationships between organizations can be managed and leveraged for greater effect in the final marketplace. Pioneering work in this area emerged from the research output of the IMP Group. IMP (standing for Industrial Marketing and Purchasing) took as its stance the need to understand the context as well as the interaction between the participants in the buying/selling dyad (Ford 1990). Researchers in this area recognized that the ‘atmosphere’ within which the transaction takes place is a key to understanding how relationships are established.

Morgan and Hunt (1994) in researching the role of trust and commitment in relationship building within networks of organizations recognized the importance of resource sharing as the basis upon which enduring relationships are built. They concluded that in strong relationships there are neither ‘buyers’ or ‘sellers’, ‘customers’ nor ‘key accounts’, but only partners exchanging resources.

The linkage between the notion that marketing success is driven by strong relationships and the emerging idea of the supply chain as a network of closely connected organizations will be apparent. Effective supply chain management, it can be agreed, is one of the most powerful bases for the achievement of competitive advantage.

It will be apparent that supply chain management involves a significant change from the traditional arm’s length, even adversarial, relationships that so often typified buyer/seller relationships in the past. The focus of supply
chain management is on cooperation and trust and the recognition that properly managed ‘the whole can be greater than the sum of its parts’.

Emerging from this idea is the author’s definition of supply chain management: ‘The management of upstream and downstream relationships with suppliers and customers to deliver superior customer value at less cost to the supply chain as a whole’. Thus, the focus of supply chain management is upon the management of relationships in order to achieve a more profitable outcome for all parties in the chain.

In parallel with the broadening of the definition of what constitutes the supply chain and the role of logistics within it has come recognition of the critical impact of logistics and supply chain management upon marketplace performance. This convergence of logistics and marketing has been termed, perhaps not surprisingly, Marketing Logistics (Christopher 1997).

The Marketing Logistics activity focuses upon the ways in which customer service can be leveraged to gain competitive advantage. It seeks to manage the interface between the marketing and logistics functions in order to align their respective strategies to enable market-driven logistics processes to be designed.

Marketing Logistics is thus primarily concerned with availability and customer service. It can be argued that markets are increasingly service sensitive customers and consumers have become more demanding of the service and support they receive from supplying organizations. Coincident with this pressure is the trend towards market ‘maturity’ that leads to a decline in brand loyalty and a tendency towards what might be described as ‘commodity’ markets.

The importance of availability as a key component of marketing success has been recognized by a few writers and researchers for many years. Bowersox (1961) argued that marketing and what was then termed ‘physical distribution’ should be merged conjointly. Stewart (1965) claimed that distribution service could generate additional sales through reduced out-of-stock situations and better customer relationships. Later writers such as Perreault and Russ (1976) put forward a procedure through which customers’ distribution service preferences could be identified and ‘packaged’ as part of the service offer.

Today there is substantial evidence (see, for example, Sterling and Lambert 1987) that what we would now term logistics service can contribute significantly to competitive advantage. Unfortunately, this vital connection is not always fully recognized within organizations and so marketing and logistics are often quite separately managed.

2. The new rules of competition

Once, it seemed, all that was necessary for success in the marketplace was to ensure the delivery of ‘the right product, at the right time, at the right price’. This simplistic view of the world was summarized as the ‘Four Ps’ of product, price, promotion, and place and has been the foundation for countless business education programmes and marketing textbooks. Now, this formula is
increasingly becoming less effective as markets mature and customer and consumers become more knowledgeable and sophisticated.

In many cases we have seen the ‘commoditization’ of markets whereby customers and consumers see few real differences between competing products in terms of their characteristics and/or functionality. Brand loyalty has diminished and it seems that consumers now buy from a ‘portfolio’ of brands. While consumers may have a preference for a particular brand if it is not available they are quite willing to switch brands. Similarly in business-to-business marketing, competitive advantage is gained less through product quality and more and more through relationship quality (Christopher, Payne, and Ballantyne 1991). Customers in most industries today expect shorter order-to-delivery lead times and highly reliable just-in-time deliveries.

The evidence from many markets is that availability overcomes brand or supplier loyalty (Schary and Becker 1978). In consumer markets it can be argued that the battle now is not just for ‘mind-space’ but for ‘shelf-space’ (Corstjens and Corstjens 1995). Winning the shelf-space battle requires the supplier to focus on ways in which shelf-space profitability can be enhanced through more responsive service. The route to improved shelf-space profitability is through improved velocity which itself is driven by a more agile supply chain. The same can be said for business-to-business markets, where customers operating on a just-in-time basis need to know that they can rely upon their suppliers for rapid and reliable response. This is how companies compete today.

Clearly, none of the foregoing diminishes the continuing need for investment in innovative products and brand building. However, the point is that even the strongest, most innovative brand will suffer if it is not available at the time and place the customer or consumer requires it. This is the reality that

---

**Fig. 2.1.** Marketing and logistics converge
underpins the idea of what some have termed ‘time-based competition’ (Stalk and Hout 1990).

The new model of competitive advantage that is emerging can be summarized as in Fig. 2.1 which emphasizes that relationships with customers are of equal importance as the relationships businesses have with consumers and that both of these need to be underpinned by superior supply chain management.

3. Competing through capabilities

As markets mature and customers and consumers become more knowledgeable and sophisticated, organizations are having to re-appraise their traditional definitions of strengths and weaknesses. The view now gathering ground is that the real opportunities for differential advantage come from capabilities or the things we excel at, our ‘distinctive competencies’.

Thus in a market characterized by shortening life cycles, for example, the ability to get new products to market in ever-shorter time frames becomes a source of competitive advantage. Likewise, information systems that can capture demand as it happens and production systems that can respond rapidly are a major strength in a volatile market. Similar advantages accrue to organizations with order fulfilment and logistics systems that enable superior levels of customer service to be achieved.

The more that organizations come to recognize the importance of competing through capabilities, the more they will be forced to accept the need to switch the focus in business away from managing functions to managing the key activities or processes that create those capabilities. A major change that has taken place in the way in which we think about organizations has been the realization of the importance of processes. Processes are the ways in which firms create value for their customers, they are fundamental and, to a large extent, generic across business types. Processes are, in fact, capabilities.

In the fiercely competitive global telecommunications industry the success of Nokia underlines the importance of process excellence. In his annual letter to shareholders in 2000, the Chairman and CEO, Jorma Ollila, summarized it in this way:

Our experienced and unique way of operating is what we see as increasingly putting us ahead of the competition. As we move forward in this complex industry, winning will be less about what we do and more about the way we do it (emphasis added). This is what we firmly believe and this is also very much visible in our daily work.

Managing the flow of the 250 million components used daily in our mobile phone manufacturing means strict attention to logistics and scrutiny of every detail. In the networks business, it is our skill in timing parallel technology programmes, from the development phase right through to manufacturing and implementation, that allows us to provide customers with a competitive edge. (Nokia 2000)
Many companies have failed to recognize the need to invest in developing their logistics and supply chain capabilities. In some cases where there has been a focus on these critical issues it has tended to be driven by a need to reduce costs. While cost reduction will always be a goal in the typical business, an even greater priority should be the creation of enhanced customer value.

The customer value concept recognizes that marketplace success in the new competitive environment will require not only continued investment in the brand but also investment in customers. By ‘customer’ we mean the party or parties who actually buy the product as distinct from the consumer. The importance of this distinction is that much of marketing investment in the past has been aimed at consumers and not at the customer. Because of the shift in the balance of power in the distribution channels for most products it is important that we recognize that customers, not just consumers, have goals that they seek to achieve and that the role of the supplier is to help customers achieve those goals.

4. Defining customer value

What actually is customer value? Put very simply, customer value is created when the perceptions of benefits received from a transaction exceed the total costs of ownership. The same idea can be expressed as a ratio:

\[
\text{Customer Value} = \frac{\text{Perceptions of Benefits}}{\text{Total Cost of Ownership}}
\]

‘Total cost of ownership’ rather than ‘price’ is used here because in most transactions there will be costs other than price involved. For example, inventory carrying costs, maintenance costs, running costs, disposal costs, and so on. In business-to-business markets particularly, as buyers become increasingly sophisticated, the total cost of ownership can be a critical element in the purchase decision. ‘Life-cycle costs’, as they are referred to in the military and defence industries, have long been a critical issue in procurement decisions in those markets.

The marketing task is to find ways to enhance customer value by improving the perceived benefits and/or reducing the total costs of ownership. Thus, the goal of marketing and logistics strategy should be to seek to maximize this ratio relative to that of competitors. It could be argued that logistics is almost unique in its ability to impact upon both the numerator and the denominator of this ratio. In the case of business-to-business marketing, higher customer value can be delivered through superior logistics performance enabling our customers to service their customers better, but with less inventory and lower ordering costs, for example. The same rationale of enhanced customer value applies to selling to end-users where perhaps the benefits might come from, say, increased purchase convenience yet with lowered costs through improved payment terms.
The challenge within the supplying company is to identify unique ways to deliver this enhanced value that competitors will find difficult to imitate and thus providing a basis for sustainable competitive advantage. Figure 2.2 highlights some of the ways in which customer value can be enhanced by developing logistics processes that make it easier for the customer to service their customers while incurring less cost.

Often, it may be necessary to ‘educate’ the customer who often will not have fully understood the real costs of their existing systems and processes. For example, many organizations still do not recognize the true cost of carrying inventory. While they may place a nominal working capital charge upon departments in relation to the inventory they hold, that charge rarely reflects the actual costs. It has been estimated that it costs an organization at least 25 per cent p.a. of the book value of its inventory to carry it in stock (Lambert and Stock 1993). Inventory here includes raw materials, components, work-in-progress, finished product, as well as goods-in-transit. This figure of 25 per cent includes not only the cost of capital, but also the ‘opportunity cost’. In other words, the cost of the forgone return that could be made by investing that capital elsewhere. In addition there are the costs of storage and handling, obsolescence, stock losses, insurance, and stock management.

Given that a medium to large organization will have inventory valued in £ millions the annual carrying cost at 25 per cent will be considerable. The benefit of any reduction in that inventory will be twofold: first, a once-off release of cash and then second, a continuing reduction in the annual cost of carrying that inventory which, other things being equal, should go direct to the bottom line.

5. Value in use

The whole issue of customer value is inevitably linked to price. Since price forms a part of the total cost of ownership it follows that there has to be a relationship between the price charged and the customer's perception of value. It also follows that the higher the perception of value the higher the price that can
be charged. Conversely, if price exceeds the perceived value sales will probably decline. It is important to have a clear understanding of the value that customers (and consumers) place on an organization’s offer. This can be termed ‘Value-in-Use’ and it should be a priority for all marketing managers to better understand the key elements that comprise it. Figure 2.3 highlights the idea of value-in-use as a balance between perceived benefits (i.e. what the customer ‘gets’) and the perceived sacrifice (i.e. what the customer ‘gives’).

The perceived benefits derive from the hard, tangible elements of the offer—the intrinsic attributes—and the softer less tangible elements—the extrinsic attributes. The perceived sacrifice includes all those costs incurred by the customer, before, during, and after the sale. Again, not all of these costs may be ‘hard’, some may be ‘soft’ such as perceived risk or the costs associated with the time consumed in the purchase process, and so on.

6. Developing a market-driven logistics strategy

The connection between marketing and logistics is not always fully understood within the business. The purpose of the logistics process is to support the marketing strategy of the organization. Logistics impacts marketing effectiveness through the customer value that is created by superior service.

Typically, organizations have tended to manage those activities they see as ‘demand creating’ separately from those they consider to be concerned with ‘demand satisfaction’. In other words, the classic approach to marketing has focused upon developing and managing the ‘offer’ and has sought to differentiate that offer through the manipulation of the marketing mix. On the other hand, the mechanisms by which demand is physically satisfied have tended to be seen as a separate responsibility within the business—often termed distribution management. More recently, however, companies have come to
recognize that in today’s markets the processes by which value is delivered to customers need to be managed alongside those by which it is created. Figure 2.4 suggests a four-stage process to creating a market-driven supply chain strategy. Let us examine each step in turn:

**Identify value segments.** It is important to recognize that in any given market there will probably be a number of customer segments that are quite different in their perceptions both of benefits and of sacrifice. In other words, the weights that individual customers or consumers place upon the attributes of the offer will differ as will their perceptions of actual performance.

By focusing on those things the customer attaches most value to, the supplying organization is more likely to win and retain business. To do this requires an in-depth knowledge of the customers’ own value chain. Thus, for example, if the customer is another business organization how do they create value for their customers? What are their customers’ costs and what are the opportunities for those costs to be reduced through our intervention? What are the characteristics of their business processes and what possibilities exist for a greater integration of those processes with our own?

The same philosophy holds for marketing to end-users. The supplying organization needs to understand the lifestyle of the consumer, the problems and pressures they face, the relative importance of time, the value they attach to convenience, ease of operation, and so on. In this way, a better targeting of customers can be achieved with value propositions that have specific relevance to the chosen segment. There may also be opportunities to emphasize total cost of ownership issues too: for example, a concentrated washing-up liquid
that needs less liquid per wash, long-life light bulbs that need changing less often, paints that need no undercoats, and oils that run cooler so fewer engine oil changes are needed.

Defining the value proposition. The value proposition is quite simply a statement of how, where, and when value is to be created for specific customers or market segments. The value proposition should form the guiding principles around which all the activities of the firm are based, from product development to order fulfilment. It should also be reflected in the marketing communications strategy as well as underpinning the internal values of the business.

For a value proposition to provide a strong foundation for competitive advantage it must be defined from the customer’s viewpoint. In other words: what will our offer do for customers that they will recognize as relevant to their needs? It must also be set against the backdrop of the explicit or implicit value propositions of competing offers. Once the value proposition is agreed the challenge to logistics is to create and manage the processes that will deliver that value in a timely and consistent way. Linking logistics strategy and marketing strategy is, of course, the theme of this chapter, and yet only rarely do we see the two managed on an integrated, customer value focused basis.

Identify the market winners. Hill (1993) has drawn our attention to the need to link manufacturing strategy to marketing strategy through the identification of what he terms ‘order winning criteria’. Equally it is critical that the business needs to understand the links between perceived customer value and logistics strategy. It is important, therefore, to identify those key determinants driving the choice of supplier or product. These key drivers are what we might term the key success factors or ‘market winners’. Sometimes it will be product performance or price that determines the decision. In other situations availability, responsiveness, and reliability may be the market winners. Understanding the nature of these key success factors is a vital pre-requisite for successful supply chain design.

The supply chain strategy adopted must be consistent with the achievement of those market winning goals. All too often, the supply chain design does not fit the market-winning strategy. It must also be recommended that organizations may address different markets or market segments with different market-winning criteria. In such situations ‘one size will not fit all’, and hence there will be a need for more than one supply chain. Many fast-moving consumer goods companies, for example, have differentiated their supply chains according to whether they are servicing ‘every day low price’ retailers or, alternatively, retail customers with frequent promotions demanding a more agile response.

Developing the supply chain strategy. If the preceding three steps have been followed, the choice of supply chain strategy will usually be fairly apparent. However, there are a number of guidelines that can usefully be employed based
upon the nature of the market. Markets can be characterized in a number of ways, but for the purposes of supply chain strategy determination, the issue of ‘predictability’ is important. If markets are predictable, then the main priority for supply chain design should be a focus on efficiency. In other words, demand can be forecast and the aim should be to construct a supply chain that can source, make, and deliver product to a requisite quality at lowest cost. This is the classic scenario for ‘lean’ thinking (Womack and Jones 1996) where the aim is to seek to reduce ‘waste’ to a minimum. This situation, where products are standard and where there is little volatility in demand, lends itself to such lean design strategies.

The contrasting market situation is where demand is volatile and where products are non-standard or where there are many variants. In situations such as this, it is harder to develop forecast-based supply chain strategies. Rather they must be demand-driven or customer-responsive. These are the type of circumstances where the concept of agility becomes applicable (Christopher 2000).

7. The agile supply chain

To be truly agile, a supply chain must possess a number of distinguishing characteristics as suggested in Fig. 2.5.

First, the agile supply chain is market sensitive. By this is meant that the supply chain is capable of reading and responding to real demand. Most organizations are forecast-driven rather than demand-driven. In other words, because they have little direct feed-forward from the marketplace by way of
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data on actual customer requirements, they are forced to make forecasts based on past sales or shipments, and convert these forecasts into inventory. The breakthroughs of the last decade in the form of efficient consumer response (ECR), and the use of information technology to capture data on demand direct from the point-of-sale or point-of-use, are now transforming the organization’s ability to hear the voice of the market and to respond directly to it.

Second, agile supply chains tend to be ‘virtual’. That is, they are typified by information shared between upstream and downstream partners. Conventional logistic systems are based on a paradigm that seeks to identify the optimal amount of inventory and its spatial location. Complex formulae and algorithms exist to support this inventory-based business model. Paradoxically, we are now learning that once we have visibility of demand through shared information, the premise upon which these formulae are based no longer holds.

Shared information between supply chain partners can only be fully leveraged through process alignment—the third characteristic of an agile supply chain. Process alignment means collaborative working between buyers and suppliers such as joint product development, vendor managed inventory, common systems, and synchronous operations. This form of cooperation in the supply chain is becoming ever more prevalent, as companies focus on managing their core competencies and outsource all other activities.

The idea of a supply chain as a confederation of partners linked together as a network provides the fourth ingredient of agility. Whereas in the past, as we have noted, it was thought appropriate to seek to control all stages of the supply chain through ownership, now the pendulum has swung the other way. It has been suggested (Hedberg et al. 2000) that networks of smaller, specialist providers of resources, knowledge, and capabilities are inherently more agile than their vertically integrated predecessors. They are more easily reconfigured to meet the needs of a changing marketplace, for example. Equally, they are quicker on their feet because they are smaller and more likely to be market-oriented since their livelihood depends upon their customer responsiveness.

8. Managing relationships in the supply chain

It will be clear from our earlier definition that a key element of successful supply chain management is the way in which relationships between all the entities in the chain are managed. In the past it was more often the case that organizations were structured and managed on the basis of optimizing their own operations with little regard for the way in which they interfaced with suppliers or, indeed, customers. The business model was essentially ‘transactional’, meaning that products and services were bought and sold on an arm’s length basis and that there was little enthusiasm for the concept of longer-term, mutually dependent relationships.

The emerging competitive paradigm is in stark contrast to the conventional model. It suggests that in today’s challenging global markets, the route to
sustainable advantage lies in managing the complex web of relationships that link highly focused providers of specific elements of the final offer in a cost-effective, value-creating network.

The key to success in this new competitive framework, it can be argued, is the way in which this network of alliances, suppliers, intermediaries—and sometimes competitors—are welded together in partnership to achieve mutually beneficial goals.

Previously, business organizations tended to perform most activities in-house. In the era of vertical integration, companies would seek to control through ownership of their entire value chain. Henry Ford I typified this concept. At one time Ford owned a power plant, a steel mill, a glass factory, and a rubber factory as well as mahogany forests. Today, our thinking has undergone a 180-degree change as corporations seek to focus on core competencies and outsource everything else. By definition, the more companies focus on those activities they believe they have a differential advantage in, the more they need to rely on others. As these external dependencies increase, it becomes vital that the nature of the relationship switches from arm’s length, transactional mode to a collaborative, partnership mode.

The danger in outsourcing anything is the potential for loss of control. In fact, outsourced activities must be even more closely managed than if they were performed in-house. The maxim must be—outsource the execution of a process but never the control of that process. It could be argued that rather than talking about outsourcing we should use the term ‘insourcing’ instead.

‘Outsourcing’ implies we are putting something outside the business (as in subcontracting) whereas ‘insourcing’ suggests we are bringing a strength into the business—a strength we do not currently have.

It is this realization—that the organization no longer stands alone—that is prompting a new search for collaborative partnering. These partnerships may be with suppliers, distributors, retailers, specialist service providers, technology-sharing alliances, and increasingly, with competitors. Sometimes, the lines between suppliers, customers, and competitors become increasingly blurred.

For example, Dell and IBM compete in the PC market, but IBM is also a supplier to Dell (as well as providing components they also have a technology sharing agreement) and it has even been suggested that before long Dell might undertake certain assembly tasks for IBM!

This is a phenomenon which has been called by some ‘co-opetition’ (Nalebuff and Brandenburger 1996), that is collaborate to compete. The principle that underpins co-opetition is that it may well benefit organizations to collaborate in order to ‘grow the pie’, but to compete as to how to slice it. In many retail environments manufacturers of branded products compete with the retailers’ own label products. Yet, the smart players in those markets have come to recognize the benefits of joint category planning in order to grow total demand within that category. Thus Coca Cola and Sainsbury’s compete for share of the cola market but work together to grow the total sales of carbonated soft drinks through joint category management.
In competing as a network it becomes apparent that the aim should be to maximize collaborative advantage rather than competitive advantage in its traditional, single-firm meaning. To release this collaborative advantage and to leverage the collective competitiveness and skills across the network means that knowledge must be shared and harnessed.

One of the most interesting developments in the practice of marketing has been the emergence of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) both as a philosophy and a set of tools. CRM can mean many things to many people, but the basic idea behind it is that the real focus of marketing should be upon the creation of enduring relationships with profitable customers. Successful CRM builds not only on the classic marketing principles of deep market understanding, but also on the recognition that building relationships with customers needs a different approach than that conventionally applied to building volume.

How can collaboration help in the creation of stronger customer relationships? Perhaps one of the best current examples comes from the packaged goods industry where manufacturers and retailers are combining to pool their knowledge of consumers and markets to create joint category plans. In many cases this activity has been widened to envelop the principles of collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment (CPFR).

CPFR programmes involve a high level of information sharing between partners in order to create forecasts that all parties agree to and then to manage supply and demand so that on-the-shelf availability improves. CPFR is an example of ‘vertical’ collaborative working leading to the delivery of greater customer and consumer value. ‘Horizontal’ collaborations between organizations marketing complementary products can also lead to stronger consumer appeal and greater value added. Coca Cola’s long-standing global partnership with McDonalds is such an example.

Figure 2.6 suggests that the conventional idea of a predominantly vertical supply chain needs to embody a ‘horizontal’ dimension. Indeed, it can be argued that the supply chain has, in effect, become the value chain.

Perhaps one of the most powerful opportunities for creating competitive advantage through partnerships lies in innovation. For every organization the ability to enhance and accelerate innovation is critical to success in today’s
markets. Already, it is evident that both product and process innovation is dependent, at least in part, on the contribution of partners. These partners will be both horizontal and vertical. The latter vertical partnerships are in the form of supplier involvement in the innovation process. For example, it is not uncommon today to see suppliers involved directly in the new market development process. The car industry provides a dramatic exemplar—ABS braking systems, improved engine management systems and advanced suspension systems owe as much to the suppliers as they do to the vehicle assemblers. Equally, improvements in supplier process technology enabling higher quality components or critical materials to be made available at lower cost on just-in-time time windows have added significantly to their customers’ competitiveness.

At the same time, the greater willingness to embark upon horizontal relationships—often in the form of technology-sharing agreements with competitors—has made it possible for organizations to achieve levels of profitable innovation that previously would not have been thought possible. In telecommunications, for example, head-to-head competitors such as Nokia, Ericsson, and Motorola have combined to agree standards and to contribute to the development of the next generation of mobile communications equipment and products.

Time-to-market can be dramatically reduced by leveraging the capabilities of organizations who once operated as stand-alone entities, each duplicating each other’s efforts at significant cost and with much longer development times.

Significant penalties are unnecessarily incurred if companies fail to exploit the potential for collaboration in the supply chain. In the first instance, organizations that do not connect with each other through shared information will inevitably carry additional inventory in the form of safety stock. Companies that do not communicate with each other are forced to buffer themselves against uncertainty through higher inventories. The cost of this lack of communication in turbulent markets is considerable. Second, and even more critical, this failure to connect means that there is little visibility from one end of the supply chain to the other, and hence agility is impaired. For example, if upstream suppliers cannot see what is happening at the downstream end of the pipeline they are forced to be forecast-driven rather than demand-driven.

In today’s turbulent markets, visibility of real demand is a vital component of competitive advantage. There are a growing number of examples of collaborative working in the supply chain—even among competitors. For example, for a number of years two direct competitors, Lever Fabergé and Colgate Palmolive have shared the same distribution centre in the United Kingdom and make combined deliveries to common customers. While clearly these two companies compete head-to-head in the marketplace, they would argue that they do not compete in the warehouse or on the truck—therefore, collaboration means that both benefit. Other emerging examples include competing airlines sharing inventories of high value spares, for example, aero engines. Often these types of
collaboration are facilitated by third party logistics service providers who can provide a neutral platform.

Supply chain managers of the future will need to be much more aware of the competitive power of collaboration. The trends towards the virtual corporation are already evident and the implications are profound. Whereas in the past, when the firm competed as a stand-alone entity, it was sufficient for the business to have a corporate strategy, now—competing as a wider network—a collective strategy for value creation across connected organizations becomes a pre-requisite.

These strategies cannot be imposed, they must have buy-in from the participating players. New leadership skills are therefore demanded of those organizations that seek to endure and grow in this vastly changed competitive landscape.

9. The supply chain of the future

A number of powerful forces are changing the nature of supply chain management. There has been a fundamental shift from ‘supplier push’ to ‘customer pull’ as supply chains have been forced by competitive pressure to become more responsive to changing customer and consumer needs; whereas yesterday’s market was typically a mass market best served by mass production, tomorrow’s market is likely to be a ‘one-to-one’ marketplace with the emphasis on mass customization. Figure 2.7 summarizes this dramatic change in emphasis.
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The suggestion is that previously the environment was characterized as supplier-driven based upon mass marketing and mass production philosophies. Independently suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, and other entities would seek to forecast demand from their immediate customers with no direct view of the final market. They would work on the basis of optimizing production, shipping and ordering quantities with the overriding goal of cost-minimization.

The new competitive framework that is emerging is quite different. Now the customer is firmly in the driving seat and customer responsiveness has become the order winner. At the same time markets have continued to fragment into niches and even ‘segments of one’, requiring suppliers to customize their offers to an even greater extent. Against such a backdrop, companies need to exhibit much higher levels of agility in order to compete. Hence, the growing likelihood that tomorrow’s market leaders will most likely be virtual rather than vertical in their structures, be information-driven rather than inventory-based and will focus their supply chains around delivering superior customer value. The question remains: how will companies make this transition?

10. Making the transition

In many respects, supply chain management is change management. Guiding change of the sort we have described above requires particular influencing skills as well as a broad understanding of the multitude of issues that arise in managing the ‘extended enterprise’.

Partly based upon a framework proposed by McKinsey (Ostroff and Smith 1992) a seven-step process is advocated to assist in the journey towards the creation of a market-driven supply chain.

Understand the value preferences of key market segments. Does the organization recognize the value preferences of key customers and segments and how they differ? Is this understanding widely diffused across the organization?

Realign the organization around the processes that deliver customer value. Most businesses still tend to be organized around functions rather than the processes that actually deliver value to customers. Examples of such processes are innovation, customer relationship management, and supplier development.

Engage customers and suppliers in end-to-end process management. Because supply chain excellence is highly dependent upon the collaboration of all players upstream and downstream of the focal firm, it is critical that they be involved in the planning and execution of supply-chain-wide processes.

Create cross-functional teams to manage those processes. In order to break through the functional silos that block the implementation of integrated supply chain management, cross-functional teams must be created to manage critical business processes.

Transform management’s role from ‘command and control’ to ‘process leadership’. Tomorrow’s organizations will by definition be ‘horizontal’ and ‘flat’ as
against ‘vertical’ and hierarchical’. A different type of management style is necessary to make these new structures effective.

Develop performance metrics to support cross-functional, customer-driven processes. One of the problems that halts organizational change of the type proposed here, is the fact that the main performance metrics utilized within the business are still functional in nature, for example, cost-per-unit rather than cost-to-serve or capacity utilization rather than throughput times.

Promote multiple competencies in individuals. It will be apparent that to be a successful member or leader of a market-facing cross-functional process team, managers will require new skills. They will need to have a wider understanding of supply chain processes and move beyond their original functional focus. There are significant implications for management training and development.

The achievement of change of this magnitude may seem to be a daunting task. However, there will be little choice for those organizations that seek to thrive in the increasingly turbulent and unpredictable markets that are fast becoming the norm. The creation of market-facing and customer-responsive supply chains must become the goal as the rules of competition change dramatically and we enter the era of supply chain competition.

11. An agenda for research

While the idea of creating market-driven supply chain strategies is undoubtedly appealing, there still remain a number of crucial areas where further research is needed to help move forward its real world implementation. The following issues might repay more detailed study:

How closely are marketing and supply chain management integrated at the strategic level in organizations? Initial observation suggests that rarely are supply chain strategies developed specifically to support marketing strategies. Understanding the barriers to a closer linkage would help in identifying the way forward towards the creation of market-driven supply chains.

How do companies identify and respond to customer value preferences in their supply chains? Well-established tools exist in market and consumer research for the evaluation of customer value preferences but the evidence is that these tools are rarely used in the development of supply chain strategies. However, even if customer value preferences are clearly understood how well are these converted into differentiated supply solutions?

Since supply chain agility is key to success in today’s more volatile market place, what are the inhibitors and enablers of agility? In some cases, there could well be organizational challenges to be met, for example, the predominance of functional silos. In other cases lack of collaborative working upstream and downstream of the focal firm may be the stumbling block.

In fast-moving consumer goods markets what is the impact of lack of availability (e.g. stock-outs on the shelf or long waiting times for delivery) on consumer
There is growing evidence that consumers are less brand loyal, and hence might readily switch brands if their preferred brand is not available. Is their response consistent across product categories or are there some areas where product availability is more crucial than others?

Finally, and closely connected to the previous point, in business-to-business markets what is the impact of logistics service on the choice of preferred supplier? This is an important question in a growing number of industries as companies seek to reduce their supplier base. What are the ‘market winners’ that enable businesses to become and remain preferred suppliers?

There are, undoubtedly, many other issues that could be nominated for further research but the five we have listed seem to lie at the heart of the search for competitive advantage through the design and management of world-class supply chains.
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Supply Chains: A Network Perspective

GUIDO NASSIMBENI

1. Introduction

For some years the idea has been emerging that the locus of value creation is the chain, the network, and not the firm. The belief is that competition occurs between systems of enterprises, rather than single firms, as in modern economies it is unlikely that a single company could, on its own, develop all the resources needed. It can, indeed it must, develop some resources and competencies, some areas of excellence. However, such areas of excellence must then join with other areas of excellence so that the enterprise can face the competitive challenge. Thus, they must build a network, according to the principle of complementariness between inner and external abilities. In other words ‘no business is an island’ (Håkansson and Snehota 1989).

This progressive awareness of the importance of relationships is particularly visible in the field considered in this book: supply chain management (SCM). We are witnessing an interesting evolution of perspectives passing from attention being mostly focused on the inner flows to attention extended to the total logistic network, that is, to the entire system composed of producers, suppliers, and customers. SCM is, in fact, a natural development of the studies on logistics management. The term chain has immediately taken root in management literature; however, it has been criticized because it gives the impression of a linear, unidirectional flow, a sort of pipeline. In reality it is generally different. Supply systems are characterized by bi-directional flows, lateral ties, and paths that are often segmented and articulated (Lamming et al. 2000). Companies are crossed by a variety of simultaneous flows, being nodes of branched supply networks.

In spite of the importance of the topic and the abundance of literature, our knowledge of networks, their shapes, and the principles that regulate their processes is limited. The topic is so wide that even a summary cannot be presented in the narrow space of a chapter. My intention here is simply to outline the constituent elements of a network and underline some of the more important issues. I have tried to clarify a concept that is not novel but still needs—at
least in part—a theory, that of supply networks. The literature, in fact, focuses on some forms of networking, in particular alliances and joint ventures. In addition, it tends to develop along its own specialized lines as the organization scholars focus on organizational aspects of networks, economists probe economic variables and efficiency assessments of the various forms, operations management experts highlight the problematic of integration and management of the operations at the network level. In this chapter I have tried to knit together contributions of various matrices, such as economic, organizational, and operative, with the ambitious objective of jointly declining these different views of analyses. However, more space has been intentionally given to the non-OM literature, since these chain or network operational aspects are widely covered in other parts of this book.

The chapter is organized as follows. The initial step in the work was to identify a sufficiently general definition of the network concept (Section 2). Then the specificity of supply (production) networks and the characteristics that render them different from other network typologies are identified (Section 3). The reasons for the current increasing needs for networking in supply environment are pointed out (Section 4). Finally, some important directions of research are presented (Section 5).

2. Network: some concepts

The term system or network of companies generally refers to a vast range of interorganizational relations. What are, and what characterizes these forms? Notwithstanding the extensive body of papers, no definition able to capture the multiplicity of situations and inter-firm architecture that fall under the term ‘network’ is provided. Nohria (1992), reiterating an observation made by others, stated 10 years ago that network literature is a ‘terminological jungle in which any newcomer can plant a tree’. This affirmation can probably be repeated today, if it is true, as Oliver and Ebers (1998) observe, that ‘the increase in the number of studies has contributed to a rather messy situation marked by a cacophony of heterogeneous concepts, theories, and research results’.

The definition of a network itself is a debated question. If there are no doubts that networks are constituted by two or more agents, the form and modalities of this relationship governance are, instead, an open question. Which modalities of interaction characterize networks? According to most authors, interorganizational network relationships are characterized by continuity, informality, and social embeddedness. For example, Sydow and Windeler (1998) define ‘inter-firm networks’ as a ‘complex arrangement of reciprocal, co-operative rather than competitive relationships’. Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti (1997) maintain that networks refer to ‘interfirm co-ordination that is characterised by organic and informal social systems, in contrast to
bureaucratic structures within firms and formal contractual relationships between them.

This type of agreement is also called ‘relational contracting’ (MacNeil 1985). However other authors think that it is only the presence of an interaction between organizations—and not also the governance form—which characterizes networks. In other words, the sole existence of an exchange gives origin to a network, independently of the type of contractual agreement between the parties. Social network analysis, for example, considers the network to be a sort of ‘mother’ of all organizational forms, since it is a system of nodes and ties that can assume various configurations.

Another issue concerns the elements that distinguish networks from other organizational forms, in particular hierarchy and market. As is well known, according to the Transaction Cost Theory (Williamson 1975, 1985), networks of companies represent an intermediary solution between the integrated manufacturer and the ‘market’, that is, the complex of independent manufacturers with whom exclusively short term (‘spot’) transactions are established. When compared with hierarchical relations, networks are more loosely coupled, rely to a greater extent on self-organizing processes and competitive pressures (Ring and Van de Ven 1994). When compared to the market, they provide denser information channels, demand more loyalty and trust, show a higher degree of social embeddedness, and are more stable (MacMillan and Farmer 1979).

The use of the Williamsonian categories and the definition of networks by differences from extreme ones (market and hierarchy) have been criticized for various reasons. First, because these forms are in reality excessively stylized. For example, the market is described as a set of coordination mechanisms based on price and on unilateral and optimizing decisions (Machlup 1978). Grandori (1999) observes that if the market is the ideal mechanism depicted by economists, and if the hierarchy is defined as the ideal type of Weberian bureaucracy, then nearly all the governance forms constitute a network. Second, because this approach compartmentalizes the variety of forms into a few structural alternatives, when, instead, the real world shows a multiplicity of shading situations. Finally, because the diversity of the various forms (network, hierarchy, and market) are emphasized, while in reality they exhibit also some common elements. For example, firms can use pricing and other ‘market-based’ mechanisms even within their boundaries, while networks may use hierarchical and formalized (procedures, programmes) coordination devices. Even if criticized several times over, the Williamsonian categories continue to recur in the literature. Evidently they maintain their own explanatory valence and distinct identities. The elements that make up this identity are summarized in the following section.

Those reported above are just a few of the questions. This debate is fed by the indeterminatess of the network concept. At this point, however, it is opportune to assume a definition of network to which reference can be made in the continuation of the chapter.
For the purpose of this chapter, an inter-firm network can be loosely defined as ‘two (dyad) or more agents, at least in part autonomous, which give rise to an exchange relationship, according to certain modalities and forms’ (Table 3.1).

The definition reported in Table 3.1 points out the following constituent dimensions:

The agents (two or more) involved, which are legally independent but economically interdependent. They can be individuals, groups of individuals, or organizations, though in general (and also in the following) the latter (organizations) are considered. Each of these nodes is related to other nodes (agents) and the whole set of nodes and ties composes the overall structure (architecture) of these systemic relationships. Thus, the first dimension refers to the parties (Who) that are engaged in the relationship and the ways in which the parties are linked;

The presence of an exchange relationship. Various proposals can be found in the literature concerning the contents of a relationship. At first glance we can distinguish between transactions of products or services, social or affective exchanges, and resource association or sharing. This distinction brings to mind that proposed by Tichy, Tushman, and Fombrun (1979) between: (a) the exchange of goods (work flow networks); (b) the exchange of information and ideas (communication networks); (c) affect or linking (friendship networks). It recalls also the distinction proposed by Grandori (1995) between ‘transactional’ and ‘associative’ interdependencies. The first refer to the transfer of goods or services across a technologically separable interface (Williamson 1985).

---

**Table 3.1. Definitions of networks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Network basic dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Inter-organizational networks are composed of</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two (dyad) or more agents, at least in part autonomous</td>
<td>The <em>structure</em> (architecture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>which give rise to an exchange relationship</td>
<td>The <em>content</em> (task) of the relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>according to certain modalities and forms</td>
<td>The <em>governance</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Instead, associative interdependencies imply joint efforts, aligned behaviour, and common actions. In these networks a sale–purchase contract does not occur; however, a type of exchange does take place: the benefits connected with network membership require a corresponding compensation, in terms of behaviour and action, by the members. Thus, this second dimension refers to the presence and the content (What) of the exchange;

*The modalities of exchange governance.* The use of interfirm relationships implies that some activities and tasks are divided among the parties. Each partner assumes certain obligations, gives up some rights and gains others through explicit and implicit, formal and informal agreements (Sobrero and Shrader 1998). Thus, the governance form specifies *how* activities and tasks are divided up among the parties, how to organize, structure, and guide the parties’ behaviour. In other words, it specifies how to *govern* (adapt, coordinate, and safeguard) the exchange.

### 2.2. Network basic dimensions

The proposed definition emphasizes the main dimensions of a network, which often recur in the literature. The *Who*, the *What*, and the *How* can be declined in various ways, giving rise to different reticular forms, that are more or less connected, more or less extended, and more or less stable. It is, therefore, opportune to explode each of these dimensions, in order to understand which properties and characteristics they assume. The Table 3.2 shows an obviously not exhaustive summary of these properties and characteristics.

The *content* (What) of the exchange regards primarily materials, services, information, and resources, but also knowledge or expertise or even agreements on actions and results to be achieved. Various theories have identified and extended the properties of the content. The transaction cost theory (Williamson 1975, 1985) is probably the most frequently applied. It assumes, as is well known, that the specificity (idiosyncrasy) of the content is one of the determinants of the contract agreement. Other important, correlated but independent properties, include the innovation and the complexity of the object exchanged.

*Governance* (How)—as shown in Table 3.2—distinguishes between two main categories, inter-firm relationships and inter-firm operations governance. The former contains two categories of governance mechanisms: formal (contractual and bureaucratic) and informal (social) mechanisms. Governance here is intended in the broad sense, while the theoretical definitions and empirical operationalizations primarily refer to the contractual dimension (see Jones *et al.* (1996) for a review on this topic). Contractual coordination mechanisms are used to define the legal boundaries of the relationships. They involve the choice of the legal form governing the agreement, its length, the extent to which parties are bound (e.g. exclusivity clauses, penalties, etc.) (Sobrero and Schrader 1998).
This coordination mechanism is therefore formalized in a written agreement between the parties, as are any programmes and procedural rules (bureaucratic control) that can be defined in order to coordinate activities. Beside these formal mechanisms other informal ones act, especially in the presence of relational ties: trust, reputation, shared values, goals, and customs that make up the culture and macrocultures where relationships develop. Also these unwritten and usually tacit aspects govern the behaviour of the parties. A rich literature on economic sociology explains how economic actions may be influenced by the social (cognitive, institutional, and cultural) patterns of ties within which they are embedded (e.g. Granovetter 1985).

The distinction between formal and informal coordination mechanism is quite frequent in the literature, that is, in Smith, Carrol, and Ashford (1995) and in Bates, Nassimbeni, and Hollingworth (2001). It must be noted that social (informal) and formal governance devices should be considered complementary and mutually reinforcing rather than alternative.

The network structure (Who) is a dimension that has been studied in depth by a specific line of studies: Network Analysis (cf. Aldrich and Whetten 1981;
Burt 1982; Wellmann and Berkowitz 1988). It assumes a structurationist perspective, focusing on the architectural characteristics of networks and the corresponding measures. For example, the measure of the centrality refers to the number of relations that directly or indirectly connect an enterprise to the other network members. It describes the extension of the basin of critical resources from which a firm can draw, thus denoting its degree of attractiveness. This structurationist perspective has been cross-bred in recent times with the Network Strategic Approach, giving particularly interesting results. For a review on the studies that analyse the relationship between structural characteristics (network density, structural holes, structural equivalence, firm location) and profitability of industries and firms see Gulati (1998) and Gulati, Nohria, and Zaheer (2000).

After this brief characterization of the three constituent dimensions of a network and their elements, it is opportune to return to the proposed definition (Table 3.1): This definition needs some comments and specifications.

First, a network originates when at least two parties interact. It should be noted that cooperation dynamics were initially considered with respect to dyadic (bilateral) relations and subsequently extended to the collective actions of a plurality of subjects. The reconsideration of the organizational problem from the dyadic to the network level is based on the awareness that the relations between two subjects are conditioned by the relations they have with third parties (Håkansson and Snehota 1989).

Second, the agents who interact must be—at least in part—autonomous (legally independent). It is precisely this separation of the property rights, Grandori (1999) observes, that distinguishes networks from hierarchies, where parties interact within a sole ownership structure. In other words, there is only one Who within hierarchies, since parts are not independent. What instead distinguishes networks—at least networks constituted by relational ties—from markets is the How, that is, the transactions governance. Networks are similar to markets with respect to the ownership structure (separated in both cases), but differ in terms of governance making a greater use of informal (social) coordination mechanisms. In fact, the relationship continuity that characterizes ‘relational ties’ provides incentives to collaborate even in the presence of possible contractual incompleteness, that is, in front of needs (contingencies) not formalized (forecasted) ex ante. Moreover, relationship stability gives social mechanisms space and time to develop. Vice versa incentives for collaboration are weaker in markets so here the need exists to formalize the agreement as much as possible. This does not mean that informal mechanisms are totally absent. The neoclassical idea of a market exchange as an a priori discrete event, entirely regulated by contractual clauses and price mechanisms is rather unlikely. Apart from the formal duration of the contract, the expectation of continuity usually accompanies any supply relation whatever, and price does not exhaust all the informative requirements of the parts.

These considerations anticipate a third comment on the proposed definition. Generically, it concerns some modalities and forms to regulate the exchange
between the parties, without reducing the field to cooperative modalities, that is, to previously introduce ‘relational contracts’. This does not mean that the role of relational valences is denied here. It simply means admitting that in the strategic plan of an enterprise that resorts amply to external transactional environments even more unstable and formal relations can find a precise, ‘designed’ positioning. This is true especially now in the digital era. With modern information and communication technologies nowadays it is possible for a firm to connect up with a number of external interlocutors and, with relative facility, activate or interrupt a wide range of relations. These technologies do not permit social exchange, which is possible only when there are direct interactions, mutual acquaintance, and a history of past relations. However, they can render the geometry that characterizes the network structure even more variable than it was in the past.

2.3. The two theoretical poles

Impressive research work has been carried out on the network dimensions and their constituent elements. For reviews on the main theoretical lines regarding interorganizational relations and networks see Oliver and Ebers (1998), Grandori and Soda (1995), Schrader and Sobrero (1998), to mention just a few. I only want to point out here that the three constituent dimensions—the Who, the What, and the How—provide the readers with a rough map so they can find their way through this huge body of theories.

As Oliver and Ebers (1998) observe in their interesting meta-analytic paper on interorganizational research, studies ‘seem to stretch out between two focal points: a social network perspective at one pole, and a governance perspective at the other’. Researches applying the social network perspective employ the formal apparatus of social network analysis in order to examine how structural properties (actor positioning, connectivity, interactions, structural equivalence, etc.) influence organizations and their members. At the opposite pole we find the governance perspective, broadly defined as ‘all theoretical approaches that study the institutional mechanisms by which inter-organisational relationships are initiated, negotiated, designed, co-ordinated, monitored, adapted and terminated’. According to Oliver and Ebers, this governance perspective comes in two variants. The first shows how the institutional environment (political, legal, cultural, and industry conditions) impacts the likelihood of interorganizational network formation and their forms. The second variant focuses on how to forge networking relations so that actors gain access and make best use of external resources.

3. Supply networks

What are and what distinguishes supply networks from other typologies? While still referring to the network definition given above, the distinctive elements of supply networks are as follows.
They are made up of ‘transactional’ rather than ‘associative’ ties. By definition they regard supply relations, that is, exchanges of goods or services. A transaction occurs when a good or service is transferred across a technologically separable interface. One stage of processing or assembly activity terminates, and another begins’ (Williamson 1985). It follows that the parties are essentially enterprises (economic agents), the motivations of the exchange are primarily related to economic convenience (at least in the long run), their interaction is normally accompanied by a formal agreement (even if not necessarily exhaustive) and regulated by commercial law.

The object of exchange concerns goods and services used for industrial purposes. Supply networks are sometimes called ‘production’ networks since the input coming from the net units enters into an industrial transforming process. Notwithstanding the fact that service supply networks deserve as much attention as those that move materials, the literature mainly concentrates on the latter. The reason is clear, these papers originated from SCM studies, which are primarily addressed to the management of the physical flow. The fact that the exchanged object constitutes an industrial input determines an important consequence: it is a hard, visible exchange (Harland and Knight 2001), if for no other reason than defining the exchange in a contractual sitting. In other kinds of networks, that is, professional communities or trade associations, vice versa, the exchange concerns more intangible elements. The industrial purpose of the exchange determines another decisive characteristic. Resuming Håkansson’s (1990) classification regarding the forms of dependence among network members (technical, knowledge, social, and logistic), it is obvious that technical and logistic dependencies characterize supply network. It follows that the importance of technological and managerial infrastructure is significantly higher here.

They usually have a hierarchical character and structure. In most of these networks it is possible to individuate an actor that decides how to divide the work (at least in correspondence of the main production stages), selects the external interlocutors, etc. This actor is often defined as the ‘focal firm’ and its role is highlighted by various definitions. For example, Zheng et al. (1999) write ‘The boundary of a supply network […] can be drawn from the perspective of a focal firm to include all upstream and downstream organisations from the original source of raw materials or services to the ultimate end customers’. Thus, the focal firm in some way defines the watershed between the sourcing flows of the networks, governing their convergence and coherence. Usually—but not necessarily—the focal firm is the buying company that is placed at the end of the production spinneret. The crucial role of the focal firm is particularly evident in engineering-to-order environments, especially of large projects. The main contractor is the barycentre of the system, it contracts external units to produce parts of the product and manages the outward flow. The hierarchical character of supply networks does not imply that coordination between the units is achieved only through hierarchical mechanisms. On the contrary, it is likely that the number and variety of coordination instruments required go hand in hand with the informative
and operational complexity of the project. When the object exchanged is complex, the need for mutual adaptations, constant interactivity, jointly reached choices, and shared objectives increases (Håkansson and Snehota 1995). Anyway, even in this case the role of the members is unlikely to be equal: the decision and control rights—even if results of a negotiation process—are not equally distributed.

They are constituted by vertical relationships. With respect to the focal firm, the units of a supply network are engaged in production activities at neighbouring stages of the value chain. They give rise to relations that are different from horizontal ones (parties engaged in similar activities, that is, located at the same stage of the value chain) and diagonals (enterprises that work on technologically distinct but potentially synergistic chains). The distinction between vertical, horizontal, and diagonal linkages is explained by Noteboom (1999), among others. Therefore, a vast casuistry of alliances and joint ventures is excluded, where the joining elements between the network members are the ‘functional’ synergies (exchange of expertise and skills) rather than the material flows. For example, we exclude commercial agreements between enterprises regarding the sharing of commercial resources or R and D agreements when the parties intend to share research and development efforts obtaining size advantages, sharing the risks and lowering the costs. The fact that vertical relationships are a distinctive feature of supply networks does not mean that relations have only one direction. Horizontal (i.e. two suppliers cooperate to fulfil logistical requirements), lateral (a supplier supplies a customer and at the same time a customer’s supplier), and circular relationships are likely to arise (De Toni and Nassimbeni 1995; Pfohl and Buse 2000). Lamming et al. (2000) observe: ‘The supply network describes lateral links, reverse loops, two-way exchanges and so on, encompassing the upstream and downstream activity, with the focal firm as the point of reference’.

They usually cut across industry boundaries. Particularly in the last five years an intense process of industry cross-fertilization has taken place: materials that originate within an industry find an outlet in several others. Let us think about electronic or oil-compounded materials. Probably there are no sectors that do not utilize some electronic or plastic materials. Consequently, focal firms must relate with suppliers belonging to dissimilar part categories and with clients operating in very distant sectors. These various supply chains intersect in the purchasing department of the focal firm so their competitive priorities, logistic requirements, information exchange, etc. may significantly vary from supplier to supplier and customer to customer, determining a wide and complex relationship portfolio.

4. Networking needs in current supply environments

The networking needs, and more specifically the need for stable and cooperative relations (relational contracting) with the units at the upper and lower end of the
value chain, have grown remarkably in recent years. Before explaining the reasons, it is opportune to summarize the ‘traditional’ supply management approach and its disadvantages.

‘Traditional’ supply management is characterized by four elements (Jackson 1985). First, the buyer interacts with many suppliers (order fragmented into several sources), so as to maintain multiple market alternatives and promote bidding competition among them. Second, the supply relationship is short term, since the buyer wants to retain the possibility of switching the actual supply relationships quickly and opening new ones depending on favourable market opportunities. Third, price is the main vendor selection criterion, determined by competitive pressure in the supply market. Fourth, the customized effort of sources is kept low, since the buyer wants to have source replacement possibilities ready. This approach has obvious advantages but also some strict limitations (Table 3.1).

In the past these limitations were widely tolerated, or in any case they were not so strong as to convince ‘traditional’ buyers to resort to pure market logic in the relationships with the suppliers, logic so deeply rooted in their culture and managerial praxis. On the other hand, this logic is justified when the exchanged object is not specific and suppliers are replaceable without difficulties. However, modern production and flow management systems have rendered these two conditions less and less probable. Management systems such as Just in Time (JIT) and Concurrent Engineering require the adoption of quality control procedures that are homogenous and coherent along all the process steps, the implementation of integrated coordination practices along the entire flow of materials, and collaboration between all actors (inner and external) involved in the development of a new product and its constituent components. Returning to Table 3.2, we can assert that the supply content has changed, becoming more customized, needing better quality and service. At the same time the governance has changed too. Supply policies based on multiple sources, on short-term relations, on price as the basic vendor selection criterion appear impracticable in the presence of strong operational buyer–suppliers interdependencies. The latter require adequate incentives for collaboration, in particular greater exclusivity and a longer time horizon of the relationship (De Toni and Nassimbeni 1999, 2000). However, even the ‘co-operative’ approach has several disadvantages (Table 3.3).

The challenge faced by the focal firm is to maintain efficiency within a supply system characterized by bilateral specific investments, and more exclusive, long-termed relationships. In other words, this is a challenge of governance that consists in a sophisticated equilibrium of cooperation and competition between the units of the net.

If we analyse the Japanese automotive supply system, a paradigmatic example of advanced buyer–supplier relationships, we realize that its stability and efficiency depend to a large extent on the governance capability of the focal firm, that is on the actions this firm has developed in order to control possible
opportunistic behaviour and maintain cooperative attitudes within the pool of suppliers (Richardson 1993; Mariotti 1996). In other words, the invisible hand of the market is substituted by the visible and informed hand of the buyer which imposes a competitive discipline on the suppliers, restoring margins of contestability to a ‘market’ however limited to a narrow and selected group of sources.

Table 3.3. ‘Spot market’ and ‘relational contracting’: stylized elements and disadvantages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot markets</th>
<th>Relational contracting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stylized elements</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier selection based on price</td>
<td>Supplier selection based on multiple criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sourcing</td>
<td>Single sourcing or reduced supply base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot transactions (short-term</td>
<td>Long-term relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relationships)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disadvantages</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty of boosting the supplier to the acquisition and development of relational-specific assets</td>
<td>Greater risks of unilateral reinforcement (empowerment) of the partner which can stimulate opportunistic behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty of generating joint product or process innovation</td>
<td>Higher switching costs and greater source replacement problems—higher dependency from the sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty in supplying of components tailored for the buying firm’s production process</td>
<td>Higher buyer’s operational vulnerability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty of improving the productive and logistic chain (by means of adoption of compatible and interacting production planning system, of proper packaging procedures, of compatible identification (bar-coding) systems, . . .)</td>
<td>Higher insensitivity towards the evolutionary trends in the supply markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher variability of purchased materials</td>
<td>More complex and expensive supplier selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompatibility with the ‘continuous improvement’ and TQM perspectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure to operational inefficiencies (= necessity of buffer inventories to face supplier’s unreliability, need of receiving inspection on entry flows, greater planning time horizons, . . .)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior supplier’s rigidity to customer’s requirements (concerning quality, volumes, deliveries, . . .)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater risk of contentions on quality, quantity and time requirements and greater risk of price renegotiations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This discipline uses several formal mechanisms, for example, (a) sophisticated and transparent vendor assessment and monitoring systems, whose purpose is to maintain an adequate competitive pressure within the pool of suppliers and to hand out rewards (attribution of increased supply quotas or of the most remunerative orders) or punishments, (b) use of dual or parallel sourcing (even the Japanese buyer tries to avoid dependency on a single supplier), and (c) contractual norms of profit and risk sharing.

This discipline is also obtained using some social mechanisms deliberately developed by the buyer through meetings, newsletters, and other means of public comparison. On these occasions a supplier’s reputation is at stake in front of the community and tacit collective norms form and consolidate. The clan culture—an element to some extent typical of Japan—offers a particularly favourable environment to cooperation, both inside and between organizations.

Moreover, the Japanese supply system cannot be fully understood without considering its structure too. It is shaped like a pyramid where every tie has a specific profile and role; in addition, this supply system is part of a larger network (keiretsu) where important complementariness of business exists. Nowadays, the Japanese supply model is facing a situation of economic crisis that is bringing some of its elements under discussion (Lamming 2000). However, it is obvious that this model, so often hastily explained in terms of simple cooperative harmony is, in reality, the result of a sophisticated, effective governance system and of an original structural configuration.

Following Japanese competitors’ performances, western producers—not only in the automotive sector—have tried to reproduce their supply practices and polices, but not always with success. The difficulty in reproducing the Japanese model is substantially imputable to (a) the actual difficulty in developing, and above all governing, a supply system with longevity and exclusive features; (b) the difficulty in replicating some specific conditions (keiretsu, clan cultures); (c) a deeply rooted business culture that ascribes the risk of inefficiencies to supply relation stability and evaluates purchasers mainly in terms of cost reduction. Therefore, the Japanese model does not offer indications that can be rigidly generalized.

5. Research directions

Why did networks emerge? There have been a number of theories, that is, transaction cost theory (cf. Williamson 1975, 1985), resource-based (cf. Barney 1991; Hamel 1991) and resource-dependence (cf. Pfeffer and Salancik 1978) theories, the institutional theory (cf. DiMaggio and Powell 1983), location and regional development theories, social networks theory, agency theory, property rights theory, game theory, contingency theories, population ecology theory, etc. and there is no doubt that the motivations of networking have been abundantly developed in the literature. However, the theoretical and empirical
efforts have not explored forms and outcome of networking to the same extent. Oliver and Ebers (1998) observe that 'Research has centred on the driving forces behind inter-organisational networking, rather than on the possible consequences'. Similar conclusions can be found, for instance, in Sobrero and Schrader (1998) and Sydow and Windeler (1998). Moreover, even less research exists that has passed the phase of network description and analysis and reached the phase of network design, offering indications, to some extent normative, for their construction. Lorenzoni and Lipparini (1999) note that past work has tended to consider networks as a given context, rather than a structure that can be deliberately designed. After all, resuming the three network constituent dimensions previously introduced, we can say that the central question 'Which network (content, governance, and structure) for which outcomes under which circumstances?' has received only partial answers up to now.

In this section the areas where research on interorganizational networks, in particular supply networks, needs to be most thorough are pointed out. Before this, however, two preliminary questions and warnings, related to the central problem reported above, need to be underlined.

Can networks be 'disassembled' into basic dimensions and components? Table 3.2 takes this disassembly for granted. But is it really the case? This question is turning up in all the literature on networks. Put in a simple way, we can identify two currents of thought. On one hand there is the 'reductionist' view. According to this networks, even if representing complex systems where technical and social aspects intersect, exhibit some constitutive recurrent elements with their own valence, which is, at least in part, independent from the system they belong to. On the other hand we find what we can call the 'holistic' vision. It asserts that it is impossible to (rigorously) circumscribe each network dimension and sub-dimension, splitting network structure, governance modalities, interaction practices, and individuals that accomplish these practices. Social structures, simultaneously constituted by actors and their practices, exist and manifest themselves at the moment in which they act.

Even accepting the existence of basic network 'components', is it possible to conceptualize the relationships between them? In this case also, we can try to identify two extreme theoretical positions. On one hand there is the 'deterministic' vision that asserts that some regularities in the network phenomena exist. These regularities identify distinct network configurations, or at least distinct patterns of behaviour. Evidently, there is in this view the underlying idea that a deductive–nomothetic search for regularities inside network phenomena can be applied. On the other, we find the 'relativist' vision. According to this, social structures cannot be described in terms of causes and effects, like an operating mechanism of actions and reactions, a stable
macro-phenomenon which can, to some extent, be predicted. In addition, network processes have cumulative effects and depend also on past history. ‘The links, ties and bonds which are developed in one relationship [. . .] are the source as well as the effects of change’ (Håkansson and Snehota 1995). Finally, the private, invisible nature of ties renders the network inimitable, and thus the information they provide too (Gulati, Nohria, and Zaheer 2000).

This stylized contraposition between various currents of thought confirms once again the width and complexity of the theme and points out the need for researchers to avoid oversimplified deterministic models. At the same time it highlights the need for comprehensible and normative suggestions for organizational design, though without forgetting the appeal of the holistic and relativist visions. Figure 3.1 graphically translates the central question reviewed above.

The list of the research directions which are summarized in the following sections is by no means comprehensive but simply reflects some broadly defined areas where I see the greatest potential for research.

5.1. The basic network dimensions

The first research direction refer to each of the three network dimensions, examined individually.

The content. As far as the content is concerned, in my opinion it does not seem to be adequately profound, above all, in non-OM literature. The property most frequently considered is *idiosyncrasy*, that is its specificity with respect to partner requirements. As already pointed out, this specificity is a basic construct in the transaction cost theoretical framework. However, in most of
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the studies this specificity remains a generic, abstract feature, without a clear comprehensive explanation of the real (site, physical, or human) determinants. More generally there is the need, particularly under a supply network perspective, to better understand the nature and form of buyer–supplier operational interdependencies.

**The governance.** Governance is probably the most critical network dimension since a system with distributed abilities and competencies can work effectively only where governance mechanisms are adequately configured. Uzzi (1996) observes that ‘although network governance is widely acknowledged and is seen as producing important economic benefits, the mechanisms that produce these benefits are vaguely specified and empirically still incipient’. Much remains to be understood of the procedures and mechanisms that produce network disciplines, the incentives that can enforce liability and induce cooperative, proactive behaviour. In particular social mechanisms, as their intrinsic nature is more difficult to capture, need further research (see Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti 1997 and Gulati 1998 on this topic). How can a common culture (values, norms, and beliefs shared across firms) be developed and which (collective) sanctions and rewards should be used?

More in general, which relational capabilities are required to network members, in particular to the focal firm? The development of a network demands additional organizational capabilities, various called ‘integrating’ or ‘systemic’ capabilities (Pfohl and Buse 2000) or a firm’s ‘alliances capability’ (Kale, Singh, and Permutter 2000). An important topic of research concerns the processes (learning, knowledge transfer, personnel exchange, etc.) able to build or reinforce social mechanisms. Once these points have been cleared, however, another question emerges: what is the relationship between various governance mechanisms and the adaptive fit of the network? It is reasonable to think of an inverted U-shape. In fact, on one hand, these mechanisms should not be so rigid as to tightly bind the nodes. Otherwise, one of the winning features of networks would collapse, that is, the flexibility of the nodes due to the involvement of integrated and independent units. On the other hand, these mechanisms should be able to render the activities and behaviour of each coherent with the strategic project of the system (Nassimbeni 1998). Thus, which is the optimal level of structural embeddedness, where parties are neither too tightly connected to fragment relational integration (think, for instance, about the weakening of competitive dynamics, the ‘not-invented here’ syndrome, the ‘closed system’ mentality), nor so loosely connected as to be to unaware of the requirements of other parties? Cohesion exhibits not only advantages (capillary dissemination of information, involvement, social control, confidence), but also disadvantages (cost, informative redundancy, strategic myopia, risk of knowledge expropriation). For example, Dyer and Nobeoka’s (2000) analysis of Toyota’s supplier network demonstrates that ties that are too close cause performance deterioration. Similar conclusions can be found in
studies on German (Grabher 1993) and Italian (Nassimbeni, 2003) industrial districts.

These questions bring one back to the basic problem of network governance, that is the correct and difficult balance between specialization and integration, dependence and independence, fragmentation and cohesiveness, homogenization and diversity, market and hierarchy.

Governance seems to be particularly complex within supply networks. As already pointed out, firms are usually integrated in various chains with different characteristics in terms of supply object specificity, structure of the supply market, and need for interactions. How can one harmonize the various supply chain designs and dynamics? This problem is particularly relevant for the focal firm, which must develop and govern simultaneous relations that have different characteristics. The implications of the simultaneous and possibly conflicting influence of multiple supply channels (and the correspondent multiple economic and social networks) have yet to be systematically examined. Moreover, there are problems of coordination and control of the operations of supply networks that do not occur in other network typologies. The role of information systems (for information exchange and the development of a common language), planning and control systems (for strategic objectives sharing), and human resource management systems (in order to orient the actions and behaviour best suited for network maintenance) is critical here.

The structure. Reconstructing the ramifications of a network can be an arduous task, particularly in presence of inter-sector ties. However, this is an obligatory passage if one truly wishes to understand the competitive forces and dynamics that forge network processes and behaviour. Since external relationships provide access to key resources, the structure of relationship networks describes the asymmetric access that rivals have to raw materials, information, technology, and markets (Madhavan, Koka, and Prescott 1998). One of the more promising lines of research regards the strategic blocks, that is the analysis of the structure of cooperative relations inside and between industries. It first emerged in the works of Harrigan (1985), and is based on the observation that in several sectors cooperative constellations develop that exhibit structural similarities. We have already mentioned the automotive industry (Nohria and Garcia-Pont 1991), but also in many other sectors (banks, insurance, etc.) it is possible to recognize this phenomenon.

As far as supply networks are specifically concerned, a critical question refers to the structure, not of the external relationships, but of the internal organization. How is the matching between internal and external networks achieved? The literature tends to focus on the external transactional environment, while obviously the internal organization (especially that of the focal firm) should be modified in order to support the relational requirements of the network form. How do the boundary-spanning units change, that is, those units that constitute the bridge between the inside and the outside?
Specifically, how does the purchasing function change, now that it must play a proactive role in the identification of procurement needs, the development of partners, and in the crucial collection of information?

5.2. The connection between the basic network dimensions

To specify the connection between network content, governance, and structure is equivalent to specifying the configuration of the network. Several network classifications of such configurations (typologies) have been proposed, and some of them are mentioned in Table 3.4. Evidently, the underlying assumption of these classifications is that it is possible to recognize some ‘regularities’ (some recurrent patterns) within the variegated universe of network forms. The configurational approach, that is, the identification of ideal types or empirical archetypes that show a recurrent and coherent combination of organizational elements, has been criticized (cf. Grandori 1999). Fundamentally the criticism is ‘relativist’ in nature and concerns the positivist idea that some generative mechanisms exist in the network phenomena that produce the same effects under the same conditions. In my opinion the risk of fixed or pre-emptory generalizations actually exists, however research in this ambit cannot avoid the identification (with all precautions) of the connections between the basic network dimensions and their possible regularities, on an empirical base.

If we analyse the different classifications proposed in the literature, we can see that usually the various network classifications focus on specific content, governance, or structural issues. However, a valid classification should point out the connection between these dimensions. A good organizational network design should match structural (centrality, density, number, and direction, location of ties, etc.), governance (coordination mechanisms, communication processes, etc.), and content issues. The literature lacks a truly comprehensive classification framework, particularly where supply networks are concerned.

In this ambit we can still find an important direction that needs in-depth study, that is, network configuration in the current e-business environment. Virtual markets, with their unprecedented reach, connectivity, and low-cost information processing power, open entirely new possibilities for value creation through the structuring of transaction in novel ways (Amit and Zott 2001). Value creation opportunities in virtual markets may result from new combinations of information, physical products or services, innovative configurations of transactions, and the reconfiguration and integration of resources, capabilities, roles and relationships among suppliers, partners, and customers. In other words, the virtual environment impacts on content, governance, and structure of networks, which becomes wider and more transient. However, according to Amit and Zott (2001), we still do not have adequate conceptual instruments for understanding and modelling these transformations.
### Table 3.4. Network classifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Network basic dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Object Properties</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achrol and Kotler (1999)</td>
<td>Internal, vertical, intermarket, opportunity networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belussi and Arcangeli (1998)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belussi and Rowley (1997)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenfeld (1996)</td>
<td>Hard, soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandori and Soda (1995)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinterhuber and Levin (1994)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles and Snow (1992)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply (production) network typologies: Patterson et al. (1999)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfhol and Buse (2000)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamming et al. (2000)</td>
<td>Supply networks of: (a) innovative and unique products; (b) functional products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.3. Network dimensions, external contingencies, and outcomes

The analysis of the relationships between exogenous forces (input factors), network designs (content, governance, and structure), and performances (output)
needs further research. There is an enormous amount of research on the motivation for alliance formation, the factors which influence the firm’s proclivity to enter alliances, and the choice of the partner (see Gulati 1998 for a review). However, many economic, political, and cultural exogenous forces need to be further investigated (Ebers and Jarillo 1998). In addition, most of these studies refer to horizontal alliances, while vertical alliances have received, with few exceptions, less attention (Martin, Mitchell, and Swaminath 1995).

On the output side, the main studies on inter-firm relationship performance have been to establish the link between some types of relational behaviour and aspects (in particular long-term versus spot transactions) and performance (O’Toole and Donaldson 2000). However, research should better identify the possible consequences not only of dyadic buyer–supplier relationship forms, but of networking, and especially which form of networking (Provan and Milward 1995). Recently, a number of researchers have examined different aspects of a firm’s network—such as strength of ties, geographical extension, centrality (Zaheer and Zaheer 1997), and redundancy (McEvily and Zaheer 1999)—and certain network performance outcomes. In addition, some outcome categories are better considered than others. In economic studies, cost efficiency and innovation prevail, while in sociological studies power is the most frequently considered variable (Oliver and Ebers 1998).

The advantages of networking are quite clear: networks potentially provide a firm with access to information, resources, markets, and technologies, with benefits from learning, scale, and scope economies, and allow firms to achieve strategic objectives, such as risk sharing and outsourcing value-chain stages and organizational functions (see, for example, Gulati, Nohria, and Zaheer 2000). The disadvantages of networking (increased dependency, strategic rigidities, cost of coordination, new skills required, loss of critical knowledge, etc.) are discussed in many papers too, though more emphasis is placed on positive rather than on negative outcomes (Ebers and Grandori 1997; for the costs of networking see Smith 1999; and Madhok and Tallman 1998).

It should be noted that the research directions reported above—related to network dimensions, their reciprocal connection and the influence on environmental factors—need to be examined in dynamic terms. Networks are changing organisms, with inherent dynamics features, characterized by a continuous organizing process (Håkansson and Snehota 1995). Despite the number of contributions appearing in recent times, important questions still remain concerning the evolutionary process of interfirm tie formation and how networks evolve and change over time (Madhavan, Koka, and Prescott 1998; Grandori and Soda 1995). Also for these studies, it can be useful for separating the literature into two branches (Benson-Rea and Wilson 2000), that is, the evolutionary and the revolutionary perspectives. The former assumes that incremental adaptations move networks—which have an equilibrium-seeking nature—towards a steady state. The latter maintains that in the current turbulent environment organizational needs become more complex, and different types of networks will be required
so that initial configurations can be rapidly and drastically modified. These two perspectives are based on a different hypothesis regarding the speed of the external changes and the organizational inertia of networks. Apart from this hypothesis, important fields of research concern: (a) origin, nature, speed, sequence, and diffusion (domino effects) of changes; (b) patterns of transformation; (c) actions and reactions; (d) path dependency of changes. How networks develop over time, particularly in situations of crisis (as in Japan) is an argument of extreme importance and has not been adequately explored.

5.4. Some 'dominant' perspectives

In this section certain perspectives of analysis that in some ways dominate current research and limit its development are pointed out. These are:

The focal-firm dominated perspective. That related to the focal firm is certainly a privileged visual angle, however it is not exhaustive. The points of views of the supplier and the suppliers’ supplier are often neglected. Let us consider, for example, JIT practices along the supply chain. The literature frequently emphasizes the performance improvement for focal firms, while in many cases—as empirically documented (Sako, Lamming, and Helper 1995)—suppliers complain about the fact that ‘JIT only transfers inventory responsibility from customers to suppliers’. Besides, in some industries, particularly in some e-businesses, the architecture for the product, service, and information flows, as well as the set of business actors, are continuously changing. So it is difficult to identify a barycentre for the network, a focal firm. The central element is not the company that purchases materials and delivers the finished product to consumers, but the business model that combines various products and services in continuously changing ways.

The buyer–supplier dyad dominated perspective. This point is linked to the previous one, with the difference that in this case the unit of analysis is represented not only by the focal firm, but also by its direct suppliers or customers. Vice versa, it is important to consider the overall structure of the network, rather than the exchange dyads. This limitation is often connected to the methodological difficulty of individuating all relevant relationships and developing and combining measures related to different nodes of the same unit of analysis (the network).

The automotive-industry dominated perspective. The automotive sector historically represents the reference point for the development and validation of advanced managerial models. However, this industry evidently presents some specificities, linked to the product, manufacturing process, and market environment. Therefore, the indications it provides cannot be rigidly generalized, but much of current research on this topic refers to this industry (Zheng et al. 1999).
The ‘co-operative harmony’ dominated perspective. One of the criticisms of the literature on enterprise cooperation regards the excessive emphasis on elements such as mutual involvement, reciprocity, and confidence, while neglecting a series of tensions and friction that unavoidably accompany cooperative processes (Padula 2000). These tensions have also a competitive valence. As pointed out, effective network management demands a sophisticated balance between cooperation and competition (New and Ramsay 1997). For this reason, the concepts of ‘co-opetition’ (Nalebuff and Brandenburger 1997), ‘learning racing’ (Hamel 1991), and ‘multifaceted relationships’ (Dowling et al. 1996) merit more profound investigation.

The network members’ ‘homogenization’ perspective. Often the literature evidences the need for network members to be homogeneous, that is, exhibiting the same behaviour and culture (values, beliefs, and experiences). The nodes of the network—by definition at least in part independent and therefore having their own competitive individuality—must, in fact, integrate within a common strategic project that demands a certain degree of values, language, and culture sharing. However, the overemphasis on the behaviour and culture alignment of network members tends to cloak the positive effects of variety and diversity. After all, the attractiveness of a network resides precisely in its diversity.

The lean-practices dominated perspective. As noted in Section 3, modern production and flow management systems, in particular JIT, Concurrent Engineering, and Total Quality Management practices, have determined the increase in the networking needs of firms. However, in current competitive environments, Lamming et al. (2000) observe, the requirements for agility may call for extra resources to be made available, above what might be termed ‘lean’. For this reason a growing number of networks imply a firm furnished with redundant resources (Belussi and Arcangeli 1998). More generally, it is not just a problem of practices, whether lean or not. This term is the proper one to describe the operations between network members, that is the production–logistic interdependencies and coordination modalities. However, the governance of interorganization relationships is equally important (Table 3.2): it is constituted in a large part by informal mechanisms such as culture, trust, and reputation. In this ambit it is not so much a matter of procedures and practices, rather of relational sensibility, behaviour, and social capital.

6. Conclusions

In this chapter, the first step was to develop a sufficiently general definition of network to which reference could be made. The proposed definition individuates the three fundamental dimensions of a network, which then have been divided into their constituent elements and properties. Evidently even this is a simplifying and ‘reductionist’ passage, thus one can fully appreciate the multidimensionality that characterizes networks in general, and supply networks in
particular. Here, in fact, technical, economic, and organizational variables interlace and merge. A large part of the research on supply networks has, up to now, focused on one or a few categories of elements. Vice versa, analysing the supply chain according to a network perspective means that this complexity, this multidimensionality must be faced. The analysis has to be extended beyond the horizon of operations invading economics, sociology, and organization, that is the disciplines that, up to now, have claimed leadership in the topic here analysed. Here, therefore, an attempt was made to analyse supply networks according to a multidisciplinary approach. The remaining chapters of this book offer useful insights into many of the aspects that have been simply introduced here.
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A NETWORK PERSPECTIVE


UNDERSTANDING SUPPLY CHAINS


1. Introduction

What is going on when we talk of ‘supply chains’? Rather than merely enumerating the many potential definitions, or even proposing new ones, this chapter analyses the foundations that underpin the supply chain concept. It examines the senses in which supply chains can be said to exist in the first place (the ‘ontology’ of the chain) and shows how the idea serves particular interests.

In contemporary philosophy, ontology (‘the science of being’) is associated with the study of formal logic and the use of rather technical language: how can we decide what exists, or not? In computer science, ontology means models of entities and their relations that define specific domains of knowledge (and in some quarters, ‘supply chain ontology’ has a precise technical meaning concerning the design of interorganizational information systems: see Haugen and McCarthy 2000; Smith 2000). Here, however, ontology refers to the way in which an abstract concept is imputed with meaning, and used to imply the real existence of something. Other parallel terms might include ‘reification’ and ‘social construction’.

Merely to observe that supply chains are socially constructed is not much of a contribution; the label can be applied in many different ways, and there are considerable definitional problems in determining whether we mean, for example, the flow of goods relating to a particular product, or the network of commercial relationships connected to a particular firm (New 1994). Any attempt to talk about, for example, ‘Hewlett-Packard’s supply chain’ or the ‘steel supply chain’ involves some kind of projection of a boundary; as this is not ‘given’ in any objective sense, then clearly we are talking about something that people choose to define in particular ways. So to point out that supply chains are some kind of social construction in this sense is neither controversial, nor particularly interesting.
However, what becomes more intriguing is why people make the definitional choices they do: what interests are being served? What function does the concept fulfil? Why take what could be treated as a series of independent commercial relationships, and construe it as a ‘supply chain’ entity? This line of thinking means that, rather than agonizing over which of the many definitions of the supply chain is the ‘right’ one, it becomes interesting to ask why the supply chain idea has taken such purchase in the minds of managers and academics. Beneath the surface discussion of cooperation, integration, and optimization, are there other agendas at work?

The argument below will proceed as follows. Section 2 expands on the idea of social construction, exploring the idea from the perspective of practice and theory. Section 3 considers attempts to conceive of the supply chain as some kind of structure, while Section 4 reviews approaches based on the idea of the integration of process. Section 5 moves on to review how the supply chain idea serves to legitimate certain kinds of power relationship, and considers, in turn, the use of language, the concept of legitimation, and the nature of supply chain power. Section 6 concludes the chapter with a discussion of the implications of this analysis.

2. Social construction in practice and theory

The notion of ‘deconstruction’ is well established within management studies and social sciences more generally. The origins of the approach are complex, and its evolution has involved varying amounts of overlap with interpretivist and anti-managerialist agendas, and has developed in loose coordination with an interest in the nature of ‘discourse’ in other fields (notably social psychology, literary theory, and political science; see Mills 1997). Lynch (2001) claims that the idea of social construction has become stretched across so many disciplines that it may be too diffuse for coherent discussion. However, here the idea will be summarized in two ways: on the one hand, in regard to the reality experienced by practitioners and actors; on the other, as the reality as imagined by research.

In the first case, it is non-controversial to observe that how ordinary people conduct themselves depends on their perceptions of reality—and it is this that is socially constituted as part of some collectively negotiated order, and exists in a reflexive relationship to language. There are many origins of this insight, including Wittgenstein’s analysis of the fundamentally constructive role of language (Wittgenstein 1953), and Austin’s (1962) description of the performative role of language. In linguistics and literary criticism, writers such as Saussure (1974) and Bakhtin (1986) problematized the nature of communication, emphasizing the constructive role of the listener/reader. These ideas have fed into a stream of cultural/philosophical studies including the contributions of Foucault (1972), Lincoln (1989), and many others, which themselves find influence in the
anthropologies of Evans-Pritchard (1940), Malinowski (1954), Lévi-Strauss (1964), and Maus (1967).

For sociology, a key inspiration was that provided by Mead’s (1934) introduction of ‘symbolic interactionism’ in which the very notion of the ‘self’ is constructed in social interaction. March and Simon (1958) argued that managers focus on simplified models of the environment, and that their choices regarding what was in or out of the models were significant. The seminal work of Berger and Luckmann (1966) drew together many of these emerging strands, influencing a generation of organizational theorists. Weick (1969, 1985) outlined how decision-makers ‘enact’ the environment and engage in ‘sensemaking’, a concept that has become a cornerstone of research in organizational behaviour (see Tushman and Scanlan 1981; Starbuck 1982). Thompson (1980) explored the organization’s role in reality construction (see also Hines 1988). The social construction of market relationships was highlighted by Granovetter (1973, 1985—see also Olkkonen, Tikkanen, and Alajoutsijärvi 2000), and this has been a significant element of francophone economic sociology (see especially the work of Callon 1998). One related development, Actor–Network theory, has proven to be especially applicable in studies relating to innovation and technology (e.g. Harrison and Laberge 2002). Other significant contributions include Garfinkel (1967); Douglas (1986); Geertz (1973, 1975); Gergen (1985, 1994, 1999); Harré (1979); and Campbell (2000).

These various strands of analysis vary in many important ways, but converge on the key insight that the ‘reality’ experienced by economic and managerial actors cannot be read at face value (Harré 1979; Lakoff and Johnson 1980; Draper 1988; Kendall and Kendall 1993). The ‘common-sense’ interpretations of managers—and the prognostications of consultants and journalists—arise from a complex interplay of social processes and sectional interests (Harré and Secord 1972; Buckley and Chapman 1997).

This point leads to the consideration of the second mode of social construction as applied to management: the reification of theoretical entities by researchers and thinkers—abstract artefacts that become the building blocks of academic inquiry. In Economics, much of the debate at the margins of the discipline focuses on the value of the use of key concepts (e.g. economic growth, natural rates of unemployment) whose meaning, empirical clarity, and ideological content are open to debate. Keita (1992), for example, pillories the scientific aspirations of conventional economics for its lack of ‘empirically identifiable content’—see also Gibson-Graham (1996); Lawson (1997). In management studies, the work of Burrell and Morgan (1979) fed into a thriving field of critical engagement with management theory, crystallizing in a ‘movement’ of Critical Management Studies, in which a major element has been the understanding of the way in which individuals interact with prevailing narratives of management and control (Alvesson and Willmott 1992a, b). An important aspect of this evolving and tangled stream of work was to highlight the importance of language and metaphor (e.g. Morgan 1986; see also Tsoukas 1991; Rigney 2001).
The construction of the world as perceived by research has become a fertile area of investigation in its own right. Abrahamson (1991) considers the role of fads in management practice and research in terms of the diffusion of innovations. Barley and Kunda (1992) sketch patterns of managerial discourse and link them with broadly alternating ideologies of control (see also Gill and Whittle 1992; Grint 1994, 1997; Mizurchi and Fein 1999; Griseri 2002). However, although these debates tend to rumble on at the edges of academic discourse, it is fair to say that—in the spirit of Kuhnian ‘normal science’—such debates are often marginalized by the mainstream of research practice. For example, mainstream microeconomics can proceed happily according to its own mode of discourse, effectively oblivious to the various debates about the social construction of ‘markets’ (Lawson 1997; Mäki 2000).

Social construction, then, can be seen to be going on at the level of practice and theory. However, as Whitley (1984a, b) points out, the nature of management studies’ peculiar relation to practice means that two domains have an interactive and reflexive existence; and this presents a serious challenge to any attempt at detailed deconstruction. This point is made by Shenhav (1995) in his analysis of the rise of the systematization movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: ‘. . . Academic and non-academic texts should not be read as external to the practice of organizations but, rather, as discursive practices that are intertwined with organizational practices’ (p. 582). For example, the use of language by managers and consultants cannot be ignored, even if it is incoherent or at odds with the formal definitions used by academics. Researchers in management do not have the luxury of dismissing the conceptualizations offered in, for example, the trade press or in consultants’ PowerPoint™ slides as being simply ‘wrong’, as these constructions are to some extent formative of managerial reality, and are important in guiding and justifying practice in both direct and complex ways. Clark and Salaman (1999) provide a helpful review of this point (see also Kallinkos 1996; Heracleous and Hendry 2000; Clark and Fincham 2002). There is growing interest, however, in the mechanisms of this interplay, and, in particular, in the consequences of casual reification. Carrier and Miller (1998) outline the nature of what they term ‘virtualism’—the ascription of existence to abstract concepts creating ‘a kind of virtual reality’: ‘when people take this . . . not just to be a parsimonious description of what is really happening, but prescriptive of what the world ought to be’ (Carrier 1998: 2). In various ways, the contributors to Carrier and Miller’s book highlight the problem that what might begin as a tentative and simplified abstraction for the conceptual convenience of academics can rapidly translate into a normative trope; mediated by the way ‘knowledge’ is represented in academic papers, textbooks (and maybe policy papers and newspaper editorials), a speculative model can rapidly make the transition between ‘might be’ to ‘ought’. This chapter argues that this is what has happened with supply chains.
3. The supply chain as ‘structure’: three theoretical perspectives

The supply chain is more than a metaphor. A supply chain is, in fact, a series of links between suppliers and their customers until a product or service reaches its ultimate end-user. (Infoteria Corporation 2001).

When supply chains are seen in terms of structure, the implied ontology is one of some system of links and nodes—for example, Lee and Billington (1992) define the supply chain as a network of ‘sites’. For some authors these are literal geographic sites, and for others these may be commercial entities or even departments or business units. Julka, Srinivasan, and Karimi (2002, emphasis added) claim that ‘More enterprises now consider the entire supply chain structure while taking business decisions’. Many textbooks and introductory articles begin with a simple diagram of box representing a firm, linking to one or more boxes in either direction representing customers and suppliers. This holds out two enticing possibilities: that ‘real’ chains might be formally mapped and plotted out, and that such a plotting will enable the understanding of ‘the system’. Lillenfeld (1988) argues that all ‘systems thinking’ is built on the idea of diagrams purporting to show the relationship between entities (see also Peery 1972; Berlinksi 1976; Bloomfield and Best 1992; Kendall and Kendall 1993).

Disappointingly, however, it is an important observation that diagrams of all but the most simple ‘actual’ supply chains (in this sense) are almost entirely absent from the literature. Generally, exceptions are either simplified or figurative rather than specific, or—where detail is provided—illustrate distribution and manufacturing within a unitary organization. There are two straightforward reasons for this: the complexity of many real systems (in terms of the numbers of products and components, suppliers, locations, and so on), and commercial confidentiality. Information about who supplies whom is generally sensitive, and not generally accessible for research destined for the public domain. Chapman (1973), for example, illustrates that mapping the flow of materials through the petrochemical industries—a sector often portrayed by textbooks as consisting of flows of relative simplicity—is very difficult. He comments: ‘... the different approaches to corporate growth ... have superimposed a behavioural variable on their technical structure’ (p. 33). Cisic, Kesic, and Jakomin (2000) present some theoretical tools for assessing the ‘structure’ of supply chains—but provide no real applications. More importantly, even large organizations with well-developed ‘supply chain management’ may not have good information as to the structure of their own chains: Choi and Hong’s pioneering (2002) study of Honda, Acura, and DaimlerChrysler is fascinating not least for the effort required to produce even simple diagrams of the chain, but also for the observation that the information about the structure of the second tier of the chain held by the assembler was surprisingly inaccurate. Fawcett and Magnan (2002) comment on the relative difficulty of finding
firms whose supply chain activities go beyond their immediate trading partners.

Nevertheless, three interconnected streams of academic investigation have risen to the challenge of tackling this kind of conception of the ‘structural’ supply chain: within mainstream economics, what might be called the ‘Vertical Economy’ school has considered questions of vertical integration and its alternatives; the ‘Marketing Channel’ school has focused on the mechanisms of corporate interaction between trading partners and the choices firms make (in particular regarding the structure of ‘downstream’ distribution); and, finally, the ‘Commodity Chain’ approach has tended to address broader questions of political economy. These distinct academic approaches have arisen in a curious fashion; while there is a degree of cross-citation, and frequent (and often imprecise) swapping of terminology, there has been surprisingly little genuine cross-fertilization of ideas between these important movements. In all three cases, there can be seen as a broad ambition of tackling the ‘structural’ supply chain, and the rather embarrassed—but understandable—retreat to a more modest agenda. In each case, the causes of this trajectory are similar: the empirical complexity, and the fundamentally ‘constructed’ nature of the putative object of study.

The study of vertical integration—broadly defined—is a central theme of contemporary economics, and its various debates are the best theorized and documented of any of the academic approaches to the idea of an objective supply chain (e.g. Williamson 1971, 1979; Klein, Crawford, and Alchian 1978; Casson 1984; Hennert 1988; Vickers and Waterson 1991; Holmstron and Roberts 1998). Spulber (1996) adds that microeconomic theory has failed to fully grapple with the role of the industrial intermediary (in contrast to the extensive literature on financial intermediaries).

Perhaps more important, however, is that economics’ key conceptual apparatus for thinking about the structure of the chain—Principal–Agent theory and Transaction Cost Economics—both ultimately rely on intangible and contestable concepts such as ‘perceived risk’ and ‘trust’. As such, attempts to provide a modelling-driven, predictive economic science constantly butt up against the unavoidably ‘constructed’ nature of human interpretation. The consequence is that, while there are many studies which declare themselves interested in explaining industrial ‘structure’, work in this paradigm tends to collapse to either purely theoretical models, or extremely limited (normally dyadic or small network) studies.

In the same way, the vast ‘marketing channel’ literature, while frequently drawing on some of the underlying ideas of economic ideas (e.g. transaction costs), has also struggled to come to terms with early ambitions. In his extensive review of the development of the marketing channel concept, Wilkinson (2001) locates the conceptual origins in the work of mainstream economists such as, inter alia, Marshall (1889, 1919), Coase (1937), and Schumpeter (1947). The channels literature takes on its own identity, however, when it begins to develop these ideas around the strategic questions facing managers in regard to how they
get their products to market (e.g. Artle and Berglund 1959). Thus, whereas the mainstream economics agenda has been largely driven to explain the ‘supply chain’ in order to provide insight into regulatory questions (e.g. retail price maintenance), the marketing channel literature has been more oriented towards the concerns of participants in the chain. Indeed, the term ‘distribution channel’ is used as a frequent synonym for ‘marketing channel’, particularly in cases where a manufacturer downstream is concerned with the progress of goods ‘downstream’ towards the final consumer (McVey 1960; Lewis 1968; Main 1976).

The extensive work on marketing channels has ranged over a wide range of subsidiary areas—indeed, the perspective coincides with early definitions of the field of marketing itself: ‘... marketing is the performance of business activities directed toward, and incident to, the flow of goods and services from producer to consumer or user’ (American Marketing Association 1948: 202). Wilkinson points to the underlying epistemological problems in the ontology of marketing channels (Reve and Stern 1979; Stern and Reve 1980). Attempts to move beyond a single company raises the question of perspective; a buyer and supplier may simply not see a relationship in the same way, and indeed may have entirely divergent views on both the existence and character of the channel. This issue has immense importance for any presumed ontology of the chains, channels, or networks—and brings the question of ‘social construction’ immediately to the fore (New and Mitropoulos 1995; Lindgreen 2001; Blois 2003; Lemke, Goffin, and Szwejczewski 2003). Holmlund and Strandvik (1999) identify in literature thirty studies, both conceptual and empirical, on participants’ perception of buyer–seller relationships.

The third approach which starts from construing the supply chain as some kind of objective entity is Commodity Chain analysis—an approach that has developed almost entirely outside the orbit of management studies and mainstream economics, and instead has arisen in the fields of development economics, social and economic geography, political economy, and cultural studies. Hopkins and Wallerstein (1986) define commodity chains as the ‘network of labour and production processes whose end result is a finished commodity’—a definition in essence identical to definitions of the supply chain and the marketing channel in other contexts.

The field is quite diffuse (there is no journal with ‘Commodity Chain’ in the title, nor many books) and its origins are difficult to trace. However, an important source has been the francophone ‘Filière’ tradition (Raikes, Jensen, and Ponte 2000; occasionally ‘vivrières’, Doel 1999). This originated in attempts to develop statistical analyses of economic activity based on input/output tables (Montfort and Dutailly 1983), but has evolved to incorporate both an attempt to understand the actions and strategies of the actors in the system, and also with the use of French convention and regulation theory to understand different patterns of economic coordination for a product or group of products (De Bandt 1985; Lenz 1997; Wilkinson 1997). Although the commodity chain approach has been applied to a wide variety of empirical settings, the highest
The concentration of commodity chain analysis is found in studies related to food (e.g. Barrett et al. 1999; Jarosz 2000; Murdoch, Marsden, and Banks 2000).

Two observations can be made about the approach. First, many elements of the commodity chain literature follow much of the thematic agenda of the supply chain and marketing channel literatures. Second, however, the distinctive flavour of this work has often been an interest in placing an understanding of the operation of the chain in a broader political, geographic, and sociological agenda, especially in regard to developing countries. For example, Kaplinsky (2000) uses value chain analysis in regard to explaining global economic inequality. The approach also tends to take seriously work in fields such as the sociology of consumption, and the associated concerns of class and gender (McKendrick, Brewer, and Plumb 1982; Fullerton 1988; Fine and Leopold 1993; Crang and Malbon 1996; McRobbie 1997; Leslie and Reimer 1999). This has been both the key advantage and crucial weakness of the approach; in seeking both broad applicability and theoretical richness, the various commodity chain studies have found it difficult to build a cumulative body of research, or to produce systematic comparisons between different ‘chains’.

The commodity chain perspective, like those of the vertical economy and ‘marketing channel’ schools, presents something of a paradox. On the one hand, in all three of these approaches, there is a serious interest in what seems to be an appealing and intuitive model of analysing the flow of goods through the economy. It is, in some senses, obvious that these ‘flows’ or structures or channels or chains exist, and it is clear that it would be something like intellectual cowardice for social scientists not to want to engage with them. On the other hand, once one begins to investigate these assumed artefacts of the commercial world, problems of ontology and epistemology surface and make progress very difficult. The narrowly microeconomic approach finds the complexity of the real world too demanding for its elegant theory; the inclusive and holistic commodity chain approach finds the vast range of potential narratives it can invoke an obstacle to methodical progress; the marketing channel literature faces the fundamental epistemic and ontological problem of making sense of the socially constructed channel.

These three perspectives are important intellectual foundations for the supply chain idea, even if the supply chain motif is not used directly. But what of the operations-management-oriented literature which explicitly identifies itself as to do with ‘supply chains’ and ‘supply chain management’? Here, a paradox arises; although the idea of the structural supply chain is repeatedly invoked in this literature, with frequent mention of the ‘the whole supply chain’ and even ‘supply chain structure’, there is almost nothing of substance said about what these structures look like, or any empirical attempt to define them. Rennie (2001) comments: ‘The phrase “a company’s supply-chain” doesn’t even make sense according to these omnipotent perspectives that define the term.’ In the words of supply chain ‘guru’ Jim Tompkins, ‘Supply chain management is not really about the supply chain—it is about being linkable’ (Davies 2002).
Instead, the supply chain motif is applied to a separate concept—not a network of nodes and links per se, but the integration of processes among some adjacent stages.

4. The supply chain as ‘process’: three types of integration

The distinction between the ‘objective entities’ and ‘process’ views of the supply chain has been highlighted by a number of writers, including Harland (1996) and Croom, Romano, and Giannakis (2000). The ‘process view’ will be taken here to refer to the way in which stages in the industrial process are ‘integrated’ or mutually coordinated, and this may or may not be across organizational boundaries (Stevens 1989; Searcy 2002). Bowman (1997) reports a definition of supply chains developed by PRTM for the US Supply Chain Council: ‘... from your customer’s customer to your supplier’s supplier. Beyond that... the supply chain consists of four core processes: plan, make, source and deliver.’ The UK Institute of Logistics and Transport (www.iolt.org.uk) use: ‘The total sequence of business processes, within a single or multiple enterprise environment, that enable customer demand for a product or service to be satisfied.’

This integration can be understood in three main senses: first, there is the operational integration which coordinates separate business units. This usually concerns inventory management, scheduling, transport, marketing, new product development, and so on. Second, there is the notion of functional integration, in which the activities of different managerial functions (e.g. purchasing and inventory management, or quality and shipping) are managed such that departmental or professional boundaries do not introduce dysfunctional effects (in other words, avoiding the so-called ‘silo mentality’). Finally, there is the relational integration of seeking to increase the effectiveness of inter-unit interaction by improving relations at the boundary—by avoiding unnecessary conflict and waste, removing adversarial activity, and reifying a notion of shared interest and mutual responsibility.

4.1. Operational integration

The idea of stages in the chain integrating the ‘machinery’ of their operations for overall advantage is a core concern for much of what is written and practised under the supply chain motif. Under this heading, two broad streams of thought and activity can be identified, although there is significant interplay between them: one emphasizes the need for modelling, and can be characterized as an ‘operations research’ (OR)-driven agenda; the other emphasizes simplicity and interdependence, and might be labelled as the Total Quality Management (TQM)/‘lean’ approach, and draws its insights from the Toyota Production System and in part from the quality ‘gurus’ such as Deming and Juran. The
fundamental premise of both is very simple. Complex operations systems are highly vulnerable to local sub-optimization—and holistic approaches often yield considerable advantages. This can apply to a wide range of issues, including logistics, inventory management, scheduling, product design and research and development, and quality systems. The unifying idea of operational integration is that the systems need to be optimized and managed as a whole.

The heritage of both these streams again predates supply chain terminology. The OR perspective is illustrated by Madigan (1937) in regard to the need for complex coordination within a multi-echelon enterprise. Other important contributions arose from work in transport economics, especially in regard to the need for holistic approaches to the exploitation of air freight (see Heckert and Miner 1940; Lewis 1956; Farris 1997). The mathematical approaches applied to this task have varied, but the two dominant strands have been simulation and optimization. Simulations (often drawing on the work of Jay Forrester 1961, and the emergence of the so-called ‘industrial dynamics’) have provided considerable insight into the advantages of coordinating planning and distributive processes, such as the well-known ‘Beer Game’ illustrating the ‘Bullwhip’ effect (Lee, Padmanabhan, and Whang 1997a, b; Metters 1997). However, it is probably fair to observe that the problems are more diagnosed than solved (Buffa and Dyer 1977). By far the most common use of these tools has been modelling idealized or imaginary systems, raising some difficult issues about the validation and verification of the conclusions drawn.

Mathematically oriented investigations of supply chain optimization have produced a vast body of research, and for many sets of researchers this constitutes what supply chain management is. The key paper in this field is the seminal work of Clark and Scarf (1960); Scarf (2002) credits Clark (1958) with the coining of the term ‘multi-echelon’. Burns and Sivazlian (1978) are early users of the supply chain label, using it to refer to a variant of the multi-echelon inventory system.

However, the problems of multi-echelon inventory modelling are extraordinarily complex (Meyer and Groover 1972; Muckstadt 1973; Silver 1981), and it is only in the last few years—with the improvement of firms’ IT capabilities and the development of the so-called Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS) tools, and the widespread use of interorganizational electronic linkages such as electronic data interchange (EDI; see Williams 1994; Hill and Scudder 2002)—that the deployment of sophisticated optimization has significantly impinged on practice. Important contributors to this stream of work include Joseph Cavinato (1991, 1992), Hau Lee (Lee and Billington 1992; Lee, Padmanabhan, and Whang 1997a, b; Lee and Whang 1999, 2000) and Dennis Towill (Towill 1991; Towill, Naim, and Wikner 1992; Towill 1997a, b, 2000).

The TQM/’Lean’ perspective on operational integration has relied less on mathematical modelling, and pointed to empirical evidence of integration of firms eliminating waste in chains, particularly in regard to quality, logistics, and new product development (Lascelles and Dale 1989; Ansari and Modarress 1990;
Womack, Roos, and Jones 1990; Scott and Westbrook 1991; Lamming 1993). Childerhouse and Towill (2003) present case studies which illustrate simplification in material flow, and this can be contrasted with an emphasis on sophisticated computation. Much of this research is descriptive, and some adopts an explicitly prescriptive tone (e.g. Taylor 1999). One key question for this paradigm is the extent to which the practices it celebrates are dependent on particular cultural and economic contexts, and the extent to which they depend on high degrees of commercial interdependency (Helper 1991; Shiomi 1995).

Two comments need to be made about these interpretations of the supply chain concept. First, the overall idea is compelling and appears to be demonstrated by the experiences of many organizations (see, for example, Fernie 1995; Jones and Riley 1987). That collaboration between organizations or organizational units can sometimes generate mutual advantage is supported by a great deal of empirical and theoretical work. The second point, however, is that the broadly technicist and polemical literature has often ignored the questions of (a) what happens when the distribution of ‘pain’ and ‘gain’ in these activities is unequally divided, and (b) what degree of coordinating intelligence is required to permit operational integration. For some of the OR-oriented literature, this problem is assumed away by the assumption that a ‘side payment’ can be made to make the division of spoils ‘fair’, or that optimality is ensured by the presence of central coordination. Corbett (2001: p. 487) writes: ‘Traditionally, the multi-echelon inventory control literature has assumed the existence of a central planner for the entire supply chain, with perfect information about cost structure and demand patterns and with the power to impose a globally optimal inventory policy on the echelons’. Alternatively, some researchers have focused on the need for ‘the rules of the game’ or other mechanisms to encourage jointly optimal behaviour (examples include Lee and Whang 1999, 2000; and Porteus 2000). Corbett’s own work is an example of recent attempts to apply a more sophisticated, game-theoretic, approach to the issue, observing that ‘equilibrium’ falls short of the ‘optimality’ trumpeted by the more simplistic literature. The TQM/Lean approach also struggles with the same issue of the division of spoils, and in general places great reliance on the need for relational integration (discussed below) as a necessary means for operational integration. These issues of control and fairness will turn out to be central to the discussion that follows.

4.2. Functional integration

The idea of functional integration relates to how management functions within an organization work together to further the organization’s mission. For supply chain management, an early manifestation of this can be seen in the term ‘materials management’, which emerged early in the late 1960s to mean the formal integration of purchasing and inventory management within manufacturing
firms, and popularized most notably by Zenz (1969) and Ammer (1968), although the term was in common use much earlier (e.g. Lewis and Livesey 1944). The argument has constantly been remade in different forms, and the principles can be seen in Business Process Reengineering (Hammer and Champy 1993), and is a regular feature of the organization of procurement within organizations (Farmer 1975; Pooler and Pooler 1981; Davenport and Short 1990; Trent and Monczka 1994).

Although functional integration proves to be a major element of how many firms operationalize the idea of the supply chain, it will not play a major part in the current discussion; in this sense, it is the mere relabelling of an approach which is well established. For many authors, the issues of operational and functional integration are closely intertwined: only by effective functional integration can operational integration be accomplished (Thomas and Griffin 1996; Singhal and Singhal 2002). It is worth noting that consultants and software vendors occasionally talk in the language of the inter-company ‘structural’ supply chain, when in fact they mean the integration of internal processes: when Songini (2003) reports ‘end-to-end supply chain’ software, it refers to functional integration of process rather than anything to do with integrating a multi-company chain.

4.3. Relational integration

Since the 1970s, a major theme of the supply chain management literature has been collaborative (as opposed to adversarial) relationships between trading partners. Although it was observed by several writers that certain firms worked in relatively stable interdependence on each other (Houssiaux 1957; Blois 1972), it was probably Farmer (1976; although foreshadowed by Wind 1970), who, using Williamson’s language of opportunism and transaction costs, first clearly elaborated the argument that supply chain collaboration could be pursued as a managerial policy. This idea did not emerge in a vacuum, however, and in other contexts important work such as MacNeil’s (1980) ‘relational contract’ influenced many writers. By the mid-1980s the idea was well established, not least because of the growing interest in Japanese subcontracting systems. An enormous literature has developed under various labels: much (often highly prescriptive) work emerging from the operations and purchasing communities has used labels such as ‘partnership sourcing’ and ‘vendor partnering’ (Leenders and Blenkhorn 1988; Carlisle and Parker 1989; Moody 1993; Stuart 1993; Macbeth 2002). Within marketing, a vast body of descriptive research has intertwined with the marketing channels literature on the nature of buyer–supplier relationships (Hånkansson 1982; Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987; Blois 1997, 1999). These have tended to draw heavily (but often loosely) on the language and conceptual apparatus not only of microeconomics (especially transaction costs and game theory), but also of the sociology of trust (see, for example, Walker and Poppo 1991; Sako 1992; Lane and Bachman 1996; Nooteboom 1999).
Three types of critique of this perspective can be identified. For Ramsay (1990, 1996b) and Sheridan (1992), the idea of partnership is fundamentally flawed as it denies an essential tension arising from the distinct commercial interests of buyers and sellers. For both of these writers, ‘partnerships’ are a potentially dangerous excuse for purchasers to be lazy, or sloppy, or both.

A second body of criticism has arisen which has pointed to the divergence between the rhetoric of non-adversarial relationships and empirical data: firms may indeed claim to co-operate, and indeed may do so up to a point, but warm words may conceal a highly brutal, stressful, and in some cases inequitable arrangement. Barringer (1997) points out that relational exchange may have many negative consequences for small businesses. Examples of discussion of this point include: Lamming (1993); Szymankiewicz (1994); Koufteros and Kunnathur (1996); Parker and Hartley (1997); New (1998); Cox, Sanderson, and Watson (2000); Emiliani (2003).

A final criticism arises from an expanding and technically impressive body of work on the nature of contracts. There remains some discomfort with the vagueness of the ‘relational’ contract; possibly because it threatens some cherished notions of the (even bounded) rationality of economic behaviour. This points to analytical approaches based on the formal language and formulae of contractual modelling. Examples include Corbett and Tang (1999); Tsay, Nahmias, and Agrawal (1999); Ha (2001); Baiman and Rajan (2002); Wang (2002). This literature tends to draw on the more abstract theory of contracts (and especially incomplete contracts); see Hart (1988) and Tirole (1999).

5. The supply chain as legitimation device

5.1. Decoding supply chain language

The chapter has so far concentrated on the range of alternative constructions and emphases for the supply chain concept. In the worlds of both practice and research, these ideas are jumbled together. But so what? Does it matter? If it were the case that coming together of this diversity of ideas under a common label was nothing more than the rather sloppy use of metaphors, then there would not be very much to say. However, two points need to be made which present a case for exploring what might lie beneath these ideas.

The first of these is that a great deal of that which is written about supply chains makes no sense. This is not to write off all the valuable and important insights that have arisen in the field, and nor is it a pious and sweeping condemnation of the people who spend their lives working, writing, and consulting under the supply chain rubric. It merely recognizes that the idea of reifying the multi-company ‘supply chain’ as either a generic, abstract ideal, or as an objectively existing, empirical entity, is fraught with logical difficulties and crippling ambiguities. Patterns of buying and selling are highly diffuse, and the structure
of these chains almost impossible to plot. If buyers share common suppliers, and if knowledge about the structure beyond the first tier of relationships is rather fragmentary, the value of the chain as an abstraction becomes suspect. The supply chain as ‘a structure’ is in most cases impossible to delineate without narrowing the discussion to a very precise locus, within which the ‘supply chain’ label, let alone the most common adjectives (total, end-to-end, integrated), adds no value over other more modest labels (a physical distribution system, a buyer–seller relationship). Furthermore, there is no general empirical support for the frequently asserted claim of a general shift from standard competition to ‘competition is at the level of the chain’—as there are almost no empirically reported ‘chains’. Many of the writers who demur from the supply chain label (and subsequently substitute ‘nets’ or ‘webs’, or ‘streams’ as their metaphor of choice) have then continued to valorize the idea of the ‘chain’, producing analyses that differ only in vocabulary. The distinction made in the preceding section regarding operational, functional, and relational integration is useful inasmuch as it helps clarify the great extent to which these concepts are almost deliberately obfuscated; arguments about the importance of relational integration are bolstered by claims about operational integration and vice versa.

The second point is the importance of supply chain language. Much political discourse operates at the level of high rhetoric; concepts are rarely communicated with cold precision, but instead presented in emotive terms that engage the subjectivity and identity of the listener. Economic discourse is no different, and there is a growing academic interest in the growth of lay understanding of economic ideas. One major issue in this debate is that economic language is unavoidably wrapped up in tacit notions of morality and justice: notions of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ play a key role in how economic ideas are formulated and transmitted. Once expressed in this way, it can become difficult to separate the core idea from its moral framing.

In much talk about the supply chain, ‘integration’ is implicitly something that is intrinsically and obviously good—something like harmony, unity, or peace. In contrast, boundaries, barriers, and separation are bad. Gourdin (2001: 214) comments:

> The premise espoused throughout this text is that integrated supply chain management will result in logistical system performance in the channel of distribution (or supply) superior to that of channels not employing such integrating approaches.

The words are seductive: it seems obvious that an integrated system must be more efficient than a fragmented one. Who can be against ‘integration’, or for disintegration or boundaries? The language of the supply chain is appealing both for what it promises and what it seems to be against. In a volume entitled *Leading Beyond the Walls*, Hesselbein (1999: 6) writes:

> The security of the old walls and the relevance of the gated enterprise are slowly diminishing. There is a new energy as leaders of the future embrace the vast opportunities for
leadership in this wider world of building community where the old barriers and boundaries, both psychological and physical are fading . . . Partnerships are defining a new order that is marked by open lines of communication among organizations working to build a healthy, vibrant society.

In the same volume, Collins (1999: 27) writes: ‘The most progressive corporations have jettisoned the idea that they can exist in a walled-off cocoon of private activity’. This realization has almost Gnostic value: according to Ulrich (1999: 103) ‘Leaders who blur the inside with the outside understand why things happen’; Helgesen (1999: 49) writes ‘Only those who understand the phenomenon of dissolving boundaries and its implication for the future will be able to shape events as they unfold; only those comfortable in the zone beyond the walls will be able to assume leadership in the years ahead’.

Similar observations about the loaded nature of language have been made in regard to other areas of management studies, notably Information Technology (IT). Hirschheim and Newman (1991) are among many in a stream of research which has emphasized the importance of the symbolic in understanding of IT within organizations; the totemic potency of computing as a representation of our modernity is such that the narratives which surround IT are at least as significant as the technology itself. Waring and Wainwright (2000) provide an insightful discussion of the role of ‘integration’ as an enveloping narrative for IT implementation, and highlight that the word can be applied to both integrating components of IT and also with integrating the functions of IT with organizational goals.

5.2. What is legitimation?

The first proposition to be considered here is that supply chain ideas and language can serve a purpose of legitimation. The idea that reification of concepts and deployment of language can be used to permit, justify or provide a mandate for certain types of action is well established in the social sciences and cultural theory; Richardson and Dowling (1986: 91) describe the ‘processes by which power relations are mystified through the manipulation of symbols’. Lincoln (1989: 5) writes that discourse is ‘. . . strategically employed to mystify the inevitable inequities of any social order and to win the consent of those over whom power is exercised, thereby obviating the need for the direct coercive use of force and transforming simple power into “legitimate authority”’. For example, politicians and chief executives routinely attempt to reify particular types of crises to provide the grounds for particular policies: threats from competitors or regulators may provide a narrative which makes mass redundancies possible; dangers from international terrorism may be used by governments to make permissible restrictions on personal freedom (Suchman 1995; Granlund 2002). Whether such threats are ‘real’ in some fundamental sense is not necessarily the salient issue: what is clear is that social actors are active in generating reality, and that this process does not occur in some politically neutral vacuum.
Brown (1978) gives a good summary of this idea:

Formal organizations are essentially processes of organizing enacted by persons. Given this view, the factors by which the organization is analysed, such as power, authority, or technology, can be translated into actions that people engage in or order to generate and maintain various features of the situation... The study of reality creation is the study of power, in that definitions of reality, normalcy, rationality, and so on serve as paradigms that in some sense govern the conduct permissible within them... Instrumental reason displaces attention from the appropriateness of pre-given ends and the class interests that they serve (Brown 1978: 371).

This notion is a central element in what Bradshaw-Camball and Murray (1991) describe as the interpretive perspective on politics, and may also be seen as a major strand of the Critical Theory of the Frankfurt School. In particular, the reification of social constructs in ways which come to govern human behaviour is a core idea within the Habermasian concept of ‘technocratic consciousness’: it ‘conceals behind a façade of objective necessity the interests of classes and groups that actually determine the function, direction and pace of technological and social developments’ (Held 1980: 265). Other studies which have dealt with this approach have tended to focus on the justification or rationalization of organizational change, and the operation of particular mechanisms within organizations (especially management accounting). These include those by Dent (1991); Macintosh and Scapens (1991); Preston, Cooper, and Coombs (1992); Brunsson (1993); Marsden (1993); Fligstein (1998); and Granlund, Lukka, and Moutitsen (1998).

The application of this notion to the domain of the supply chain requires an explicit recognition of the human character of interorganizational behaviour: rather than leaving the granularity of the description of phenomena at the level of the organization, it is necessary to acknowledge that real people conduct the business of organizations, and, furthermore, real people operating at levels at which nuance, rhetoric, context, and meaning are significant. In other words, the notion of ‘exchange’ between organizations is as amenable to analyses of social signification and symbolism as the exchanges between the remote tribes in anthropological studies (see, for example: Davis 1992; Polodny 1994; Kranton 1996; Burnes and New 1997; Price 1997). There is a distinction, however, between an observation that the symbolism of interorganizational discourse is merely ‘rich’ and ‘interesting’, and one that draws a connection with issues of power and the pursuit of particular interests. As Lincoln (1989: 3) writes, ‘No consideration of discourse is complete that does not also take account of force’. A vital concept, then, is the idea of ‘power’ in the chain.

5.3. Supply chain power: who does the ‘M’ in SCM?

One of the most significant points of ambiguity in regard to the various visions of the extended supply chain is the question of who in the chain is supposed to
be doing the managing. Who has the power, and who reaps the benefits? For the current argument, two key points need to be made about the nature of supply chain power: it is important, and it is not well understood.

First, supply chain power—whatever it is—is clearly massively important for the ordinary conduct of business. It is an obvious and frequently made point that not all firms have the same degree of leverage over their trading partners, and discussion of ‘buying power’ is a common element of business analysis from Porter’s famous five forces (1980) to newspaper articles about mergers between firms. Businesses’ strategies are heavily influenced by their perceptions of commercial risk and dependency, and firms make large efforts to manage such risks, both in supplier and customer relations. This may involve the formation of cartels and trade associations for sellers, and the use of single or consolidated sourcing, and ‘user’ groups (Miles 1991) for buying. The idea of the exercise and impact of this power, and the relational turbulence as firms jockey for advantage, is a central theme of the marketing channel literature (Robbins, Speh, and Mayer 1982). The issue has been the focus of considerable attention from legislators (as in the US Robinson–Patman Act of 1936: see Vaile et al. 1939; Gatty 1981; Posner 1986; Bean 1996), and activists concerned at the perceived growth of power of major companies (e.g. Wal-Mart—see Quinn 2000). Supply chain power of some kind is a pre-requisite for the notion of interfering in the internal operations of a trading partner, for example, in supplier development (Leenders 1966; Bache et al. 1987; Burt 1989; MacDuffie and Helper 1997; Krause et al. 1998).

Second, despite being the subject of a considerable literature, there are no easy metrics or even entirely robust conceptual frameworks for understanding the relative power of trading partners, nor for considering the way in which supply chains might be ‘owned by’, attributed to, or managed by a particular participant organization. To examine the paucity of theory in this area, it is useful to consider the analyses of supply chain power that emerge first from economics and then from the marketing channel, ‘supply chain’ and ‘network’ literatures.

While there is vast and sophisticated economics-based literature on monopoly practices—and an established legal framework in which powerful sellers must operate—there is relatively little literature in regard to the powerful buyer (Clarke et al. 2002 give a useful and concise summary of the extant theory). This disparity is illustrated by the massive imbalance in the weight of theory between monopoly and monopsony effects, despite the repeated observation of the necessary conceptual symmetry between the two (e.g. Stigler 1966: 205–8). Since the introduction of the term ‘monopsony’ by Robinson in 1933, the trajectory of research in the this area has been largely dominated by analyses of labour markets (where large employers are monopsonist buyers of labour—see Rothschild 1943; Litwinski 2001; Manning 2003). Theorists since Adelman (1949) have pointed out that, unlike with consumer-facing markets, price data in industrial markets can be difficult to obtain, and there are complex dynamics (e.g. in
regard to technology development) that stretch the ability of standard economic modelling. Other relevant research on this issue includes: Perry (1978) who examines the cases in which it is sensible for a monopsonist to vertically integrate; Gabel (1983), who examines the effect of buyer power on supplier cartels; Cowley (1985), who considers the balance of buyer and supplier power in the plastics industry, and its effects on profitability; Raper and Love (2000), who attempt to apply econometric modelling to unpicking the relative balance of buyer and supplier power in the US tobacco market; and, Gilligan (1986), who reviews the issues related to retail price maintenance. Galbraith (1952) posited that large and powerful buyers emerged as an expression of ‘countervailing power’ to large sellers, although this proved to be a complex notion in terms of welfare arguments (see Whitney 1953; Stigler 1954; Bork 1978; Sherman 1989), empirical support (Lustgarten 1975; LaFrance 1979; OECD 1981; McAffee 2001), and also cut across some of the underlying ideological positions of neoclassical economics (see Galbraith 1981: 281–5). Perhaps the best example of the failure of standard economic analysis of supply chain power is the difficulty of applying economic analysis to the regulation of powerful retailers: this has been a complex issue in the United States and elsewhere, in regard to, among other issues, questions of slotting fees (Borghesani, de la Cruz, and Berry 1997; FTC 2001; FMI 2002; Renhoff 2002) and retail price maintenance (see the ‘A&P Case’—Dirlam and Kahn 1952; Adelman 1953; Everton 1986; Kahn 1988). A major study of the UK supermarket sector, reputedly costing £20 million, was widely held to be inconclusive in its analysis of the question of vertical power (see Competition Commission 2000; Clarke et al. 2002). While the curve drawing of standard economic theory produces models that are coherent in their own terms, there are some fundamental reasons why orthodox economics fails to deliver an applicable critique. Before exploring these, it is sensible to examine alternative approaches to examining supply chain power.

For the marketing and supply chain literatures, the idea of understanding organizational relationships from the perspective of a ‘focal firm’ can be traced at least as far as Evan (1966). Farmer (1978) invokes the idea of firms proactively managing their ‘supply chain’, although previously he had referred to the same idea as ‘supply base’ (1975). But what sort of power a firm could exercise on such a chain or base remains difficult to describe, despite a large body of research seeking to identify or measure relative supply chain power (e.g. Hunt and Nevin 1974; McMillan 1990; Cho and Chu 1994; Ramsay 1996a). Although a broad progression towards increasing realism and sophistication can be seen in these analyses, it remains difficult to generate an applicable formula that combines the plausible input variables (such as measures of financial dependency, or estimates of switching costs) into some predictive measure of supply chain power. The difficulties are threefold: a lack of theoretical frameworks; a huge number of factors to be considered; and, the fundamental importance of the perceptions of the actors. This last problem is key: how ‘powerful’ a firm is in relation to its trading partners seems to depend on difficult-to-quantify issues
such as faith and trust, levels of optimism, perceived scope for innovation, and so on. As Provan and Gassenheimer (1994) point out, buyer–supplier power is more than just dependency—norms of cooperation and long-term commitment must be taken into account. Even Porter’s (1980) perspective is one in which intrinsic bargaining power combines with managers’ propensity to use it, and this is clearly something to do with perceptions, values, and beliefs.

It is worth observing that much of the literature on interorganizational relationships and organizational networks (Alter and Hage 1993; Ring and Van de Ven 1994; Grandori and Soda 1995) transpires to be of limited applicability to supply chain relationships because it ignores or minimizes the existence and consequences of supply chain power. For example, Snow and Miles (1992) deal with the governance of networks by invoking the depoliticized roles of broker, caretaker, lead-operator, and manager–architects:

With regard to the grid of potential network firms, the caretaker may engage in nurturing and disciplinary behavior. For example, a caretaker may notice that a particular firm appears to be falling behind technologically, or in some other way devaluing its usefulness to the grid. Appropriate actions could be taken to rectify the situation. An even more troublesome case occurs when a firm exploits its position in the grid—for example, by obtaining some short-run gain at the expense of its actual or potential partners. Here the caretaker’s challenge is to point out the dysfunctional effects of such behaviour on the overall system and teach the offending firm how to behave more appropriately for the common good (p. 17).

Similarly, Chisholm (1996: 216) writes:

Network organizations are controlled by members, not by a centralized source of power. Members are responsible for developing a purpose, mission, and goals, and for initiating and managing projects and work activities. The organization is self-regulating (members direct and control activities) and rests on a shared understanding of issues.

Santoro (1999) echoes this by describing an initiative to construct virtual enterprise structures with no regard for the political dimension, casting the role of coordination (and presumably discipline) of the network to a vaguely described ‘Business Integrator’. Lowrie (1997) attempts to sketch out a model (Self Imposed Network Discipline) to account for the exercise of power in networks—but, like other efforts, ultimately relies on the notion of some form of enlightened self-interest. As Provan (1983) pointed out, when many writers deploy the ‘chain’ or the ‘network’, they are perhaps really talking about a ‘federation’ (see also Whicker and Walton 1996). This de-politicization of the interaction between organizations can be seen as representing an heroic attempt to generalize from non-commercial settings to an abstract general case (a large chunk of the inter-organizational literature arises from analyses of voluntary and public sector bodies), or, in other cases, a bald prescriptive injunction (‘firms ought to collaborate to mutual advantage’). Jarillo (1988) designates ‘strategic networks’ as collections of firms which reap individual advantage by working in concert with each other.
The difficulties of construing useful and applicable frameworks for evaluating supply chain power arise in part from the complexity of the world, and in part from some of the underlying assumptions that underpin economic and management thinking. On the first point, a major issue for the economic analysis of supply chain power is the focus on a single (and simplistic) variable—price (see Becker 1997). For understandable reasons, when economists consider the trading relationship, the prime question tends to be whether the price mechanism of market exchange is working ‘properly’. This is useful for modelling, but hopeless for capturing the complexity of business-to-business relationships. On the other hand, those approaching the relationship from other perspectives (such as operations or marketing) are likely to have a more textured view in which the ‘fairness’ of the relationship, reflecting the more complex interactions at the commercial interface, such as the innovations in product development and logistics systems associated with operational and relational integration described above. Thus, the distribution of ‘pain and gain’ involved in such initiatives as Vendor Managed Inventory (e.g. see Kaipia, Holmström, and Tanskanen 2002), in Efficient Consumer Response (Kurnia and Johnston 2001), in the preparations for the ‘millennium bug’ (Dewhurst, Spring, and Arkle 2000), or in the adoption of long-term ‘partnerships’ in general (Kalwani and Narayandas 1995), becomes a better indicator of the exercise of supply chain power. In these cases, buyers and suppliers stand to invest and benefit from the initiatives differentially, and the balance of that difference is a reflection—at least in part—of supply chain power. A more fundamental issue, however, is that the idea of supply chain power unfairly exercised by a powerful buyer over its suppliers is a fundamentally awkward proposition for traditional economic thinking: supply chain power is difficult to model and even to engage with, because traditional economic thinking finds it difficult to posit a supply relationship in which there is duress upon the supplier. To understand this, it is useful to return to the concepts of monopoly and monopsony. It is clear that a monopolist seller can exploit his position, if the product or service is a genuine need; the buyers have nowhere else to go. In the case of a monopsony, however, if sellers do not like the terms of a trade, they can simply choose not to engage with the exchange or to sell something else. In other words, in a free economy, sellers cannot be forced to sell something; as independent economic agents, they are not bound to the monopsonist in the same way that a powerless and needy buyer is to the monopolist. To illustrate, a consumer might complain that they are obliged to buy from a powerful retailer who dominates the market; a supplier, on the other hand, could always shut up shop and go and do something else. In practice, however, this freedom to ‘walk away’ may not exist (see Fried 2003). This point is also suggested by Dawson and Shaw (1989) and Howe (1998), and is an observation that goes back at least to MacGregor (1906) and the Webbs’ (1902) Industrial Democracy.

This point has profound implications for understanding the nature of supply chain power. One of the few writers to acknowledge and explore this point
is Zeitz, in a largely ignored paper from 1980. Zeitz comments that the (then) prevailing positivist approach to interorganizational research had led to it failing to develop satisfactory theory, and this was because it failed to address its own fundamental assumptions. He points out that exchange theory often presumes that exchange is intrinsically efficient and consistent with distributive justice, and this hampers the development of a more realistic and dialectical understanding of interorganizational exchange. He cites the foundations of standard exchange theory as:

(1) exchanging parties have equality of status (either legal or equality of opportunity);
(2) exchange brings about mutual benefit;
(3) exchange decisions are made voluntarily;
(4) parties have adequate knowledge of costs and benefits.

Zeitz (1980) criticizes Blau’s (1964) seminal work on exchange, which although acknowledging the existence of power and authority has systems of power emerging from and potentially replacing exchange rather than leading to systems of leading to increasingly unequal exchange. While Blau allows for dominance in an exchange relationship, the dominant partners get that way by simply contributing more resources, and taking a ‘fair’ amount of utility. Zeitz comments, ‘There is thus no consideration of the possibility that dominant partners may use their position to alter the exchange ratio in their favor’ (p. 81). This line of argument is also partially reflected in Heath’s (1976) analysis of exchange theories. Prasch (1995) reinforces this view in his discussion of the foundations of the notion of ‘exchange’ in conventional economics; he argues that the whole structure of economics is premised on a notion of essentially homogeneous actors—he cites Menger’s (1871) example of two farmers happily exchanging surplus goods: ‘No sense of urgency is expressed in this vision of the exchange relation. This autonomy is not merely a simplifying assumption . . . it is integral to the neoclassical theory of the market’ (p. 811). Grant (2002) echoes this: ‘A trade involves voluntary action by all parties concerned to bring about a result that is beneficial to all parties concerned. If these conditions were not met, the trade would simply not occur’ (p. 111). In other words, if one makes the right assumptions, one can always arrive at a position where there can be no way in which sellers to a powerful buyer are exploited. This is the fundamental reason why attempts to tackle supply chain power from the position of orthodox economics tend to run out of intellectual steam; to address this problem, and to acknowledge that there is indeed scope for exploitation of a supplier, one needs to relax the core assumptions that make the traditional approach tractable.

However, if exploitative commercial relations are acknowledged as really existing, then this means it is necessary to consider the nature of the ‘unfreedom’ which might apply to an exploited supplier. If the supplier has made significant customer-specific investments, or cannot choose alternative suppliers
or enter new markets in time, then there is a real sense in which choice and freedom are limited. A bullying dominant customer may make demands, and genuinely exploit its position. As interorganizational relationships are often multi-threaded (e.g. with multiple products and services being bought and sold, or with different organizational subunits interacting with one another), there may be simultaneous incidences of this genuine conflict with real cooperation and mutual advantage. Where does this analysis lead? To summarize this part of the argument: supply chain power is a vital business issue, but is poorly understood because of both its complexity and also the way it sits uneasily with standard economic thinking, premised on particular, abstract and idealized notions of the freedom of economic agents. If, however, one concedes that such freedoms might not always apply, and that supply relationships can occur in an environment of exploitation and coercion, then one might look for ways in which such coercion might be dressed up or rationalized. It is at this point that we return to the notion of the supply chain, and the way in which the concept may be deployed to legitimize certain types of commercial relationship.

5.4. Legitimizing power with the ‘Supply Chain’

The language of the supply chain permits a narrative construction in which the goals and aspirations of the component firms are in some sense subsumed within the larger entity. The logic goes that this is driven by mutual benefit; just as in any other ‘imagined community’, the benefits of membership are held to outweigh the costs. In this way, the language of the chain deflects questions of power, control, exploitation, and interests. For example, Govil and Proth (2002) declare: ‘In a supply chain, partners should be allowed to freely make their own decisions, assuming that these decisions meet the internal policy accepted by all the partners’ (p. 8). They go on to say:

A perfect supply chain calls for a fair collaboration between all the participants, from suppliers to customers. This requires a clear definition of the collaboration rules between the partners, especially if they are competitors. Such a set of rules is called a sharing process and it enables participants to share risks and benefits. Such a sharing process has to be defined during the design of the supply chain, long before conflicts occur among partners. It can be expressed in terms of contracts between all the partners, the goal of such contracts being to guarantee the best work practices among partners while allowing for healthy competition. (p. 15).

There are three main ways in which this ‘subliminal message’ is encoded in supply chain language. First, it is assumed that the role of an individual company is to support the success of the chain. The best example of this is the notion that competition occurs in the economy at the level of the chain rather the firm (Schill and McArthur 1992; Cox 1997). As discussed above, whether this makes sense depends a great deal on the nature of the industry, and structural
features of the supply chain (i.e. how neatly do the chains line up; do they overlap), but such messy questions are occluded by the neatness of the metaphor.

Second, there is the idea that the chain itself has an ‘objective’ (typically the satisfying of an ‘ultimate consumer’ whose demands become ever more urgent, and who confers a rationale for existence and action for the constituent members) and which, in turn, constitutes an iron imperative (see, for example, Pearce 1996; Harreld and Jones 2001). One might make a connection here with the reification of the consumer (in Du Gay and Salaman’s 1992 phrase) as the ‘cult(ure) of the customer’, which played a central role in various interpretations of ‘choice and freedom’ in the economic rhetoric of the ‘new right’.

The supply chain concept, then, reflects a well-established logic—almost a technological determinism—that the firms in the chain are subject to forces which they must obey: Whewell (1997) presents an analysis of the supply chain couched in terms of laws of nature (making parallels with the laws of thermodynamics) in which ‘suppliers must give their customers increased choice, flexibility and value from the service they provide if they wish to win increased market share from competitors’ (p. 24, emphasis added). Vonchek (1995, emphasis added) comments: ‘To remain competitive in the face of global competition and mounting cost pressures, firms must view the supply chain as an integrated enterprise of closely-linked locations, with the flow of products along the supply chain drive by demand’. The rhetoric spans the divide between practitioners and academia: an advertisement for a software company declares that the satisfying the ultimate customer depends on ‘every link in the chain performing effectively’ (Amethyst Group 2001); Vis and Roodbergen (2002) write: ‘Supply chains have to be improved continuously to remain competitive and to be able to fulfil the wishes of customers’. A consultant from software company JD Edwards writes: ‘Companies must move from operating as islands of automation and embrace the concept of information sharing with partners, suppliers and customers across the entire supply chain using secure and integrated technologies’ (Stubbs 2002). Blackwell (1997) raises the customer-oriented imperative to almost religious pitch: ‘Rather than building and operating their supply chains from manufacturer to market, the best firms in the next century will form their supply chains from the mind (of the customer) to market, creating chains based on consumers’ needs, wants, problems, and lifestyles’ (p. xviii). Firms need to embrace the change to demand-driven chains: ‘In that embrace lies their salvation and their route to success’ (p. 239). The same message—in slightly more measured tones—finds it way into a US National Research Council study on the effect of supply chain integration on small and medium-sized enterprises: ‘SMEs cannot ignore the supply chain revolution and remain competitive’ (NRC 2000, emphasis added). Govil and Proth (2002: 56) declare: ‘As emphasized throughout this book, the ultimate goal of the supply chain is customer satisfaction’.

Third, there is the notion that, for some, a privileged place in the supply chain confers status and the right to take the lead; for others, their ‘natural’ role
is one of subservience, and their expectations of reward should be lower. This idea predates the specific language of the chain: Markin (1971) talked of an ecological analogy with the survival of retailers being ‘often a function of their understanding of their role and contribution in the distribution chain’. This concept is frequently regurgitated in the trade press and in the accounts of practitioners: one magazine article comments: ‘Admitting where you are in the chain, both with regard to customers and suppliers, can be a humbling experience. You may well wield significant leverage with suppliers, but with customers you may not be such a big cog’ (Flott 2001: 47–8). Peake (2003) writes that mid-sized companies ‘...are not the masters of their own destinies. They play the role of cog in the within value chains defined by the channel masters’. Clapperton (2002, emphasis added) describes the problem: ‘Those smaller people—the component manufacturers, the servicing companies—are normally part of a chain of supply, rather than at the top; as such, they don’t get to dictate the shape of the chain. Instead they just get told, “You’re doing it like this” so that’s how they do it.’ Practical examples of this include the way in which larger buying firms might exert pressure on suppliers, for example, to adopt particular practices or technologies. Examples of this include the role played by large organizations in imposing technologies. In regard to EDI, Kavanagh (1993) quotes a manager of Tesco, a major UK retailer: ‘We see EDI as a cornerstone in the effective management of our supply chain and those of our suppliers... our insistence might sometime come across as bullying’. Similar comments are currently commonplace in regard to the introduction of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID: Thomas 2003). Knight (1993) describes suppliers’ discontent at having to provide detailed information regarding environmental credentials (see also New 1999).

This notion of subservience and obedience extends to common assumptions about profitability:

Even through the heyday of the late ’90s, when automakers such as Ford Motor Co. and General Motors Corp. were posting record profits, the suppliers had to settle for table scraps. There was no gravy train for them. There were several reasons for this disparity: Many suppliers, at the behest of their automaker customers, had taken on too much debt to acquire other parts makers in an attempt at consolidation. Suppliers would have to invest in new plants in developing markets and begin shouldering more expenses for tooling and product engineering. And even though automakers were raking in money on high-profit SUVs, they couldn’t stomach such profitability for their suppliers, so they demanded aggressive price cuts from them as a condition of getting future business. (Murphy 2001: 44)

The rhetoric of the chain legitimates certain types of business practices: powerful buyers can make demands of suppliers about technology investments, the expansion of service provision, or engagement in interorganizational development projects (such as supplier development, or information sharing, or changes to prices and pricing arrangements). Managers in a buying firm can rationalize and defend policies which otherwise might seem brutal, interfering, or even unethical by appealing to a narrative about the existence of
the ‘chain’. That which might be questionable becomes more acceptable if dressed in appealing language; that which might be inexplicable becomes comprehensible if located in a convincing narrative.

6. Conclusions

This chapter has examined the way in which the supply chain idea may be interpreted—at least in part—as vehicle for a diffuse set of interests. Beneath the technocratic narrative of the integrated chain, there lurk complex stories about the exercise of power, and the nature of the organization of economic activity. Having examined the foundations of the supply chain idea—as a structure, as integrated process—it is possible to see how it legitimates the exercise of certain kinds of interorganizational power, and has the effect of partially smothering the potential for debate and resistance. The word ‘partially’ here is important, as it would be naive to assume that practitioners universally accept the supply chain language or rhetoric at face value—there is considerable cynicism, and even those who adopt the language may do so with a degree of irony, scepticism, and even sarcasm. Much practitioner discussion of ‘partnerships’ makes extensive use of the quotation marks; much of the breathless paeans to the chain acknowledge that the concept of the integrated ‘chain’ remains a ‘dream’ (e.g. Zuckerman 2002). Thomson (1995) points out that supply chain integration requires some kind of ‘equality’—but points out with rather charming understatement this is ‘something which has hitherto proved difficult’.

It is important not to mistake this critique as a rejection of the supply chain concept; it remains a valuable contribution to management and economic thought. The argument does not say that supply chains do not exist, merely that the supply chain does not exist in the simplistic way in which much of the literature conceives it. The argument does not imply that supply chain managers are wasting their time, nor that software sold under the supply chain label is wrong-headed; it does say that the way we explain managers’ behaviour, or conceptualize the problems faced by manufacturers, retailers, and distributors, can be framed in different ways. It does not imply that the painstaking modeling of idealized supply systems is pointless; it does imply that we ought to be wary about ignoring the implicit assumptions that can be unwittingly smuggled into our elegant simulations. Perhaps the key point is that the analysis does not imply that people have been unwittingly duped by some shadowy conspiracy; the supply chain idea may be convenient for the powerful, but this does not mean it is their deliberate concoction. Just as TQM may end up serving a subtle ideological purpose in the workplace, supply chain management may serve to provide a convenient cloak for powerful companies. But it is simplistic and naïve to cast either as being principally a tool of oppression.

It is also important, however, not to forget that the world in which academics and theorists operate is not automatically harmonious and rational;
real people and real organizations have real and divergent interests. It is also worth pointing out that there are several parties for whom the language of the supply chain is convenient as a legitimizing device, beyond the managers of powerful buying organizations. The supply chain idea also provides supplying firms and their managers with a narrative framework in which actions and policies may be justified. The other ‘beneficiaries’ may have less subtle interests: management consultants and software providers have both reaped considerably from the ‘imperative’ of supply chain integration. Academics have built careers in a subject area in which the harsh corners of commerce are blunted by the soft padding of words like ‘cooperation’, ‘community’, and ‘relationship’. It is only by holding up our theorizing to uncomfortable analysis, and by recognizing the way in which interests can skew our vision, that genuine progress is possible.
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1. Introduction

There is currently a considerable preoccupation with the impact of electronic innovations in various environments including business, commerce, and manufacturing. In particular, the Internet and related information and communication technologies (ICT) have recently enabled the cost-effective dissemination of information between disparate parties in the supply chain. New supply chain strategies, such as Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI), Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR), or Efficient Consumer Response (ECR), have begun to exploit these new communication channels (Disney 2001), principally at the retail end of the supply chain. The impact of the ICT enabled supply chain on manufacturers and materials/component suppliers is, however, less well understood and exploited.

Advances in ICT enable a radical rethink in how products and services are marketed (Peppers and Rogers 1998). The shift, already seen in embryonic form by companies such as Dell Computers and Domino Pizza, is from traditional mass marketing strategies towards customer-driven marketing. The former is based on identifying a set of ‘average’ customer wants (Christopher and Towill 2000) and ‘pushing’ the product and services to as many people as possible who may have those wants. The latter requires an enterprise (possibly as a single entity but almost certainly a virtual one or as part of a supply chain) to establish a ‘1–2–1’ interactive relationship with each of its customers. While the enterprise treats all its customers equally it must also prioritize its resources and efforts to its most valued customers based on each customer’s lifetime value to the enterprise. With most enterprises ultimately fulfilling the needs of thousands or millions of end customers, there is a need to develop efficient but flexible methods of customer interaction and product or service delivery. This is in line with contemporary thinking in Operations Management (Hill 2000).

While ICT in the form of eBusiness is advocated as an enabler to the ‘1–2–1’ enterprise (Peppers and Rogers 1998), by allowing marketplace information to
be shared by all businesses in the supply chain, there is little analytical or quantifiable evidence that it will actually improve overall performance of the enterprise in delivering customer wants. Most of the research to date has been via empirical research studies (Holmström 1997). It is usually proposed that passing marketplace information on to all businesses in the supply chain via ICT will improve performance. In fact, recent research (e.g. Hong-Minh, Disney, and Naim 2000) has shown, via a supply chain management game, that simply passing information on to businesses can have a detrimental effect. This is due to the fact that, in addition to information transparency, there is a need to coordinate the separate logistics planning and control systems. Our conclusion is that such notions as VMI, ECR, and CPFR are bandied about with little understanding and assessment of their capabilities.

2. The problem

The origins of the systems approach to generic problem solving may be traced back to the work of von Bertalanffy (in Kramer and de Smit 1977) who proposed the General Systems Theory (GST) in 1932. GST suggests that ‘the whole is greater than the sum of its individual parts’ and that suboptimal solutions do not yield true total optima—this is often referred to as ‘gestalten’. The dangers of suboptimization is highlighted by what is known as Braess’ Paradox (Shapiro 2001).

If a part of a management system is re-engineered, then the odds are:

- 25% that the system performance is improved
- 50% that the system performance will not change significantly
- 25% that the system performance will actually get worse

GST has generic applicability and one of its aims is to develop a unified approach that transcends disciplinary boundaries. One of the unifying principles of GST is that any system is in dynamic interaction with its environment. For systems to be efficacious and effective they must be ‘open’ and aim to reach an equilibrium with their environment. This interactivity, resulting in feedback flows between system and environment and the delays that are inherent in any system results in dynamic behaviour.

Much of the pioneering work into aspects of supply chain dynamics was undertaken by Forrester in the late 1950s (Forrester 1958), using a simple but representative simulation model of a production distribution supply chain. Originally developed as a detailed case study incorporating the DYNAMO simulation language, Forrester’s work has been widely quoted, and misquoted in business and academic literature. Based on a series of simulation experiments, Forrester revealed a number of important behavioural features of the supply chain model that were concluded as having relevance to real-world...
supply chains:

a. Demand in the marketplace becomes a delayed and distorted order pattern moving upstream through a supply chain.
   a.1. At any one point in time, processes in various companies in the chain may be moving in different directions to each other and to the market.
   a.2. Supply chain designs tend to ‘amplify’ marketplace variations. The magnitude of the variations in orders placed on the factory is greater than the variations in marketplace demand.
   a.3. Supply chain designs can introduce ‘periodicity’, or rogue seasonality which can be misinterpreted as a consequence of seasonal variations in the marketplace, rather than a property of the supply chain design.

b. Attempts to reduce poor supply chain dynamic behaviour can exacerbate the problem. Counter-intuitive behaviour often occurs because the causes of the behaviour are obscured from the decision-makers in the chain. Consequently learning opportunities are restricted.

Point ‘a’ above has been historically termed ‘The Law of Industrial Dynamics’ (Burbidge 1984) but the same phenomenon has more recently been described as ‘bullwhip’ (Lee et al. 1997a, b). Bullwhip is an important measure as it is symptomatic of a poorly performing supply chain (Jones and Simons 2000). Bullwhip is a surrogate measure of production adaptation costs (Stalk and Hout 1990) and implies the inclusion of ‘just-in-case’ stock holding to buffer against uncertainties. Evidence, in many forms, suggests that the ‘bullwhip’ effect and Forrester’s empirical conclusions are highly applicable to the vast majority of supply chains. Typical are the results observed in a global mechanical precision products supply chain (McCullen and Towill 2001). The ability to recognize the ‘bullwhip’ effect, its impact on business and supply chain performance and ways to eliminate or cope with it have been a key issue in a number of current management paradigms including

- Time compression (Stalk and Hout 1990)
- Lean Thinking (Womack and Jones 1996)
- Mass customization (Pine 1993)
- Supply chain management (Houlihan 1987)
- Agile production (Kidd 1994).

An example of the ‘bullwhip’ effect in just one echelon of a real-world automotive supply chain is given in Fig. 5.1. This shows customer demand coming into a business and the resulting supplier orders. The ratio in variance between the supplier order and customer demand is 2:1! Point ‘b’ above forms a critical research agenda for this chapter as we determine whether the application of ICT in the supply chain may lead to counterintuitive behaviour, hence what are our research priorities and to what extent innovative research platforms have to be developed.
3. What we know: current state of knowledge

There is a 40+ year history embedded in the theories of systems thinking and cybernetics. Research on improving the dynamic behaviour of individual manufacturing businesses and supply chains is well known. Most recent research may be categorized under the following headings.

**Management games:** Such as the Beer Game that was originally developed at MIT at the end of the 1950s (Sterman 1989) are useful tools to illustrate the benefits of different supply chain strategies. Games are limited in the sense that generally nothing can be rigorously proved from the game in itself. But they do provide a valuable source of experiential evidence and are a good learning device. Other authors have since extended or computerized the Beer Game including van Ackere, Larsen, and Morecroft (1993), Kaminsky, and Simchi-Levi et al. (2000), Lambrecht and Dejonckheere (1999a, b).

**Empirical studies:** A number of authors have investigated the impact of ICT on the supply chain including Holmström (1998), Fransoo and Wouters (2000), Kaipia, Holmström, and Tanskanen (2000). However, this type of contribution looks at quantifying the improvement performance of a known strategy after its implementation; that is, there is no predictive element and the focus of the research is to identify best practices. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to compare ICT implementation strategies directly due to the varying nature of the environments in which they have been implemented.

**Statistical analysis:** This type of contribution typically provides statistical insights about the impact of demand properties such as standard deviation and auto-correlation, and supply chain properties such as lead times and information paths, on inventory costs and the bullwhip effect, or demand amplification.
Statistical methods are often used to quantify performance of real situations. These methods, however, fail to show how to reduce or eliminate the detrimental dynamic effects, such as ‘bullwhip’, and insights into the causes and effects of system structure on performance are rarely obtained in depth from the technique. Recent significant contributions of this type include Lee, So, and Tang (2000), Chen et al. (2000), and Chen, Ryan, and Simchi-Levi (2000).

**Simulation and system dynamics:** This was advocated by Forrester (1961) as a method of investigating the dynamic effects in large non-linear systems as a means of avoiding resorting to complicated mathematical control theory based models (Edghill and Towill 1989). Simulation approaches alone suffer from being cumbersome, time-consuming, and only provide limited insight (Popplewell and Bonney 1987), but they do have the advantage of being able to model non-linearities while avoiding complicated mathematics. Previous work using simulation is very prolific and includes (but is by no means limited to) Forrester (1961), and Coyle (1982), who studied traditional supply chain structures, Cachon and Fisher (1997), and Waller, Johnson, and Davis (1999) who studied VMI.

**Continuous control theory techniques:** For production and inventory control, this was first recognized by the Nobel Prize for Economics Winner in 1978 (for his work on organizational dynamics), Herbert Simon. Simon (1952) described how to use linear deterministic control theory for production and inventory control. This was transformed into ‘good practice’ format by Towill (1982). Axsäter (1985) presents a useful review paper of early work, summarizing the advantages and limitations of the field. He concludes that control theory ‘illustrates extremely well dynamical effects and feedback’, but cannot incorporate sequencing and lot-sizing issues. Grubbström (1996) and other colleagues at Linköping Institute of Technology have been applying the Laplace transform and economic techniques such as Net Present Value to MRP systems. Continuous control theory suffers from the fact that some scheduling and ordering scenarios are inherently discrete and the continuous representation of discrete time delays is mathematically complicated.

**Discrete control theory:** This is a very powerful way of investigating sampled data systems (i.e. a scheduling and ordering systems and computer system which are inherently discrete). Vassian (1955), inspired by Simon’s work in the continuous domain, studied a production-scheduling algorithm using discrete control theory. DeWinter (1966), in possibly one of only two contributions that consider novel supply chain structures, looks at a form of centralized inventory control used in naval supply chains. Deziel and Eilon (1967) describe a significant application. Burns and Sivazlian (1978) consider a four level traditional supply chain using z-transforms. Bonney and Popplewell (1988) have investigated MRP systems. Dejonckheere et al. (2003) have been using z-transforms and Fourier transforms to investigate the bullwhip performance of common forecasting mechanisms within common control structures. Disney (2001) has been using discrete control theory to investigate VMI supply chains. The disadvantages of discrete control theory is that the mathematics often involves lengthy and tedious algebraic manipulation.
Classical OR/management science: At about the same time as the seminal work of Simon (1952) and Vassian (1955) this separate but parallel strand of research established a dynamic programming approach to the inventory control problem. Arrow (2002) gives a recap of the genesis of the search for the ‘optimal inventory policy’. While not actually investigating structural dynamics, this approach aims to establish optimal policies for inventory control. Inherent in this approach is the assumption that there are an infinite number of possible policies and it tries to identify the best one for a given set of assumptions. For example, the assumptions may be concerned with the cost structure, demand pattern, lead times, and planning horizons. An objective function has to be defined and it is usually based on inventory holding and shortage costs. Key works in the field include Karlin (1960), Scarf (1960), Veinott (1965), and Johnson and Thompson (1975). Such an approach rarely considers the generation of order upstream from the point of inventory control, and therefore may be regarded as a suboptimal approach. Towill et al. (2003) have undertaken a detailed comparison of the control theory and OR approach to Decision Support System (DSS) design for managing supply chain dynamics.

The hybrid approach: Naim and Towill (1994) brought together the separate elements above into a contingency-based methodology. Control theory models coupled with simulation (such as Disney, Naim, and Towill 1997) and statistical methods (Griffiths, Hafeez, and Naim 1993) have enabled a systematic approach (such as Evans, Naim, and Towill 1998) to understanding the linear, time invariant, and the non-linear, time varying dynamic behaviour of production and inventory control systems (Cheema 1994). Solutions have been similarly proposed to improved customer service levels and increased stock turns through action-based research (Lewis 1997). The analytical studies have also been related to empirical survey findings. Berry, Evans, and Naim (1998) applied this approach to model the delivery performance of a health care vendor with an active catalogue of 6000 products covering ‘A’, ‘B’, and ‘C’ classified items.

There is little explicit analytical evidence of the impact of ICT on supply chain dynamics. In fact, counterintuitive behaviour has resulted from our playing of the Beer Game. For example, transparency of marketplace demand transmitted along the supply chain can easily have an overall detrimental effect if no holistic strategy is in place (Hong-Minh, Disney, and Naim 2000). It would clearly be impossible to examine all the above approaches in this chapter. What we will do is to develop some of the concepts regarding supply chain dynamics based on key published material that help to define a framework for future research.

4. Supply chains and complexity

In the 1960s Mark Gardner and Ross Ashby in research undertaken in what is now Cardiff University were concerned with the general behaviour of large dynamical systems (Gardner and Ashby 1970). ‘Large’ was arbitrarily defined
with examples given as airport traffic congestion due to $10^2$ aeroplanes, group activities involving $10^4$ people and the human brain with $10^6$ neurones. Via simulation Gardner and Ashby made a significant contribution to our understanding of the behaviour of complex systems. This resulted from the careful design and subsequent analysis of a set of experiments based on the number of variables in a system and the way in which these variables interact.

Figure 5.2 shows a possible configuration for a traditional supply network where communication proceeds in just one path from the marketplace upstream to the suppliers. Each numbered node represents both an operation in the network plus the end consumers, here seen as an aggregate marketplace node. Gardner and Ashby undertook a number of experiments in which the number of nodes and the number of connections actually used were varied. The latter, representing information flows in the supply network, were selected at random both in number and sign. By repeating the experiments many times the probability of stable operation of the network was established. This showed the existence of ‘switching lines’ between stable and chaotic behaviour and contains a stark message for anyone concerned with the design and operation of supply chains.

Figure 5.3 shows a summary of the simulation results as depicted by Towill (1997). The axes of the graph are the probability of stable behaviour of the system and the ‘system connectance’, which is the percentage of the system nodes randomly connected to each other. Two important phenomena are manifestly evident:

1. As the number of nodes increases the probability of a stable operation decreases dramatically.
2. As the system connectance increases the network swiftly crosses the switching line and enters the unstable operations region.

The implications for supply chain networks and any supporting strategy of passing on information, say via EPOS, are obvious. Figure 5.4 shows the same supply network of Fig. 5.1 but with EPOS data now transferred from the first echelon (say, equivalent to the retailers in the grocery sector) through to the third echelon (say, the raw food suppliers delivering goods to the food processors). Thus, the number of connections increases to ten and the system connectance thereby increases to 43 per cent making the probability of stable response much lower. Hence, it is clear that the supply network must be properly designed and not allowed to grow in an ‘ad hoc’ manner. Otherwise, using the wrong information at the wrong node in the wrong way may suddenly cause the network to become unstable and chaos to reign throughout the system.

These results concur with the seminal work of Shannon, Oliver, and Pierce (1948) that Kramer and de Smit (1977) have embedded in other research in the field of chaos and information availability. It is important to realize that data transfer on its own is not information. Kramer and de Smit (1977) have noted that data may be transferred between a sender and a receiver, but it only contains information if and when it removes uncertainty in some way. Thus, in a supply system scenario, additional data is insufficient unless the receiver knows what to do with it. It also does not help that a lack of coordination between the
nodes in the system means that the receiver is still unaware of the consequences of their own actions. The same argument also applies to the likely actions taken by the other nodes, taken to hopefully improve their situation.

5. Supply chains and human behaviour

The MIT ‘Beer Game’ (Senge 1990) represents a four-echelon supply chain including a retailer, a wholesaler, a distributor, and a factory. A flow of information (orders) goes from the retailer to the factory and a flow of product returns. The game involves different delays: 2 weeks delay for the order to reach the next echelon and 2 weeks transport delay from the inventory of an echelon to the next as shown in Fig. 5.5. Usually the players (representing one echelon) cannot speak to each other. A customer demand is inputted at the retailer level and after having satisfied the order, the retailer must decide the quantity needed to be ordered from the wholesaler. Each echelon has to pass an order to its supplier in order to fulfil the order of its immediate customer.

The aim of the game is to minimize cumulative costs over the length of the game due to excess inventory and stock outs. To set up a performance metric it is commonly assumed that for each unit inventory costs are £0.50 and stock outs costs are £1. It is considered that even if the supplier cannot satisfy the demand during one or several weeks, the products ordered are still required by the customer, thus, a backlog is created. The inventory cost is an important measure as it ultimately determines the extent to which we satisfy the customer as well as determining the risk of stock obsolescence. The severity of backlog cost is justified because, no
matter how well we control the degree of volatility in the supply chain, if we do not satisfy the end consumer then we will eventually go out of business.

The goal of the game is to demonstrate to the players the existence of the bullwhip phenomenon and that it is not induced by external disturbances but is due to the lead times in the supply chain coupled with the players’ feedback-based decision-making. While traditionally the ‘Beer Game’ is utilized as a mechanism for allowing participants to experience the demand amplification phenomenon for themselves it may also be used to test different supply chain re-engineering scenarios (Mason-Jones 1998). For the specific purposes of this chapter we have taken the results from Hong-Minh et al. (2000) and Disney et al. (2002a) to highlight the implications of ICT strategies.

Disney et al. (2002a) analysed the impact of four ICT enabled scenarios by investigating the bullwhip effect using two different delivery management approaches and comparing them to a traditional supply chain. The first approach is based on an analysis of the results of the management flight simulator, the Beer Game. The second approach is based on a quantitative z-transform analysis using the tools highlighted by Disney and Towill (2002b).

The five supply chain strategies considered are:

*traditional*—in which there are four ‘serially linked’ echelons in the supply chain. Each echelon only receives information on local stock levels and sales.
Each echelon then places an order onto its supplier based on local stock, sales, and previous ‘orders placed but not yet received’.

*e-shopping*—the scenario where the manufacturer receives orders directly from the end consumers (possibly via the Internet like Dell) and ships the product directly to them after the production and distribution lead time. Thus, this simple supply chain strategy has exactly the same fundamental structure as a single echelon traditional supply chain.

*echelon reduction*—where an echelon in the supply chain had been removed. This is representative of, say, the Amazon.com supply chain, where the retailer echelon is bypassed. This is a supply chain that has used ICT to eliminate an echelon in the supply chain. Wikner, Towill, and Naim (1991) have identified echelon removal as an effective mechanism for improving supply chain dynamics.

*Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)*—that is simulated by developing a protocol positioned between two businesses in the supply chain that gives the necessary inventory and sales information, authority, and responsibility to the supplier in order to manage the customer’s inventory.

*Electronic Point of Sales (EPOS)*—where information from the marketplace is transmitted to all enterprises in the supply chain. This is equivalent to the situation in many grocery supply chains, where the EPOS data is available electronically via the Internet, either directly from the retailer or via a third party, which can be used by supply chain members to generate their own forecasts. Specifically, in this strategy, the end consumer sales may be used by each echelon for their own planning purposes, but each echelon still has to deliver (if possible) what was ordered by their immediate customer. A full-scale investigation of this strategy has been conducted using $z$-transforms by Dejonckheere et al. (2001b) inspired by the simulation approach of Mason-Jones (1998).

6. Analysis of before game results

The five supply chain scenarios researched are summarized in Fig. 5.6. Hong-Minh, Disney, and Naim (2000) analysed the results from four different teams playing different supply chain management strategies, one of which was the EPOS scenario previously described. Even though the research literature implies great benefits for information sharing (Mason-Jones and Towill 1997), surprisingly the EPOS strategy yielded the worst result. While the EPOS strategy limited the degree of bullwhip in the supply chain this was at the expense of long periods of backlogs (negative net stock). It was concluded that, although market information was shared with all echelons in the supply chain without any delays, each player of the supply chain had their own insular ordering rule. That is, there was no collaboration between the different players.

To test the hypothesis that although sharing market information is potentially a good thing it will only yield benefits as part of an agreed overall supply
chain decision-making strategy (Mason-Jones 1998), the EPOS strategy was rerun by Disney, Naim, and Potter (2002a) but with the added characteristic that all players were involved in collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment; in other words, CPFR.

While different measures of performance were collected from the game they have been summarized according to Equation 1 (Chen et al. 2000):

\[
\text{Bullwhip}^i = \frac{\sigma_{\text{ORATE}^i}^2 / \mu_{\text{ORATE}^i}}{\sigma_{\text{CONS}^i}^2 / \mu_{\text{CONS}}} = \frac{\sigma_{\text{ORATE}^i}^2}{\sigma_{\text{CONS}^i}^2}
\]

which gives the bullwhip measure, the coefficient of variation, at echelon \(i\), where \(\sigma^2\) is the variance and \(\mu\) is the mean of the end consumer sales (CONS) or the order rate (ORATE) at echelon \(i\).
Summary results from the game are shown in Table 5.1. The inventory costs are shown as a relative ranking achieved and normalized so as to be independent of the number of actual echelons in a particular supply chain strategy. We are, therefore, penalizing those supply chains with fewer echelons. Also, two EPOS results are shown. The first is that played in the research described in this paper and has been defined as EPOS–CPFR. The second (named EPOS–no CPFR) is based on the results recorded by Hong-Minh, Disney, and Naim (2000).

EPOS–CPFR again does well at minimizing, and in fact is reducing, bullwhip in the supply chain. But, as with EPOS–no CPFR, a price is paid in inventory costs, which is primarily attributable to the supply chain having long periods of stock out. Despite the normalization of the inventory costs it is evident that a strategy that eliminates an echelon, or a number of echelons, still outperforms alternatives. As has been previously reported (see, for example, Wikner, Towill, and Naim 1991) eliminating an echelon removes both a decision point and reduces total lead times in one fell swoop. Clearly this double benefit has been achieved.

Even more surprising than the EPOS–CPFR result is that the VMI scenario had both the worst inventory holding costs and the worst bullwhip. It was evident in the game de-briefing that, despite the provision of well-documented protocols, the players had problems in implementing the concept. It is also evident that even in a CPFR scenario if too much focus is given to a single measure (in these scenarios, bullwhip) then this can be to the detriment of other performance indices such as stock holding and product availability.

Disney, Naim, and Potter (2002a) took two different approaches to understand the impact of ICT on supply chain dynamics. The z-transform analysis indicates that there is an expectation that the innovative use of ICT will outperform alternative strategies. But the Beer Game results have indicated that ICT adds a degree of complexity to human decision-making that is difficult to cope with even if well-defined protocols are provided. There is simply too much information and too many calculations for the human scheduler to manage.

Table 5.1. Sample Beer Game results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply chain ranking</th>
<th>Inventory cost ranking</th>
<th>Bullwhip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retailer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-shopping</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>Second</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPOS–CPFR</td>
<td>Third</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMI</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPOS–no CPFR</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Disney et al. (2002), rankings based on cumulative inventory costs over length of a game.
The Beer Game also indicates that poor management of the ICT protocols leads to increased inventory costs. We conclude that although the Beer Game is a simulated and simplified environment, much like the real world people have to make decisions the consequences of which are not immediately known. As Sterman (1989) has indicated, people are not good at making decisions in such an environment. In using the passing-on-order algorithm as a benchmark, Sterman (1989) demonstrated that the majority of human decision-makers in his large sample performed much worse than this target in terms of stock fluctuations along the chain.

But the good news is that he also established via the same criterion, that a few human decision-makers performed much better than this standard. So the search is always for this top performance to be modelled and automated by a DSS. This is particularly important when the business is dealing with many thousands of stock keeping units all of which need to be kept under control. In such a situation the DSS need to operate automatically for the majority of items. While ICT offers the opportunity for greater supply chain transparency it also creates an even more complex environment so that when people do have to intervene, the decision-making is even more difficult.

7. What we do not know: gaps in our understanding and priorities for research

We still do not understand the dynamic implications of ordering structures and rules afforded by different ICT current and future scenarios. Historically, a number of authors have developed dynamic model representations of innovative system structures and have described their behaviour. Although a number of these models were physically infeasible or too costly to implement at the time, with current ICT innovations there is a need to revisit them.

An example of a hierarchy within a known system structure for a decision rule within a single business unit of analysis (managing many process streams) is given in Fig. 5.7 (Evans, Naim, and Towill 1998). Figure 5.7 shows the progressive development of the system structure. Each additional information source added in the system structure, while having the potential for improved dynamic behaviour, increases complexity. Therefore, the benefits of increased information flow must outweigh the potential for the system to go unstable either if it is not

- designed properly
- robust to parameter drift.

A comprehensive hierarchical suite of system structures needs to be derived and tested that determine the ordering and inventory policy requirements for various units of analysis with due consideration of varying market and operational environments. This coincides with Hill’s (2000) order-winner and
order-qualifier criteria and the trade-off considerations required in process choice. The latter has recently been consolidated within a supply chain context and related to the lean and agile characteristics (Naylor, Naim, and Berry 1999).

Different units of analysis need to be considered. At the lowest level we may analyse individual activities that constitute a work process which in themselves aggregate to a business process (Watson 1994). Further aggregation yields an

---

**Fig. 5.7.** Hierarchy within an adaptive ordering and inventory control model

*Source: Evans et al. (1998).*
8. Future key developments

This chapter highlights the need for systematic approaches to the introduction of ICT in the supply chain. An important phase in many change programmes is the need to simplify existing complex operations. As a Director of Reckitt and Colman stated (Parmenter 1989), ‘Good managers can manage complexity but better managers simplify’.

The simplicity paradigm is a powerful model but only within an overall systematic regime. Failure to understand what needs to be simplified, can again be detrimental to effective operations (de Bono 1998).

We propose the approach recently highlighted by Thomke (2001) in the area of product design innovation but to be applied here in the area for supply system design innovation. The ability to develop synthetic environments via behavioural, analytical, and simulation tools allows ‘crashes’ to be performed early on in the innovation process prior to their piloting or implementation in the ‘real-world’. An innovation process should develop synthetic environments to allow experimentation with different supply system architectures to aid in detecting counterintuitive behaviour (Sterman 1989; Thomke 2001) and spurring even greater innovation. Thomke (in line with the system dynamics movement, for example, Wolstenholme 1990) also highlights the impact of synthetic environments in developing the spirit of enquiry in multidisciplinary teams.
Appropriate, sustainable, and adaptable innovation processes will thus be developed incorporating strategic design tools. It may be feasible to develop the models outside of the innovation process and implement them within the planning and operation order fulfilment process. Thus, ‘real-time’ models, interfacing with the latest ICT developments that capture information of the different supply system states, such as production rates, inventory levels, and work-in-progress levels, will ensure the efficient, efficacious, and effective flow of materials throughout the supply chain. Novel and innovative system structures and evaluation tools need to be developed that consider the dichotomy of increased information flows versus increased complexity in the supply system. These will challenge or validate the suppositions of complexity theory and ascertain the role of control theory in deriving ‘optimal’ solutions.

By ‘optimal’ we mean systems that meet a number of criteria including satisfying customer value requirements (summarized as cost, lead time, service, and quality), making the best use of operational capabilities (such as capacity limitations and human resource capabilities) and ensuring robustness to exogenous and endogenous perturbations.

Through the development of archetypes a ‘system of systems’ will be developed. Each level of aggregation will have defined dynamic behaviour characteristics related to organizational behaviour models, ICT frameworks, management principles, and various financial forms. A case based scheme that manages to incorporate the intricacies of the archetypes needs to be developed. Artificial intelligence tools, with the associated theoretical infrastructure, such decision theories, probability theory, and set theory, will have to be developed to manage the possible complexity of the archetype knowledge base.

The substantive theory underpinning this chapter, and indeed the whole book, is GST. This may be summarized as ‘Gestalt’—the whole is greater than the sum of the individual parts. GST should pervade all branches of science and all human endeavours. It should encompass not only our working environment but also all our social relationships. Within the specific area of supply chain dynamics modelling and simulation there are specific technical core competencies that either have to be embedded within an organization or ‘bought in’ through appropriate routes. This means the development of system engineers with the ability to relate GST, analytical studies, and practical operations.

9. The scope model as a research platform

A robust research framework, based on an holistic approach, is required to support the above future research needs. The unit of analysis previously described is just one dimension of the scope of the research platform we propose. Supply chain dynamics research is, in reality, a three-dimensional
problem. Figure 5.9 shows the Scope Model developed for this purpose (Evans, Mason-Jones, and Towill 1999) that describes

* breadth*—the primary axis that determines the unit of analysis as already discussed;

* width*—that determines the flows to be considered in any given unit of analysis;

* depth*—the change management factors that enable the implementation of innovative solutions.

The depth dimension highlights the need for multidisciplinary teams in undertaking the research.

This Scope Model emphasizes that tackling individual elements in a supply chain will have limited benefit to the chain as a whole (Hall, Rosenthal, and Wade 1993). Instead, a holistic approach is required which integrates along each dimension, and yet simultaneously welds the activities across dimensions. The Scope Model makes it transparent, for example, that material flows cannot be managed in isolation of each other. But neither can they be managed
just within discrete functional silos if the total chain is to benefit. And all this is pointless without the right supporting organizational, financial, technological, and cultural infrastructure.

Computer packages, coupled with increased computing power are now available that are specifically designed to study the dynamic performance of supply chains. This allows a step change in sophistication that can be incorporated into a control systems analysis. This has come at a time when computers have also enabled sophisticated control systems to be developed (such as VMI), as ICT allows efficient gathering and distributing of large amounts of information.

Such research will, for the first time, quantify the benefits of ICT technologies, such as e-business, on product delivery from raw materials to the end customer. It will take ‘hard’ analytical studies and relate them to the current and future scenarios envisaged for ICT enabled customer-driven enterprises. A research process will have to be defined that incorporates fundamental concepts and theories, action research and development, implementation change programmes, and monitoring studies.

10. Consequences and conclusions

This chapter has indicated the extent of our current knowledge base in the field of supply chain dynamics. There is an abundant and rich history to the modelling and synthesis of supply control systems going back at least 50 years. Mathematical and simulation techniques originally developed for the design and control of hardware systems have found applications in production, inventory and ordering systems.

It is our view that the ‘social capital’ associated with our field of endeavour is almost lost to us as the technical knowledge base of the United Kingdom, and in fact much of the Western world, has differentiated between ‘engineering’ and ‘management’. A number of organizations do have the competencies to undertake the analytical studies required and implement them in their operations. Unfortunately, such organizations are few and far between. As Sir Karl Popper said, ‘It is often better to be vaguely right than precisely wrong’. In focusing on computers for data processing we may be in danger of overlooking those principles of system design which guarantee stable and successful operation. In other words we see the detail at the expense of the architecture.

The problem of system complexity is very real and as we have shown has the potential to increase with the addition of ICT enabled data flows. Solutions have to be developed that not only strive to cope with complexity but also must endeavour to simplify where possible. Horizontal research studies will not shed any light on such matters due to averaging effects (Fisher 1997). Vertical and longitudinal action research is required to address the operational realities of organizations (Coughlan and Coghlan 2002). Emerging paradigms will be tested using a procedure already evaluated on the Time Compression Principle (Towell 1999).
The research will require a breadth of disciplines and approaches involving both observation and problem solving. The research will bring together

- Business and management studies
- Systems and process thinking
- Engineering and technology.

That is, there is a need for Business Systems Engineering of ICT enabled supply systems.
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UNDERSTANDING SUPPLY CHAINS


1. Introduction

The concept of the supply chain as an entity that enables companies and commercial organizations to carry out business functions has become well established. The enablers and inhibitors of those business functions may also be identified within the social and economic relationships that exist between the many participants in the network of suppliers and customers that fulfil the goal of delivering goods to the ultimate consumer.

Modern views of supply chain management emphasize the need for close integration between suppliers and customers, moving away from the adversarial relationships of the past. Adversarial relationships were seen as causing, among other things

1. poor quality goods;
2. delays in movement of goods and information along the supply chain;
3. lack of commitment and therefore investment by suppliers;
4. lack of incentive to innovate and improve processes and products;
5. poor understanding of customers’ and suppliers’ constraints.

The movement away from adversarial relationships towards closer integration and partnerships helped to alleviate many of these problems, but as companies sought to integrate their manufacturing, scheduling, and communications, the old problems were replaced with new problems. Many of the new problems were worse for being unanticipated and of an altogether different nature from those seen in the past.

A project was undertaken as a collaboration between the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge to see if it would be possible to measure some of the features of organizations that would contribute to the integration difficulties of willing supply chain partners. The project was undertaken by members of the Engineering Departments of both universities, rather than academics from Business Schools or other Social Science departments. As a result, the project
emphasized rigorous mathematical modelling of the process of communicating along the supply chain with the development and application of an objective process of carrying out the measurement process. The goal was to develop a methodology that could

1. be applied rigorously and formally by any organization;
2. identify the causes of problems in the flow of information and/or material along the supply chain;
3. enable organizations to understand aspects of their own behaviour and those of their partners that caused difficulties in achieving smooth integration;
4. support organizations to remove these problems and assess the likely improvements that would follow as a result.

The model that was developed as a result of this project is based on the application of entropy and information theory to the modelling of the supply chain. Information theory is used to quantify the expected amount of information that would be needed to describe deviations in production and delivery of products along the supply chain. When deviations occur or are anticipated, organizations need to take action to protect onward deliveries to their customers. In essence, these actions are different versions of strategies to cope with the extra entropy that is caused as a result of the deviations from plan.

This chapter will present in some detail our model and findings from a project to help understand transactions along the supply chain. Principally, we present an information theoretic method for integrating the measurement of information and material flows. Section 2 presents background material and the role of complexity in supply chains. Section 3 introduces information theory and develops the formal mathematical background to descriptions and analysis of complexity. Section 4 develops the model, showing how complexity is transferred along the supply chain. Of particular relevance are the ways in which complexity can be imported and exported to organizations, and the implications for organizations that are participating in a supply network. Policies that organizations may adopt for protecting themselves from the undesirable aspects of complexity are discussed in the concluding paragraphs of Section 4.4. Section 5 introduces briefly a methodology for measuring complexity in a supply chain and presents some generic findings from a case study recently completed. The chapter ends with a summary and conclusion.

2. Background

2.1. Models of supply chains

The simplest possible model of a supply chain is of a linear structure of suppliers and customers, with one supplier to each customer and one customer for each
suppliers. Information flows from the customer to the supplier and goods flow from the supplier to the customer (see Fig. 6.1). However, reality is more complex than that. The structure of the supply chain is more like a network, with many suppliers to each customer and many customers for each supplier, and the pattern of communication between supplier and customer consists of more than one-way opposed flows of information and material.

In a commodity-based supply chain, it may happen that the products are freely available, and the customer places a request to the market for a quantity of standard products, which are delivered to the agreed quantity and at the agreed time, price, and location. However, for more specialized products, negotiation may take place prior to the agreement of the order, with requirements being communicated by the customer, followed by quotes from the supplier. At some point a contract is specified and agreed.

However, the transmission of information does not end there, with further two-way communication between customer and supplier still possible after placement of the contract. The supplier may communicate to the customer with progress reports on the agreed schedule of delivery, providing warning of any foreseen delays or difficulties with meeting agreed quantities or times of delivery. The customer may also initiate requests to the customer for changes to the agreed quantity or time, or even with requests for a different product altogether. The supplier will then respond to these change requests from the customer, establishing another round of negotiation and communication. The contact between customer and supplier, prior to delivery of goods, may be summarized as in Fig. 6.2. Between agreement of contract and delivery of goods, the communication may be summarized as transmission of schedules from the supplier to the customer and change requests or responses to schedule changes passing from the customer to the supplier.

But the story does not end with the delivery of the goods. The goods might not be what the customer was expecting, because they are the wrong product,
or have been delivered in the wrong quantity in the wrong place at the wrong

time. The customer might not agree to pay the price originally understood by
the supplier, so the final stage of the contract (the exchange of money) may also
require further communication. Money may have to be sent back from supplier
to customer as a result of penalty clauses being invoked or the customer
returning faulty or unwanted goods.

To summarize, the communication of information, material, and finance is
much more complex than that suggested by the usual simple model of opposed
flows of information and goods. The issue of interest in this chapter is how to
identify and measure the impact of these complex flows and their value to the
participating organizations.

2.2. The transmission of complexity

Our model of the flow of information and material along the supply chain
focuses on the deviations between what was planned or expected to happen,
and what actually happened. These deviations may be identified by examining
the records kept or documents generated, by the participating organizations,
often in the form of schedules or updating reports.

This approach recognizes the fact that when one organization introduces a
change to a planned state of affairs, the organizations with which it does busi-
ness, be they customer or supplier, will also have to bear the consequences of
this change. These changes may have severe effects on organizations, since
they do not have the resources to cope with the changes that are being imposed
upon them. We have long been aware of the Beer Game (Sterman 1992) and
the effects it demonstrates. A small change in the orders requested by the con-
sumer at the end of the supply chain induces huge swings in the orders placed
at the factory located at the other end of the chain.

The kinds of effects that are caused by changes in the schedules or orders
can be far-reaching and expensive. Changes to orders may have to be made to
other suppliers upstream, and other supply chain partners may have their
deliveries affected in an effort to accommodate the requested changes.
Internally, the organization may have to adjust its schedules, moving other
customers’ orders later or changing the lot sizes, routings, specifications, etc.
Other effects will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.

However, an organization can choose not to transmit or absorb complexity.
By refusing to accept change requests, it can reduce the amount of complexity
it accepts, although it may still be prone to complexity transmission from its
suppliers, who may be unable to deliver as scheduled. This may not be a widely
accepted situation, since an organization would need to be capable of perform-
ing predictably and consistently to a very high level before its trading partners
would be willing to accept a very rigid ‘no changes’ policy. Typically, organiza-
tions have a quid pro quo working arrangement, where minor problems or devia-
tions from schedule by either side are overlooked.
2.3. Supply chain complexity

Complexity can be associated with systems that are difficult to understand, describe, predict, or control. We will define complexity in a precise formal sense in Section 3, but this section will consider the contributing aspects of complexity within an organization. In general, the complexity of a supply chain can be described in terms of several interconnected aspects of the supply chain system, including

1. number of elements or subsystems;
2. degree of order within the structure of elements or subsystems;
3. degree of interaction or connectivity between the elements, subsystems and the environment;
4. level of variety, in terms of the different types of elements, subsystems, and interactions; and
5. degree of predictability and uncertainty within the system.

For the purposes of analysis, two classes of complexity can be defined: structural and operational. The structural complexity is defined by Frizelle and Woodcock (1995) as that associated with the static variety characteristics of a system and by Deshmukh (Deshmukh, Talavage, and Barash 1998) as that linked to the static design dimensions of the system. Operational complexity can be defined as the uncertainty associated with the dynamic system (Frizelle and Woodcock 1995; Frizelle 1998; Sivadasan et al. 1999a). A measure of operational complexity should accordingly capture behavioural uncertainty of the system with respect to a specified level of control.

In a dynamic environment such as the supply chain, even basic supplier–customer systems with structurally simple information and material flow formations have a tendency to exhibit operational complexity. The operational complexity of supplier–customer systems is associated with the uncertainty of information and material flows within and across organizations (Sivadasan et al. 1999b, 2002a). Operational complexity can be observed within organizations on a daily basis in the form of *ad hoc* orders, unreliable deliveries, changes to what has been ordered, alterations to specifications, and other unpredicted variations in information and material flows across supplier–customer interfaces (Sivadasan et al. 1999a, 2000).

Supply chains are inherently complex from both structural and operational perspectives. Supply chains display the characteristics of complex systems in that a large number of firms operate simultaneously with many supply partners, interacting through a variety of information and material flows in an uncertain way. These characteristics of supply chains also govern the complex nature of individual supplier–customer systems.

The complexity of a supply chain can be examined further by considering

1. the complexity of the internal organization;
2. the complexity at the supplier–customer interface; and
3. the complexity associated with the dynamic environment.
Please see Fig. 6.3. We shall discuss these three aspects of supply chain complexity below.

**Complexity of the internal organization.** The internal complexity of manufacturing organizations can be considered in terms of the individual complexities of product characteristics, of operational processes, and of organizational structures.

The internal complexity of a manufacturing system is closely tied to the characteristics of the products that it manufactures, both in terms of the variety of product categories and the intrinsically complex nature of the products. Organizations including Procter and Gamble and Unilever have focused on reducing product variety through product range rationalization and pack standardization. For managing intrinsic product complexity, the factors to be considered include:

1. hierarchy of the product structure, which is influenced by the number, variety, and level of product subsystems, as defined in the Bill of Materials (BOM);
2. degree of technological novelty, which captures the extent of incomplete information;
3. grade of functionality, which includes the number, nature, and degree of user variety and specificity;
4. level of interconnectivity, which includes the relationships across subsystems in terms of components and across disciplines;
5. project constraints, which include constraints on lead times and resources.

In practice, organizations deal with a mix of these product characteristics, across a variety of products, which change over time.

Complex products embody more information than simple products and so require closer monitoring and greater control. Organizations on the one hand may reduce product complexity with regards to variety, design, manufacture,
and management, but on the other hand are constrained to manage the product complexity required by the customer, to meet the requirements of flexibility.

The nature of internal operational processes can precondition an organization to certain types of complex behaviour. The type of manufacturing layout primarily determines the level of process complexity. Complex processes are ones that require a larger volume of information monitoring. Some examples that illustrate this are considered next.

1. **Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS)** consist of a group of machines under computer control with the automatic movement of products between machines. The operational features of FMS (including varying lot sizes, machine rates, routes, and independence between machines) make them inherently complex, requiring large volumes of information to be monitored.

2. **Job Shops** consist of machines grouped together by type, and are often used for products with a mix of process sequences, servicing products in small batches. Job shops tend to be difficult to manage, with progress ‘chasers’ often needed to monitor the system. This behaviour is a consequence of the high complexity associated with this kind of arrangement.

3. **Cell-based layouts** having machines grouped according to product family are less complex than Job Shops.

4. **Just In Time (JIT)** flowlines are structurally simple systems and often operationally reliable (with uniform machine rates, well-defined linkage between machines, and balanced lot sizes).

Two other internal process characteristics that influence the complexity of the system are

1. degree of control and flexibility in the scheduling processes, which determines the responsiveness of the system to disturbances;
2. level of organizational and management structure of the organization, which influences the complexity associated with both administrative and decision processes.

As with product complexity, organizations on the one hand may reduce process complexity by altering the manufacturing layout and control structure, but on the other hand are limited to manage the process complexity which is often required to meet the flexibility requirements of the product or customer.

The internal complexity of manufacturing systems can also be influenced by organizational characteristics such as strategic objectives, human interactions, and structural design.

The strategic objectives that underpin an organization often define the level and nature of complexity that the organization will experience. For example, the level and nature of the complexity that result within an organization whose strategic objective is to minimize cost will be different to an organization whose strategic objective is to meet customer responsiveness requirements and expectations.
Concerning the human aspect of organizational complexity, even the most predictable system will be prone to complexity where it interfaces with people. This is particularly the case within manufacturing organizations where the control and management of complexity ultimately rests with human decision-makers.

To consider the influence of an organization’s departmental and personnel structure on its complexity, a comparison between a hierarchical organization and a project-based organization can be made. In the hierarchical design, there is a well-defined hierarchy of control, with continuous reporting to management. By contrast, within the project-based organizational structure there is one project team for each task, where any employee can work on a number of projects and teams at any one time. The primary difference in terms of complexity between the hierarchical and project-based structural designs is with regards to the level of interaction and the extent of information exchange.

The management of internal complexity from an organizational perspective can be difficult due to the embedded nature of organizational structure. However, organizations as a whole do evolve and transform over time, directed or otherwise, in response to internal or external stimuli.

**Complexity across the supplier–customer interface.** Complexity across the supplier–customer interface can be considered in terms of the nature of the supplier–customer relationship, material flow, and information flow.

Supplier–customer interfaces are built on relationships between separable organizational entities, whether at the level of the top-level management board, department, project, or on an individual basis. These relationships can be characterized by a set of behavioural traits that include trust, power, and cultural alignment.

Organizations unite to share information and technology for mutual benefit, as trust across the supplier–customer interface increases. This can lead to lower levels of uncertainty and can reduce the amount of complexity resulting from misunderstandings and other wasteful activities. This would suggest that operational complexity could be reduced through effectively enhanced supplier–customer partnerships.

Acknowledging power relationships is important in understanding the complexity across supplier–customer interfaces because organizations will operate in a given manner according to the relative power regimes within which they operate. Powerful organizations may be in a position to extract unfair advantage from weaker members of the chain by exporting complexity onto partners as an easy means of coping with uncertainty. This means that the less powerful players within the chain are often forced to absorb any transmitted complexity.

Cultural misalignments are not restricted to cross-border trading interfaces, where complexity can arise due to language, national customs, legislation, and working practices. In fact, all organizations come with their own corporate culture and business image, which like the personalities of people may not
always match perfectly, even if they are located in the same national or geographical area.

At the interface, the more tangible element of complexity exists in the form of uncertainty associated with the quantity and timing of product deliveries. Unreliability of supply can have an immediate and direct impact on customer performance. Material flow between organizations can be considered in terms of the complexity associated with the product category, the type of material flow interface and the inventory holding policies at the interface.

In general, a manufactured product may fall into the categories of supplier standard, black box parts and detailed control parts. These product categories can have different levels of information exchange and complexity associated with them at the supplier–customer interface. Another product categorization is where products can be grouped by their functional or innovative nature, where functional products may be regarded as being operationally less complex than innovative products. Fisher (1997) proposes that the best match is where functional products operate within efficient supply interfaces and innovative products operate within responsive supply chains. Puttick (1994) identifies four industrial segments by mapping low and high product complexity onto low and high environmental uncertainty as given in Fig. 6.4. It may be regarded that high complexity products operating in high uncertainty environments, such as capital goods, will be operationally more complex than low complexity products operating in low uncertainty environments, such as commodities.

The nature of the material flow, and the complexity relating to it, depends on the type of supplier–customer interface that exists, which include single sourcing, preferred supplier agreements, tiered supplier interfaces, outsourcing sub-assemblies, and contracting out services. These sourcing policies work to reduce the overall complexity of the system either through simplification, as in the first three cases, or by paying a premium to some external party for managing the unwanted uncertainty, as in the last two cases. The choice of interface type for any particular organization will depend on the relative levels of risk and reward.

![Fig. 6.4. Puttick’s (1994) classification of product complexity by environmental uncertainty](image-url)
Different types of inventory systems have different implications for the complexity of the material flow at the supplier–customer interface. Inventory holdings often exist as an insurance against the uncertainty that propagates through the supply chain. In essence, the unpredictability of stock buffers between organizations can contribute to an increase in operational complexity. This unpredictability will vary across industries and along the different tiers of the supply chain.

Information can be regarded as the controlling signal within supplier–customer systems (Mason-Jones and Towill 1998, 1999). Operational complexity associated with information flows can be related to the quality of information flows that exist, as well as the means of managing information flows.

The transfer quality of information between firms within a supply chain remains a key determinant of supply chain complexity. Poor quality information transfer between organizations can amplify and become more uncertain as information undergoes transformations, delays, and losses as it travels through the chain (Forrester 1961). Poor quality of the definitions of products, orders, payments, and general logistics can result in amplifying levels of uncertainty and unreliability within the supply chain.

Information Technology has the potential to facilitate tighter inter-firm links through information sharing, increased speed and reduced delays in information processing. IT systems have been sold as a means of coping with the variations caused by customers, suppliers, and the manufacturing system’s own variability. Nearly all organizations use IT systems to some extent for managing their data and information flows, but there are marked differences in the performance related to these IT systems. The information-related complexity of an organization can increase where organizations fall into the trap of becoming a slave to technology.

Dynamics of the market. The dynamics of the market are important in determining the level of operational complexity that supplier–customer systems must manage. The operational complexity experienced often depends on the market environment in which the product is traded. This means that standard products can also be operationally complex as a result of unpredictable market conditions. Different types of market will have different levels of inherent complexity, with regard to how predictable the market conditions are. The dynamics of the environment in which supplier–customer systems operate can be considered in terms of their location within the supply chain, and the amplification and uncertainty demand functions that characterize the system.

The location of the organization within the supply chain (whether it is located towards the final customer or towards the raw material end) is governed by the different interactions that exist at various tiers within the chain. This means that the nature of the complexity experienced by supplier–customer systems will vary along the supply chain. As the positioning of supplier–customer systems moves away from the consumer end of the network, there is greater potential for amplification (Forrester 1961) and greater dissatisfaction (Harland 1996), and second,
the greater the number of tiers, the greater the amplification will be towards the raw material supplier end. Adding more stages to a system increases the complexity because each additional tier within the supply chain acts as a further obstacle to flow (Frizelle 1998).

One of the biggest sources of unpredictability within the supply chain is due to demand amplifications. This amplification of demand as it passes between organizations in the supply chain is often described as the Forrester effect (Forrester 1961) or the Bullwhip effect (Lee, Padmanabhan, and Whang 1997). Due to the complex linkages that exist across the supply chain, it is difficult for any individual organization to control the uncertainty of demand. By passively or actively participating in working away from the schedule, organizations are in fact contributing to the transmission of uncertainty across the supplier–customer interface. This can often result in highly variable inventory holdings, fluctuating capacity utilization, and long ‘safety’ lead times throughout the supply chain.

The evidence suggests that supply chains are complex. The complex characteristics of supply chains impact all suppliers and customers that exist within the chain, having implications across all interfaces.

3. Information theory

Information theory provides a means of quantifying complexity. The complexity of a system increases with increasing levels of disorder and uncertainty. Therefore, a higher complexity system requires a larger amount of information to describe its state (Efstathiou et al. 1999; Calinescu et al. 2000; Sivadasan et al. 2002c). From an information-theoretic perspective, entropy is defined as the amount of information required to describe the state of the system (Shannon 1948; Shannon and Weaver 1949). Hence, an increase in the complexity of a system, through increased disorder and uncertainty, will increase its entropy, which can be measured as an increase in the expected amount of information required to describe the state of the system.

Shannon (Shannon 1948; Shannon and Weaver 1949) introduced the concept of measuring the quantity of information, by means of entropy, in his work on a mathematical theory of information or general theory of communication. The basic form for defining the entropy $H$ of a system $S$ is given by Equation 1. According to information theory, the entropy is defined as the expected amount of information necessary to describe the state of a system, comprising alternative countable states or events $i$ ($i = 1, \ldots, n$), with an associated probability $p_i$ that state $i$ occurs, where $p_i \geq 0$, $\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i = 1$ and $\log_2(0) = 0$. The uncertainty of the system is captured through the probability distributions ($p_i$) across the states.

$$H(S) = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i \log_2 p_i$$

(1)
From information theory, a common interpretation of Equation 1 is as a measure of ‘uncertainty’, ‘choice’, or ‘surprise’. Four aspects of this measure are listed next.

1. \( H(S) \) attains its maximum value (\( \log_2 n \)), in the case of an equiprobable system, where all \( p_i \) are equal (\( p_i = 1/n \)). As all outcomes are equally likely, this is the case where each observation is equally unpredictable. For a given number of possible events, \( n \), this is the most uncertain situation, where the entropy increases as the number of possible events, \( n \), increases.

2. \( H(S) \) is zero in the case of absolute certainty, where one of the states \( (i = 1, \ldots, n) \) gives \( p_i = 1 \). In terms of information theory, observations of a ‘certain’ system provide the least information. With only one possible outcome of absolute certainty, observations of the system do not add any information.

3. As an additive measure, the entropy associated with a number of independent flows is the sum of the entropy associated with each independent flow.

4. The logarithm is to the base 2, yielding bits as the unit of measure, where one bit is the amount of information required to distinguish between two equiprobable events.

Information-theoretic measures are flexible and adaptable, as demonstrated through their application within fields other than Manufacturing, including Medicine, Biology, Decision Risk Theory, and Sociology. Within the Manufacturing Systems research area, information theory has been widely developed to measure product variety, estimate the risk of managing projects, measure manufacturing flexibility, measure software complexity, and quantify decision-making complexity. Information theory provides a basis to measure the operational complexity of supplier–customer links within the supply chain.

3.1. Application of information theory to measure supply chain complexity

The operational complexity across the supplier–customer system can be defined as the amount of information required to describe the state of the system, given the level of control and the detail of monitoring, in terms of the quantity or time variations across expected and actual material flows and information flows.

This section will describe the application of this technique to the study of a customer–supplier relationship. Many of the details of the application are specific to this case study, but the technique may be generalized. For the supplier–customer system investigated, a simplification of the relationship is illustrated in Fig. 6.5. The variables that were considered in measuring the operational complexity are listed next.

1. The Flow Variations monitored. The proposed Flow Variations that were monitored at the interface are (Order – Forecast) and (Actual Delivery – Order), and the internal Flow Variations are (Actual Production – Scheduled Production). For each Flow Variation, time variations and
quantity variations can be measured. For other supply chains, different flows may be identified, and alternative names may be used for the same flows.

2. The products across which the variations are monitored. Products can be monitored and classified by the product family group to which they belong or by some other common factor such as common processes.

3. Where variations are recorded, the state of the variation must be defined with respect to control decisions, by considering the severity of the variation as defined by the Controller. This is a process by which the measured variations are categorized into groups according to the control action required. It is not a weighting process. For example, the Controller of the Flow Variation (Order – Forecast) is responsible for managing that Flow Variation and so defines which category of severity any variation would fall within. The controller defines the boundaries for one in-control state variation and five out-of-control states according to the degree of control required.

4. Once the measured Flow Variations are categorized by the type of control action required, the reason for the variation must also be noted. The reasons for variations may be due to external factors such as Customers or Suppliers, or internal factors such as Machine Breakdown.

5. The frequency at which the Flow Variation is monitored is also recorded for comparability across flows that are monitored at different frequencies. Where one Order and one Forecast document is sent once a week, the Controller responsible for (Order – Forecast) monitors this Flow Variation once per week. Similarly, where there are fifty deliveries per week against one Order document, the Controller responsible for (Actual Delivery – Order) monitors this Flow Variation fifty times per week.

Based on this model, an information-theoretic measure of supplier–customer operational complexity is derived from Equation 1 (Sivadasan 2001; Sivadasan et al. 2002). The proposed equation for measuring the operational complexity across supplier–customer systems, $H_o(SC)$, is given in Equation 2.

$$H_o(SC) = - \sum_{i=1}^{F} c_i \sum_{j=1}^{U} (1 - P_{ij}) \sum_{k=1}^{R} \sum_{l=1}^{NS} p_{ijkl} \log_2 p_{ijkl}$$  

(2)
where

\( F \): Number of Flow Variations, in both material and information,

\( c_i \): The frequency at which the Flow Variation \( i \) is monitored by the Controller over the same period of time (with reference to point iv above),

\( U \): Number of products monitored,

\( R \): Number of reasons investigated,

\( P_{ij} \): Probability of product \( j \) across Flow Variation \( i \) being in the in-control (scheduled) state,

\( NS \): Number of out-of-control (non-scheduled) states across flow \( i \) for product \( j \) and reason \( k \),

\( p_{ijkl} \): Probability of product \( j \) across flow \( i \) being in an out-of-control (non-scheduled) state \( l \) due to reason \( k \).

The form of Equation 2 is such that monitoring an additional element across any of the variables \( i, j, \) or \( k \) of a system (such that, for example, \( F, U, \) or \( R \) increase by 1) will increase the complexity value of that system. This is based on the assumption that the relative probability distributions across the original out-of-control states remain unchanged. There are cases where this assumption of unchanged probability distributions does not hold. In such cases the operational complexity of the supplier–customer system does not necessarily increase with the number of elements considered within the variables monitored, but instead it depends on the nature of the monitored variations and defined states.

Regardless of the number of Flow Variations considered, the operational complexity of a system will increase with the frequency at which any Flow Variation is monitored. This is indicated in Equation 2 by the \( c_i \) term. Organizations can control the amount of operational complexity that they manage by defining the monitoring frequency of Flow Variation. Internal to the production system the monitoring frequency is often determined by the detail of the schedule.

The ways in which operational complexity can be managed depend on the source of the complexity itself. The constituent components of complexity by source can be calculated by considering the reasons for variations. In Equation 2, this can be calculated for each reason \( k \). Internal to the production system, this can be used to identify the relative information demands placed on the system due to self-generated complexity and due to the amount of complexity absorbed within the system from external sources. At the supplier–customer interface, the reason-based analysis can be used to identify the extent to which organizations import and export complexity.

Another factor that has a direct impact on the complexity of the supplier–customer system is the in-control probability \( P_{ij} \) of the system, where given a set out-of-control probability distribution, the operational complexity decreases with increasing values of \( P_{ij} \). Organizations can work to control the amount of operational complexity that they manage either by defining and operating within wider in-control state boundaries which will increase the
value of $P_{ij}$, or given a narrow in-control boundary, work to ensure that the variations fall within this state. In the first instance, the policies of managing the operational complexity rest with accepting and accommodating a larger in-control variation state. In the second instance, the complexity management policies would focus on tighter control and greater predictability of the out-of-control variations that occur. Policies available to organizations for managing operational complexity are detailed in Section 4.4.

On the basis that supplier–customer systems are controlled by people, the operational complexity of the system is measured with respect to the amount of information required to describe the state of the system within the boundaries defined by the Controller. This is considered in Equation 2 through the state definitions into which the observed variations are categorized. These states are defined according to the severity and manageability of the variations. The complexity can be assessed with respect to the Controller responsible for managing that Flow Variation. This analysis allows organizations to assess the information demands placed on any Controller against the information resources available to them.

The adaptability and comparability of Equation 2 is made possible by the information-theoretic form of the measure. The measure is adaptable in terms of the level and scope of analysis that it provides. It is comparable due to the units of measure being in bits per unit time or bits per observation. The quantification provided by the application of this measure allows the principal supplier–customer issues to be identified, quantified, and prioritized.

Information theory goes beyond counting complexity elements by measuring the essence of complexity: the information content. Overall, information-theoretic measures are appropriate to investigate supply chain complexity because they can capture the colloquial characteristics of the complexity of the system in one measure, which can be used to compare different aspects of systems.

4. Transfer of complexity

In this section, we shall consider some of the mechanisms by which complexity occurs within an organization and is transmitted to its trading partners within the supply network.

Complexity internal to the organization manifests itself as the uncertainty between scheduled and actual production. The internal operational complexity of the production system can be measured as the amount of information required to describe the state of the variations across the scheduled and actual production. Internal operational complexity must be considered in terms of both external variations that are absorbed and internal variations that are generated within the system. External variations imported from customers and suppliers depend on the level of responsiveness required by customers and that
available from suppliers. Internal variations can be generated in production or within the scheduling function.

Complexity within the production system can be due to processes and products. Some processes are intrinsically more unpredictable than others due to unreliability, unplanned rework loops or other factors. The operational complexity by process, or by similar work-centre, can be evaluated using an information-theoretic measure. Equation 2 gives $H_0(\text{SC})$ across Flow Variation (Actual Production – Scheduled Production) by each process. Similarly, some products are operationally more complex than others due to structural details, interaction with processes or susceptibility to external factors. The complexity by product across the supply interface can also be evaluated with Equation 2 by measuring and comparing $H_0(\text{SC})$ across the Flow Variation (Actual Production – Scheduled Production) for each product. This allows organizations to rank operational complexity variables such as products or processes by their complexity characteristics.

The role of the scheduling function in dealing with complexity within an organization will be discussed in Section 4.1, the dynamics of importing and exporting complexity are discussed in Section 4.2 and the implications for managing complexity will be discussed in Section 4.3. Then Section 4.4 will consider the methods and policies available to organizations for coping with or managing complexity.

4.1. Role of the scheduling function

The scheduling function is limited in the amount of information it can manage, by the quality of the information with which it makes decisions and by the constraints within which it must operate. The measured complexity associated with the internal production process is dependent on several factors including the detail, horizon and frequency of scheduling.

The greater the desired level of production control, the greater the prescribed detail (information content) of the schedule. The detail of schedules can be illustrated by considering two schedules, both of which cover a 5-day period and specify that a total of 1,000 units of Product A and 2,000 units of B be produced by the end of the 5 days. In the case of a low detail schedule this is the only information that it contains, whereas a high detail schedule specifies how many units of each product need to be produced each day. In the former case the production facility need only be monitored against the schedule once over this period, at the end of the fifth day. In the latter case the production facility would need to be monitored against the schedule every day over the 5 days. This is considered in Equation 2 through $c_i$, which in the former case is 1 and in the latter case is 5. This is because, with all other things remaining the same, the likelihood of deviating from the schedule increases with increasing scheduling detail. This is similar to stating that the more detailed the schedule,
the more often it needs to be monitored and hence the more operational complexity the system is likely to experience.

For many organizations, the flexibility of the scheduling task determines how effectively the imported complexity is absorbed and self-generated complexity is managed within the system. This flexibility rests with the characteristics of the production system being scheduled and on the decision-making capacity of the scheduler. There are real costs associated with this task, such as the costs associated with information management, monitoring, and negotiating.

From these discussions, two classes of operational complexity transfer are identified within the internal system: generating operational complexity and absorbing operational complexity. A framework that illustrates how organizations absorb and generate complexity is shown in Fig. 6.6. Organizations can generate internal operational complexity through unreliable processes or procedures and absorb uncertainty through internal flexibility, high inventories, or excess capacity.

Qualitatively identifying and quantitatively analysing the internal complexity of the system within this framework provides organizations with a valuable tool for assessing their internal predictability and internal susceptibility to external variations.

4.2. Dynamics of importing and exporting complexity

In general, with reference to Fig. 6.7, the sources of complexity at the interface can be attributed to

(1) immediate supplier or customer (1,2);
(2) parallel suppliers or customers of the same tier (3,4); and
(3) other upstream or downstream suppliers or customers, where variations are transmitted through the immediate or parallel categories of suppliers and customers (5,6).

The relative contributions of each of these sources of operational complexity at the supplier–customer interface can be calculated by analysing $H_0(SC)$ as given in Equation 2, with respect to each of the $R$ reasons for the measured variations. This identifies organizations that export complexity and the nature of the complexity exported. Complexity exported by any source, such as customers, is associated with the amount of information required to describe the state of quantity and time variations across the interface due to that reason.

A striking distinction between complexity exported by customers and that exported by suppliers is that complexity exported by customers is often expected and tolerated by the suppliers, whereas complexity exported by suppliers is often penalized by the customers. This attitude surfaces from two aspects: first, the notion that the ‘customer is always right’, and second, the misconception that variations in information flows, due to their intangible nature, are less detrimental to the effective operation of the interface than variations in material flows. These two factors often act to institutionalize complexity exported by customers while that exported by suppliers continues to be unacceptable.

Complexity exported by customers generally consists of variations in information flows alone, whereas complexity exported by suppliers consists of variations in information and material flows. A framework by which the transmission of
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complexity between organizations can be analysed is summarized in Fig. 6.8, from which it may be broadly generalized that

(1) customers largely export complexity to suppliers through unpredictability between Forecast and Order; and

(2) suppliers largely export complexity to customers through unpredictability between Order and Dispatch.

The first case represents information-to-information discrepancy and the second case represents information-to-material discrepancy.

Within the supply chain there is often an imbalance between partners in importing and exporting complexity. For example, a net importer may receive unpredictable variations between Forecasts and Orders from customers but still manage to provide predictable delivery to its customers, thereby transmitting lower levels of complexity than those received. A net exporter would amplify the complexity through unpredictable material and information transfers. These concepts are quantifiable using information-theoretic measures.

In a supplier–customer relationship where both organizations have a tendency to export complexity, the interface will be highly unpredictable. This presents a situation where there is a potential mismatch between the supplier and the customer. In this case, high supply side complexity exported by the supplier can feed on high demand complexity imported from the customer and conversely, high demand side complexity exported by the customer can feed on high supply complexity imported from the supplier and so, the cycle of complexity exchange would continue within the supplier–customer partnership. Based on this supplier–customer interaction, a supplier–customer mismatch matrix is illustrated in Fig. 6.9.

At the supplier–customer interface, the situation where both the customer and the supplier have a tendency to export complexity exposes a mismatch in the relationship, as given by the top-right quadrant of Fig. 6.9. In such a case, the information monitoring demands at the interface would be high. Partnerships with low information monitoring demands at the interface would
fall into the bottom-left quadrant where neither of the two parties have a tendency to export complexity. However, the majority of supplier–customer relationships exist under some form of export–import imbalance, as given by the top-left and bottom-right quadrants of Fig. 6.9. The export–import imbalance is often a reflection of the supplier–customer power imbalance, as discussed by Cox (Macbeth and Ferguson 1994; Cox 1999, 2001; Evans 2001).

The mismatch matrix and conceptual framework provide the foundation for understanding the dynamics of operational complexity. The ability to quantify these complexity transfer models by measuring the operational complexity at the supplier–customer interface provides organizations with a measure that prioritizes by source of complexity and highlights complexity issues at the interface. The conceptual models, supported by actual measured values, provide a means by which the supplier–customer system can work towards agreements on the amounts of complexity exported and imported for a mutual supply chain advantage.

### 4.3. Implications for managing complexity

Categorizing organizations according to their internal and interface characteristics of operational complexity provides some insights into how they might operate within supplier–customer systems. Organizations that act as complexity sources and those that act as complexity sinks can be identified by their internal and interface operational complexity characteristics as identified on the matrix given in Fig. 6.10. Complexity sinks are net importers of complexity at the interface and net absorbers of complexity internally. Complexity sources are net internal generators of complexity as well as net exporters of complexity at the interface.

The complexity of supplier–customer systems has implications for management practice and, conversely, management practice has implications for the
complexity of the system. The management of complexity associated with the supplier–customer system is important for manufacturing organizations as internal efficiency and profitability of organizations are influenced by the properties of the complexity that exists within the system. The information demands on Controllers that manage the system decrease as the operational complexity of the system decreases.

4.4. Policies for coping with complexity

An organization’s attitude towards complexity management is key in the type of management strategy adopted and implementation policy pursued. The complexity management policies adopted by organizations can fall into four categories as indicated by Fig. 6.11, from which organizations have a choice of one or more of the following (Sivadasan et al. 2002a–d):

1. export operational complexity to some other organization;
2. charge for the service of coping with imported complexity;
3. invest in precautionary systems that work to avoid complexity generation; or
4. invest in sufficient resources to absorb complexity.

The implications of these four policies will be discussed in some detail below.

Exporting complexity. One way in which organizations try to cope with operational complexity is by transferring it to their suppliers and customers.
This phenomenon can be described in terms of exporting complexity. Thus, for example, organizations that alter their supplier delivery schedules due to changes in their internal production schedule can export complexity to their suppliers. Similarly, organizations that fail to deliver the required products at the expected time and in the requested quantity are exporting complexity to their customers. The justification for adopting the term is that such events generate additional information that needs to be transmitted to and managed by the importing organizations.

The extent to which organizations export complexity at the supplier–customer interface can be due to several factors including

1. poor ability and insufficient resources internally to control and contain complexity;
2. necessity of exporting complexity that has been imported from some other organization;
(3) imposition and control of the direction of complexity transfer by organizations with greater bargaining power; and

(4) internal culture of a ‘them and us’ divide in the supply relationship.

However, exporting complexity is not necessarily an effective response to dealing with supply chain issues, as these actions can have repercussions on the entire supply chain with direct implications for immediate partners. Suppliers can incur high operating costs where customer induced variations across forecasts and orders are internally accommodated. Suppliers can also export complexity to customers through the transfer of material by unreliable deliveries (in time or quantity) and sub-standard product quality. Customers can incur high revenue losses if supplier failures lead to plant stoppage. Unfortunately, the majority of the smaller and less powerful organizations may have neither the infrastructure nor the resources to absorb the additional variations and uncertainties transmitted to them, from suppliers or customers.

Suppliers can incur high precautionary costs in administering policies to buffer against imported customer complexity. These precautionary costs can include costs associated with building up inventories, investing in extra capacity, acquiring more powerful information management systems and training personnel to cope with a greater degree of decision flexibility. Ultimately, increased operating costs of the supplier would be passed on to the customers, where the supplier does not have the means to deal with them internally.

Customers can also incur high costs where complexity is exported to them. Complexity exported to customers, from suppliers, in the form of early deliveries, has costs associated with managing and monitoring the stock. Late or poor quality deliveries can at best delay internal production and at worst bring the customer's production to a halt. Precautionary measures taken by customers include cases where they may hold Goods-In inventory or operate a dual or multi-sourcing policy, where a choice of supply provides an opportunity for the complexity generated by one supplier to be absorbed by the flexibility of another supplier. These also carry costs.

Charge for imported complexity. Organizations that manage imported complexity can charge the exporting organizations. This is beneficial to the non-exporting, exporting, and importing organizations within the chain. Identifying and specifically charging the exporting organizations will mean that non-exporting organizations will not be unfairly penalized as in the case where the costs of complexity are spread evenly between all organizations. In the case where exporting organizations pay for the complexity that they transfer, they can in return demand and expect a more predictable standard of service. In this case, armed with a quantification of the problem and provided with adequate resources, the importing organizations can focus on meeting the specific needs of the exporters.
It is proposed that charges for managing imported complexity can be set through premium rates or penalty rates.

1. Premium rates would provide supply chain partners with an option of paying a premium to cover for their complexity exporting behaviour. Premium rates would primarily act to charge customers who export demand complexity, through variations in demand. This may include premium rates for accepting late changes to the delivery requests or for delivering products on a fast turn-around basis as observed from the BAE SYSTEMS–Graphic case study (Sivadasan 2001).

2. Penalty charges would act to penalize supply chain partners who export supply complexity, through variations in supply. This would mainly take the form of penalty charges for failure to meet material delivery promises, such as quantity, timeliness, and quality. Often contractual agreements contain clauses detailing the penalty charges.

The premium rate charges are likely to be made by suppliers for adhering to the unpredictable and urgent change requirements made by customers. The penalty charges are likely to be made by customers for having to adjust to the unpredictable delivery characteristics of suppliers.

*Investment to absorb or avoid complexity.* The resources available to organizations determine their ability to absorb (or reduce) complexity internally and their capacity to take precautions against generating complexity. With respect to Fig. 6.11 the five resources of stock, capacity, time, IT systems, and decision making are considered and detailed below. These resources have different costs and benefits attached to them.

*Stock holding.* Many organizations continue to manage large levels of finished goods stock. This is often in response to operational complexity. Holding huge amounts of inventory can be a costly way to manage complexity. Moreover, large buffer stocks do not necessarily facilitate better management of complexity. Often the opposite can be true, as high inventory levels can often obscure the real complexity within the system. The complexity of stock is not necessarily linked to the size of the stock, but instead to the uncertainty associated with the variations in the stock.

*Scheduling with excess capacity.* An alternative to building up stock mountains is to allow some spare production capacity to be scheduled into the system to accommodate any uncertainty within the system. The use of excess capacity is often considered wasteful, as production resources may stand idle for some or most of the time.

*Operating with time buffers.* Planning time buffers into the logistics, production, and scheduling system also accommodates uncertainties. However, the competitive advantages presented by time compression (Towell 1996; Mason-Jones and Towill 1999) have persuaded many organizations to reduce time buffers, at the cost of being more prone to variations.
**Investing in Information Technology.** Supply chain IT systems, such as extended enterprise resource planning (ERP) tools, have the potential to facilitate tighter inter-firm links through facilitating increased information sharing. From a practitioner perspective, the use of IT systems should lead to reduced information complexity and associated costs. However, investment in IT does not automatically lead to a reduction in cost or in information complexity. The main drawbacks of present information systems include fragmentation and incompatibility of different systems, parameter settings that have become invisible or inaccessible, poor coordination with shop floor manufacturing processes, and issues regarding the security of data.

**Nurturing effective decision-making.** This is, perhaps, the most critical of all resource advantages available to organizations. Developing effective decision-making and schedule repair and management skills among personnel within the control and scheduling functions helps organizations to manage complexity (Calinescu et al. 2001). For any given set of resources, poor decision-making can contribute to complexity generation.

The first three complexity management policies of stock holding, scheduling with excess capacity, and operating with time buffers, ultimately have a trade-off attached to them. Where organizations strive for leanness by cutting back on stock, working to full capacity and pursuing time compression policies there is often a conflict with agility. In response to this conflict, organizations often resort to heavy investment in IT systems to manage complexity. The shortcomings of IT systems are often met by an increased reliance on decision-making systems.

The management of complexity associated with the supply chain is important for manufacturing organizations as internal efficiency and profitability of organizations are influenced by the operational complexity that exists within the system. The management policies adopted by organizations have implications for the operational complexity of the supply chain system. In order to create an efficient supply interface the transfer of operational complexity from one organization to another should be effectively controlled. For this, it is important that companies can identify and understand operational complexity-inducing activities and actions. Furthermore, organizations need to be aware of the implications of transferring operational complexity across the supplier–customer interface and the trade-offs that exist across the various operational complexity management policies.

## 5. Measuring complexity

Section 5.1 will briefly introduce the measurement techniques that may be used to assess quantitatively the complexity of an organization. Some specific results from case studies will be presented briefly in Section 5.2.
5.1. Measurement techniques

The methodology for measuring the complexity of a supplier–customer systems comprises five phases as shown in Fig. 6.12. Prior to the actual collection of data (phase 4), a period of preparation (phase 1) and case familiarization (phase 2) must be undergone to establish the design factors (phase 3).

1. The preparation phase is critical in building a solid foundation, to ensure that the project ‘hits the floor running’ at the familiarization phase. The main areas considered at the preparation stage of a complexity case study, include sufficient background research on the organization, adequate planning of the entire study, internal organization of the research group, and external coordination with the collaborating company.
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2. Prior to conducting measurements within organizations, a familiarization phase is necessary. The duration of this phase can vary with the size of the plant, the number of researchers involved, and the scope and the detail of the problem being addressed. This phase would include introductory presentations by the researchers to the key people at the organizations. The key people within the organizations included Controllers of potential Flow Variations to be monitored and other decision-makers and management figures. The aim of the familiarization phase is to identify the links between the key people, information flows, and material flows; provide details on, and samples of, the documents received, sent, and generated; clarify the typical time sequence of tasks within the organization; and highlight key organizational issues.

3. The information obtained from the familiarization phase is used to define a number of design factors prior to the data collection. The design factors are in line with the measurement variables identified in Section 3.1. After considering the design factors and before actually collecting the data, a presentation of the methodology to the organization is required, including a summary of the findings from the familiarization and the design factors phases. The presentations allow for organizational feedback, providing verification on the design factors and clarification of the data requirements from the Controllers.

4. In addition to the factors that determine the duration of the familiarization phase, the data collection duration is also determined by the number and nature of the Flow Variations and products monitored, and the lead times of production, order and delivery. The data required for measuring the operational complexity of supplier–customer systems are monitored on an event-triggered basis. For event-based data monitoring, all information regarding the event can be monitored at the frequency at which it occurs. The frequency of the measurements also has an influence on the duration of the study. The accuracy of the measured operational complexity depends initially on the number of data points observed and the number of out-of-control states occupied (Roulston 1999). The measurement error decreases as the number of data points increases and as the number of observed out-of-control states decreases. Based on estimates of the number of possible states of occurrence, frequency of monitoring, and the probability of being out-of-control, the number of data points required for a tolerated error bias can then be estimated (Sivadasan 2001).

5. For data analysis, each monitored Flow Variation is counted as an occurrence by product and reason as defined by the in- and out-of-control state boundaries classified by the Controllers of each Flow Variation. One of the principal advantages of the operational complexity analysis resides in its capacity to compare a wide scope of variations on a common scale. Once the data is gathered a number of analyses can be conducted by sorting and selecting the appropriate flows, product groups, and reasons.

The systematic application of the methodology allows the quantification, comparability, and hence prioritization of key areas of complexity. The measures
provide industry with a quantitative basis on which they could take actions to scrutinize identified areas of high complexity.

5.2. Generic case study findings

Two case examples are given here to illustrate the powerful insights that can be obtained from the application of Equation 2 to analyse supply chain complexity across supplier–customer systems. The first case investigated is that of a Unilever bottle-filling plant and its key bottle supplier, ALPLA. With reference to Puttick (1994), Unilever–ALPLA may be placed within the commodity quadrant according to low product complexity and low environmental uncertainty. However, in the Unilever–ALPLA case the environmental uncertainty can also be high, since promotions are common within the fast moving consumer goods industry. The second case investigated is that of a BAE SYSTEMS PCB final assembly area and Graphic, its key bare PCB supplier. With reference to Fisher (1997), the BAE SYSTEMS–Graphic interface consists of innovative products operating in a responsive supply interface.

The findings of the first complexity case study considered the complexity of the Unilever–ALPLA system before and after a ‘through-the-wall’ integration programme. The results present evidence to suggest that before integration, the operational complexity of the supplier–customer system was managed through holding excess inventory; after integration, it was managed through increased flexibility (1997). Furthermore, the information-theoretic analysis suggests that the operational complexity of the customer–supplier system had increased as a result of integration (Sivadasan et al. 2002a–c).

The BAE SYSTEMS–Graphic case study investigated the impact of short-turn-around product requests made by BAE SYSTEMS on the complexity of the supply interface. The results present evidence to suggest that Graphic was able to manage the increased complexity of short-turn-around products because it was able to calculate and charge a premium price, as discussed in Section 4.4.2.

These complexity case studies demonstrate that the operational complexity measurement methodology is adaptable to low volume, make to order, batch manufacturing supplier–customer systems such as Graphic–BAE SYSTEMS, as well as to high volume, fast moving consumer goods manufacturing supplier–customer systems such as ALPLA–Lever.

6. Summary and Conclusion

The information-theoretic measure of operational complexity provides a means of understanding, analysing, and evaluating supply chain complexity by considering supplier–customer links. It provides a single integrated measure of operational complexity in terms of bits per unit time period or bits per unit
occurrence, which allows for comparability. The measure defines operational complexity as being equivalent to the expected amount of information required to describe the system, where we define a system that requires more information to describe its state as being operationally more complex.

The general findings from the case studies have been used to develop frameworks of the complexity at supplier–customer interfaces and internally within each organization. At the interface, the dynamics of imported and exported operational complexity and the complexity absorbing nature of interface information flows can be modelled. Furthermore, it is shown that a mismatch across supplier–customer systems can occur where both organizations have a tendency to export complexity. Internally, the dynamics of absorbing and generating complexity and the prioritization of operational complexity by specific details such as product can be measured. The extent to which organizations import, export, generate, and absorb operational complexity can be used to identify complexity sinks and sources within the supply chain.

Several operational complexity management policies are identified which include exporting complexity, charging for complexity, absorbing complexity, and taking precautions against complexity. The measurement of operational complexity, and the identification and quantification of its constituent parts provide management with powerful insights into the dynamic operations of the system. The operational complexity measurement methodology presented can be used as a tool to guide organizations in selecting the appropriate policies to match the operational complexity experienced by the system. The methodology provides a model of how information and material variations can be managed, as a means of controlling the operational complexity of the system.
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1. Introduction—why supply chain learning matters

It is a truism to say that organizations need to innovate to survive. Unless they are prepared to change what they offer (product/service) and the ways in which they create and deliver that offering (process innovation) there is a real risk that they will be overtaken by other players in what is clearly a turbulent and uncertain competitive environment. In extreme cases firms may have to undergo radical shifts from their original operations—for example, Nokia’s moves from paper and pulp activities or Mannesmann’s evolution from making steel tubes to mobile telecommunications. The German firm Preussag began life in 1917 as a public sector lead mining and smelting operation in Prussia, yet less than a century later had become the main actor in the European tourism industry with activities in airlines, travel agencies, and hotels.

Although these are exceptional and dramatic shifts the underlying innovation imperative is clear—and the mortality rate of firms which fail to change worryingly high (de Geus 1996). Innovation needs to be continuous in nature and implies a constant process of learning through various mechanisms and opportunities including research and development, technology transfer, alliances, and collaborations, and day-to-day operational experience (Hamel 2000).

The theme of innovation is usually considered with the individual enterprise as the unit of analysis but it is becoming clear that it has significant implications at the inter-firm level. Creating new products, especially of the higher knowledge complex type requires innovative behaviour and management at the system level (Hobday 1994; Marceau 1994; Miller et al. 1995; Tidd 1997; Oliver and Blakeborough 1998). Pursuing the ‘lean’ agenda, driving out waste and improving quality, speed, and other performance dimensions within a supply chain is increasingly seen as a shared activity involving the whole chain or network (Lamming 1993; Womack and Jones 1997; Hines et al. 1999).
In systems theory terms there is a need both for systems optimization—where innovative efforts are targeted at doing whatever the system does better, towards a theoretical optimum—and for systems development, where innovative efforts are targeted at moving the system forward, opening up new territory. These two forms of innovation need to occur in complementary fashion, the one pushing the envelope and the other ensuring optimum performance within it.

The challenge in supply networks—as systems involving multiple players but with some element of common purpose—is to ensure these parallel innovation activities can happen on a continuing basis. This focuses our attention on the question of supply networks not as static entities configured to deliver operational performance but also as learning systems. This chapter explores the extent to which what we will term supply chain learning (SCL) can take place and how it might be managed in active fashion rather than emerge as a random and occasional by-product.

2. What has to be learned?

2.1. The innovation agenda

It will be useful to reflect briefly on the nature of the learning challenge at the inter-firm level. Typically firms need to explore an ‘innovation agenda’ which can be summarized in Table 7.1; a robust portfolio would include projects concerned not only with optimizing—‘do what we do better’—but also with developing—doing something different. We can apply a similar approach to looking at the innovation agenda at the level of an inter-firm system, and, as the cells in Table 7.1 indicate, there are significant challenges involving shared learning and capture and deployment of knowledge at the system level in new products, processes, etc.

2.2. Effective inter-firm learning and innovation

As Table 7.1 indicates there is extensive scope for inter-firm innovation, and a growing body of evidence suggests that there are considerable systemic benefits to be achieved. For example studies of ‘collective efficiency’ have explored the phenomenon of clustering in a number of different contexts (Piore and Sabel 1982; Humphrey and Schmitz 1996; Nadvi 1999; Porter 1997). From this work it is clear that the model is widespread—not just confined to parts of Italy, Spain, and Germany but diffused around the world—and under certain conditions, extremely effective. For example, one town (Sialkot) in Pakistan plays a dominant role in the world market for specialist surgical instruments made of stainless steel. From a core group of 300 small firms, supported by 1500 even smaller suppliers, 90 per cent of production (1996) was exported and took a
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7.1. The innovation agenda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product/Service innovation—</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change in what is offered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Do better’ innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This includes incremental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>product development. For</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>example, the Bic ball-point was</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>originally developed in 1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but remains a strong product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with daily sales of 16 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>units. Although superficially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the same shape closer inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reveals a host of incremental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changes that have taken place in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>materials, inks, ball technology,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safety features, etc. Achieving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this has required considerable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interorganizational activity—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for example, close work with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suppliers, links to research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and technology providers, joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ventures on development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>projects with other producers,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Do different’ innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radical shift to new product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concept—for example, the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replacement of horse-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transport with the motor car.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In making such a jump the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern of relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between organizations—as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suppliers and users of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge, specialist skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and equipment, etc.—requires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radical transformation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating a new product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concept requires multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inputs from different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perspectives and players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process innovation—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change in the ways in which it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is created and delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Do better’ innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental improvements in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key performance parameters—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for example, cost reduction,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality enhancement, time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduction, etc. A good example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of incremental process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>innovation can be found in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘lean production’ field where</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intra- and inter-firm efforts to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drive out waste have led to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sometimes spectacular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performance improvements—but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>essentially achieved within</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the same envelope established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by the original process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Womack and Jones 1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieving these improvements is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increasingly a function of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>being able to mobilize learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and exchange of ideas across</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>players in the value stream or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supply network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Do different’ innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radical shifts to new process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>routes—for example, the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bessemer process for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steel-making replacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conventional charcoal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smelting, the Pilkington float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glass process replacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grinding and polishing, the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solvay continuous process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for alkali production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replacing the batch mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leblanc process, etc. In each of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>these cases the inter-firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>challenge is one of reconfiguring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what goods/services are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supplied in relation to the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Much of the relevant knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for new process development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is held by these players and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success depends on early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and extensive involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and shared learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
20 per cent share of the world market, second only to Germany. Collective efficiency of this kind relies heavily on shared learning and development.

Conceived in 1993 as a response to the 1992 oil crisis, Cost Reduction Initiative for the New Era (CRINE) was a joint effort involving government and key industry players in the UK oil and gas sector representing contractors, suppliers, consultants, trade associations, and others. The original goal was to enable, by 1996, an across-the-board cost reduction of 30 per cent for offshore developments, and this was to be achieved by a sector-wide effort rather than individual actions.
The project was successful on a number of dimensions—for example, by 1997 the cost of field developments had fallen by 40 per cent on a barrel/barrel basis—and attracted significant international attention and emulation. As a consequence, CRINE-based programmes are now under development or in operation in Brazil, Mexico, Venezuela, India, and Australia. Significantly the participants felt that the model was worth maintaining and as a result the CRINE Network was established in 1997 and the LOGIC programme in 2000—Leading Oil and Gas Industry Competitiveness—with the new goal of international competitiveness replacing that of cost reduction. The stretching target for the industry is to increase its share of the non-UK market to 5 per cent; in 1996 this stood at only 1 per cent, indicating a relative weakness in international competitiveness. (Significantly this position had already improved by 1998 to 2.4 per cent, reflecting the industry’s growing capabilities, partly supported by CRINE activities.)

The current mode of operation is one of ‘supported networking’, where players from regional and national government (e.g. DTI, Scottish Enterprise), major operators, trade and research bodies, and academic and other groups provide various forms of support (financial, technical, etc.) to a network made up of the main actors in the supply chain. A small coordinating group manages the network activities and the whole is steered by a representative body drawn from the above players. Activities cover a broad front, including awareness and communications via newsletters, websites, etc., workshops and conferences, technical projects and other initiatives: ‘Since its inception CRINE has had a dramatic effect on the safety, efficiency and economics of North Sea oil and gas field development and operation’, was the response of one senior manager (Chambers 1996).

A learning network has been established to help the emerging South African automotive components supply industry improve its competitiveness. Using a process of benchmarking to identify key areas for development, linked to regular inputs of training and plant level change projects the industry has managed to close the gap against suppliers from outside the country to the extent that in a number of key areas the country is a net exporter. Significantly, while the sector as a whole has been going through a process of rapid learning and development the rate of improvement amongst firms which are members of this actively managed learning network appear to be significantly higher than the industry average (Kaplinsky 2001).

In each of the above examples the gains emerged as a result of shared and cooperative activities and in particular shared learning processes. Inter-firm learning of this kind represents a significant potential resource but we need to understand further the dynamics and problems involved in making it happen.

3. The trouble with learning . . .

Most work on learning has been carried out at the level of the individual but in recent years there has been growing interest in the concept of ‘learning
organizations’. It can be argued that it is only the individuals within an organization who can learn but there is some evidence for viewing organizations as capable of learning behaviour which extends beyond that of individuals and which emulates key activities like experimentation, association, and remembering (Hedberg 1981). In particular learning can be viewed as a cyclical process involving a combination of experience, reflection, concept formation, and experimentation (Kolb and Fry 1975). Over time this process builds and consolidates the organization’s knowledge base which can offer a source of competitive advantage.

Learning is not, however, an automatic property of organizations and problems include lack of motivation to enter the cycle and incomplete movement around it. Equally, it can be assisted by structures, procedures, etc. to facilitate the operation of the learning cycle—for example, through challenging reflection, facilitated sharing of experiences, or planned experimentation. These need to take into account that learning involves both tacit and formal components (Polanyi 1967; Nonaka 1991), and that it may take place in ‘adaptive’ mode—learning to do what we do a little better—or it may involve reframing and radical change in which the perception of the problems to be solved and the potential set of solutions change (Kuhn 1962; Argyris and Schon 1970; Bessant 1998). Table 7.2 summarizes some of the key blocks to learning and the problems underlying them.

Although much of the discussion on learning organizations is concerned with structures and processes within particular firms there is an emerging strand which deals with the theme of inter-firm learning. This aspect of learning has something in common with the principles of learning within groups instead of at the individual level. In particular, the active participation of others in the process of challenge and support is recognized as a powerful enabling resource and was developed into a widely used approach termed ‘action learning’ (McGill and Warner Weil 1989). This concept stresses the value of experiential learning and the benefits which can come from gaining different forms of support from others in moving around the learning cycle. Part of the vision of Revans, one of the pioneers of the concept, involved the idea of ‘comrades in adversity’, working together to tackle complex and open-ended problems (Revans 1983; Pedler, Boydell, and Burgoyne 1991).

The potential benefits of shared learning include the following and the problems underlying them:

- in shared learning there is the potential for challenge and structured critical reflection from different perspectives
- different perspectives can bring in new concepts (or old concepts which are new to the learner)
- shared experimentation can reduce perceived and actual costs risks in trying new things
- shared experiences can provide support and open new lines of inquiry or exploration
shared learning helps explicate the systems principles, seeing the patterns—separating ‘the wood from the trees’

shared learning provides an environment for surfacing assumptions and exploring mental models outside of the normal experience of individual organizations—helps prevent ‘not invented here’ and other effects.

Arguably inter-organizational learning has much to offer and the experience of regional clusters of small firms provides one important piece of evidence in support of this. The ability of small producers in sectors like textiles or ceramics to share knowledge about product and process technology and to extend the capabilities of the sector as a whole is recognized as central to their abilities to achieve export competitiveness. In the case of Italian furniture, for example, a dominant position in world trade has been achieved and sustained over
nearly 25 years—yet the average firm size is less than twenty employees (Piore and Sabel 1982; Best 1990).

Other configurations of ‘learning network’ are available, each of which offers potential traction on the learning problem and benefits both to individual members and to the system as a whole. Table 7.3 gives some examples.

Table 7.3. Outline typology of learning networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Learning target</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Increased professional knowledge and skill = better practice</td>
<td>Professional institution and its individual members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector-based association of firms</td>
<td>Improved competence in some aspect of competitive performance—for example, technical knowledge</td>
<td>Trade association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with common interests in the</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sector-based research organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>development of a sector</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘Industry forum’ initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic-based</td>
<td>Improved awareness/knowledge of a particular field—for example, a new technology or technique in which many firms have an interest</td>
<td>‘Best practice’ clubs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region-based</td>
<td>Improved knowledge around themes of regional interest—for example, SMEs learning together about how to export, diffuse technology, etc.</td>
<td>‘Clusters’ and local learning cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier or value stream-based</td>
<td>Learning to achieve standards of ‘best practice’ in quality, delivery, cost reduction, etc.</td>
<td>Particular firms supplying to a major customer or members of a shared value stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government-promoted networks</td>
<td>National or regional initiatives to provide upgrades in capacity—knowledge about technology, exporting, marketing, etc.</td>
<td>Regional development agencies, extension services, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task-support networks</td>
<td>Similar to professional networks, aimed at sharing and developing knowledge about how to do a particular—especially novel—task</td>
<td>Practitioner networks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Based on Holti and Whittle (1998); Bessant and Tsekouras (2000a, b).
4. The potential of SCL

One of these configurations of considerable interest as an inter-firm learning system is the supply chain or network. There are several reasons for such interest:

- there is a commonality of interest, focused on delivering value to a particular customer, and improvement of this core process along a supply chain
- there are potential benefits to sharing the learning experience, including risk reduction, transfer of ideas, shared experiment, etc.
- scope for innovation (both product and process) exists within individual firms in the chain/network, especially (but not exclusively) among lower tiers
- there is motivation for more advanced firms to help weaker firms improve since the overall system effectiveness depends upon this
- there is motivation for weaker players to participate in learning since their continued involvement in the supply chain/network depends on their upgrading
- there are issues of systemic effectiveness which lie in the inter-firm area rather than within the control or responsibility of individual enterprises and thus require some measure of joint problem-solving.

In considering the potential for SCL we need to recognize the different types of learning which might take place via this mechanism. These range from relatively simple, incremental additions to a current knowledge set—for example, new regulations—through to complex new approaches which will involve experiment and adaptation. Work by the Tavistock Institute (Holti and Whittle 1998) examining ‘learning networks’ in the construction industry suggests a distinction between ‘operational learning’ and ‘strategic learning’.

1. Operational learning is when an organization tackles problems by applying established models or ways of thinking. This tends to give rise to incremental improvements to existing ways of doing things.
2. Strategic learning is when an organization approaches a problem with a completely new model or way of thinking. The learning is about a fundamentally different way of doing things (Holti and Whittle 1998).

The distinction—equivalent to the optimising/do better versus development/do different innovation mentioned earlier—is important in considering the use of SCL as a means for transferring ‘best practice’ across a supply network since much of what needs to be transferred is often of a ‘strategic’ nature in these terms. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that not all the relevant knowledge will be available in codified or embodied form (as in a manual or a new piece of equipment). Instead, much of it will be tacit in nature, something which is difficult to communicate and articulate and which often can only be learned through experience and practice.
Arguably, SCL can be applied to both types of learning but whereas much operational and codified learning can be transferred through simple and often one-way communication along the chain, strategic and tacit learning may require more active (and interactive) intervention.

In similar fashion we need to recognize that there are different modes in which supply chain learning can be enabled. At one level it can involve a one-to-one relationship between two players in a chain—for example, a customer and a key supplier. At the other end of the spectrum from such dyadic relationships are multi-firm groupings—clusters or networks—where there is some element of shared learning—for example, a supplier club involving all or a large proportion of suppliers to a particular firm. In between we might have gradations—for example, into levels of multi-firm involvement (such as a customer firm working with a group of two or three suppliers to develop a new way of working).

Linking these two frameworks, we can construct a simple matrix (Fig. 7.1) which highlights the different modalities under which different forms of SCL might be used. In this model simple dyadic relationships may be sufficient for operational learning but some form of learning network with shared learning features may be more important in more complex strategic learning.

There is clear potential in achieving and sustaining learning networks of this kind. One of the most notable examples is the case of Toyota where an active supplier association has been responsible for sustained learning and development over an extended period of time (Dyer and Nobeoka 2000). Hines reports on other examples of supplier associations which have contributed to sustainable growth and development in a number of sectors, particularly engineering

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Complex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dyadic/1 to 1</td>
<td>For example, new procedures, introduction of a new manufacturing process or product, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For example, new modes of managing and operating within and between firms—lean production and supply, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For example, transmitting information on new specifications or regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For example, new procedures common to all suppliers such as a new costing system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 7.1.** Different learning types and modes in supply chains
Table 7.4. Sample benefits realized from SCL in six UK value chains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Benefits to SCC</th>
<th>Benefits to first-tier</th>
<th>Benefits to second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductor equipment</td>
<td>—Sales quadrupled over 10 years</td>
<td>—On time delivery: 87% (1997), 100% (1998)</td>
<td>—Sales: grown 29% since 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—Scrap (internal and external): 1.5% (1995), 0.15% (1999)</td>
<td>—Lead time: weekly (1996), next day delivery (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil and gas</td>
<td>—The adoption of best practices through the supply chain may have generated saving of £1 billion</td>
<td>—First-tier supplier benefited as it saved 5% of total costs</td>
<td>—First-tier supplier helped the second-tier supplier cut down lead time from 14 weeks to only 16 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>—Cost reductions</td>
<td>—Second-tier supplier now concentrates on technological capabilities which has increased the profit margins of the company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Reduction of the number of first-tier suppliers from around 1,000 to nearly 200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical A</td>
<td>—The alliance has achieved total savings of 6%, which was jointly shared by the alliance and Chemical A</td>
<td>—Suppliers now have access to better equipment while all drivers are trained in defensive driving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Productivity has grown by 4–5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical B</td>
<td>—Quality and delivery time of materials has improved leading to cost savings throughout the supply chain</td>
<td>—Customers reduced inventory and in other targeted areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and automotive (Hines et al. 1999). Marsh and Shaw describe collaborative learning experiences in the wine industry including elements of SCL, while the AFFA study reports on other experiences in the agricultural and food sector in Australia (AFFA 1998; Marsh and Shaw 2000). Case studies of SCL in the Dutch and UK food industries, the construction sector, and aerospace provide further examples of different modes of SCL organization (Fearne and Hughes 1999; AFFA 2000; Dent 2001).

To illustrate the potential of SCL we have data from six UK SCL networks studied in depth (Bessant, Kaplinsky, and Lamming 2001). Most of the cases we reviewed indicated improvements both for the main customer and its suppliers, confirming that SCL programmes can, in principle, be ‘win-win’ programmes. Table 7.4 lists several of the benefits firms realized from the programmes.

### 5. Implementation

There is, as can be seen from the preceding examples, growing evidence to underline the potential of SCL. But, as a recent UK government report indicates, ‘learning is not a natural feature of business networks. It is unlikely to thrive unless it is part of the emergent new models for inter-company collaboration which stress trust, co-operation and mutual dependence’ (UK Cabinet Office 2000). In other words there is a high risk that this will become simply another ‘fashion’ in operations management rather than a genuine platform for interorganizational development.

That said, it is clear that there is extensive experimentation taking place around SCL. In some cases the impetus for change comes from enlightened individual firms within the supply chain/network—usually the focal firm which acts as a leader/coordinator. In others the impetus comes from a sector-level initiative and is facilitated by a relatively neutral enabling agency—examples of
this might be the SMMT’s Industry Forum programme, the SCRIA programme in the aerospace sector or the Oil and Gas Forum in that industry. (Recent government policy has provided for the establishment of up to thirteen sector-based partnership initiatives in the United Kingdom, DTI/CBI 2000.) There is evidence of growing international activity along these lines and of state support for regional and national SCL initiatives—for example, the South African Sector Partnership fund.

Where SCL takes place there does appear to be evidence of gains at both individual enterprise level and at the system level. However, such reported initiatives are still confined to relatively high tiers in the chain/network and there is little direct involvement of SMEs (arguably the group which could benefit most from the approach). In the following section we will look in a little more detail at some of the common themes which emerge around the setting up and running of SCL.

6. SCL—the experience so far

What emerges from this early experimentation? The first is that there seems to be a model of supply chain learning in which a coordinating or central firm takes the lead. This firm tends to go through a number of generally (but not necessarily) sequential steps, as outlined below:

- a ‘wake up call’, with the drivers varying in different sectors and in different parts of the world
- the adoption of new organizational procedures within firms in response to this wake-up call (mainly in the quality and materials management areas)
- these internal changes are soon recognized to be of limited effectiveness unless the supply chain (and indeed the customer base) simultaneously undergoes complementary changes
- the rationalization of the vendor base (or the customer base), so that these complementary changes can more easily be implemented and synchronized
- the communication to vendors (and customers) of the new requirements which changing market conditions require
- mandating change in behaviour among suppliers (and customers)
- assisting suppliers (and customers) to achieve these new performance levels in their own activities in the design of a SCL programme, its running and in sustaining it over time
- assisting suppliers (and customers) to aid their own suppliers (and customers) in similar processes of change in the various tiers of the chain
- developing the ability to learn from suppliers and customers, not just to teach them.
These steps pass through processes of internal change and the recognition of the role played by the supply/customer base, and then to mandating change amongst suppliers. But SCL proper only really occurs once the coordinating firm plays an active role in assisting processes of learning amongst other firms in the value chain, and proceeds further when it recognizes that it also has something to learn from these firms.

A second core point to recognize is that there appear to be three distinct stages in SCL:

- a set-up phase where a variety of drivers converge around a commitment to action, often led by a champion individual or agency
- an operating phase in which the learning framework becomes established and begins to address the chosen learning agenda
- a sustaining phase where the challenge of maintaining momentum surfaces and where there is a high risk of failure.

Importantly the activities required and the key problem issues confronted at each of these stages differ. Table 7.5 gives some examples of the experiences (not always positive) of six SCL programmes which we have studied in depth. From this it can be seen that at the outset the challenges centre around acquiring resources and mobilizing commitment—but this is often facilitated by a shared sense of crisis. The role of active agents and champions—often from outside the network and with a perceived neutral status—is also significant. In the CRINE example mentioned earlier the impetus came from a widespread recognition of the weak competitive position of the United Kingdom sector as a whole, while the SMMT Industry Forum was established as a response to similar concerns in the UK automotive components sector. Set-up can also emerge through shared perception of common opportunity—for example, the possibility of entering new markets—through upgrading of capabilities across a supply chain/network (Kaplinsky et al. 2001).

Initial operation tends to be driven along particular paths often set by the lead or coordinating firm and there is a risk that other players in the network will not really ‘buy-in’ to the model or will become disappointed in some way with the learning processes. Early operations are supported by goodwill and the momentum from the set-up stage; over time this can be reinforced or diluted. Much depends here on the extent to which the initiative is founded on good supplier relationships and particularly a basis of trust (DTI/CBI 2001).

The sustaining phase is the most difficult since it is here that the initial impetus needs to be replaced with something able to maintain longer-term momentum and to take on the characteristics of shared ownership and direction.

These experiences resonate with other reported cases of SCL. For example, although the CRINE project was perceived to be a success overall there were concerns among small and medium sized players in particular. Its top down
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCL Driver</th>
<th>Setting up</th>
<th>Running</th>
<th>Sustaining</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Semiconductor equipment</strong></td>
<td>Improving supplier quality</td>
<td>The pilot scheme began with local firms and with suppliers with a high transaction cost</td>
<td>Teams were set up with equal numbers from Semi-equip and supplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oil and gas</strong></td>
<td>Comprehensive supply management</td>
<td>The programme set out to establish long-term contracts with contractors</td>
<td>Commitment to share information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Computer</strong></td>
<td>Improving all facets of supplier activities</td>
<td>Company outsources many activities leading to a dependency on the capabilities and performance of suppliers</td>
<td>Transparency and information flows increased between firms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Critical supplies are managed globally, SCC controls all supply tier contracts, that is, first-tier suppliers are not entirely...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCL Driver</th>
<th>Setting up</th>
<th>Running</th>
<th>Sustaining</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemical A</td>
<td>free to choose second-tier suppliers</td>
<td>Chemical A provided organizational framework</td>
<td>Chemical A has agreed to a long-term agreement with supplier alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Procurement guidelines stating how firms will be granted supplier status</td>
<td>Suppliers had to work through one representative, forcing suppliers to link together</td>
<td>The structure of the alliance is enabling each supplier to be effective as each company has a clear role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workshops were organized to answer two key questions:</td>
<td>Culture of supplier competition had to be changed to culture of cooperation</td>
<td>Regular monthly meetings take place among the participants and information flows continuously between the companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—How to create a breakthrough in performance?</td>
<td>Supplier alliance created proposals for the terms and conditions of the alliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—What can be done to realize this?</td>
<td>Costing developed into an open book approach with the SCC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial entry was to reduce costs across Europe by improving transport</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coordination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transporting firms (i.e. suppliers) formed an alliance to coordinate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transport logistics with the SCC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical B</td>
<td>increase the efficiency of transport and logistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing inventories and</td>
<td>Workshops were organized to answer two key questions:</td>
<td>Chemical B used an open book approach</td>
<td>Improvement projects were used with defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improving</td>
<td>—How to create a breakthrough in performance?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—What can be done to realize this?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial entry was to reduce costs across Europe by improving transport</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coordination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transporting firms (i.e. suppliers) formed an alliance to coordinate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transport logistics with the SCC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaces throughout the supply chain</td>
<td>For supply chain models to counter concerns about losing the security of holding large inventories</td>
<td>Measures and objectives to be reviewed for the total global about losing the objectives. Upon completion, new projects were built on the previous project result but alignment with new business unit objectives was ascertained.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to reduce the total level of inventory for everyone in the chain? Inventory was reduced gradually with greater reductions occurring as customer confidence grew.</td>
<td>Suppliers undertake self-assessment, Aerospace also performs a detailed assessment of suppliers. Results fed into a continuous improvement plan created by supplier, which is monitored by Aerospace over time. Free assessments and training for suppliers. Exposure visits by supplier staff to other firms also arranged. Suppliers have the opportunity to improve their business, and develop a long-term relationship.</td>
<td>Programme has changed over time and now looks to incorporate functions such as finance and human resource development. Difficult to get second and third-tier suppliers into the programme. Programme relaunched to ensure current relevance and generate increased interest.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Aerospace**

**Improving quality, delivery performance, and responsiveness of suppliers**

Aerospace adopted the approach used in a previous collaboration and adapted it to their suppliers. Senior management commitment key as the programme required significant resources.

Results fed into a continuous improvement plan created by supplier, which is monitored by Aerospace over time. Free assessments and training for suppliers. Exposure visits by supplier staff to other firms also arranged.

Suppliers have the opportunity to improve their business, and develop a long-term relationship.
## Table 7.6. Learning points in the six value chains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply chain learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductor equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil and gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
character meant that they often felt excluded from decision-making or involve-
ment in planning (SQW and OTM Ltd 1997).

One indicator of sustainability in SCL will be the extent to which learning
capabilities have been fostered—in other words, are the players in the net-
work/chain learning to learn? Our results from detailed case studies bear out
those of other researchers which suggest that at present SCL does not yet move
far along the chain and in particular is not having a great impact on lower tiers
and particularly the SMEs which often occupy such locations. Table 7.6 gives
some examples of reported development of learning capabilities.

7. Enabling and constraining factors

Making SCL happen is clearly not easy, especially as we move beyond the
initial set-up phase. Once the momentum provided by a shared sense of cri-
sis or the support from external sources to configure a new arrangement
has dissipated it needs to be replaced by structures, processes and a com-
mitment to long-term sustainability and development of learning (Kaplinsky
et al. 1999).

Effective SCL appears to be enabled or constrained by factors such as those
listed in Table 7.7.

Some examples of how such blocks and enablers operate at the level of
particular cases are given in Table 7.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enabling factors</th>
<th>Constraining factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm foundation in good practice within the lead enterprise</td>
<td>Lack of trust /long-term relationships between firms in the chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm foundation in good supply management—partnerships, cooperative relationships, etc.</td>
<td>Lack of awareness of sector problem or of ‘best practice’ solutions—problem of the underlying culture ‘Best practice’ is itself weakly developed in lead firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of lead firm or SCL champion</td>
<td>Lack of consensus or shared perspective on problem or solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of effective facilitation</td>
<td>Lack of structures and facilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant measurement framework to guide learning</td>
<td>Lack of strategic focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured operating arrangements and clarity of responsibilities and roles</td>
<td>Weak long-term sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enablers</td>
<td>Blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit to the shop floor of customers and suppliers by production staff</td>
<td>The slow and inconsistent pace of change within semiconductor equipment and some of its first-tier suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint teams, involving a combination of management and production staff from both plants</td>
<td>Low levels of trust and the reluctance to become too dependent on suppliers/customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensive communication by fax, ‘faxbans’, and through the use of e-mail, but no plans for the introduction of EDI proper</td>
<td>A lack of systematic overview to the problems of supply chain learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In general, large firms are more difficult to influence than small firms, since they have lower degree of dependence</td>
<td>Absence of a proactive culture, both in relation to the broader problem of supply chain development, and the more specific challenges, which arise in promoting SCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximate suppliers are much easier to work with</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior management commitment</td>
<td>Lack of right skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The existence of external bodies (e.g. CRINE) actively involved in the transmission of information on a collective and individual basis</td>
<td>Time constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposition to learn from suppliers</td>
<td>Incompatibility between what the SCL manager wants to promote and the objectives of particular parts of the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoiding an over-prescriptive approach towards suppliers</td>
<td>Arrogance of some SCC managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness to learn from experiences from different industries</td>
<td>Some of the results of SCL are not easy to identify and sometimes are attributed to other activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on other aspects apart from price to assess suppliers and to ensure the sustainability of supply chains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment on the part of the SCC to learn from suppliers and to accept that some answers to the supplier’s malpractice could be found in their own malpractice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of high quality procurement areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic revision of objectives and measurement systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practising open-book type of relationship with the suppliers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High level of trust between the elements of the chain</td>
<td>Cultural differences between companies and within parts of the same company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal clear objectives, methods of performance assessment and contracts</td>
<td>Lack of processes to record the lessons obtained through SCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninterrupted flow of useful information</td>
<td>External problems that impede the disclosure of information (e.g. legal procedures and poor protection of property rights in other countries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical proximity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of IT to communicate within and between firms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical A</td>
<td>Chemical B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Suppliers linked to other SCL initiatives (networking)</td>
<td>—Suppliers linked to other SCL initiatives (networking)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Helping the suppliers to ‘see the benefits of SCL all the time’</td>
<td>—Helping the suppliers to ‘see the benefits of SCL all the time’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—‘Trust, trust and trust’ between all the participating companies</td>
<td>—Trust and openness about fears and concerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Visible benefits and increasing awareness of the strength of the alliance</td>
<td>—Obtaining prior agreement to any changes being made</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—The SCC, an extremely big player with a good reputation was offering a long-term contract</td>
<td>—Ability to see and share the benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Full commitment from all the participants</td>
<td>—Being a major supplier itself, the coordinating customer is willing to listen to its own suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Continued consistent reviews against set targets</td>
<td>—Senior Management commitment to release existing and employ new resources, and to support the initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Seeing the bigger picture, that is, how the companies can jointly benefit when working together</td>
<td>—People protecting their own corner of the company and not having the vision to see the company benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Structured and organized approach of the participating companies</td>
<td>—Failure to understand the problem and see joint benefits from all parties’ points of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Failure to work with competitors</td>
<td>—Protecting own corner instead of looking for the bigger picture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Failure to change culture, both within the SCC and other firms in the supply chain</td>
<td>—Failure to work with competitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Senior Management commitment to release existing and employ new resources, and to support the initiative</td>
<td>—Inability to trust other participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Seeing the bigger picture, that is, how the companies can jointly benefit when working together</td>
<td>—Lack of willingness to become involved due to the perceived restriction of investing in only one supplier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8. A model framework for developing SCL

As we noted earlier, SCL is still in its infancy and the subject of extensive experimentation. But there does seem to be some convergence around the experience, both in terms of confirming the significant potential it has and also the ways in which it develops and can be shaped and influenced. Based on this we can sketch out a framework within which SCL might be established within a particular context, and this section looks briefly at the questions which need to be addressed.

8.1. Set-up stage

The key issue at this stage is to provide focus and shared motivation to learn from and with others. As suggested earlier, this is often achieved as a result of a shared awareness of crisis or, to a lesser extent, of opportunity. As we have already discussed the question of ‘governance’ is raised and in the absence of a strong lead firm it is often difficult to find a focus or sustain momentum in SCL. Evidence suggests that an important activating and catalytic role can be carried out by key agencies such as business associations or government in focusing awareness and facilitating the development of a shared response. There is a need to move beyond building a shared vision, however, to identify key learning targets, network membership, network purpose, and primary modes of operation. Generating agreement at an early stage on specific targets for success and measurement frameworks to track progress towards these is a critical factor in obtaining commitment rather than simply enthusiasm on the part of network members.

8.2. Operation stage

Having established key structures and targets, the operating processes need to be explored and translated into ways of working. Our research suggests eight core processes have to be considered, and mechanisms developed for making these happen and for reviewing and improving them (Bessant et al. 2000). These are outlined in Table 7.9 and provide the focus for the development of formal operating mechanisms to allow the network to deliver on its learning objectives.

In addition, the difficulties of creating and running processes where the locus of control is not within a single enterprise need to be considered. It is easy for lead firms to assume a directing role but this may undermine the effectiveness of the processes and ultimately lead to withdrawal by other players.
8.3. Sustaining stage

The final stage emerges once the network is established and has been operating for some time. The initial momentum provided by a shared sense of crisis or opportunity and initial goodwill (and possibly support funding) will have faded and the challenge is then posed to network members as to whether they remain committed or leave the network. Since membership is usually on a voluntary basis or involving low level financial and contractual commitments, exit is a strong possibility unless there is a sense of continuing advantage to be gained from participation. Several factors become relevant at this stage.

First is the potential for reviewing and redefining the purpose—relaunching the network. In the case of CRINE, for example, the initial goals of cost reduction were, to a large extent, achieved. The perception, especially among major players in the industry, was that the learning network effects had been valuable and should be further extended and so a steering group defined a number of new initiatives—(first in 1997) the CRINE Network with an explicit focus on upgrading along the supply chain and then in 1999 the LOGIC—Leading Oil and Gas Competitiveness programme, with the new goal of increasing global market share for UK firms in the industry. The positive momentum of the first phase was linked to a reframing of a new challenge with a continuing sense of underlying crisis.

Measurement and feedback also provides an input mechanism for sustaining SCL. For example, the use of ‘best practice’ benchmark data provides a continuing sense of performance gaps around which learning can be focused—an approach used extensively in the aerospace case study outlined above.

Facilitation and external support for the process can also assist with sustainability by providing a continuous review and organizational development.
process for the network. Operating processes like those outlined in Table 7.9 can be adapted and developed to take into account concerns and to give less experienced participants in the network a sense of share ownership and ability to shape and direct the network.

It is also clear that structural forms can help—for example, the relative longevity of the Toyota model probably owes much to the formal structure and requirements placed upon suppliers to participate.

Overall, it seems that the sustainability question links closely to the perception among members that learning and development is taking place. This suggests that attention paid to ensuring completion of the learning cycle, providing a combination of experience sharing, challenging, and structured reflection (accompanied by measurement), development, and diffusion of key concepts and active and shared experimentation will be critical.

9. Conclusions

SCL represents a part of a wider managerial problem for the twenty-first century. Increasingly emphasis is shifting to the inter-firm level as the unit of operation; businesses are increasingly about integrated and interconnected systems and managers need to learn new and complementary skills to deal with them. But systems do not behave as individual enterprises, the locus of control may vary widely, the assumption of shared goals and aspirations is untenable—in short, networks and systems pose significant new questions. We have looked at one aspect of the problem—the difficulties involved in trying to organize purposive learning systems along the supply chain, across the supply network.

SCL is still in its infancy although early experiences underline the significant potential which it offers. Almost all SCL activities seem at present to be focused on system optimization—enabling the players in the network to do what they do better. Most programmes are built around trying to spread ‘best practice’ and raise the overall level of performance through a variety of mechanisms which facilitate learning. There remains a considerable challenge for extending such learning to more strategic activities and to addressing the question of ‘do different’ innovation—for example, in evolving alternative and radical new product or service offerings.

Even at this early stage in the development of SCL it is clear that such learning will not emerge automatically or as a by-product from long-term supply partnerships. Rather there is a need for structures, operating processes, measurement systems, and continuing facilitation and development. In some ways the analogy might be drawn with groups and teams; simply assembling a group of people with a common purpose does not lead to high levels of performance or even to minimal achievements of the shared task. Teams emerge as a consequence of the evolution of norms and processes and their development can be aided and supported by a variety of team-building inputs. In the same way the achievement
of the full potential of SCL is likely to require conscious and active investment in such interorganizational development and in research to support it.
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Supply Chain Transparency
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1. Introduction

1.1. The simplistic idea, the paradox, and the challenge

Behind the basic principle of supply chain management and much of the rhetoric of cooperation within ‘chains’ is a bland simplification of the commercial interface between customer and supplier. This chapter provides a conceptual challenge that reveals and criticizes this simplification and explains a practical approach that offers a strategic alternative for managing in the customer–supplier interface and introduces the concept of value transparency.

Since supply chains (or, more realistically, supply networks) are made up of organizations linked by relationships, the concept of value transparency may also be of relevance to managing supply within the broader focus (the network) and also challenging to established practices that are associated with it. Development of the concept has been based upon field research and longitudinal observation of practices and contingencies within supply relationships.

We know that, paradoxically, established business practices associated with managing purchasing and supply often tend to block or corrupt actual or potential interorganizational capabilities (Lamming et al. 2001). This chapter discusses how even what may be perceived as more recent or ‘modern’ practices appear to include this paradox. Over time our research has suggested that concentration upon leveraging the vantage points of customer or supplier (Lamming 1996), as opposed to concentrating upon leveraging the potential of the relationship, appears endemic to supply relationships (Lamming et al. 2000).

We suggest not only that issues of power, dominance, and game playing create noise, bilateral cost, and waste in the customer–supplier interface, but that industrial, social, and technological trends increasingly militate against attempts to maintain ‘commercial secrets’. As a collateral issue to our principal
focus, we observe that the Internet is playing a significant role in driving out traditional wastes (and postures) in global procurement as well as giving both buyers and sellers access to more information (and thence, knowledge) than ever before.

In this chapter, we propose the concept of value transparency, a radical form of information sharing, managed by and between customer and supplier, on a strictly delineated project-by-project basis, as a method for going beyond, and improving upon, traditional managerial practices in supply interfaces. In place of openly adversarial or customer-dominated relationships (and here we will discuss the role of the rhetoric mentioned earlier), value transparency is put forward as a potential source of competitive advantage. That is to say, the customer sees the supplier not as a supplicant but as a critical resource, the value of whose knowledge can only be fully utilized through two-way information sharing.

We define value transparency as ‘the creation, nurture and delivery of value for the benefit, and thus continued existence, of both parties’ (Lamming et al. 2001). This goes beyond the two-way sharing of information suggested in the original formulation of cost transparency (Lamming 1993), recognizing valuable properties of the relationship itself and involving managed risk for both parties, with identifiable additional returns. It also addresses two important issues that arose from the earlier development of cost transparency: the difficulty in reaching agreement on the type and extent of sensitive information that is to be shared, and the assumption that each party has both the technical and organizational capabilities necessary to exploit this information in a manner that will bring about operational improvements and commercial benefits.

1.2. Structure of this chapter

Under the title ‘What We Know . . .’ we trace the origins of transparency in supply, as originally proposed in the conceptualization of lean supply (Lamming 1993). Turning to what we know about practice, we briefly explore the origins of supply chain management, exposing the nature of the principal flawed management practice, open-book negotiation, which is then criticized in some detail. Addressing ‘What We Don’t Know . . .’ we explain what the concept is not, enabling us to differentiate transparency from established system level definitions of the term. ‘Key Developments for Practice’ are contained in our explanation of the principles and practical issues of value transparency, while ‘Key Developments for Theory . . .’ are discussed with the help of a new conceptual model. We focus on some ‘Key Developments for Pedagogy’ including the need for educators to go beyond current texts and constantly question current practice before finishing with a discussion on the ‘Consequences and Conclusions.’
2. What we know: the current state of knowledge

2.1. The origins of the concept: lean supply and cost transparency

Originating from research in the late 1980s, the concept of transparency in supply relationships arose (as cost transparency) during the development of the lean supply paradigm (Lamming 1993). Originally based upon extensive work in the global automotive industry (Womack, Jones, and Roos 1990), the lean supply paradigm includes the application of radical techniques (i.e. doing new things differently, rather than the old things better) in removing activities deemed wasteful (adding no value to the product or service, or the process of its delivery). It is important to note that no apparently redundant factor is taken as prima facie necessarily wasteful by the lean approach. Indeed, high inventory levels may be necessary for agility in responding to market dynamics, while idle time may be necessary for learning to take place in a system; neither would necessarily detract from the leanness of the system. (In other words, no differentiation is made between leanness and agility when considering supply interfaces.) Early work on lean supply focused on less traditional concerns, suggesting that much so-called ‘professional’ purchasing might actually be responsible for maintaining wasteful practices. Observation revealed that these practices were adding cost and time to processes, reducing the ability of the organizations (customer and supplier) to respond to market signals (i.e. making them less lean and agile). The focus of lean supply at the interface, ruthless in its attack on systemic waste, often contradicts aspects of conventional and modern purchasing which were previously considered to be practical skills to be encouraged and ‘perfected’. Thus, transparency originated as a lean idea, aimed at removing waste and excising flawed practice. The waste that was targeted was often in the form of wasted opportunities in the supply relationship which, if exploited, might provide value to both parties in return.

In the mid-1990s, a second phase of action research was conducted in a variety of UK companies outside the automotive industry revealing the difficulties organizations might face in trying to implement cost transparency (Lamming et al. 2000). The principal outcome of this case-based work was the identification of organizational inhibitors to transparency, classed as structural or operational. The conclusion was that effective implementation of the concept would be facilitated by the removal of parts of a system (inhibitors), rather than introduction of new mechanisms (it did not appear appropriate, for example, to introduce a ‘transparency manager’). This chimes with the lean principle of waste removal.

Conducted between 1998 and 2000, the third phase of the research involved working with a large high-technology systems manufacturer in the aerospace industry. As reported below, the practical outcome of this research not only contributed towards a clearer understanding of the conceptual and practical
complexity and nature of transparency but also generated a formal framework for discussion. Current work is refining this framework, again working with manufacturing firms (EPSRC grant GR/N 38916/01). Based on case studies in four high-technology manufacturers (in a variety of industries) and their suppliers, the framework is being developed into a formal conceptual model. This will lead to the design of practical methods for managers to use in supply relationships.

The concept of *cost* transparency within the development of lean supply relationships, was defined as the ‘sharing of costing information between customer and supplier including data which would traditionally be kept secret by each party, for use in negotiations. The purpose of this is to make it possible for customer and supplier to work together to reduce costs (and improve other factors)’ (Lamming 1993). It was also proposed that the ‘customer should require only directly relevant data and should be able to justify any and all requests (i.e. rather than requiring *carte blanche*). Costs are used here as a proxy for all assets involved at the interface and also the creation, nurture, and delivery of value. It is important to note that the term ‘transparency’ is used here to refer to *two-way* exchange of information, that is, the customer shares data with the supplier about its own operations, as well as requiring the supplier to ‘open its books’, to an agreed degree and for a specific purpose. This would require the removal of the inhibitors mentioned above. As we have said, such a radical approach is openly critical of the practice known as ‘open-book negotiation’. This is discussed below but first it is necessary to relate the concept to what we know about the origins of supply chain management.

### 2.2. Supply chain management and the ‘always right’ customer

Earlier chapters in this book have dealt with the origins, development, and popular key concepts within supply chain management. Here we are highlighting how, in many accounts of supply chain management, the focal firm or lead organization in a supply chain is presented as the omnipotent (and ubiquitous) ‘conductor’ of a chain or network of resources (i.e. other autonomous organizations and firms). This is an intuitively appealing picture, and one that may be identified, for example, in the case of high street grocery chains whose severe demands upon suppliers of fresh food products, *inter alia*, are well known. It is tempting from examples such as this, to infer that supply chain management is all about gaining and exploiting economic power.

Perhaps one part of this view stems from initial attempts to validate supply chain approaches by reference to Japanese *keiretsu*, where focal firm dominance was common (Ellram and Cooper 1993). In Western interpretations, the *keiretsu* approach was taken to include supply relationships dominated by the customer, with a relentless focus on cost reduction (as envisaged and defined by the customer).
It is also germane that the term ‘supply chain management’ was coined in the 1970s by Western management consultants working with large and powerful business organizations. In such organizations, the prospect of managing resources beyond the firm boundaries and that offered a central role for their own management skills had an inherent appeal for managers. The attraction of coordinating interorganizational supply processes without resorting to outright ownership or taking a stake in suppliers was bolstered by the adoption in isolation of two elements of the *keiretsu*, open-book negotiation, and supplier development. Both techniques worked well in the Japanese example due to the senior–junior nature of their relationships (i.e. the customer actually could develop its suppliers) (Lamming 1993).

Extending this principle generally to business systems (in which suppliers must operate within commercial axioms and manage themselves with autonomy, and where customers do not automatically know best about how suppliers should develop), left a basic flaw in the practices of supply chain management as the idea developed.

### 2.3. *The absurdity of open-book negotiation*

The concept of open-book negotiation appears to spring from the fundamental tension in interorganizational relationships between sellers and buyers. This tension exists between two irreconcilable needs. The first of these is the need on the part of the seller to differentiate the good or service being sold, in order to charge for added value (i.e. worthwhile properties above basic specification), thus enhancing both immediate profit and long-term interest from the buyer. (‘Of course my product costs more—because it is better!’) The need on the part of the buyer is the reverse—to ‘commoditize’ the good or service so that standard value may be bought for the lowest price. It appears easier to cajole buyers into recognizing differentiation than to force suppliers to standardize, and the profession of sales and marketing has arisen specifically to do this. Buyers, meanwhile, realize that real added value may warrant paying more (acceding to differentiation) but that attractive but trivial features should be eschewed. This tension has, of course, always been the basic premise of buying and selling.

The advent of mass production in the late nineteenth century, and its dominance of the twentieth century, led to many extraordinary (and often absurd) behaviours in buyers—the ‘profession’ that grew to deal with the proliferation of sales tactics. Perhaps the strangest of these behaviours was generated by Gordon Selfridge’s famous marketing aphorism *The customer is always right*. Given the nature of the tension discussed above, it is easy to see that this is a sales trick. If the seller can convince the customer that they are infallible and then convince them that *they* (the customer) have identified trivial features of the product as valuable, then the customer will naturally believe that they are right to think this way, and thus pay too much for the actual value being...
provided. It is alarming to observe professional buyers repeating Selfridge’s subversive mantra, believing as a consequence that they should receive service from suppliers that reflects their infallibility—including the illusion that they can ‘manage’ the supplier to meet their requirements. As with most self-delusion, the denouement is usually painful and expensive.

To operationalize this principle, as part of the mass production–supply chain management canon (purchase orders, specifications, tough negotiations amounting in some sectors to plain arrogance and rudeness) customer organizations have developed the practice of open-book negotiation. Simply put, if the customer is always right and the performance of the relationship is suboptimal (e.g. the price of the good being bought is too high), then the customer’s intervention in the supplier’s operational processes should reveal ways of improving the situation (for the customer, by lowering prices, and imputably for the supplier, in the form of better efficiency). The basic principle is thus for the customer to ask the supplier to ‘open its books’ to reveal process factors, largely represented by costs (as proxies for, say, process times, physical space allocation, management superstructure, communications requirements, etc.) and submit to ideas that are suggested by the customer. In practice, it does not take long in such situations for it to become clear that the customer (represented by the buyer—often a poorly qualified commercial person with long but narrow experience) does not in fact understand the information being presented in the ‘books’. If, say, a manufacturer of motor cars were to conduct the process with a supplier of machined parts, it might be accepted that adequatio (the ability, or ‘adequateness’, to understand what is being set before one—see Schumacher 1978) existed on the part of the customer (who probably knows something about the production of machined parts). Many other situations in which the practice is applied reveal no natural link between the expertise in the buyer and the operations of the supplier. Despite this, open-book negotiation is widely practised.

To address this anomaly, some customers seek to develop intelligence in their purchasing—building generic cost models for specific supply markets and sometimes employing (or consulting with) specialists in the subject, in order to mount an attack on the supplier’s professed cost structures. A second order problem may arise here, however, stemming from the need for internal support departments to justify their existence. For example, if a ‘Purchasing Intelligence Office’ produces a guide price which the buyer should pay for an item from a supplier, it may be seen by the buyer as an implicit slur on their professional ability. A natural tension therefore builds between the buyer and the Purchasing Intelligence Office, especially when the former is formally required to use the services of the latter. The intelligence office has power over the buyer—if the guide price is not revealed until after the initial negotiation, they may suggest that a test may be made of the buyer’s professional competence. Once the buyer’s best price is known, it is quite possible for the Purchasing Intelligence Office to alter its estimate (before revealing it), thus indicating that the buyer had not achieved the best price through negotiation.
This has the double ‘advantage’ of making the buyer look bad and justifying the existence of the Purchasing Intelligence Office. A stand-off thus arises, with neither side prepared to tell the other their best price for the item, so the buyer goes into the open-book negotiation without much support.

The supplier, meanwhile, has realized the true purpose of open-book negotiation: it is an attempt by the customer to drive down prices by whatever means possible. There is a fundamental reason why this is unacceptable to the supplier but it is not simply a matter of the need for secrecy and the protection of a ‘scarce asset’ (their knowledge, tacit as well as codified). By requiring the supplier to ‘open their books’, the customer is asking them to take a risk. The customer is not beholden to the supplier beyond the immediate contract (which may not even be in place at this point) and, once in possession of process data, is quite likely to ‘leak’ critical information to the supplier’s competitors, in order to encourage them to reduce prices, etc. (the well-known ‘Dutch auction’). The customer, meanwhile, takes no risk.

The benefits of the exercise, however, are principally to be gained by the customer. The benefits for the supplier (typically proclaimed by the customer as part of heralding the process) are limited to retention of the business and, implicitly, improvements in efficiency (which may presumably be exploited by achieving greater margins on business with other customers, who do not ‘help’ the supplier by intervening in this way). In fact, in reducing process costs (if this were really to happen) and thus prices, the supplier might actually reduce its sales turnover if it retained the business—and quite possibly its profit (neither effect popular with shareholders).

This means that the customer is actually asking the supplier to take a risk in at least two ways (reduced sales figures and the threat of competitors receiving its data and thus nullifying competitive advantages it may have). The supplier would not survive long in business if it were constantly to take such risks without hedging. In the case of open-book negotiation the only hedging that is feasible is to ‘fudge’ or ‘cheat’—to distort the figures contained in the ‘open book’. Such cheating cannot be substituted by naïve ‘trust’ unless the customer is also taking a risk. When this is not done, the ‘knowledge’ gained by customers through open-book negotiation is inevitably corrupted and thus worse than useless (i.e. it is actually dangerous).

Another curious second-order problem results from this situation, again reflected in the behaviours of buyers. It is not difficult to work out the logic explained above, especially over several episodes of open-book negotiation. The buyer, however, is convinced that they are ‘always right’. Two courses of action are open to the buyer: to blow the whistle, or to put their head in the sand. Given the other pressures on the buyer (including that of devices such as the Intelligence Office described above) it is perhaps forgivable that the buyer always takes the latter course. The buyer knows that the information (or knowledge) gained from the process is corrupt, but decides to live with it because that is what the system requires.
For these reasons (and several more) open-book negotiation appears to be nonsense in practice, resulting in excessively high process costs in purchasing and supply (Barry 1998). The key to breaking out of the formalized nonsense lies with the buyer: they must take a risk. Developing practice from open-book negotiation to transparency raises two key issues. The first is: which factors should be an agreed part of the negotiation and which are to be hidden from view? The second issue concerns the implicit assumption that increased bilateral information sharing will lead to lower costs (and other improvements). That is to say, there is an assumption that there are areas on each side of a business interface which when linked by transparency of relevant information (from each side) may lead to increased profitability for one or both parties. These two issues are treated below by relating them to aspects of dyadic supply relationships, progressing from totally hidden to totally transparent areas (see Table 8.1). However, before exploring transparency in supply relationships further, due to the widespread adoption and use of the term ‘transparency’ it is first necessary to differentiate the way that transparency functions in supply from other common usages.

3. What we do not know: priorities in research

When research identifies a conceptual flaw in practice it must go back to the origins of the concept to check that its provenance is sound. Before presenting transparency as the product of our work, therefore, we should briefly consider the gap in knowledge that led to its development. Also, since we are using a common word in a specific manner, we need to explain our meaning.

3.1. What value transparency is not

National and regional governments often espouse the concept of transparency. This is true, for example, of the European Commission, which has as one of its stated aims, a commitment to transparency in its processes and structures. This is reflected in UK government pronouncements and in calls from various pressure and special interest groups. The rise of the Internet has also raised interest in the concept of transparency—in areas of administration it is often positively associated with greater democracy and accountability.

Others view transparency with suspicion, associating it with the famous ‘all-seeing eyes’ of Foucauldian discipline regimes, where transparency took the form of oppressive surveillance (in the design of prisons) and Orwell’s ‘Big Brother’ (of 1984) (Foucault 1977, 1980). The same drive may be seen in business but with widely different implications, impacts, and processes, including challenges to managers that go beyond the pressures on certain types of margins visible in e-supply.
In seeking to manage transparency in supply relationships, we need to distinguish business or commercial relationship management from those system-wide approaches evident in governments, banking, commissions on national and international issues, and even much commodity-based Internet trading. Inherent in viewing transparency fundamentally as a property of a system is a claim that the entire relationship between two organizations could be termed transparent. Such a view may be possible or necessary where issues of democratic access and privilege are paramount although it has often been observed that too much transparency (literally providing a wall of ‘information’) is an effective way of hiding things.

However, where transparency is applied as a resource in supply relationships, it is based upon a more selective and particular application of the concept: as an element of the supply relationship (that managers in a specific, focused relationship may decide to utilize in a variety of forms, for specific purpose). According to this definition, transparency might be only one of several elements utilised in the specific relationship, along with others such as agreed procedures, equity sharing, joint patents, and so on.

Development of transparency in the meta-systems of governments and electronic markets is seen, at least in theory, to distribute or share the benefits of greater openness as widely as possible. Transparency in supply, as proposed here, is particular to a context, to a relationship associated with a particular project (product or service). Our hypothesis is that the net effect of this particularism may be to reduce market (and margin) pressures for the parties to a commercial relationship by developing value for them that would be unavailable in simple market-based transactions (Dyer and Singh 1998). Thus, the value in the relationship that may be realized through managed transparency attenuates the need to develop other sources of value (for each party at the expense of the other) through conventional techniques.

System-level views of transparency tend to emphasize an inevitable and inexorable commoditization process at work and the benefits of ‘demystification’ of arcane, obtuse, or possibly illegal practices. Clearly, transparency as described here might lead to demystification. However, more importantly, in recognizing and harnessing the unique capabilities of an individual customer and an individual supplier, the relationship itself becomes a shield from system level forces. In essence, in removing the neoclassical economist’s concept of perfect information, transparency in supply distorts competition. This chimes with the recognition of long-term relationships as sources of value rather than the classic definition of them as ‘market failures’. What is ultimately emphasized is value creation in the relationship rather than provision of a product or service; what is at issue is configuring that value, not simply identifying costs. Our research, therefore, tracks the refinement of the initial idea—cost transparency—into the proposed concept of value transparency.

One of the claims made by proponents of the Internet is that it will create transparency through wider information sharing. Pressure groups, governments
(at both national and regional levels), and customers are aware of the ‘democracy’ principles inherent in the concept of transparency. In business, transparency has largely been viewed as an additional (but perhaps ultimately the most significant) pressure on margins. Thus, e-commerce systems moved quickly from simple electronic data interchange (EDI—in the 1980s) in which purchase orders, invoices, payments, and so on, could be made ‘paperless’ through online ordering systems accessing suppliers’ catalogues (1990s) to exchanges and online auctions (2000). Current applications can indeed be seen as markets in which buyers and sellers know the market price. We do not yet know the implications of this for supply management. The role of information exchange or sharing, however, will clearly be great.

The need for sharing sensitive information and tacit knowledge is recognized as one of the basic reasons for establishing a firm. The restriction on opportunism of individuals (e.g. to sell secrets to others) via regulations and motivations couched in organizational mechanisms is clearly an effective way of consolidating the development of assets and supporting growth. In such a situation, commercial transparency is easily limited to the boundary of the firm—trade secrets are not traded. Traditional ways of capturing knowledge locked in firms include merger, acquisition, and espionage. Where the firm in question is a supplier of goods and services, the customer organization seeks to gain the benefits of such knowledge as a result of efficient playing of the market. In this view, the need for the supplier firm to retain its knowledge, protecting it from competitors, is assumed to be eclipsed by the need for that firm’s outputs to be competitive.

As the need for concentration on specific competencies is introduced by economic forces including pressure on prices and costs from fierce international competition, so the realization dawns that an organization does need to know what is going on in other firms—especially its suppliers—without resorting to acquisition. Thus, the idea of transparency across firm boundaries arises. When the focus is enlarged to encompass the network within which the organization operates, the degree of complexity increases although the principle remains the same. As Möller and Halinen note, ‘knowledge generation about networks is not unproblematic, as networks are highly non-transparent’ (Möller and Halinen 1999).

4. Key developments for practice

4.1. Putting value transparency into practice

Once the mass production oriented assumption that the customer is always right is jettisoned, it becomes plain that in the interorganizational supply relationship, ideas for improvement may not only be forthcoming from the customer; the supplier also may be expected to contribute to mutual benefit.
While the customer employs simple economic power, however, there can be no possibility of this, other than that represented in squeezed prices, where the supplier may be expected to cheat as far as possible and give the minimum actual value. The market knowledge necessary to control such a relationship (with great numbers of suppliers) would appear to be impossible to contain in practice (although seductive in theory). Given this, the conditions under which genuine transparency and data exchange might be achieved would appear to require some sharing of risk and benefits. In revealing its own operating dimensions and costs to the supplier, the customer is sharing knowledge on its value-adding processes. This is a risk in both the basic sense of ‘leakage’—exactly as described above in the opposite direction—and in the more complex form of forward integration on the part of the supplier (who might, for example, suggest the outsourcing of some of the customer’s activities). It may even be that the supplier can suggest an overall cost reduction in a process which accommodates a unit price increase—something that might severely tax the comprehension of a traditional buyer.

As the customer ‘opens up’ to the supplier, the risk must be contained carefully and justified. Other functional managers within the customer’s organization may be adversely affected by this process (as the supplier blows whistles on slack practices) and may be expected to oppose the process with guile (Åhlström and Karlsson 1996). Thus, a carte blanche approach would seem inappropriate (even though this may have been previously espoused in dealing with the supplier’s ‘open books’); only if requests for sensitive information are justified may accurate, uncorrupted data be expected in response. As both ‘sides’ are trusting the other with their information, there is a power balance. In ceding its apparent power, the customer is enabling the supplier to lower its guard; in effect, it is trading intelligence rather than assuming it may be achieved through threat or use of power. In fact the ‘cost’ of this may be negative—the benefits and cost savings are the payback for the investment. Transparency is achieved through two-way exchange of sensitive data for specific purposes of improvements in the dyad itself (the actual process change might take place in either company—or both).

4.2. Managing value transparency—a range of modes

To characterize the concept of value transparency in practice between two organizations, we employ a metaphor taken from geology. It has the inherent limits of all metaphors but is used here only after extensive trials in industry, where it has been very enthusiastically received (Lamming, Caldwell, and Harrison 1999).

The metaphor adopts the characteristics of minerals in terms of the amount of light that can pass through them. Since value transparency is a dynamic but manageable property of a relationship, not a characteristic or attribute, it does not
need to be in action all the time. Rather, it may be selected as a useful element in a relationship for a particular purpose (i.e. a project). Its dynamism means that we may expect different types of transparency to be possible and by extension, the selection of several ways of configuring and using these different types.

In the metaphor, light is analogous to information in the supply relationship, since it must be transferred if the proposed mutual benefits are to arise. Transparency in a substance allows light to pass through without distortion; so, in some parts of a relationship, at some times, some information may pass from one party to another without corruption. Translucency in a mineral allows shapes and forms to be observed but obscures detail. Thus, in a relationship, outline information may be shared in a translucent manner without the inner workings of a system being shown (cf. ‘black box’ in shared engineering or design) again in a contingent, manageable manner. Opaqueness in a mineral will prevent all light from passing; similarly some information in a relationship may not be shared with the other party, but honesty in revealing this constraint is respected as a form of transparent behaviour. Working with these forms of transparency in a project plan it should be possible to decide jointly (i.e. supplier and customer together in a boundary-spanning project team) what types of sharing are necessary and practicable, how they might be combined, and how they may need to change over the stages of the project.

Thus, in practice, rather than ‘being transparent’ (or opaque or translucent) in a general manner, in the context of a specific purpose or project, a supply relationship is likely to contain (or require) all three characteristics in a variety of locations at different times (or stages in the project). In each case, selection of a manner of information exchange, characterized by the types of transparency in the metaphor, is justified by a specific purpose within a project plan. These three characteristics are likely to be distributed over the range of interface processes, for example, purchase manager with sales manager; design engineer with design engineer; operations manager with operations manager; director with director. We suggest that planning a project or relationship on the basis of what needs to be shared and in what manner, at what time, for the purpose to be achieved and potential (or latent) value to be realized, constitutes managing value transparency.

It is important to be clear that, in identifying a continuum from ‘opaqueness’ (no knowledge on either side) to ‘transparency’ (full but finite knowledge of a ‘localized’ topic) we are not suggesting that there is a ‘designed path’ or ‘mandated route’ for supply relationships themselves from opaque to transparent, even in the context of a specific project. In practice the matter is not iterative but more complex. For example (following the metaphor), a fundamentally non-transparent part of a relationship could develop ‘fissures’ of total value transparency from a long-term relationship between boundary-spanning personnel in the two organizations.
In practice, therefore, the exchange modes employed in value transparency as it is presented here relate to aspects of a relationship as identified within a project (Table 8.1). The project-focused relationship is seen as combining points on the continuum from opaque (cf. ‘arms length’) to transparent, where information is freely shared (e.g. a common database or shared intranet). We use ‘information’ as an initial proxy for value being added (for one or both parties) through the relationship interface.

In addition to the manageable forms of two-way information sharing, there are two further, unmanageable states, at least in terms of the supply relationship. The first of these is dazzle, beyond value transparency, where too much information is presented and the receiver cannot deal with it (this may be accidental or deliberate—for example, politicians often employ such a tactic by shrouding a request for information in a plethora of facts and figures). The second is black hole, where the factors are so deeply buried or complex it is not possible to explain or share them.

Table 8.1. Manageable modes of exchange in value transparency as derived from a geological metaphor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geology: light shining on or through a piece of mineral</th>
<th>Opaque</th>
<th>Translucent</th>
<th>Transparent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light can neither penetrate the surfaces nor pass through the structure of the substance</td>
<td>Light can enter and exit the surfaces of the substance and pass through its structure, but is distorted or partly obscured in the passage</td>
<td>Light enters and exits the surfaces or the substance and passes through its structure without alteration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For any of a variety of reasons, information cannot be shared by party with the other between the parties on this subject but this constraint is acknowledged by both parties.</td>
<td>Restricted information on this subject may be shared, for example, but interface conditions or partial data Used in value transparency this is positive but limited collaboration If used tactically, it may be akin to ‘cheating’</td>
<td>Information regarding this subject is shared candidly, on a selective and justified basis Development of information may lead to shared knowledge and collaborative abilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In supply management: information existing in or shared between two organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In supply For any of a variety of reasons, information may be shared, for example, but interface conditions or partial data Used in value transparency this is positive but limited collaboration If used tactically, it may be akin to ‘cheating’ | Information regarding this subject is shared candidly, on a selective and justified basis Development of information may lead to shared knowledge and collaborative abilities |
5. Key developments for theory

5.1. A conceptual model for using value transparency in supply relationships

The conceptual model depicted in Fig. 8.1 aims to explain how value transparency might exist and be employed within a dyadic supply relationship and thus, eventually, within the supply network. The two parties to the dyad, A and B, are shown to the left and the right of the diagram. The relationship between them, for this specific encounter (development or delivery of a product or service), is the elliptical area bounded by the heavy, broken line. Note that it is assumed that many such relationships may exist between A and B simultaneously, with different complexions, i.e. a productive, congenial and collaborative relationship may be associated with one product or service while a quite different, adversarial, secretive and corrupted affair might characterize the supply or development of another. Logically, therefore, it is not meaningful to speak of ‘the relationship’ between the two parties in a homogeneous sense, other than as an amalgam or ganglion of diverse relationships that might be bundled together to form it.

Reflecting its origins in innovation and technological imperatives, the model of value transparency begins with the external selection environments of the two parties. These contain structural, regulatory, and legislative factors, the strengths and weakness of competitors, technologies (in the widest sense), market demands and unfulfilled needs, and so on (Lamming et al. 2002). The coincidence of potential for radical development lies in each of the two environments (which neither party can exploit alone) and provides the spark of originality for the relationship. The potential value for both parties lies in the differences
between the two environments (i.e. one would not otherwise contain, or perhaps even be aware of, the other). These overlapping environments are represented by four sets of two-way arrows. The upper pair show the interplay between the internal decision-making (the neoclassical focus) and the external environment before the relationship (or the interruption to it that is represented by the new input from the overlap) operates. The lower two sets of arrows show the same process during and after the relationship interlude. In both cases the flows represented by the arrows are the result of inward reflection and outward scanning by the two parties. In the latter case, however, ‘outward’ refers to the relationship, rather than the external environment.

The model presents the coalescent formation of an idea or a proposal as a whirlpool, metaphorically collecting ideas from the external environment that may be understood and exploited by A and B only through collaboration. The whirlpool descends into the relationship as a proposal for a new product variant, service development, process improvement, and so on. To give the proposal life, the two parties plan a project of implementation, represented by the circular arrows within the relationship space. Note that the ellipse represents an overlap between the organizations, representing the notion of a dynamic operating space that is partly in ‘no man’s land’, ‘owned’ jointly by both parties but secured into each through boundary-spanning teams.

The first stage of implementation, or exploitation, is the identification of the expected returns to both parties (the basis for an internal business case in each party, to justify the investment about to be made, and a joint case referring to the success of the relationship based upon this project). This is the concept stage; the parties discuss the idea and prioritize actions. It is at the concept stage, for instance, that the allocation of intellectual property rights would be discussed and possibly pre-collaboration agreements might be drawn up lodging what each party already knows about the issue (both standard practices in pre-competitive collaborative product development).

If the cases are sound (and approved by the necessary processes in each firm) the concept develops into a purpose, the mission statement for the project that will deliver the benefits of the concept. This process is a mutual identification of an opportunity in the supply market which might lead to business benefits for both parties. Once this has passed through a formal preparation (including risk assessment and cost–benefit analysis, skills audit, etc.) the extent and nature of value transparency required for each stage of the project may be planned. This includes the choice of value transparency modes that are to be employed at each stage of the project in order to deliver the purpose. Thus, for example, knowledge of a factor that must remain opaque for one side in the first stage may be required in, say, the third stage. This could be accommodated by phasing the exchange to avoid delays or guesswork on one side and, on the other side, embarrassment or the need to hedge risks by corrupting data. By planning the value transparency as a variable, manageable resource for the project, both sides are able to reduce the surprises and conflicts that might normally impede such work, precipitating a return of the costs of ‘cloak and dagger working’.
The processes of value transparency selection, intent, and planning may be expected to overlap and assume an iterative nature. Following their completion, the project of exploitation takes place, generating the knowledge flows referred to above, in addition to its central purpose. At the final review of the project, the decision might be made to end the engagement or to extend the concept to new purposes. This might be inward consolidation (installing the concept as a feature of the organization, represented by the inward spiral) or the reverse, taking the concept to a greater purpose, perhaps with expanded expectations.

Note that the conceptual challenge of value transparency is the identification of forms of value within the relationship which, while perhaps inevitably linked to established terminology (exchange, utility, place, etc.) may be operationalized in useful managerial terms.

6. Developments in pedagogy

6.1. A challenge for developing knowledge

The challenge for educators presented by conceptual developments such as that associated with value transparency lies in the need for innovation to inspire education. The pedagogy associated with supply chain management is typically reliant upon observation and analysis of practice, action research, modelling and framing, and attention to strategic imperatives. In order to include radical approaches into pedagogy, therefore, it is necessary to delimit the educational process to allow creative destruction of current practices and fundamental questioning of established ideas, no matter how much has been invested in them by protagonists, not for how long. Much supply management pedagogy takes its origins from Ronald Coase’s epochal article, over 60 years ago (Coase 1937; Williamson and Masten 1999) and Williamson’s seminal work, beginning in the 1970s. Both these, and the heated criticism of the latter that continues to this day, represent the destruction of established ideas—a profound challenge for pedagogy. If supply chain management is a flawed metaphor based upon linear development of established ideas, then concepts such as value transparency must be seen as discontinuities and accommodated by pedagogy that embraces exploratory thought, not trammelled teaching. Just as the research associated with the topic is typically action research based (inductive, phenomenological, qualitative), so teaching must become similarly open and interpretive.

7. Consequences and conclusions

7.1. Changes in practice

Recasting the management of supply relationships—increasingly being termed ‘SRM’—as a shared responsibility rather than the domain of the customer
entails many changes in practice. Principal among the consequences of a move to value transparency would be:

1. Recognition of the value of supplier expertise—tapping into current but unused interface resources, notably by involving suppliers to a greater extent than before, this chimes with the lean principle of not wasting opportunities to capture latent value in the relationship.
2. Acceptance of a dynamic management space (the relationship) rather than a linear development (e.g. such as that implied by the concept of supplier development towards goals set by a customer).
3. The sharing of risks, including the customer engaging in a managed risk with the supplier, in pursuit of defined rewards.
4. The need for structured knowledge management: the information shared using transparency is convertible into knowledge by the process of thinking and understanding.
5. Managing supply management (or purchasing, procurement, etc.) in the case of a strategic supplier may become a matter of project management rather than the established role of daily tasks. Buyers employed in this new role will need new skills—principally those of writing business cases, managing risks, and project management.

7.2. Conclusions

The chapter has distinguished between value transparency and open-book negotiation. The proposed concept of transparency presents a more developed and holistic approach to risk than the traditional one dictated by the customer. With regard to knowledge management, transparency appears to require reflexivity, whereas open-book approaches appear static and concerned with the treatment (or management) of existing knowledge—working ‘on’ knowledge, whereas transparency is concerned with dynamics and potentials, that is working ‘with’ knowledge.

This is a radical challenge; without addressing such challenges, supply chain management may remain simply a set of managerial techniques rather than becoming a genuine field of knowledge.
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1. Introduction

This chapter explores the evolution of understanding of supply relationships from several academic perspectives. First, we evaluate the key issues addressed through the different approaches, and consider their contributions. Then, we focus on more recent cross-disciplinary research that offers a more holistic understanding of the structure and content of supply interaction in different contexts, overcoming some of the limitations of previously fragmented research. Research in supply relationships has developed from a focus on more tangible aspects of relationships. Here, we argue that there are significant, less tangible aspects that also need to be examined if we are to develop a more comprehensive, detailed, and integrated understanding of the many facets and forms of supply relationships. Also, research in supply relationships was traditionally mainly conducted in high volume, low variety manufacturing industries, particularly automotive and electronics, whereas more recently a broader spread of types of supply relationships in different sectors has been examined.

Since the 1980s it has been appreciated that different relationships may be required for different products/services in different contexts. Notably, Kraljic (1983) developed a portfolio approach in which the appropriate relationship type was contingent upon a combination of the value and the criticality of the product/service being purchased. We argue that this ‘relationship positioning’ technique oversimplifies relationships. We also challenge the wisdom of research claiming to focus on ‘the relationship’ as a unit of analysis. Relationships are complex, multi-stranded arrangements of exchange between different actors in the short, medium, and long terms. We discuss recent research that views relationships as processes involving social, informational, and technological exchange over time, in addition to short-term transactions of products, services, and payments, giving rise to accrual of corporate social capital resources, such as trust and reputation, for both parties. We conclude
that an integration of different perspectives of relationships provides a richer understanding than single perspective studies have achieved to date.

Supply relationships have provided an interesting focus of study for researchers with various epistemological and axiological perspectives. Some of those perspectives have concentrated on more tangible aspects of relationships, such as the volume and timing of materials and information flows, product quality improvement, and cost minimization. Others have focused on less tangible aspects, such as the perception of service quality, trust, and power. Some research has addressed the flows or exchanges between the parties to a supply relationship, while other research has examined the nature of the relationship itself as a quasi-organization, and the changing nature of the parties to that relationship. These various perspectives are discussed in this chapter.

Although any categorization of research is necessarily imperfect, grouping work according to subject area provides a clear understanding of the fragmented evolution of research into supply relationships. In the next sections, we examine four approaches to understanding supply relationships grounded in the disciplines of operations management, industrial economics, purchasing and supply, and industrial marketing.

2. Operations management

Early texts in operations management concentrated on the tasks performed by the production manager (Meredith et al. 1989), mostly within the organization. Mayer (1962) chose to omit externally oriented decisions from his text on production management, on the basis that production managers would play only a minor role in such decisions. Wild (1971) was one of the few operations management authors who included a chapter on purchasing and supply. Operations management texts from the 1990s have covered logistics, purchasing, and materials management and procurement (see, for example, Schmenner 1990; Meredith 1992; and Slack et al. 1995), as relationships with suppliers have increasingly been recognized as part of the subject of operations management.

Research on inventory management addressed exchange of information and materials replenishment between buyers and suppliers; earlier stochastic based replenishment systems led to short-term crisis management of suppliers to satisfy shortages arising from inaccuracies of independent demand forecasting systems (Orlicky 1975). From the 1960s, deterministic calculation of materials requirements with suppliers was possible through the use of Materials Requirements Planning systems (Wight 1982; Vollman, Berry, and Whybark 1989), and with distributors through Distribution Resource Planning systems (Martin 1983). Logistics authors such as Bowersox, Closs, and Helferich (1986), and Christopher (1992) also focused on exchange of information and
materials in relationships, though they tended to examine immediate relationships with distributors, rather than suppliers.

Within operations management, there is evidence of interest in the importance of supply relationships through Deming's fourteen points for quality improvement (Deming 1982, though they were developed in the 1940s) and the whole Total Quality Management movement led by Deming (1982), Juran (1988), and Crosby (1979). Deming argued that firms should work more closely with fewer suppliers, to enable clear and unambiguous communication flows to take place, allowing buyer, supplier, and customer to realize the maximum amount of synergy from their relationship, and therefore achieve competitive advantage for all parties involved in the transaction (Macbeth and Ferguson 1994). The Deming ethos is based on timely and acceptable inputs to the organization and focuses on productivity and efficiency, rather than profitability per se. A concentration on productivity and efficiency will, according to Deming, lead to overall improvement levels in long-term sustainable competitive advantage and profitability (Nishiguchi 1994)—a view substantiated by the subsequent success of Japanese companies today as discussed in Womack, Jones, and Roos (1990).

The Total Quality Management movement that significantly improved quality of inbound supplies enabled the implementation of Just-in-Time (JIT). From an inventory management perspective, JIT is a physically based replenishment system appropriate to relatively high volume, routinized exchange relationships, where suppliers replenish to the rate demanded by production (i.e. a ‘pull’ approach) rather than to an information system generated schedule (‘push’ approach) (Harrison 1992). However, to achieve JIT required integration of many subsystems within supplying and buying organizations, including design and production engineering, materials management, production planning and control and quality management (Hahn, Pinto, and Bragg 1983). As Deming (1982: 33) points out, purchasers should ‘...end the practice of awarding business on the basis of price tag alone. Purchasing must be combined with design of product, manufacturing, and sales to work with the chosen suppliers.’

Hayes and Wheelwright (1984) and Hill (1989) externalized Operations Management at a more strategic level through considering vertical integration and sourcing as operations decisions, and asking such questions as:

1. What boundaries should a firm establish over its activities?
2. How should it construct its relationships with other firms—suppliers, distributors, and customers—‘outside’ its boundaries?
3. Under what circumstances should it change its boundaries or these relationships, and what will be the effect on its competitive position?

So, progressively, operations management authors have broadened their interest beyond the firm to include relationships with suppliers. Predictably, they have focused on operational exchanges, primarily of materials and
information, to improve operational objectives of dependability, flexibility, speed, cost, and quality (Slack et al. 1995). This firm-to-firm based operational perspective of relationships is different to that taken by industrial economists.

3. Industrial economics

Discussion of alternative forms of organization to vertical integration or market can be traced back as far as Marshal (1923). Since then various authors have identified different intermediate types of relationships in markets, notably Williamson (1975, 1985, 1986), Richardson (1972), and Blois (1972). In a groundbreaking paper, Coase (1937) considered the internal and external workings of a firm, highlighting that a firm can source supplies and services either internally from itself or externally from other firms. Crediting the start of this relationship work to Coase, Williamson (1975) has developed it and made the most significant contribution to the area. Williamson categorized different forms of market organization on a scale ranging from market (no interdependence) through relational exchanges (some interdependence) to hierarchy (ownership). While economists such as Richardson (1972) and Blois (1972) had identified the continuum of relationship types prior to this, it was Williamson’s classification and theories that appear to be most widely recognized.

The trend away from vertical integration as a relationship type was reported from the mid-1980s. For example, Thackray (1986) reported on vertical disintegration in manufacturing industries including automotive, machine tools, video recorders, industrial robots, optics, consumer appliances, and medical equipment manufacturing. Porter (1988) found that over 60 per cent of acquisitions in entirely new fields through vertical integration were later divested. Significant evidence was provided for the increasing incidence of buy rather than make strategies at this time (e.g. Dirrheimer and Hubner 1983; Child 1987; Kumpe and Bolwijn 1988; Gadde and Håkansson 1990).

Underpinning the industrial economics perspective of relationships is the concept of Transaction Cost Economics (TCE) (Williamson 1975, 1985). TCE theory explores markets and hierarchies within governance structures, indicating an appropriate type of relationship to a particular economic environment. TCE assumes that firms are opportunistic, driven by self interest, and that managers within firms have a limited ability to handle complex situations, that is, a bounded rationality (Simon 1957). TCE has been criticized in two major areas. First, it assumes that firms are solely motivated by economic considerations; other more social motivations such as trust, reputation and status are largely ignored. Second, TCE fails to explain why recurrent subcontracting exists. In an effort to counter the recurrent subcontracting argument Williamson (1985) developed the term ‘obligation contracting’, where the key characteristic in the exchange was ‘asset specificity’. He proposed that if long-term investments were incurred between two companies then they would be
inclined to an obligation exchange as switching costs would be high. Porter (1980: 124) uses the same argument of high switching costs for avoiding such exchanges and selecting vertical integration rather than relationship. Williamson (1975) defined four clear types of asset specificity: human, site, physical, and dedicated. In the absence of asset specificity, Williamson argues that obligation contracting is unlikely to occur because the winning bidder would have no advantage over the non-winners, as switching costs would be low and the winning bidder would constantly have to meet competitive bids from qualified rivals.

The industrial economics perspective of relationships is, not surprisingly, founded on economic considerations. While operations management academics concentrated on improving quality, speed, dependability, flexibility, and cost through relationships, industrial economists sought to improve price; this reflects the key difference between taking a firm or a market-based perspective of supply relationships. Purchasing and supply academics have tended to combine the operations management/firm based performance view and the industrial economics market perspective.

4. Purchasing and supply

The traditional purchasing and supply literature took a rational, negotiated approach to purchasing from suppliers, optimizing the best combination of the 'Five Rights': 'to purchase the right quantity of material, at the right time, in the right quantity, from the right source, at the right price' (Baily and Farmer 1985). Buyers were encouraged to take an adversarial position to suppliers using a variety of negotiation techniques to gain control (see, for example, England 1967; Westing, Fine, and Zenz 1976; Lee and Dobler 1977). The emphasis was on buying decisions and activities, and the organization of the purchasing function.

It is only relatively recently that purchasing texts have examined trading of a longer-term nature with suppliers, as 'relationships'. Authors of these texts, such Cox (1996), Ellram (1990), and Macbeth and Ferguson (1994), all appear to have been heavily influenced by the industrial economics perspective. Ellram (1991) defined supply chain management as an intermediate market form between acquisition (hierarchy) and transaction (market). Macbeth and Ferguson (1994: 106) placed relationships on a continuum ranging from vertical integration to the pure market.

Focus in the purchasing and supply arena on longer-term relationships was evident from the 1990s onwards as attention was moved to 'partnerships'. Cousins (1991) defined a partnership as 'the sharing of risks and rewards, of technology and innovation, leading to a reduction in costs, improvements in delivery and quality and the creation of sustainable competitive advantage' thereby integrating industrial economics and operations management
perspectives. Partnerships with suppliers relate to what Contractor and Lorange (1988) termed ‘vertical quasi-integration’. Lamming (1993) referred to the buyer–supplier relationship as a ‘quasi-firm’: ‘the management of lean supply chains may require both collaborators to view the relationship as a “quasi-firm” with its own organizational structure and goals, communication mechanisms and culture’.

Burt and Doyle (1994) highlighted how Western firms have looked at the success of their Japanese counterparts and seen how they reduce costs with closer working relationships with their suppliers. Lamming (1993) proposed that, in the West, perceptions of partnership are based on profitability and cost reduction whereas the partnership philosophy should be based on improving productivity and efficiency; this view is underpinned by the operations management perspective of the total quality movement.

Lorange and Roos (1992) identified that in a partnership, the supplier is a stakeholder in the customer’s organization. Cyert and March (1963) defined stakeholders as either ‘internal’ or ‘external’ to the firm. Internal stakeholders include managers, trade unions, etc., while the external influencers include government, legislators, suppliers, and so on. In this view, the supplier will have a profound effect on the production and supply of the buying firm’s product—that is, the perceived quality and reliability of the buying firm’s product is highly dependent on the supplier. More importantly, internal stakeholder status should give both firms equal access to information that is important to the relationship, such as production schedules, forecasts, promotional activity plans, and even more strategic information about directional change of either firm. This consideration of stakeholders and richer elements of exchange indicates some integration of social aspects of relationships.

Partnership is a long-term process and should not be viewed as an instant cost saving exercise but rather as an investment (Kanter 1989), which is very much how Japanese manufacturers viewed relationships with suppliers. Japanese buying organizations recognized that suppliers were the experts in their own field of technology, and that they could draw upon this expertise to create synergies with their own organizations. This model involves viewing the supplier as ‘co-producer’, working with fewer suppliers per customer and customers per supplier; developing long-term relationships; managing close interaction among all functions; sharing physical proximity; and agreeing blanket contracts (Nishiguchi 1994; Cousins 2002).

In Slack et al. (1995: 544), Harland provided a categorization of exchange in different types of relationships, as shown in Table 9.1.

One of the main failings of the work on ‘partnerships’ was its promotion of partnerships as being somehow good and right and adversarial relationships as being traditional, and therefore outdated, and a bad approach to dealing with suppliers. Kraljic (1983) proposed a contingency, portfolio, approach to determining the appropriate form of relationships, which has been adopted and adapted by many others, such as Ring and Van de Ven (1992). Typically, two contextual dimensions are selected and related to one another on a 2-by-2
matrix to provide four categories of relationships. Users of the technique can then analyse their supplier or customer relationships and identify the appropriate relationship strategy. Authors, such as Sako (1992), Dore (1983, 1987), and Lamming (1993), concur that a portfolio of relationships is essential to a firm, with the appropriate type of relationship depending on the parties involved, the external environmental conditions (Burt and Doyle 1994: 5) and the parties’ overall willingness to enter into a particular form of relationship.

However, particularly as firms have rationalized their supply bases, two organizations may often exchange a range of products and services. For example, in one case study of two firms linked as buyer and supplier in the aerospace industry, Cousins (2002) found that there were over 1,500 interfaces between them, on a variety of products, service, and commodities. If we consider, for example, Kraljic’s dimensions of product/service value and criticality, exchange of some products/services may justify an adversarial relationship, while others may require high degrees of collaboration, cooperation, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship type</th>
<th>Exchange elements</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrated hierarchy</td>
<td>People materials, goods and services, technologies, information, money, equity</td>
<td>Single product firm, for example, paper, aluminium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-hierarchy</td>
<td>People, materials, goods and services, technologies, information, money, equity, centralized control, divisional reporting</td>
<td>Multi-divisional firm, holding company, for example, chemicals, food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-contracting</td>
<td>Medium/long-term contract, technologies, people, specifications, materials, goods, services, knowledge</td>
<td>Co-makership, joint venture, for example, automotive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated contracting</td>
<td>Specification, payment, planning and control information, materials</td>
<td>Projects, for example, construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated revenue links</td>
<td>Contract, performance measures, specification of processes and products/services, brand package, facilities, training</td>
<td>Licensing, franchising, for example, fast food chains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term trading commitment</td>
<td>Reservation of future capacity, goods and services, payments, demand information</td>
<td>Single and dual source, blanket order, for example, electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-term trading commitment</td>
<td>Partial commitment to future work, reservation of capacity, goods and services, specifications</td>
<td>Preferred suppliers, for example, defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term trading commitment</td>
<td>Goods and services, payment, order documentation</td>
<td>Spot orders, for example, stationery purchases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
co-development. So, one type of relationship between the buying and selling organizations may not be appropriate. This challenges a basic premise of much of the purchasing and supply work on relationships that tends to view the relationship as a unit of analysis, whereas in fact there may be many relationships between two firms, and they are dynamic, not stable.

Not only might there be several relationships between two organizations around different products and services, but also often many individuals are involved in establishing and maintaining a supply relationship. Managers in different positions with different roles may form relationships with other managers in the dyadic relationship partner. Engineers in both firms may work closely and collaboratively on designing a new product or developing a major project, to the extent that interpersonal relationships across organizational boundaries may be more cooperative than internal relationships between functions in the buying organization (Knight 2000: 125–8), while buyers may treat salespeople adversarially. In public sector procurement, suppliers can question the value of collaborating on innovation projects, if they are later to be subjected to competitive tendering for volume orders.

Purchasing and supply academics have, to some extent, drawn on theory from operations management, industrial economics and, to a lesser extent, organizational behaviour, but they have only relatively recently examined longer-term interaction in relationships. Marketing academics have developed concepts that help to understand interaction in relationships.

5. Industrial Marketing

The field of marketing is primarily concerned with consumer marketing, but there is a sector within the discipline that focuses on ‘industrial marketing’, marketing to industrial buyers. Within this, in Europe, the Industrial Marketing and Purchasing (IMP) Group, dominated by industrial marketers, has developed an ‘interaction approach’ to the study of industrial markets and supply relationships, which has proved to be highly influential. It is based on continuous exchange relationships occurring between a limited number of identifiable actors (Håkansson and Snehota 1989) and incorporates aspects of interorganizational theory (Van de Ven, Emmit, and Koenig 1975) and work of the ‘new institutionalists’ from industrial economics (Williamson 1975).

This approach models a supply relationship as ‘frequently long term, close and involving a complex pattern of interaction between and within each company’ (The IMP Group 1982), and defines four key variables of relationships:

1. the elements and process of interaction which include short-term exchanges of products/services, payment, information, and social interaction, and longer-term institutionalization and adaptation;
2. the parties involved in the interaction (organizations and individuals);
(3) the atmosphere affecting and affected by the interaction;
(4) the environment in which the interaction takes place.

Each of these variables is subdivided into elements, as shown in Fig. 9.1.

This model is particularly useful in analysing relationships of strategic importance which are characterized by their longevity, high levels of interdependence, and multiple interfaces (Knight 2000: 124)—precisely the type of relationship that is of increasing interest to academics and practitioners because of the rise in outsourcing and partnership working. The central theme of this model, which is lacking or underdeveloped in other approaches to supply relationships, is ‘embeddedness’ (Dacin, Ventresca, and Beal 1999). It sets the short-term, more operational exchanges in the context of long-term adaptation. It recognizes the role of interpersonal relations in the interorganizational relationship, and the impact of sociability and solidarity (Goffee and Jones 1996) between individuals on economic relations. It enables a more integrated view of social, commercial, technological, and operational factors. It addresses the market and strategic context of the relationship. The model allows a rich analysis of supply relations, which has been used extensively in empirical research. However, much of the IMP Group’s work has been aimed at theoretical development, with relevance to practice as a secondary interest (Easton 2000).

In general, the industrial economic and industrial marketing approaches to supply relationships have developed knowledge that is more theoretically robust but less relevant to practice, while the operations management and purchasing and supply approaches have developed knowledge of relevance to practice that
is less theoretically robust. However, since the 1990s, perhaps aided by the advent of electronic access to databases of academic publications, there has been a considerable growth in research which integrates these different approaches and draws on a wide range of other disciplines in the social sciences. In the next part of this chapter, we review some of this work, showing the contribution it can make to improving our understanding of supply relationships.

6. Integrative approaches for examining supply relationships

There are several ways in which research of supply relationships can be seen as ‘integrative’. Research may draw on more than one of the knowledge bases developed in the four fields described above. There is, however, also an increasing interest in the interorganizational domain from academics in many other disciplines including sociology, economics, and public policy, centred on a common interest in networks (Mayntz 1993; Powell and Smith-Doerr 1994; Araujo and Easton 1996; Kickert, Klijn, and Koppenjan 1997). This research provides new opportunities for novel contributions, as theories and principles from these disciplines are ‘translated’ to the context of interorganizational relations.

Research can also be seen as integrative if it covers more than one system level, considering, for example, individuals within interorganizational relationships, or relationships within networks of relationships. Finally, researchers may use a variety of research methods to explore supply relationships, possibly combining quantitative, large-sample surveys with qualitative, in-depth case studies. Evidently, projects may be integrative in more than one way.

There is both increasing recognition of the importance of ‘strategic’ customers and suppliers, and increasing interdependence between organizations as they engage in longer-term, higher value, and higher risk relationships. In these sorts of interorganizational relationships, the interactions of individual employees within and between two organizations are critical. Many researchers are interested in the interpersonal and social aspects of supply relationships, and one of the most popular topics is trust. Trust is related to many other relationship-based resources such as reputation and credibility that, collectively, can be termed ‘social capital’. In the following section, we elaborate the notion of social capital and show how it can inform our understanding of supply relationships. The discussion is intended to demonstrate the value of integrative research, through a specific example; there are, of course, many other concepts that can usefully serve as the basis for integrative research.

7. (Corporate) social capital and supply relationships

The notion of social capital was initially applied to individuals within communities and organizations (Coleman 1990; Burt 1992). Leenders and
Gabbay (Leenders and Gabbay 1999; Gabbay and Leenders 2001a) have recognized, however, that it is also relevant to organizations within networks, and have proposed the concept of corporate social capital (CSC): ‘the set of resources, tangible or virtual, that accrue to organizations through social structure, facilitating the attainment of organizational goals’ (Gabbay and Leenders 2001a: 8)

Less formally, corporate social capital can be described as resources that are available to an organization because of its relationships with others. Some authors focus on resources within relationships, such as trust, reputation, and credibility, whereas others also treat resources that become available through relationships—for example, information—as forms of social capital resources. The absence of such resources, when social structure prohibits and obstructs action and consequently the attainment of goals, is seen as social liability (Gabbay and Leenders 2001a: 6).

Trust is often singled out as a key resource (Araujo and Easton 1999) which provides increased ‘opportunities, access to resources and flexibility’ (Uzzi 1997: 43–5). Trust enables access to resources that can be used to help achieve organizational goals; these include information in excess to that which is exchanged in an economic transaction (Uzzi 1997), support and advice (Knoke 1999), financial capital (Uzzi and Gillespie 1999) and intellectual capital (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). Of all the different forms of social capital, trust seems to have had the most attention from researchers of supply relationships. It is often recognized as an important element in successful, strategic relationships with suppliers, but rarely analysed in any depth.

One important exception is Mari Sako’s (1992) work, in which she defined three categories of trust:

**Contractual Trust.** The trust that the supplier (or other party) will adhere to the points of the contract as agreed. This covers both explicit and implicit agreements.

**Goodwill Trust.** The trust that the other party will, if required, perform tasks in excess of the agreed terms and conditions.

**Competence Trust.** The trust that the other party has the ability to be able to produce what the contract requires.

Another exception is Lane and Bachmann’s (1996) comparative study of trust in supplier relations in Germany and Britain, based on the work of Luhmann (1979) and Zucker (1986). They focus on the institutional context for trust, for example, the extent of reliance on legal regulation.

There has been greater interest in trust from those studying business-to-business relationships from a marketing perspective but, as Blois’ review (1999) demonstrates, there are many problems with much of this work that undermine its value to the development of both theory and practice. For example, the definitions of trust are often incompatible and sometimes conflicting, and
are usually based on prior marketing research, rather than being grounded in more robust theories of trust developed in philosophy and sociology; the important notion of trustworthiness (Dasgupta 1988) is not recognized; uncritical assumptions are made about the transferability of conceptualizations of interpersonal trust to interorganizational trust (exceptions include Doney and Cannon 1997; Zaheer, McEvily, and Perrone 1998) and a failure to recognize that the complexity and fragility of trust make direct questioning about trust an unreliable approach to research.

Reputation is also an important element of business relations (Macaulay 1963). Cousins (1992) included ‘current reputation’ as one of ten attributes that are important in a buyer/supplier partnership. Aspects of reputation such as ‘word of mouth’ (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1988) and ‘external communications’ (Zeithaml, Parasuraman, and Berry 1990) are examined in service management research. Zeithaml, Parasuraman, and Berry (1990) examined credibility as a contribution to both expected service and perceived service. In earlier work credibility was merged with competence, courtesy, and security within the dimension of service quality termed ‘assurance’ (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1985); their definition and explanation of assurance was later expanded to ‘the knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to convey trust and confidence’ (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1988).

A further problem that prevents prior research from forming a cohesive, comprehensive body of knowledge is that much of it is based on empirical studies which only partially cover the vast spectrum of interorganizational supply relations. Purchasing studies tend to be based in the manufacturing sector, and the majority of service management and marketing studies focus on relations with individual consumers (see, for example, Swan, Trawick and Silva 1985; Sako 1992; Morgan and Hunt 1994; Lane and Bachmann 1996; Doney and Cannon 1997; Zaheer, McEvily, and Perrone 1998). The former tend to neglect service-based relations, the latter tend to neglect business-to-business relations and both have yet to address adequately supply to the public sector.

In terms of the research process, as well as being difficult to address directly (Smeltzer 1997; Blois 1999), resources such as trust and reputation are difficult to examine because they are enmeshed with other resources and their accrual is context specific (Araujo and Easton 1999). For example, reputation and trust are not the same, but they are intimately related to one another, and a good reputation in one setting may be of little relevance in another.

In summary, the quality of some prior research is undermined by fundamental problems such as inadequate definitions, and inappropriate assumptions and methods. Prior research which is more robust gives only partial coverage of the scope of supply relations, and our knowledge base is therefore fragmented. Like Gabbay and Leenders, we believe that social capital and, in particular, corporate social capital provide a vital opportunity to integrate future research in the field of supply relations. Based on the contributions of authors to two volumes edited by Gabbay and Leenders (Leenders and Gabbay 1999;
Gabbay and Leenders (2001b) and our own experience using the concept of CSC to reanalyse data on relations in supply networks (Harland and Knight 2001a), we suggest that it offers a conceptual framework which

(1) is theoretically robust (though not unproblematic—see Gabbay and Leenders 2001a);
(2) enables an integration of analysis of ‘bundles’ of social capital resources, in relation to structures, actions, and goals;
(3) reflects a network perspective, which emphasizes the structural and temporal embeddedness of actors in networks of relations over time (Knoke 1999);
(4) explicitly recognizes the issue of how individuals’ social capital accrues to organizations (Araujo and Easton 1999; Pennings and Lee 1999; Gabbay and Leenders 2001a: 8–16);
(5) can serve as a ‘bridge’ between research focusing on different forms of interorganizational relations (e.g. supply, innovation, and political relations);
(6) incorporates both the positive aspects of resources such as trust, and negative aspects such as the absence of trust and distrust;
(7) recognizes the dynamic character of relations and networks, which constantly change as part of ‘normal’ interaction and through actors’ purposive actions (Gabbay and Leenders 2001a);
(8) accommodates both qualitative and quantitative empirical inquiry.

This framework allows us to develop an integrated approach to the study of the social aspects of long-term, complex relationships which complements more established economic perspectives. In terms of practice, while the notion of ‘relationship management’ is sound for the specific relationships, the management of social capital is useful for both single relationships and an organization-centred view of the management of its relationships collectively.

In advocating corporate social capital as a framework for integrating supply relationship research, we wish to emphasize three points. First, that we are not suggesting that researchers should adopt a single, common definition of concepts such as trust. We expect the variety of perspectives on such topics among economists, philosophers, and sociologists to be reflected by variety among supply relationship researchers. However, future research would benefit from better-grounded and more critical analysis and, by framing studies of trust, reputation, etc. within social capital theory, there is less risk of inappropriately abstracting these social resources from related concepts. Second, though the discussion above tends to focus on social resources, the concept relates resources, social structure, and the attainment of goals; this link of resources and structure to goals is important. The value of social capital is context specific; social capital in a supply relationship cannot meaningfully be considered without examining the activities and goals of the relationship.
Social capital, or liability, arising through relationships is significant in so far as it affects current and future capability. Using the CSC framework can help supply relationship researchers to place their work in the field of business strategy and public policy. Third, as previously mentioned, there are other theories that can be deployed in integrative research; one example with which we are familiar is role theory (Zurcher 1983; Hales 1986; Stewart 1989; Fondas and Stewart 1994; Uzzi 1996; Harland and Knight 2001b).

8. Conclusions

In this chapter we have explored the evolution of research and knowledge in supply relationships, from its fragmented, subject-based origins, to a more integrative, multidisciplinary perspective. We have also considered the benefits of these developments, and suggested how they be continued.

Supply relationships involve complex webs of interactions between individuals—director to director, senior sales manager to senior buyer, engineer to engineer, and so on. Directors may view a relationship as long term and collaborative, though day-to-day ordering decisions may be conducted by buyers and sales people in a short-term, adversarial way. Suppliers of a range of products/services may find that their product/services may fit into different quadrants of a Kraljic-type purchasing portfolio. In such cases, it seems to make little sense to view the links between two firms as a single, uniform relationship. These interactions may be quite different in style and may be better represented as several relationships of different types. They are also dynamic, and will change over time. Researchers should explicitly identify their unit(s) of analysis when examining supply relationships.

It may be more meaningful to view and examine relationships as processes (Easton and Lundgren 1992), rather than as a quasi-organization or structure. These processes consist of interwoven elements of short-term exchanges of materials, services, information, payments, and social interaction, as well as longer-term adaptation and institutionalization. They result in accrual of resources such as trust, reputation, status, and credibility for each party to the relationship. Over time, these resources, or liabilities, have an impact on relationship processes, in a recursive manner.

While the IMP Group’s annual conference typically has a selection of papers on the breakdown and cessation of relationships, the ‘downside’ of relationships, and ‘normal’ relationships and organizational practices are neglected fields of study. As supply relationship researchers, we tend to focus on, for example, trust, rather than distrust (but see Hedaa 1993 for an interesting exception); investigate relationships which are (perceived to be) successful, rather than failed relationships, despite the importance of learning from mistakes; seek to understand ‘best practice’ in leading companies’ ‘strategic’ relationships, rather than develop a good understanding of what is ‘normal’ in
'average' companies. The body of knowledge on supply relationships could be significantly developed by research that explicitly addresses what is negative and normal, as well the 'best'. Achieving this will require different approaches to specifying and conducting projects: making the case to funders of research about a project's relevance and contribution will be more difficult; participants may be more reluctant to reveal valuable data; and this, in turn, will require different forms of engagement with them, for example long-term participant-observation, rather than questionnaire surveys and interviews.

Recent research on social capital, innovation, learning, and value in supply relationships is founded on concepts and theories from a wide range of disciplines. Other research is integrative in that it examines supply relationships as embedded in networks of relationships, critically linked to public policy and business strategy, and constituted of multiple interpersonal bonds and product/service transactions. To undertake such work, academics need to learn about other disciplines, both in terms of the 'content' of the disciplines' knowledge bases and their discourses. They must also contend with much greater complexity, if they are to achieve contributions considered robust by their peers in the various disciplines. The discussion presented in this chapter suggests that it is worth facing these challenges, since integrative approaches can provide far richer understanding of supply relationships.
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The Green Supply Chain

ROBERT D. KLASSEN AND P. FRASER JOHNSON

1. Introduction

The natural environment continues to be a challenging supply chain management issue. Not only does it directly impact competitiveness through traditional performance measures such as cost and quality, but also the range of stakeholders extends well outside traditional suppliers and customers (Monczka and Trent 1995; Lamming and Hampson 1996). As a result, current research and managerial practice related to environmental issues has expanded from a narrow focus on pollution control within a single firm to include a larger set of interorganizational management decisions, programmes, tools, and technologies that prevent pollution before its generation. Because of the systemic nature of many environmental concerns, significant improvement, both in terms of competitiveness and environmental performance, is only possible through concerted efforts that affect the broader network of interconnected buyers and suppliers, otherwise termed a supply chain.

Notable examples of firms that have begun to successfully integrate environmental management practices within their supply chain include Xerox, DaimlerChrysler, 3M, and Kodak. Xerox’s Asset Recycle Management Program successfully diverts 90 per cent of all materials and components for its end-of-life photocopiers through reuse, remanufacturing, and recycling. The company estimates that this programme generated annual savings of $300–400 million (Hart 1997). Meanwhile, DaimlerChrysler estimates that it saved $4.7 million per year at one manufacturing facility in Michigan through the implementation of a new scrap management system set-up by OmniSource (Hoeffer 1999). Scrap metal from DaimlerChrysler is returned to steel suppliers and recycled.

These examples illustrate that corporate approaches to improving environmental performance cannot be undertaken in isolation; instead, environmental management must be linked with the particular supply chain management strategy adopted. As a starting point, opportunities for environmental management within the supply chain extend beyond auditing suppliers for conformance to environmental procedures or working with product engineers to
substitute materials to facilitate recycling. The resource-based view of the firm provides one theoretical lens for proposing that the alignment and integration of environmental management orientation with a comprehensive supply chain management strategy provides a source of competitive advantage (Hart 1995; Bowen et al. 2001). Thus, it is not realistic for a firm to proactively move forward on environmental improvement without a corresponding proactive supply chain strategy. The real challenge for research and practice is first to identify approaches to integration, and second to understand how the process varies with the supply chain strategy.

The objective of this chapter is to present a framework for alignment and integration of environmental management within supply chain management. First, we briefly examine how research has viewed environmental management orientation, which comprises multiple dimensions relevant to supply chain management. Doing so prompts a more detailed examination of five green supply chain practices that are being used to varying degrees by management: environmental certification; pollution prevention; reverse logistics; life cycle assessment (LCA); and design for the environment. A conceptual framework is presented that illustrates how and when these practices can be applied within a supply chain context. Finally, opportunities for future research are discussed.

2. Environmental management orientation

Over the past decade, conceptual models, case studies, and survey research have compiled a diverse and growing body of literature that helps to characterize the development of environmental management in a firm. Yet, even the terminology varies widely. At the firm level, researchers have used terms such as response pattern (Logsdon 1985), maturity profile (Marguglio 1991), developmental stages (Hunt and Auster 1990), environmental processes (Lawrence and Morell 1995), environmental strategy (Petulla 1987), and environmental management systems (Dillon and Fischer 1992), among others (Kolk and Mauser 2002). Within the operations management literature, environmentally conscious manufacturing strategies (Sarkis 1995), eco-manufacturing strategy (Newman and Hanna 1996), and environmental management orientation (Klassen 2001) also have been used.

Despite the variety of terms, the concepts and their respective definitions have much in common. Furthermore, the recent international formalization of ISO 14001 has begun to force some consensus about the management aspects that must be considered. Based on earlier research (Hunt and Auster 1990; Dillon and Fischer 1992; Post and Altman 1992; Lawrence and Morell 1995) and paralleling the elements in ISO 14001 (Clements 1997), environmental management orientation has been defined as the set of objectives, plans and mechanisms that determine the responsiveness of operations to environmental issues (Klassen 2001). For example, if management anticipates new environmental issues, moves ahead of public pressure, integrates environmental concerns
throughout the manufacturing process and supply chain, and generally exhibits characteristics of environmental leadership, a more proactive orientation has been adopted. Case research indicates that firms can change their orientation over time, with internal factors including values of senior management (Logsdon 1985; Petulla 1987) and plant outlook (Klassen 2001), and the availability of resources and opportunities (e.g. new products or facilities) (Lawrence and Morell 1995).

At an aggregate level, this construct covers the spectrum from a basic reactive orientation to a sophisticated proactive orientation. At least three factors contribute to the overall degree of proactiveness for individual members of the supply chain: systems analysis and planning; organizational responsibility; and management controls (Klassen 2001). Systems analysis and planning is assessed from the scope and depth of integration of environmental issues into product and process planning, and generally ranges from none to extensive. Systems analysis is necessary because environmental management must encompass the supply chain from supplier to customer. The second factor, organizational responsibility, captures the level of involvement of frontline personnel in environmental issues, and ranges from none to extensive. Finally, management controls—including auditing, monitoring, and follow up—also ranges from none to extensive. Taken together, these three characteristics provide an overall, general assessment of how proactive individual supply chain members are.

3. Green supply chain management

Extending these ideas to interorganizational linkages along the supply chain (Fig. 10.1), environmental regulation of both the firm and its suppliers remains an important factor that focuses management attention on environmental supply chain management (Beckman, Bercovitz, and Rosen 2001). Resulting managerial action has traditionally focused on resisting the imposition of external restrictions—particularly regulation—in order to minimize cost, improve efficiencies and increase quality. In general, this view can be labelled
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**Fig. 10.1.** The reverse supply chain
a Constraint perspective (Angell and Klassen 1999). As a result, supply chain members, both individually and collectively, tend to make small changes, so as to minimize any disruption to existing processes. The most straightforward path toward environmental improvement, often directed by regulation, is to capture pollutants and wastes at the end of process, otherwise termed end-of-pipe pollution control. Recently, this Constraint perspective has expanded to include longer segments of the supply chain through ‘take-back’ regulations (e.g. Germany), which at a minimum, forces manufacturers to be responsible for the downstream, post-consumption fate of products and packaging (Cairncross 1992).

However, both researchers and managers are beginning to move away from simply viewing environmental issues as a constraint toward viewing them as another component that must be fundamentally integrated into supply chain management (e.g., Beckman, Bercovitz, and Rosen 2001; Lamming et al. 2001), termed here an integrative perspective. In their boundary-spanning role, supply chain managers can play a critical role in assessing the impact of product and process changes on the natural environment. To date, much of the emphasis has been on upstream suppliers, with the use of terms such as green or environmental purchasing (Min and Galle 1997), green value chain practices (Handfield et al. 1997), spectrum of environmental management programmes (Beckman, Bercovitz, and Rosen 2001), and green supply (Bowen et al. 2001)—all of which implicitly or explicitly focus on improved environmental performance through better supply chain management. For example, environmental purchasing has been narrowly described as the involvement of the purchasing function in supply chain management activities in order to facilitate recycling, reuse, and resource reduction (Carter and Carter 1998), whereas green supply more broadly encompasses all supply management activities that attempt to improve the environmental performance of purchased inputs (Bowen et al. 2001).

Simultaneously, a somewhat separate body of literature has begun to mature around reverse logistics, defined as the materials management activities needed to perform product recovery (Fleischmann et al. 1997; Stock 1998) including the upstream movement of materials and source reduction (Carter and Ellram 1998). Several types of operations can be involved in product recovery, such as reuse, remanufacturing, and recycling, at both the product and component level (Gupta 1995; Thierry et al. 1995). If the concept of reverse logistics is broadened to include the relationships between manufacturing firms and end-users (i.e. final customer in the supply chain) (Florida 1996), the concept of a reverse supply chain emerges (Barry, Girard, and Perras 1993). Drawing together these concepts, van Hoek (1999) has argued that integration aimed at minimizing the overall environmental impact, that is, ‘ecological footprint’, of both the forward and reverse supply chains should be termed green supply chain management (GSCM).

Thus, GSCM has at least four important elements. First, it involves interaction between the buying firm and its upstream suppliers, ideally to achieve sustained
improvements in environmental performance (Handfield et al. 1997). Second, the interaction also extends downstream, ideally to the extent that the end-user becomes a supplier of used products or components (Vachon, Klassen, and Johnson 2001). Third, the manufacturing firm gathers environmental information on suppliers, possibly through audits or external certification, for example, ISO 14000 (Walton, Handfield, and Melnyk 1998; Bowen et al. 2001). Finally, GSCM does not just solely rely on suppliers to improve environmental performance, but integrates internal and external environmental systems and investments (Geffen and Rothenberg 2000), both upstream and downstream. Although the direction of causality can be debated, GSCM is more likely to develop from integrated, partnership-oriented supply chain relationships (Florida 1996), rather than vice versa, because environmental improvement still tends occur as ancillary investment.

3.1. Development of capabilities

Stronger green supply chain management has been linked by several researchers to the development of underlying strategic resources, drawn from the theoretical grounding of the resource-based view of the firm (Bowen et al. 2001). These strategic resources, in turn, enable the implementation of green supply chain practices, discussed in the following section.

Strategic resources that generate sustained competitive advantage are defined as assets, capabilities, and organizational processes controlled by a firm that add value, are rare, difficult to imitate and have few substitutes (Barney 1991). These resources have been classified as physical, human, organizational, technological, financial and reputational (these categories are not necessarily exhaustive or mutually exclusive) (Grant 1991). The development and control of a firm’s specific resources either can be acquired (Black and Boal 1994) or can be path dependent and accumulate over time (Dierickx and Cool 1989). Moreover, the competitive advantages generated by different forms of resources vary with the stability of the business environment: tradeable, property-based resources conferred competitive advantage in more stable business environments, whereas knowledge-based resources offered greater benefit in uncertain business contexts (Miller and Shamsie 1996). Finally, others differentiate between resources, which are the basic building blocks (e.g. employee skills), and capabilities, which are bundles of resources brought to bear on value-added tasks (Hart 1995; Bowen et al. 2001).

The theoretical implications for environmental management are multifaceted. In terms of outcome, environmental and economic performance are related because strategic capabilities yield multiple competitive advantages. Thus, proactive environmental policies and strong environmental performance have been linked with better economic performance (e.g. Bragdon and Marlin 1972; Klassen and McLaughlin 1996; Russo and Fouts 1997). In fact, Hart (1995) went further and
proposed that future competitive advantage might be increasingly rooted in capabilities that facilitate environmentally sustainable activity.

Initial firm-level research highlighted several specific organizational capabilities related to proactive environmental management: continuous improvement, cross-functional management, and stakeholder integration (Hart 1995). This set was subsequently extended to include the deployment of physical assets and technology, organizational culture, interfunctional coordination and intangible resources (i.e. appeal to green customer segments and political acumen) (Russo and Fouts 1997). For green supply chain management, strategic capabilities include processes, systems, networks, and culture, all of which foster both external and internal integration (de Bakker and Nijhof 2002). More specific, tactical capabilities include interfunctional coordination; partnering with suppliers; knowledge of environmental issues; strong technical skills for purchasing; and detailed purchasing policies (Bowen et al. 2001).

When these contributions are considered collectively for green supply chain management, the varied use of the term capabilities tends to mix the level of analysis (e.g. corporate versus functional), the scope (e.g. culture versus knowledge) and the form (e.g. relationship versus policies). As a result, these capabilities are not directly comparable in terms of either the difficulty to achieve or the likely impact on performance. Thus, an overview of particular green practices that relates directly to the supply chain is helpful to better structure our understanding of their cumulative nature.

4. Green supply chain practices

In general, environmental practices represent actions and programmes within the firm that improve environmental performance, remediate problems, and minimize any environmental burden. For supply chain management, boundary-spanning environmental practices remain particularly challenging, as two or more organizations must actively work to coordinate and integrate their management and technological systems. Termed green supply chain practices, five such practices are environmental certification, pollution prevention, life-cycle assessment (LCA), design for the environment, and reverse logistics practices. As a result, the adoption of any, or ideally all, of these green supply chain practices requires particular supply chain capabilities, thereby forming both a theoretical and practical bridge between a firm’s environmental management orientation and supply chain strategy. The following sections briefly describe these practices within the context of supply chain management.

4.1. Environmental certification

In contrast to regulatory demands, an increasing array of voluntary standards, certification protocols and codes of practice have emerged to ensure that
management is addressing environmental considerations and improving environmental performance. These certifications can take on various forms, ranging from product specific eco-labels, which may rely on a comparative environmental LCA, to management-based practices that employ third-party audits (International Institute for Sustainable Development 2001). Both have implications for managing supply chain, as they can be used to position products and services with customers, as well as select preferred suppliers.

Product certifications, also referred to as eco-labels, were the first programmes to gain recognition with consumers, as recognizable symbols were introduced into the marketplace. Based on at least a partial LCA, individual products or product classes are identified based on their reduced environmental impact, with additional specific measures that may assess production and/or use. The German eco-labeling of a ‘Blue Angel’ established the basis for other national and international programmes following its introduction in 1977 (Hartwell III and Bergkamp 1992). More recent eco-label programmes include: European Union Eco-Label (i.e. flower), Swedish Environmental Choice, Nordic Swan, Canadian EcoLogo, US Green Seal, Japanese Eco-Mark, French NF Environnement (OECD 1997).

More recently, specific standards have been developed for the management systems that underlie effective environmental management rather than individual products. Based on the pioneering British Standards Institute’s BS 7750, two related standards have emerged: Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) from the European Union and ISO 14001 from the International Organization for Standardization. In reality, ISO 14000 has expanded to become a family of over twenty standards that cover aspects of any strong environmental management system (i.e. 14001), including auditing (14011), labelling (14021), performance evaluation (14031), and LCA (14040), to note several (ISO 1998).

In many ways, ISO 14000 parallels the ISO 9000 quality standard (Puri 1996). As a result, ISO 14000 has encouraged the application of continuous improvement models such as plan-do-check-act (PDCA) to foster environmental improvement, with some empirical support for coordinated implementation (Corbett and Kirsch 2001; King and Lenox 2001). Of principal interest to supply chain practice and research is the ISO 14001, where early evidence links certification with better corporate performance (Montabon et al. 2000).

In addition, an increasing number of guiding principles or codes of practice have been developed, which emphasize broad environmental and social objectives. For example, the Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES), a US non-profit organization, has advanced ten principles of conduct that promote investment policies that are environmentally, socially, and financially sound (www.ceres.org). Adoption by suppliers of the CERES principles indicates a commitment to such objectives as protection of the biosphere, sustainable use of natural resources, reduction of wastes, and energy conservation. A similar approach is codified in the Business Charter for Sustainable Development from the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
Finally, the Triple Bottom Line encourages companies to expand traditional reporting to take into account not just financial outcomes, but also environmental and social performance (Elkington 1998; International Institute for Sustainable Development 2001).

4.2. Pollution prevention

Historically, much attention on improving environmental performance has emphasized capturing pollutants. Pollution control is the capture and treatment of pollutants and harmful by-products at the various stages along a supply chain, either immediately after their generation or later. To accomplish this, additional operations or equipment must be added to the end of an existing process, which generally leaves the product and supply chain virtually unaltered.

In contrast, pollution prevention emphasizes approaches that involve fundamental changes to the basic product or manufacturing processes along the supply chain. Pollution prevention reduces or eliminates pollutants by using a cleaner alternative than traditional means (Freeman et al. 1992; OECD 1995). Popularized by 3M under the banner Pollution Prevention Pays (3P), the company has saved over $800 million since its inception in 1975.

Pollution prevention can provide net positive benefits because of the potential to ‘build in’ better environmental performance at lower cost rather than fixing it as an afterthought, as with pollution control (Schmidheiny 1992; Porter and van der Linde 1995). The fundamental rethinking of a product or manufacturing process also places fewer constraints on the means of achieving environmental improvement, thereby offering greater opportunity for innovation. Some management systems, such as improved housekeeping practices, also might be considered pollution prevention (Hart 1995; Statistics Canada 1996). However, from an operational perspective, there are theoretical and practical advantages to separate structural changes (i.e. product and physical process) from infrastructural changes (i.e. management practices and systems) because of the form, cost, and scope (Hayes and Wheelwright 1984), and a similar distinction is helpful for pollution prevention (Klassen and Whybark 1999).

Pollution prevention frequently requires concerted efforts that extend beyond the manufacturing operations of a single plant to suppliers and buyers, or even across a broader supply chain network. Thus, stronger supply chain integration allows suppliers greater access and influence in downstream operations, and can leverage supplier expertise to improve implementation of the more environmentally friendly product or process configurations (Gefen and Rothenberg 2000). While a growing body of literature has highlighted the competitive benefits of pollution prevention relative to pollution control for individual firms and manufacturing plants (Royston 1979; Hart 1995; Klassen and Whybark 1999; Reinhardt 1999), the extension to a more complex supply chain performance demands further empirical investigation.
4.3. **Reverse logistics**

An environmental strategy adopted by companies over the past decade—termed product stewardship—has been to internalize environmental costs and risks during manufacturing, use, and post-consumption. While many managers still tend to view the supply chain as a one-way, downstream flow of materials and services, effective product stewardship requires companies to manage its reverse supply chain, the upstream flow of consumed goods and by-products.

Two major outcomes may result from adoption of product stewardship. First, the environmental impact of the product can be reduced during its manufacture or consumption. Second, product recovery and/or disposal can be introduced to manage the product at the end of its useful life.

Managing the reverse supply chain challenges firms to establish a broad set of activities, such as managing inter-firm relationships and cross-functional integration, to accommodate two-way flows of materials. Several types of operations and processes are involved in reverse supply chains, including repair and re-use, remanufacturing, and recycling. Figure 10.1 represents a simplified reverse supply chain model, although reverse supply chains can take many different forms and involve a large number of stakeholders.

In all cases, at a minimum, materials must be collected and transported upstream. Thus, two critical interfaces in the reverse supply chain are at the end-user (e.g. consumer), where the flow is reversed, and where the reverse flow must be integrated with the forward flow (Vachon, Klassen, and Johnson 2001). The first critical interface is at the end of the product’s useful life, where it must either be directed to a landfill or enter the reverse supply chain. For example, product proliferation at the end of the forward supply chain can hamper product recovery and collection of used products. The second critical interface is where the used product is reintroduced into the forward supply chain—such as distribution, product manufacturer, component suppliers, or raw material levels (Fig. 10.1). The challenges encountered at this interface may include quality control, planning and scheduling, cost control and measurement, and inventory management and logistics (Fleischmann et al. 1997).

Within the reverse supply chain, various activities or combinations of activities take place—re-use, repair, remanufacturing, or recycling. Recycling returns materials to a commodity state, where their identity is lost. It involves systems and processes that support collection, sorting, processing, decontamination, and disassembly. In contrast, remanufacturing returns product functionality to an acceptable level of quality or performance, while preserving its basic identity. Remanufacturing can involve processes such as disassembly, refurbishing, parts replacement, and reassembly.

Reverse supply chains can take one of two basic forms: open or closed-loop. Closed-loop reverse supply chains are characterized by product manufacturers actively involved in the product recovery process in order to extend the useful life or to control and manage final disposition or disposal. For example, Xerox’s
Asset Management programme facilitates such a chain (Krut and Karasin 1999). In contrast, open-loop reverse supply chains involve less ownership and product stewardship, and involve the existence of a secondary market for products or by-products. One example is the North American steel industry and the more than 1,000 ferrous scrap brokers and processors that provide a wide range of services, including collection, reprocessing, transportation, and reselling of the material. This reverse supply chain network helps support an overall recycling rate of 68 per cent for steel in North America (Johnson 1998).

4.4. Life-cycle assessment

As firms along a supply chain become increasingly sophisticated toward environmental issues, a more detailed assessment of the environmental burden of its products and processes is possible. The methods associated with quantifying the environmental burden and impact of a product, process or service is termed environmental LCA, which ideally encompasses cradle-to-grave (Fava et al. 1991; Hart 1995). Because an LCA includes extraction and processing of raw materials, manufacturing, transportation and distribution, use/re-use/maintenance, recycling, and final disposal, it can offer important information for designing and managing the supply chain.

Depending on the objectives and scope of analysis, the development and use of LCA has tended toward two possible outcomes: comparison versus improvement (Klassen and Greis 1993). The first focuses on identifying environmentally preferable product or process alternatives (Klöpffer and Rippen 1992), that in turn, may influence customer purchasing patterns based on the degree and form of any environmental impact (Hartwell III and Bergkamp 1992). Not surprising for the supply chain, packaging systems have received a great deal of attention (Curran 1992). Eco-labelling programmes, a subset of environmental certifications discussed later, are frequently based on a comparative LCA, and attempt to leverage marketplace forces to displace environmentally harmful alternatives. A comparative LCA can also form the basis for new public policies (Huppes 1988).

Alternatively, LCA can be used as a tool to identify the stages of the product’s life-cycle that have a particularly strong negative impact on the environment, and thus, where improvements would be most beneficial. The results are then used by firms for internal evaluation, industry benchmarking and management decision-making, as one factor in selecting among alternative materials and processes or in modifying existing systems. The application of improvement LCAs to new products, along with their manufacturing processes and suppliers, can help to identify environmental impacts before the products are actually introduced into the marketplace (Keoleian and Menerey 1993). LCA also has been promoted as one means of evaluating pollution prevention options (Freeman et al. 1992), thereby improving the allocation of limited management time and financial resources within the supply chain.
4.5. Design for the environment

Early involvement of the supply function in the product design process can provide benefits for the organization (Stuart 1991). Research in new product development has started to study approaches to the process of, and outcomes from, the inclusion of the natural environment in decision-making. Design for the environment (DfE), otherwise termed green product design, is an important element in environmental management (Dechant and Altman 1994), with potential benefits including less waste, greater productivity, and higher levels of innovation (Porter and van der Linde 1995). The shift from regulatory-driven pollution control, to pollution prevention product technologies, necessitates changes in engineering design, research, and education (Navinchandra 1990; OECD 1995).

Using DfE, it is possible to identify less costly and more effective opportunities to minimize the environmental impacts of both manufacturing processes and products during use. A life-cycle assessment is one approach to provide specific input data to DfE. In addition, specific elements focus on particular environmental impacts or benefits, such as increased recyclability, simpler disassembly, and increased energy efficiency. While it might appear that environmentally friendly design should be well accepted, significant hurdles remain because DfE and LCA are unfamiliar to product designers and not well integrated with other design tools along the supply chain (Smith and Melnyk 1996; Lenox et al. 2000).

Sustainable product–service systems have been proposed as the next evolutionary step beyond DfE toward sustainable development. Rather than optimize the environmental and competitive factors of products and processes, a radical and creative rethinking to focus on the desired end-use function has the potential for dramatic reductions in environmental impact (Roy 2000). For example, a sustainable floor covering system moves to transform durable carpet tiles into a service. Whereas carpet tiles are usually sold and installed, floor covering is leased. As the flooring wears out, old tiles would be broken down and remanufactured and installed as new tiles as part of the lease fee. Another example, a sustainable transport system is likely to involve changing from private car-based travel to improved public transportation systems, to vehicle sharing schemes, to hybrid electric vehicles and bicycles, and to the replacement of some travel with electronic communication. Thus, the supply network could become oriented toward particular consumer outcomes, such as shared services product-life extension services, and demand side management.

5. Supply chain orientation

Before giving more specific consideration of the alignment and integration of environmental and supply chain management, it is important to summarize
briefly several critical issues related to supply chain management. Recall that a supply chain has been defined as ‘the integration of business processes from end user through original suppliers that provides products, services and information that add value for customers’ (Cooper, Lambert, and Pagh 1997: 2). Activities within the supply chain incorporate sourcing, inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, and after-market service (Mabert and Venkataramanan 1998). Consequently, supply chain management includes elements of procurement, logistics, and marketing activities.

Supply chains are made up of independent organizations working together to provide value for the end consumer. Considerable research has been conducted that examines the nature of supply chain relationships, such as partnerships and alliances (e.g. Landeros and Monczka 1989; Stuart 1993; Maloni and Benton 1997; McIvor and McHugh 2000) and functional development (e.g. Ellram and Carr 1994; La Londe 1994; Masters and Pohlen 1994).

The term supply chain orientation refers to the management philosophy that underlies efforts to create coordinated interactions among members across a supply chain, which extends recent research (Shin, Collier, and Wilson 2000). At one extreme, a weak supply chain orientation is primarily transactional in nature; at the other extreme, a strong orientation emphasizes the supply network, with partnership positioned between these two extremes. There has been growing interest over the past decade concerning supply chain orientation and its effects on performance (Lee and Billington 1992; Trent and Monczka 1998; Dong, Carter, and Dresner 2001). Supply chain orientation is affected by the degree of integration (i.e. number of tiers in the supply chain) and the upstream or downstream direction of integration (Frohlich and Westbrook 2001).

A transactional orientation represents the most basic, weakest degree of development. The primary objective is trouble avoidance, where materials, goods, and services arrive as planned at the lowest acquisition cost. Under a transactional orientation, opportunities for synergies between supply chain partners are ignored in favour of short-term profit opportunities. For example, sourcing relationships are driven by price, and distribution is regarded as a cost centre. As a result, little competitive advantage is sought or expected from the firm’s supply chain. This is similar to Stage 1 companies described by Bowersox and Daugherty (1987) for the logistics function and the clerical role of the purchasing function described by Leenders and Johnson (2002). Frohlich and Westbrook (2001) referred to low levels of supplier and customer integration as ‘inward facing’ organizations.

The next stage of a stronger supply chain management orientation involves establishing relations with key supply chain partners to capture potential synergies. The partners can either be upstream or downstream in the supply chain, similar to the periphery-facing organizations described by Frohlich and Westbrook (2001). The motivation for entering into supply chain relationships
can be opportunities for improved quality, lower inventory levels, or increased flexibility (Corbett, Blackburn, and Wassenhove 1999). Important projects are typically championed by a functional executive, and may be as simple as a close working relationship or formal partnership between a buyer and seller. This intermediate stage is termed partnership orientation, and extends the opportunities for the firm from trouble avoidance to creating competitive advantage within limited aspects of the firm's operations.

Under a partnership orientation, the supply chain orientation is focused on supporting organizational goals and strategies, although organizational goals and strategies may fail to reflect adequately the competitive opportunities in the supply chain. This stage is similar to the Stage II companies described by Bowersox and Daugherty (1987), the partnership/relational stage described by Giunipero and Brand (1996), and the professional supply organization described by Leenders and Johnson (2002).

The most advanced stage is network orientation, where strategic opportunities in the supply chain are reflected in corporate strategy and the firm strongly integrates both the upstream and downstream elements of its supply chain, similar to the 'outward-facing' orientation described by Frohlich and Westbrook (2001). Firms with a network orientation require support from the firm's executive leadership, who understand and appreciate the strategic opportunities in supply chain management, and are prepared to become directly involved in major supply chain initiatives, make appropriate investments in capital and organizational talent, invest in systems and technology to support supply chain strategies, and benchmark supply chain management practices with the objective of achieving world-class performance. Giunipero and Brand (1996) described this stage as supply chain management, while Bowersox and Daugherty (1987) used the term Stage III firms and Leenders and Johnson (2002) used the term meaningful involvement.

Firms that adopt a network orientation strive to achieve competitive advantage from their supply chain. The potential benefits are well documented and include lower costs through inventory reduction and component substitution, reduced lead time and improved customer service from improved communication and forecasting, and increased market share through innovative product design and faster time-to-market.

While some research suggests a developmental progression along the continuum (e.g. Bowersox and Daugherty 1987), more recent research suggests that supply chain orientation can be subject to change in either direction, with movement either towards network or transactional orientation (Johnson, Leenders, and Fearon 1998). Using a strong supply chain orientation to create competitive advantage requires constant attention and top management support. Consequently, change in executive leadership and/or adoption of a new business strategy may result in a change in supply chain orientation (Leenders and Johnson 2002).
6. Bridging supply chain and environmental management orientation

Supply chain orientation, environmental orientation, and the resulting green supply chain practices can be linked with a basic conceptual framework (Fig. 10.2). Contingency theory proposes that firms perform better when their strategies are properly aligned with the business context (Chandler 1962). Taken one step further down in the organization, corporate strategy then drives both the firm’s supply chain orientation (transactional to network) and its environmental orientation (reactive to proactive). Finally, successful development and implementation of green supply chain practices (i.e. environmental certification, pollution prevention, LCA, DfE, and reverse logistics) is the product of alignment.

Based on contingency theory, firms are expected to achieve superior performance through the proper alignment of supply chain orientation and environmental orientation. Empirical evidence has recently emerged to help assess these capabilities (de Bakker and Nijhof 2002) and has positively linked supply management capabilities, environmental orientation, and green supply chain practices (Bowen et al. 2001). In other words, environmental and supply chain practices must be viewed as mutually supportive. The areas plotted on the matrix in Fig. 10.3 demonstrate the progressive capabilities of the firm as it advances up the continuum from transactional supply chain orientation/reactive
environmental orientation to a network supply chain orientation/proactive environmental orientation.

However, two important challenges limit the degree of alignment and integration. First, for many firms, primary responsibility for these two areas resides in different functional areas, such as separate purchasing and environment, health, and safety (EH and S) groups, for supply chain and environmental issues, respectively. Second, as noted earlier, interorganizational coordination further compounds the complexity of aligning environment and supply chain management.

Thus, a transactional supply chain orientation limits the potential improvement possible from the firm’s green supply chain practices. Without cross-boundary partnerships, green supply chain practices are limited to practices that require little cooperation from other supply chain stakeholders, such as recycling and certification. Attempting to implement advanced practices, such as DfE or LCA, while not impossible, can be extremely difficult and are less likely for firms with a transactional supply chain orientation. For example, data from upstream and downstream supply chain members may not be available (e.g. systems analysis and planning), opportunities to monitor effectiveness of environmental programmes can be difficult (e.g. management controls), and the emphasis on lowest cost may inhibit or limit such activities (e.g. organizational responsibility).

Supply chain partnerships can either be upstream or downstream focused. In the partnership mode, firms can cooperate to create mutually beneficial relationships that support the interorganizational coordination for by-products and used components, in conjunction with reverse logistics. Implementing reverse logistics and associated remanufacturing or re-use programmes requires appropriate equipment, people, and systems. Such relationships must be stable and exist over the long term to facilitate the cost effective movement of materials upstream in the supply chain as well as develop dependable markets for the remanufactured goods. Again, a transactional orientation is not likely to have the stable relationships or the long-term perspective necessary to make such practices efficient or effective.

Finally, firms with a network orientation are concerned with the delivery of goods and services from end users back to original commodity suppliers. If management has simultaneously developed a proactive environmental orientation, the systems analysis and planning, organizational responsibility, and management controls can be fully leveraged by supply chain managers. Thus, firms in the upper left area (Fig. 10.3) can use sophisticated green supply chain practices. Design for the environment and life-cycle assessment provide opportunities to manage products from cradle to grave, and provide potential opportunities to reduce waste, improve productivity, increase customer satisfaction, lower total costs, and eliminate risks. Such practices are consistent with the philosophy of network orientation, as it seeks to capture the broadest possible range of benefits from its supply chain. These firms are capable of
Fig. 10.3. Aligning environmental and supply chain orientation

Fig. 10.4. Building capabilities toward sustainability
making decisions that balance overall supply chain performance, which includes environmental factors.

The framework provided in Fig. 10.3 should be interpreted to suggest that capabilities across the supply chain orientation scale are cumulative, not mutually exclusive. It is this cumulative nature that yields a competitive advantage (Hart 1995) and allows significant progression toward broad-scale sustainability (Fig. 10.4). Thus, firms that have a network orientation can make use of practices such as recycling and certification. However, if such a firm fails to develop a proactive environmental management orientation, opportunities to establish new competitive advantages are being missed.

7. Future research directions

As we look toward the future, the framework presented in this chapter provides at least three significant opportunities for continuing theoretical and empirical research. The first research opportunity is related to the relationships between corporate strategy, supply chain orientation, and environmental management orientation. Such research can examine the impact of competitive context and the natural environment on corporate strategy, and the implications for supply chain and environmental orientation. As part of this research, formal processes and organizational structures that favour the alignment and integration of supply chain orientation and environmental orientation can be explored.

Second, the theoretical and empirical research of others laid the foundation for the model presented here (Fig. 10.2), with a diverse set of increasingly complex green supply chain practices (i.e. environmental certification, pollution prevention, reverse logistics, LCA, DfE). Furthermore, the framework suggests that alignment between the environmental and supply chain orientations is predicted to translate into specific green supply chain practices (Fig. 10.3). However, the precise ordering of these practices, and the understanding of which practices that are necessary, but not necessarily sufficient, for the development of others, promises to improve managerial application.

Consequently, testing the relationship between supply chain orientation, environmental orientation, and green supply chain practices represents another research opportunity. This research can examine the theory that alignment between supply chain orientation and environmental orientation permits leveraging particular green supply chain practices. For example, case-based research can be used to compare firms with various levels of alignment to test this theory. A particularly interesting research opportunity would be to compare firms with alignment between their supply chain orientation and environmental management orientation to firms where misalignment exists.

Third, the supply chain and environmental management literatures suggest that superior practice leads to superior performance (e.g. for environment, Klassen and Whybark 1999; for supply chain, Carter, Kale, and Grimm 2000;
Shin, Collier, and Wilson (2000), which could extend to sustainable development (Fig. 10.4). Consequently, a final research opportunity is to critically examine the joint impact of aligning environmental management orientation and supply chain orientation for broad measures of firm performance. The theoretical basis and initial empirical work to date support the framework, but significant research is needed to understand both the benefits of alignment and the costs of misalignment, which may not be symmetrical. In a related fashion, a comparison of the relative performance of firms at different positions within the framework would provide management with practical assistance in building both capabilities and implementing green supply chain practices.
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1. Introduction

‘Business ethics’ has become an important feature of commercial life, and—in terms of publishing and consulting—a major industry in its own right. Most MBA courses pay attention to the subject, and corporate mission statements are full of noble declarations of ethical intent and high moral purpose. The field remains, however, one of heated controversy, and is the subject of a vast and incoherent literature (see as examples: Bowen 1953; Friedman 1970; Heald 1970; Davis 1973; Anshen 1974; Holmes 1976; Schreyögg and Steinmann 1986; Shrivastava 1995; Woller 1996; Jones and Pollitt 1998; Wartick and Wood 1998).

For some, the so-called Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) movement is a major force for good in the world. For others, it is the epitome of corporate hypocrisy: ‘. . . when people talk of corporate social responsibility, it makes you want to gag’ (Jain 2002).

This chapter is about one important but significantly under-theorized aspects of the broader topic: ethics in the supply chain. Although many of the ‘classic’ business ethics debates revolve around supply chains (e.g. the much-discussed Nike case—see UCMS 1999; HBS 2000; Wokutch 2001; Litvin 2003), many important theoretical ‘chain-related’ points are lost in the overall discussion, largely due to the conceptual miasma which fogs the supply chain literature. Despite the lack of rigorous theorizing, the idea of the ‘ethical’ supply chain is becoming an increasingly frequent topic of discussion (see Cowe 2002a, b; Kent 2002). There are five initial reasons why paying ‘supply chain ethics’ particular attention may be worthwhile.

First, supply chain issues are, unlike some other issues in business ethics, often central to an organization’s activities, and are not an optional ‘add on’. Worrying about supply chain ethics is not like worrying about whether an organization should contribute to arts in the local community or generally engage in ‘good citizenship’ (see Grunig 1979). Supply chain management is a central theme of contemporary management. Second, the increased globalization of
production and consumption means that the chains in which consumers and organizations operate have become increasingly complex and geographically dispersed. This can be observed in the general trends towards outsourcing and the continuing disintegration of production systems (Feenstra 1998). Third, it is only through buyer–supplier interactions that pressure for improvement from end-consumers can be exerted back through the industrial system; one recent report (Strandberg 2002) describes a CSR ‘ripple effect’ which operates ‘up and down the supply chain’. Fourth, supply chain ethics raise some interesting and complex theoretical issues: unlike many other aspects of corporate behaviour, the extent of managers’ control over what happens in the chain is not straightforward. Whereas accountability in a hierarchy might be clearly delineated, this is not so in chains of economic activity punctuated by commercial boundaries. Finally, supply chain ethics broaden out the discussion of business ethics from the narrow question of ‘responsibility to whom?’ to ‘responsibility for what?’ Much of the literature on business ethics concerns the extent to which firms should adopt notions of responsibility to stakeholders other than their owners (e.g. Donaldson and Preston 1995; Plender 1997; Harrison and Freeman 1999; Trevino 1999; Wolfe and Putler 2002). A large and significant literature also exists on the means by which firms might give account of themselves to these constituencies (Benston 1982; Gray, Owen, and Maunders 1988). However, this line of analysis has largely left untouched the more metaphysical question of how supply chain relationships might lead to a genuinely ethical responsibility for the actions of supply chain partners.

The focus of this chapter is rather narrow: it does not seek to review the area of business ethics as a whole, nor does it seek to deal with the specific arguments about, for example, the exploitation of workers in developing countries or child or forced labour. Rather, the focus is on a small but important set of theoretical questions that particularly apply in the context of supply chain relationships. Having offered this caveat, it may be helpful to offer three impressionistic images to set the scene for the discussion. First, imagine a laughing child—say, 13 years old—unwrapping a small gift at a family celebration. Maybe it is a small electronic game. The next image is of a child of the same age, thousands of miles distant, sat exhausted at a bench in a vast hall, laboriously silk screen printing the letters above the keys on the same toy. The final image is of a business executive, maybe a parent of the first child, waiting in an airport departure lounge, thinking about the contract just negotiated with the employers of the second child, and reflecting on the complex system which links the two children. These images alone tell us little about the ethical implications of such a system—but they may help suggest some of the questions of detail which might flesh out the following abstract discussion of principle.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces some foundational arguments, and introduces a simple model. The meat of the discussion follows in Section 3, in which three central concepts are explored (allocation of responsibility, information, and power). Section 4 offers some suggestions on
the practical consequences of the discussion, and makes some recommendations for further research.

2. Ethics and the chain: foundational arguments and an initial model

2.1. Business, ethics, and the chain

It is a truism that in ethical terms, business has a bad press; indeed, a standard joke concerns the oxymoronic character of 'business ethics'. This can perhaps be traced to Aristotle's denunciation of chrematisike, trade for profit, although he approved of oikomikos, household trading (Solomon 1991). However, careful consideration of the nature of trade shows it to be deeply connected to morality and ethics; exchange processes require institutionalized social norms and expectations of behaviour (Arrow 1973; Hausman and McPherson 1993; Wood 1995; Moldoveanu and Stevenson 1998). However, there is no shortage of confusion in this domain, prompted in part by a conflation of prescriptive, idealized and descriptive accounts of ‘the market’.

This point is key to making sense of the incoherence of the debates regarding business ethics. It arises because our understanding of market processes relies on significant simplification; economists’ curves rely on sweeping and heroic assumptions, leaving the ‘market’ as a stylized abstraction that may bear little relation to the actual world. This is not to belittle the discipline of conventional economics, but merely to point out the daunting nature of its ambitions. In particular, economics is a totalizing paradigm: it embodies a conceptual reductionism which translates much of human action to its own internally consistent language, casting rich and complex interactions within a necessarily denuded symbolic discourse. Many writers have focused on the limitations of economic approaches to behaviour with varying degrees of sympathy for the broad intellectual project. Zafirovski and Levine (1999), for example, argue that market exchange is a dependent variable on concrete social–historical conditions, rather than being a ‘human universal’. They argue that economists’ preoccupation with the maximization of utility becomes a strategy for replacing a complex sociology with a simplistic but tractable psychology. In similar vein, Lie (1997) concludes that ‘the economic approach is in this view incompatible with an elementary understanding of sociology’, and goes on to discuss the absence of power in economic analysis. This point is explored in more detail by Rothschild (2002). For the current discussion, it is important to note that there are important differences between the complex supply chains that channel real goods and services around the world, and the abstracted and commodified ‘market’. The very notion of ‘supply chain’ intrinsically brings with it an understanding of some supra-organizational entity which is constituted by more than a sequence of ‘clean-in, clean-out’ atomistic exchanges in impersonal price-taking markets.
This observation goes part of the way to explain much of the confusion in business ethics. ‘Markets’, in the abstract schema of economics, may well be amoral, but this does not necessarily have much bearing on markets and chain relationships as experienced by human beings. Arguments about the abstracted market that are phrased in its own terms are basically tautological (Gaulthier 1986; Hausman 1989; McCloskey 1994; Khalil 1997). However, the major cause of non-illuminating heat in the debates on business ethics is the concept that the ‘pure market’—even if its descriptive powers are limited—has prescriptive value. In other words, the market has its own normative power to describe how the world ought to be. Buchanan (1985) summarizes some of the arguments that underpin this: first, there are deontic arguments in which the supremacy of the market is inferred from parallels with evolutionary processes in the natural world—a kind of social Darwinism (in other words, the market is good because it most closely resembles the order of nature; see Hofstader 1944; Jones 1980). These ideas are periodically fashionable, but in recent times tend to be played down in the articulated defences of the market. Second, there is what Buchanan characterizes as the ‘argument from desert’ (see Feinberg 1970): the market is good because it distributes benefits according to those who deserve them. Again, this is a line of thinking that tends not to be often presented in its positive form, although it is widespread in its negative version (e.g. ‘government intervention favours the lazy or incompetent’). The third, and by far the most forcefully argued, moral imperative for the market comes from broadly utilitarian arguments about the maximization of social welfare; the market is simply the best way of organizing society and economic activity, and this practical advantage is seem by some to be so great that many of the fundamentally consequentialist defences crystallize into overriding deontic principles (Hayek 1948; Friedman 1962).

Untangling this variety of non-intersecting discourses is important for explaining why so much of the discussion of business ethics is so incoherent, and, in many cases, even silly. On the one hand, those wishing to argue against the imperialism of economic discourse can end up trapped inside the paradigm they are trying to critique; on the other, market advocates can be guilty of using the technical machinery of economic modelling as a smokescreen for basically existential political choices. Key questions of what the ‘market’ is ‘maximizing’, and for whom, can be lost in translation between description and prescription. Furthermore, arguments about distribution can become hopelessly entangled in debates about whether growth or increased consumption is desirable in the first place (see Douthwaite 1992; Lintot 1998).

Such confusion generates a heavy penalty across the entire field of business ethics, but is particularly damaging for the consideration of supply chain ethics; public debate is debased by the incoherence of arguments about issues that are clearly of importance. These emotive issues often hinge on notions of responsibility—a major theme of the argument below. However, to avoid some of the conceptual traps it is necessary to review some foundational arguments.
2.2. Some foundational arguments

Any exploration of ethics in the chain is problematic; this is due to the intrinsic philosophical complexity of the subject matter, and the difficulties of generalization. The argument proceeds by making some significant assumptions; the reader is asked for forbearance if some of these grate too much. Many of the positions are adopted merely for the purpose of avoiding cumbersome and repetitious qualification as the argument unfolds, and may be relaxed once the key points are developed. I will also not problematize the notion of the 'supply chain', which I have done in detail elsewhere (New 2003); for the most part I adopt a loose and intuitive definition, broadly in line with much other literature.

The first assumption is that it makes sense to talk about right and wrong. Robertson and Crittenden (2003) present a framework which points out that different moral philosophies might prevail in different cultural contexts, but the discussion here will proceed as if there is enough overlap in regard to fundamental moral issues that differences between geographic and cultural settings can be put to one side. This position is in line with many other writers (e.g. Sen 1999) and a detailed justification is provided by Spaemann (1989: chapter one). However, here I commit only to the existence of a fixed moral frame, but not to its particular content. A corollary of this position is that legal arguments can be informative but not determinative of the ethical analysis; things that might be legal might not be moral. This presumption of a final moral scale, against which actions might be judged, is of course out of line with the relativism associated with post-structuralism or post-modernism, although there are some insights from that literature which are pertinent to the discussion which will be touched on in the concluding section (see Caputo 1993; Anderson-Irwin 2001). I will also dodge the debate between duty ethics and virtue ethics (Statman 1997).

The second assumption is that it makes sense to think of corporate bodies as moral agents. This is an area of heated theoretical debate and is of great legal and conceptual significance, and has received a great deal of discussion in the literature (see French 1984; Kettunen 1984; Manning 1984; Werhane 1985; Ranken 1987; Garrett 1989; Pfeiffer 1990; Ewin 1991; Gibson 1995; Metzger and Dalton 1996; Moore 1999; Wilmot 2001). There are several justifications for making this assumption. Firms are credited with a legal status and a particular type of legal personhood; the very concept of limited liability exists to remove responsibility from individuals, and—like people—corporations can enter contracts, make commitments, and be the subject of law. Furthermore, in practice, it is impossible to even talk about organizations for very long without engaging in some sort of anthropomorphism—and we do this without any second thought at all in regard to other collective entities (e.g. Manchester United, the French), tacitly ascribing some version of unified agency. It seems only sensible that corporations are talked about in the same way. Regardless of any theoretical argument that might be made that could absolve the corporation from moral responsibility, people talk and act as if ‘blaming Nike’ or ‘feeling grateful
to the hospital’ or ‘loyal to the firm’ made sense. An enormous literature exists—and a great deal of human effort is expended—on the notions of corporate behaviour and corporate culture, both of which are premised on the organization being more than the sum of its parts, exhibiting characteristics above and beyond those of its constituent elements. A final argument might be made following the same theme, pointing to the fact that, when we regard people as the location of moral agency, we are also dealing with some sort of collective entity, either in terms of ‘minds’ (Minsky 1988) or in terms of the collection of organs and cells of which we are made (McKay 1974; Maturana and Varela 1980). It is possible to argue that the reductionism that insists on treating organizations as ‘just people’ leads equally to saying that people are ‘just cells’ or ‘just DNA’, leaving ethical argument stranded on the barren rocks of irresolvable arguments about free will and determinism.

2.3. A simple model

In order to develop the argument, a simple model is presented in Fig. 11.1. The purpose of the diagram is to help consider the various loci of ethical considerations in the chain, and, for simplicity, it deals with three supply chain actors, organizations A, B, and C; the arrow indicates the flow of goods through the chain.

Relationship. The first element of the model relates to ethics at the level of the supply chain relationship: in other words, how corporate actors engage in trade

Fig. 11.1. A simple model of the location of ethical concern
deal with one another. The locus of concern is the supply chain actor; is organization B being fairly treated by organizations A and C? For example, C might be engaging in sharp practice, such as deliberately lying to B about future volumes of work in order to try to drive down a price. Alternatively, A might be breaching B’s commercial confidentiality by betraying sensitive information to another customer. Such issues are central to notions of fairness and trust between trading parties; good arguments can be made that at least some type of ethical regime is essential for trade to be possible at all. The understanding of the moral aspects of trade is deeply rooted in political and economic thinking; Jeremy Bentham (1780) writes of the moral obligation of the seller to the purchaser, for example, not to supply adulterated goods. This domain of supply chain ethics is relatively straightforward, and finds its way into the codes of practice of professional ethics for both buyers and sellers (Cooper, Frank, and Kemp 1997). Trade would collapse if market relationships were completely unethical, and organizations need to defend their reputations (Holley 1986; Vermillion, Lassar, and Winsor 2002).

This concept—that the relationship between corporate entities has a moral dimension—is interesting on several counts. On one hand, practitioners seem to talk readily in these terms, and, in the author’s experience, often express strong moral judgements about their trading partners. Indeed, on occasion, buyers’ and suppliers’ mutual perceptions can be almost entirely framed by stark notions of good and evil. On the other hand, the construction of intercorporate ethics in this way is relatively neglected in the theoretical literature, although there is much prescriptive material about how corporations (and, in particular, professional individuals) ought to behave. One strand of supply chain literature which does bring a theoretical element to this issue is that related to relationship marketing and partnership sourcing (e.g. Carter 2000; Carter and Jennings 2002). For some writers, long-term buyer–supplier relationships, based on cooperative mutual advantage, entail an intrinsic and significant ethical superiority over other ways of doing business (e.g. Kavall, Tzokas, and Saren 1999). Zukav (1995) takes this to an extreme position: ‘In the commerce that is emerging, the relationship between customers and businesses will be the same as that between businesses and employees: businesses will strive for the well-being and spiritual development of their customers. Each company will offer what it is, along with what it produces, to its customers, and this total is what its customers will choose to purchase or not.’ It is fair to point out, however, that this rhetoric of interorganizational morality is not always played out in practice, as perhaps illustrated by the story of the breakdown of the relationship between UK supermarket chain, Marks and Spencer, and its textile supplier, William Baird (see Blois 2003a, b). Furthermore, despite the apparent secular trend towards supply chain cooperation, at any point in time it is relatively easy to find examples of weary declarations that ethics of buying and selling are in tragic decline: for example, Pregmon (1998) declares: ‘For those participants in the food logistics supply
chain, the ethics of channel players has been recognizably getting worse for a long time'.

**Employees.** The second level of the model concerns ethics that extend not to the treatment of the corporate entity of the supplier or customer, but to the human beings that work for and constitute that organization. In other words, the ethical orbit includes the workers of the trading organization. Thus, in Fig. 11.1, organization C might take some interest in, or be ascribed some responsibility for, the workers in organization B. (It turns out that the discussion here will mostly concentrate on the buyer’s ethical obligation in regard to the supplier’s workforce, but it is possible for this to work downstream in the supply chain, too.) Furthermore, organization C might be ascribed responsibility not just for the working conditions for B’s employees, but also those of A, and so on back up the chain.

Consideration of employment conditions within suppliers is the area of supply chain ethics that has probably received the greatest degree of attention, and is a major concern for many organizations. For example, there are widespread concerns about the global use of sweatshop labour (Appelbaum 1999; Emmelhainz and Adams 1999; Bachman 2000; Adams 2002; Frenkel and Scott 2002; Smith 2002; Arnold 2003; Miller 2003; Hartman, Shaw, and Stevenson 2003), and child and forced labour in particular (Lee-Wright 1990; Varley 1998; Arat 2002; Kolk and van Tulder 2002; Winstanley, Clark, and Leeson 2002). Although these have been the subject of concern and campaigns for many years, they remain serious problems: the International Labor Organization (ILO) estimates that there are 250 million child labourers globally, with 22,000 children dying annually in work-related accidents (Crace 2003).

The principal mode of expression for concern in this area has been the promotion of labour standards and codes of conduct. An example is the so-called Harkin-Engel Protocol, designed to bring about a system to stop abusive child labour in the global chocolate industry by 2005 (Graham and Guyton 2001; Renaut 2002). Although codes and standards are becoming widespread, there remain significant complexities in regard to their use (Diller 1999; van Tulder and Kolk 2001). The question of what standards should be applied is not at all clear. For example, conflicting arguments can be made about whether appropriate benchmarks should be western labour practices, or local practice (see Hartman, Shaw, and Stevenson 2003; Donaldson and Dunfee 1994, 1995, 1999). Furthermore, the Child Labor Coalition (2003) reports that 10 per cent of inspections against such codes reveal violations. Howard, Nash, and Ehrenfeld (1999) make similar observations in regard to the adoption of voluntary codes in regard to environmental health and safety.

While there is a clear secular trend of increasing employment protection and working standards in many developing countries, the trend is by no means uniform. One significant issue is the rapid growth of the so-called Export Processing Zones, special designated regions in developing countries in which
imported materials receive some processing before re-export, and which often have particular exemptions from local employment laws. For example, Pakistan has excluded its zones from its standard industrial relations legislation (ILO 1998). Nor is the problem of working conditions confined to developing countries: Ng and Lim (2001) estimate 20,000 sweatshop workers in the San Francisco area of the United States. In addition to concerns about the ‘upstream’ supply chain, there have been concerns raised about the ‘downstream’ supply chain, best illustrated by the long-standing campaigns against Nestlé and the marketing and distribution of infant milk substitutes in developing countries (see Madeley 1999).

Others. The third level of the model relates to the ethical issues that apply not just to the workers employed by the suppliers, but also to the various constituencies affected by the suppliers’ or customers’ operations. These might include local residents suffering from pollution from a supplier’s factories, animals used within the production process, or—in the widest sense—communities and society at large that might suffer because of the actions of the trading partner. An example is the problem of deforestation caused by tobacco production (see EIU 1983; Madeley 1999); to what extent might cigarette manufacturer B (in Fig. 11.1) be responsible for the damage caused to the local environment by farmer A? Alternatively, one might consider responsibility in the other direction, and a stark example is provided by Black (2001; see also Kettle 1998 and Barkan 2002): to what extent is manufacturer B (IBM) responsible for the use of its products by C (its pre-war Nazi customers) in oppression and murder?

3. Responsibility and the chain

3.1. Allocating responsibility

Equipped with this simple model, it becomes possible to begin to develop to a theoretical approach to supply chain ethics. The discussion begins by focusing on a narrow but significant question: if an organization’s trading partner behaves badly, to what extent can the first organization be deemed ethically responsible? A large number of writers comment on the fact firms end up being treated as if they were responsible, without exploring the detail of the argument (e.g. Maignan, Hillebrand, and McAllister 2002). Without deeper analysis, however, the discussion of supply chain ethics can rapidly collapse to a pragmatic exploration of corporate public relations.

For simplicity, I will tend to focus on the notion of a buyer’s responsibility for its supplier’s actions. This turns out to be the crux of many of the widely discussed business ethics cases; it is the fulcrum for many activist campaigns and an implicit aspect of many of the codes of conduct and ethical rhetoric adopted by corporations. But it is not a simple question. Neither of the polar answers
'not at all' and 'completely' are satisfactory, and it is useful to consider why this is so.

To begin with, the notion of 'responsibility' itself must be addressed. It is worth noting that while there is more to moral responsibility than causation, some model of the latter is a requirement for the former; Audi (1991) labels this point the 'traceability thesis'. The same author proceeds to differentiate simple *causal responsibility* from *role responsibility* (that which accrues from a position or function), and a more generalized *normative responsibility* (what Zimmerman 1988 calls 'appraisability'). For causal responsibility, there needs to be a comprehensible chain of cause and effect. Role responsibility is perhaps best illustrated by a life guard on the beach; by dint of the position, the person in that role acquires a particular form of responsibility for the safety of the bathers. Continuing the illustration, however, we might note that anybody on the beach might share some normative responsibility for someone calling for help, on the grounds of our generalized responsibility for one another. This simple scheme turns out to be a useful and informative framework, and helps greatly in unlocking arguments about the supply chain. However, Audi’s analysis does not stop there, but goes on to point out that normative responsibility cannot be abjured by a claim about character ('I can’t be held responsible for not helping, because it’s not in my nature to notice people in distress'): Audi claims that normative responsibility can extend to a responsibility to generate, retain, and even anticipate those traits which pertain to our mutual care for one another.

The next stage in the argument considers the extent to which moral responsibility can be somehow be divided up and shared among participants in a situation. This is a problem that has received extensive attention in legal and philosophical literatures (Zimmerman 1985; Sverdlik 1987; May 1990). There are many precedents for construing a notion of a unit of blame, and then allocating fractions of this unit to a variety of participants. This notion is not unproblematic, but is in harmony with some established legal precedents in which, for example, courts might allocate to multiple parties varying percentages of blame for an industrial accident for the purposes of compensation. If the idea of the supply chain as a multi-tier system is taken seriously, one might even claim that some of the responsibility for a supplier’s misdemeanours could be allocated to the customer, and then (in presumably diminishing proportions) to the customer’s customers and so on.

Given that responsibility can be construed in these ways, to what extent does a buyer–supplier relationship—or a chain of such relationships—communicate ethical responsibility? Surprisingly, there is little extant literature on this precise topic. Santoro (2000) and Arnold and Bowie (2003) are exceptions, both claiming baldly that firms *are* responsible for their suppliers’ behaviour. Santoro cites the principle of *respondeat superior*, whereby firms might be liable for the actions of employees: ‘. . . multinational corporations are morally responsible for the way in which their suppliers and subcontractors treat their
workers’. The application of this principle, however, is not straightforward. *Respondeat superior*, associated with the notion of vicarious liability and the associated common law maxim *qui facit per alium facit per se* (he who acts through another is taken to have acted himself), is well established as the basis by which an employer may be held responsible for the actions of an employee. It underpins a great deal of the legal protection experienced by consumers, as it means that redress might be sought, not just from a particular employee, but from the supplying organization itself. It is not the case, however, that the translation of the principle from employee–employer to supplier–customer is unproblematic. First, the application of the concept even in its primary domain of the employment relationship turns out to be highly contingent on the particularity of the situation. Examples may be found in many jurisdictions in which individual cases have required significant modifications to the application of the principle. Although the concept has intuitive appeal and appears superficially sensible, it transpires to be complicated in practice, in some instances crediting employers with responsibilities that are generally acknowledged to be unfair, and in others providing sufficient loopholes for employers to sidestep reasonable obligations. For example, in the United Kingdom, the House of Lords recently reinforced an opinion from an earlier Court of Appeal judgement that the principle was intellectually and legally problematic (Clyde 2001); Deakin (2002) suggests that the emergence of the concept as such a powerful element of common law owes more to accident and historical convenience than rationality.

In terms of then extending the principle to the realm of customers and suppliers, several examples illustrate that it cannot be taken as an simple guide. In *Ontario Ltd. v. Sagaz Industries Canada Inc* (Grossman 2002) the Supreme Court of Canada decided that the principle of vicarious liability did not in general apply between a purchaser and an independent contractor, because of the relatively limited ability of the purchaser to control the supplier. In a US case, *Tauscher v. Puget Sound Power and Light Co*, it was deemed that the failure of an independent contractor to ensure the health and safety of its employees could not be blamed on the purchaser, the judgement stating that ‘It is one thing to retain a right to oversee compliance with contract provisions and a different matter to so involve oneself in the performance of the work as to undertake responsibility for the safety of the independent contractor’s employees’ (see also *Hennig v. Crosby* 116 Wn.2d131, 1991). Barney, Edwards, and Ringleb (1992) examine the way in which firms might seek to use vertical disintegration as a mechanism for absolving themselves of responsibility for the dangers of workers exposed to hazardous materials. They found some evidence that supported the conjecture that firms may use the ‘hiving off’ of risky activities as a means of legal (and, implicitly, ‘ethical’) protection. They cite the case of Allied Chemicals and Life Science Products Company (*Wall Street Journal*, 1976); the former encouraged two of its employees to set up the latter as an independent concern, and, when the latter was sued for workplace exposure of toxins,
the former was effectively protected from legal assault (see also Bethel and Liebeskind 1998).

Despite these legal examples, there is some scope for using the respondeat superior principle as a basis for thinking about supply chain ethics, and a good starting point is provided by the two main practical considerations that tend to be brought to bear in cases relating to employers and employees. The first of these principles is that the employer is generally vulnerable only if the employees actions were conducted as part of or in the scope of the employment. An employer is likely to be on reasonably safe grounds if the actions in question were nothing to do with the employee’s proper work. The second principle is that the employer’s culpability diminishes if she has taken reasonable precautions to prevent the employee doing the bad thing, and has not in some way encouraged the bad behaviour. In regard to this point, consider a salesperson who is found to have behaved in a threatening or intimidating way to a customer. If the employing organization has no standards or policies about customer relations, and—worse—if the salesperson is constantly fed corporate propaganda that nothing matters more than clinching a sale, and, say, this were to be reflected in the way the salesperson were remunerated and incentivized, then the employer would be fair game for the application of respondeat superior. If, on the other hand, the employer can point to systems, procedures, and training that seek to prevent this behaviour, the less culpability is likely to be ascribed.

Extending this principle to the supply chain case, it is clear that the key point is the extent to which one supply chain partner (again, it is easier to focus on the example of the buyer) is in the position of the superior to another. In other words, to what extent is a commercial relationship an effective analogue to the employment relationship? A moment’s consideration of this point leads to the clear conclusion that this will be highly contingent, and have something to do with the interdependencies between the parties, and the relative power between them. In many cases, the analogy is absurd; a small firm who buys some software cannot plausibly be projected as some kind of ‘employer’ to Microsoft. On the other hand, Microsoft will have many suppliers for whom it is the dominant customer and over whom it has de facto if not de jure control. A key point here is that if it is sensible to start to use the language of supply chains, it is likely that analogy between employer and employee is going to be progressively more applicable.

In such cases, it is possible that a customer’s responsibility might be judged to be stronger in cases where the supplier’s actions are something directly to do with the business transacted between the parties. Suppose a supplier has multiple business units, one of which has outrageous employment practices. A customer of one of the other units will presumably have a lower degree of moral contamination than customers of the offending division. This seems relatively obvious, although does not let the customers entirely off the moral hook, as I
shall explore later. The principle about the encouragement or discouragement of the offending behaviour provides more interesting food for consideration; for example, in the case of level two of the model in Fig. 11.1, one might note how the treatment of organization B’s workforce might arise directly from the policies and demands of organization C. A commonly made case against the large multinational buying organizations in the textile industry, for example, is that their constant pressure for tighter deadlines and lower costs is translated directly into unbearable working conditions in their suppliers’ factories. Even if a customer does not force the suppliers to respond to its demands in any particular way (the supplier could, arguably, simply use better technology or increase managerial efficiency), if the customer can foresee that its pressure will result in ethically problematic outcomes, the notion of vicarious responsibility becomes more applicable. To develop this notion, however, requires some consideration of two other important concepts—information and power.

3.2. Responsibility and information

A major question in the consideration of supply chain ethics, and the allocation of responsibility, is the extent to which information is accessible to actors in the chain (Roche 2003). Referring again to Fig. 11.1, can organization C be held responsible for the actions of organization A, if C is ignorant of what A does? To what extent does knowledge increase moral accountability? For the current discussion, the key information is about provenance (where does something come from?) and practice (under what conditions or with what impacts was it manufactured?).

In many ways, the issue of supply chain information for corporate buyers relates closely to the problems faced by end-consumers in obtaining and evaluating information about the things they buy. Consumers’ interest in the origins of the things they buy is deeply contradictory. For some economists, it is taken as a article of faith that consumers have no interest whatsoever: Breton (1989) baldly asserts ‘Consumers are indifferent about the provenance of the goods and services they consume’. Empirically, the evidence is mixed: recent research in many markets implies that consumers can be unaware of the issues, or if aware, concerned only to the point of a rather mild indifference (see reports, for example, by the Dangar Research Group (1999) and the Nordic Partnership (2002)). On the other hand, there is a long history of interest in ‘ethical consumerism’ ranging from eighteenth- and nineteenth- century concern about the slave-labour issues relating to sugar (Sussman 2000) and various initiatives to mark out products as ethically acceptable. For example, Addams (1899) describes an 1885 initiative to identify cigars made by unionized workforces with a blue ribbon, allowing consumers to give their encouragement to the free organization of labour. More recently, organizations and publications such as the Fair Trade Movement and Ethical Consumer magazine
have gained a certain purchase on the consumers’ imagination, although the proportion of consumption affected by these movements remains relatively small. A concern for the origins of products is not only an ethical issue, however, and the notion of ‘provenance’ is important in matters such as food safety—for example, in regard to British Beef and BSE, the so-called ‘mad-cow’ disease (see Henson and Northern 1998; Nugard and Storstad 1998; Morris and Young 2000; Weatherell, Tregear, and Allinson 2003)—and also aesthetics. Around the world, accepted museum gallery practice is that the display of artistic or ‘heritage’ material ‘without provenance’ is tantamount to condoning illicit trade in cultural property (see http://icom.museum/ethics_rev_engl.html). At auctions, old paintings may gain value by virtue merely of having been owned by particular individuals or having been hung in particular historic houses. In other words, for art, the nature of the supply chain becomes part of the identity of the artwork itself, a concept which raises interesting intellectual problems in regard to materialist philosophic approaches, and which connects closely with concepts of ‘authenticity’ (See Eco 1990). Even in regard to food, a product’s origins may have aesthetic and cultural importance; a recent Financial Times restaurant review discusses a trend for customers to be told the precise farms from which food is procured: ‘...it is the source—rather than the sauce—that counts these days’ (Selby 2003). Product origins play an important (if not complete) role in branding, and have done so for hundreds of years (Olins 2003). The argument that buyers are in principle indifferent to origins is absurd.

For consumers and for corporate buyers, the issue of defining provenance can be complex. As early as 1907, Gray was commenting on the way in which the industrial age leaves us in moral relation to vast numbers of people whom we will never know, but to whom we may yet have obligations: ‘the paradox of impersonal ethics’. Supply chain structures are not easy to define, and the routes through which a product passes may be effectively impossible to trace. Supply chains in practice bear little relation to the simplified and symbolic presentations such as Fig. 11.1. This complexity, compounded by the commercial sensitivity of the data, means that it can be very difficult to map out the supply chains for even simple products. Even powerful organizations may find it difficult to know exactly the origin of their purchases beyond the first tier of supply. Firms may deal with thousands of first-tier suppliers, and so possibly millions of suppliers in the further stages of the chain. A good example of this is the chocolate industry, where cocoa supplied to European retailers is sourced through a supply chain ending in a complex network of between 1.2 and 1.5 million West African cocoa farms (see www.fhidc.com/cocoa/index.asp). Furthermore, the structure of supply chains may be opaque because of the ‘grey market’, in which firms’ official channels of distribution are confounded—with or without the complicity of the manufacturer—by the importation of products from other geographic markets (Howell et al. 1986; Champion 1998; Prince and Davies 2000; Wood 2003).
The second difficulty is that even if the provenance of a product can be traced, then the moral evaluation of the practices by which it has been produced present complex informational difficulties. The lone consumer is ill-equipped to collate and interpret information about the working conditions of those in the chain, and even organized campaigning groups face difficulties; Dunne (1998) describes activists being ejected from supermarkets for systematically collecting data from product labels. Even in situations where the supply chain structure is simple and the number of firms is small, the idea that a buyer needs to undertake a full moral audit of the chain before making a purchase—and to maintain this level of audit during the course of the relationship—is implausible on grounds of cost and practicality, especially if some checking mechanism were needed to validate suppliers’ own declarations of policy and behaviour. Even if information is provided by third parties or some kind of independent audit, buyers need to assure themselves of the reliability of this too; since the nineteenth century, for example, controversy has raged about the accuracy of claims regarding inhumane working conditions (Fox 1977).

Although the practical difficulties of establishing provenance and practice might be high, it is not the case that buying organizations operate in an information vacuum in regard to their suppliers (Monczka, Giunipero, and Reck 1981; Purdy and Safayeni 2000). Indeed, it is common for customers to investigate suppliers’ production systems and financial standing (Moore 2002). In many industrial settings, an enormous amount of effort by purchasing, logistics, and quality personnel goes into close examination of suppliers’ businesses, and analyses beyond the first tier are documented in several sectors. Making judgements about whether a supplier’s workforce is subject to racist employment policies, for example, is not substantially different to making judgements about a supplier’s quality or planning systems. What is clear, however, is that the extent of this interorganizational information collation varies widely, and it should not be expected that practice is uniform within industries or even within a single buying organization.

These observations lead to the consideration of Audi’s point about traits: it can be argued that there is an ethical responsibility of actors to put themselves in a position to act ethically. Spaemann (1989: 31) goes further: ‘Man can pretend to be blind and act as though he were not able to see. But he is responsible for his inability to see, both morally, and in our judiciary systems, legally.’ Later in the same volume, he writes: ‘It would be possible to define evil as a refusal to pay attention. There is a sense in which someone who acts badly does not know what he is doing. The point, though, is that he does not want to know. It is here, rather than in intentions which are obviously bad, that evil is to be found’ (p. 69). So even if a buyer in the chain does not directly know about potential ethical concerns in the supply chain, there may be a responsibility to seek to know. In other words, the serious problems of finding out about provenance and practice do not necessarily absolve the buyer from ethical responsibility. Denying the possibility of supply chain ethical questions on the grounds
of cost and difficulty is likely to be itself morally questionable. Note that this is not to say that ethical actions or policies are unproblematic or even achievable; what is being argued here is that the difficulty of identification of ethical issues does not mean that the ethical obligations evaporate. Understanding the extent of, and potential responses to, such obligations, however, are a different matter, and will be explored later in the discussion.

Various authors have addressed the issue of the denial of ethical responsibilities, and it is worth reviewing some of these ideas in the context of supply chain ethics. Cohen (2001) outlines several modalities of moral denial. First, he explores denial of responsibility, breaking these down into notions of obedience, conformity, and necessity. The ‘obedience’ argument—perhaps most famously characterized as the ‘Nuremberg defence’—is that an actor’s status as a servant of some higher entity absolves her of responsibility for actions. In the context of supply chain ethics, one can see this notion articulated in defences of supply chain practices which posit the ‘customer’ or the market as being in command. This, of course, relies on a reading of a theory of shared responsibility that denies the claimant’s facility for independent action: an extreme form of corporate determinism. The notion of denial based on conformity is that an action is justified if everyone else does it, and, in supply chain ethics, is again an often-voiced defence of corporate practice. Again, it is a rather weak ethical position, even if factually supported. However, it is instantly undermined by the presence of any exemplar who does not conform to the practice in question. The third version of denial, necessity, is difficult to sustain in the context of commercial organizations in liberal democracies: no one is forced to make training shoes or consumer electronics, and organizations retain the option of doing something else, or even of not doing anything at all, rather than necessarily sharing responsibilities for wrong. Cohen’s analysis goes on to consider the tactics of denial, and explores how defences of behaviour may be constructed. Again, it is interesting to see how these modes of argument may be applied to supply chain questions: denial of injury (e.g. ‘the children enjoy working those long hours’), denial of the victim (‘these people don’t count, or they don’t know any better’), condemnation of the condemners (‘your raising of this issue is driven by a hatred of capitalism/a belief in protectionism’), appeal to higher loyalties (‘the operation of the market is more important than some local suffering’), and moral indifference (‘I do not believe in right and wrong/I do not believe that notions of morality affect this domain of life’). In over 12 years of exploring these ideas with students and practitioners, the author has encountered each one of these positions.

The consideration of the epistemology of supply chain ethics, then, can seem to be central to the understanding of the topic. However, where this argument leads is not clear without an analysis of what can be done in response to information. For this, it is necessary to review the issue of supply chain power.
3.3. Responsibility and power

The consideration of power raises two fundamental problems for supply chain ethics. The first—and perhaps the most compelling argument for those who might not wish to take the notion of supply chain ethics seriously—could be described as an argument about limited influence. Even if the structural linkages in the chain were traceable, and even if there were unequivocal cases of ethical misconduct, there is little that the buyer in the chain can do to affect anything. Given the high ‘arborescence’ of supply chains, there is little influence that a single player can exercise. This clearly applies in its most extreme form to the individual end-consumer; in an ironic twist to the notion of the all-powerful final customer, whose whims and preferences are regularly invoked as the ultimate justification for the practices of industry, the solitary buyer at the end of the chain is rendered effectively powerless. This sense of helplessness is frequently expressed by corporations too, and used as mitigation when challenged on ethical issues: for example, Nike’s European Director of Corporate Responsibility claims that the firm faces severe limitations on their influence with suppliers, stating that it normally takes less than 40 per cent of a factory’s output, and sometimes as low as 2 or 3 per cent (Jones 2002). As Duff (1998) points out, it is obviously ridiculous to assign collective responsibility if one has no power.

The broad force of this type of argument is clearly valid, and is exacerbated by a second idea that might be labelled as an argument about contestable consequences. Even if power could be exercised, it might not be possible for it to be used in clear confidence that it would actually make things better. An illustrative example might be a US retailer who sources goods from, say, the Indian sub-continent. For the purpose of the argument, assume that the retailer discovers the fact that suppliers and their subcontractors are using child labour in a way that gives rise to (let us assume) clear moral concerns. Assume also that the retailer is in a position to directly influence the supplier, perhaps by threatening to source elsewhere. Can the retailer be sure that taking the ostensibly higher moral position will really bring about a situation that is ethically preferable? Even if power might be exercised, and the child labour stopped, would this actually benefit the children? Would it perhaps mean that poor families might just end up poorer? Is work in this factory better than the available alternatives? It is not the intention of this chapter to address the detail of the child labour/sweatshop debates (see Varley 1998; Bao 2002; Bender 2002) but the illustration serves to illustrate a general point—we cannot always know a priori the consequences of well-intentioned interventions. What might look like exploitative labour relations and inhumane working conditions might be some necessary stage for a society’s industrial development (Litvin 2003). Another example might be the actions of food manufacturers to encourage suppliers of tuna fish to use techniques which do not kill dolphins: maybe the alternative methods cause some
other unintended problem? Perhaps intervention makes things worse? Perhaps these judgements hinge on the estimation of probabilities and guesses about causal relationships? Zanardi (1990) discusses this general problem from the perspective of the consumer, but the issue applies similarly even to large corporate buyers. Accusations are frequently levelled at NGO and activist campaigns on supply chain issues along the lines that intervention will end up doing more harm than good (e.g. see Goodhart 1994 and Okonska’s 2002 critique of the Oxfam ‘Mugged’ campaign in regard to labour conditions in global coffee production).

These two arguments—limited influence and contestable consequences—are powerful objections to the very notion of supply chain ethics. However, three broad counter-arguments can be formulated. The first is that although a buyer’s power over the chain may be small, in some cases it is not. In many instances, buyers wield considerable influence over the chain, and exert a kind of ‘ownership’ over the chain. For example, the global coffee chain Starbucks talk in their ethical and environmental initiative Commitment to Origins™ about their close involvement with ‘our farmers’ (Starbucks 2003). The chairman of UK retailer Marks and Spencer, discussing supply chain ethics, declares: ‘In trying to take the lead in this area, we have a natural advantage in that Marks and Spencer controls its supply chain one hundred per cent’ (Vandevelde 2003, emphasis added). Many firms assume a role within the chain which involves extensive involvement in their suppliers’ operations, through such means as supplier development programmes, and exert powerful influence over their supply chain in regard to operating procedures, quality systems, and logistics practices (Nishiguchi 1994; Bache et al. 1997; New 2003). Although the dynamics of inter-organizational power are complex, it is clear that there are many mechanisms of influence which range (adapting Hirschman’s 1970 terms) from threats of ‘exit’ to the exercise of ‘voice’ (New et al. 2001 illustrate this point in regard to environmental issues). In other words, supply chain power in regard to ethical issues is not just about threatening to source elsewhere, but about the power to use influence: a director of a major charity comments that pressure directed at corporate purchasers should not be about demanding ethical purity in the chain: ‘... we don’t want a boycott of the produce we have highlighted, or for the big stores to dump certain suppliers. We want them to work with their suppliers to improve conditions ...’ (Jury 1996). Examples of this kind of intervention are provided by Cowe (2002a).

The second argument is that, although the risk of misguided and counter-productive ethical policies is very real, this does not eliminate the need for the exercise of moral judgement. Indeed, a firm cannot avoid the ethical challenge because inaction is itself an ethical decision; it is only by clinging to a notion of a natural order of how organizations should act and interact, that one can maintain the fiction of morality being an alien concept in trading relations. If it were to be argued that firms are simply incapable of analysing the moral calculus of, say, eliminating child labour in the supply chain, then one would have
to conclude that the firms are incapable of asserting the moral superiority of
the status quo. In other words, arguments about the severe complexity of the
ethical questions, for example, lead to the conclusion not that moral consider-
ations are impossible, just difficult.

The third argument is that in some instances, even if the ethically driven
actions were futile (because the actor had insufficient power), and/or even if
the consequences were difficult to predict, they would be justified on funda-
mentally deontic grounds of unavoidable principle. This is a generally
neglected position in the business ethics literature, but one which is arguable
from the consideration of extreme cases. Even for those who believe the notion
of corporate social responsibility to be suspect, it is normally possible to iden-
tify some outlying cases, in which sourcing from a particular supplier would
breach moral sensibilities. Even the stalwart Friedmanites would baulk at
knowingly purchasing from factories which, for example, used harsh forced
labour or were run with the explicit purpose of funding terrorism. Although
there are significant problems with this type of reductio ad absurdum argu-
ment, it is difficult to sustain the extreme position that ethics should never be
brought into play. Where this line should be drawn is clearly a question of great
contestability; the key point is that every individual and every organization
is likely to have a ‘line’. An important insight here is that the very notion of a
’supply chain’ implies some kind of community—and there are some types of
community with which moral actors will not want to be associated.

4. A concluding discussion

The preceding arguments point to a single broad conclusion: even though
there are considerable practical obstacles, the notion of supply chain ethics
cannot be swept away. The position that a supply chain actor can automatically
disclaim responsibility for actions elsewhere in the chain does not stand up. To
some extent, participants in a chain are ethically intertwined with the other
participants, and buyers in particular will share some responsibility for the
actions of suppliers. Claiming ignorance will not always do as a moral defence,
as supply chain relationships, in contrast to the stylized interactions of pure
price-driven markets, are defined and constituted by the exchange of informa-
tion. Furthermore, the power to act and influence is often considerable.

On the other hand, there are unlikely to be simplistic solutions to ethical
problems in the chain, and the way obligations are operationalized will be
necessarily highly contingent. A small firm buying a toner cartridge for its laser
printer, has an extremely limited scope for worrying about the ethical issues
regarding the health and safety policies of the firm that manufactured it. Nike,
on the other hand, has rather more influence on its Korean subcontractors’ fac-
tories in China. But how far does this obligation go? Should Nike (and Nike’s
shareholders) forgo benefits by placing the rights and wages of its contractors’
Chinese workers above its own interests? To what extent should Nike be expected to sacrifice its own profitability by expending effort or restricting its actions in regard to supply chain ethics? Three arguments may be made which help delineate the scale of obligations.

The first argument draws on Scanlon’s (1998) work on the obligations we bear to one another in society. Broadly, Scanlon argues that actors’ duties to others need to be based on some kind of symmetry: we cannot impose a moral principle on A in regard to B that we would not apply the other way around. This ‘social contractualism’ leads to some fairly straightforward obligations about negative duties, such as avoiding harming others. For more positive duties, it also leads to some kind of balance between the penalty that A sustains in doing good to B and the benefit experienced by B. This line of argument—termed the Rescue Principle—can be illustrated by again invoking the idea of our response to someone drowning off the beach. We have an obligation to help, but if the likely cost to us is very high, and the chances of benefiting the other very small, then the nature of our obligation is constrained. This logic suggests that a major company, for example, could have an obligation to seek to improve its suppliers’ wage rates, if the advantage to the workers was in relative terms significantly greater than the marginal cost to the buying firm. The obligation, though, is not open-ended; Scanlon’s key insight is to counter the fallacy that once a moral obligation is identified it becomes a superordinate principle that trumps all self-interests of the obliged person.

For supply chain ethics, this argument is profoundly important. Critics often seek to present business ethics as fundamentally antithetical to the pursuit of profits, with the introduction of other objectives and criteria for action acting as some fatal cancer that would rot the capitalist system. Scanlon’s position, in contrast, means that ethics—including business ethics—involves a constant process of judgement about the balance of interests of self and others. Wener (2001) and Nagel (1999) provide interesting commentary on Scanlon’s ideas.

A second argument can be made, which extends Scanlon’s position by considering the benefits of trade and productive activity, not just to the supply chain participants, but to society at large. Unless one is prepared to make an argument against human creativity, collective endeavour and free exchange, one is bound to concede the fundamental ethical merit of organized trade in pursuit of profit (Flew 1976). This is not the same as Friedmanite market absolutism, but merely a position that includes within the moral frame the benefits arising from supply chain activity. It says that in the analysis of—the rights and wrongs of textile production in North Africa, there is scope for including in the evaluation the benefits that young Europeans get from having cheap jeans. It must be stressed that this does not mean that consumers’ benefits override the exploitation of workers; it does mean that the complex moral judgements that must be made need to—in the spirit of supply chain analysis—entail some consideration of the whole system.
The third argument is one which emphasizes that, although participants in a supply chain may bear some responsibility for the actions of supply chain partners, we must not use this idea in a way which denies the dignity of moral action—and, indeed, the shame of wrong-doing—from those who are the principal culprits. In other words, even if Wal-Mart are to be deemed partially culpable for sourcing from suppliers who exploit the workforce, then it must not be forgotten that the prime responsibility is held by the suppliers themselves. Although activists and campaigns may have sound tactical reasons for targeting companies at particular points in the supply chain, questions of realpolitik should not be confused with genuine ethical analysis. One might sensibly criticize IBM for supplying equipment to the Nazis, but this is not to diminish the wickedness of the Nazis.

Early in this chapter, images of children making and receiving toys were presented to help frame the discussion. The analysis has presented an argument that the parent/executive in the vignette cannot put aside ethical considerations in the chain. The issues that have been explored in the chapter—responsibility, information, and power—are those that frequently arise en passant in discussion of supply chain ethics, and the conclusions drawn here point to significant challenges for practice and research. For practice, the conclusions are that the emergence of the supply chain motif brings with it a need for painstaking and careful inquiry. Forming closely synchronized and integrated global supply chains brings with it a type of ethical transaction cost; firms cannot seek to interweave their operations while keeping their morality in hermetically sealed units. The consequence is that organizations need to equip themselves with the managerial wherewithal to gather, process, and act on the ethical dimensions of business; this is more than public relations. However, the post-modern twist to the analysis is that even if the foundational assumptions (the meaningfulness of moral judgement, and the ascription of moral agency to corporations) are rejected, companies end up being judged by stakeholders and consumers as if they were valid. The vagaries of public opinion and the attention of activists can seize upon aspects of an organizations’ supply chain operations at short notice; those organizations with a coherent moral intelligence are likely to be better placed to respond to these challenges.
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Postscript: Supply Chain Futures

ROY WESTBROOK AND STEVE NEW

1. Introduction

It seems appropriate at the end of a collection of this type to consider the possible futures for supply chains and their study. It also seems, if not so appropriate, at least allowable, for this brief postscript to the book to adopt a more speculative tone. Our observations are more provocation than prediction. Any reader resistant to reading on in that spirit had better close the volume now.

We consider four possible futures for supply chain management: marginalization, realization, rationalization (with its corollaries of codification and professionalization), and canonization.

2. Marginalization

The first possibility for the future of supply chain management is that it has none. In terms of its influence in management thought and its role in corporate activity, it faces only marginalization. The belief that we could manage supply chains, ‘integrate’ them, to the benefit of all parties and the environment, will be shown to be just that—a belief, something in which many people once had faith, but which could not survive scientific scrutiny. It would not, after all, be the first management breakthrough to be shown to be a fad. Any reader who has a collection of management books (at least, one not subject to regular culls), will have only to glance at her bookshelves to blush at her indiscretion in parting with hard won funds to purchase what can now be seen to be the intellectual equivalent of an astrological chart. Perhaps you regret once giving time to ‘management by objectives’ or seriously entertaining Oliver Wight’s notion that ‘MRP2 is the game plan for the whole company’, a claim eerily foreshadowing some claims for supply chain management. Each reader will have their own list of defunct nostrums once held sacred, and yet, knowing that others still cling to the old gods, will fear to seem blasphemous by doubting the claims
of the disciples. Why should not supply chain management turn out to be the cause of a powerful sect, able to silence doubters by force of numbers rather than persuasive argument?

This possible future marginalizes supply chain management as one of the fashionable ways of thinking about commercial activity in the late 1990s, which did not survive beyond 2010. Ideas are like products, they have to pass a market test; a test of their value for practitioners and academics (the latter, in the realm of ideas, are of course also practitioners, or so we like to think). If there is too little perceived value compared to earlier and later ideas, then the concept will ossify and be gradually abandoned. It is unlikely to be formally pronounced dead or withdrawn from circulation—one problem with management scholarship is that we never make any product recalls, never formally withdraw any dated or dangerous concepts. We prefer quietly to move on to the next new idea.

One variation of the ‘no future’ thesis is the possibility that supply chain management is an idea whose time has come—that is, its future is here—but will soon go. This is supported by the fact that it derives largely from the success of Japanese manufacturing since the 1970s. That phenomenon was much studied and progressively revealed as a series of core techniques, such as just-in-time and various approaches to quality management, and recodified into ‘new’ ideas such as lean production and supply chain management. Now these ideas are applied wherever in the world sophisticated manufacturers are found, and thus have been reintegrated once more into the broader notion of ‘world-class manufacturing’. Supply chain management in this possible future becomes reabsorbed into a wider framework, and disappears as a significant independent mode of apprehending our economic world.

3. Realization

But possibility does not equate to plausibility. A more likely future, perhaps, is further realization, an increase in the reality (rather than rhetoric) of supply chain management. Chapter 4 of this book explored the possibility that the expression ‘supply chain’ itself presents, along with its metaphorical implications, an ontological conundrum, and the supply chain may be chimerical. But a chimera may become a reality. The omnipresence of the concept and the debates around it can lead to the creation of the thing itself. At a simpler level, we have seen this kind of realization in the way science fiction can become fact. Jules Verne’s submarine and moon rocket were fictional artefacts long before they became realities. Intellectual activity focused upon a concept which, however erroneously, is assumed to represent the real world, can lead to the imperceptible creation of that reality. (It is imperceptible because, since its reality is preceded by an assumed reality, there is no discernible break in perception, no apparent moment of coming into being.) Note that this is different from proselytizing. We hope by discussing the benefits of a concept such as design for
manufacture or ethical investing to encourage better practice, but we do not assume their pre-existence (rather the opposite), as we currently do in the case of supply chain management.

4. Rationalization

A still higher degree of plausibility applies to our next possible future: rationalization. In this scenario, the supply chain is already a reality (one to which most of the preceding chapters attest), and the future is one of ever-more rational development of the various aspects of the phenomenon, such as our contributors describe. As in the past, rationalization will be driven by technology. Internet technology will continue to facilitate the rapid transfer of information, and the increased efficiency of the bidding, purchasing, and payment processes. In a parallel development, tagging technologies will continue to enhance traceability and accountability, imposing ever greater transparency on the physical movements along a supply chain. If inventory exists in part because of our ignorance (we are not sure what we have, where more is to be found, or what customers will order, so we fill our warehouses), then fully rationalized supply chains offer us a world without superfluous stock. Both globalization and localization can be promoted with these technologies—‘links’ in the chain can be geographically distant, but the local economic infrastructure will be developed around the local link in the global chain.

This exciting, rational, ordered, and technological future is not without its problems. As in the past, there is scope for what looks splendid in terms of efficiency to look more dubious in terms of politics and economics. With industrial rationalization, we can expect concentration of power, and, potentially, some reaction against that power. Issues of governance will become increasingly urgent. Who owns the supply chain, when so few products are the outcome of a vertically integrated system owned by one corporation? If no one owns a supply chain, how can it be controlled and regulated by outside parties, such as governments, concerned with its local impact? Geopolitical debates, currently so preoccupied with terrorism and the role of states—will begin to revolve around the governance of transnational, multi-agent chains. When fundamental industries such as arms, food, water, and electricity supply are dominated by unregulated, global meta-organizations, how will national security be protected?

These areas are, of course, already the subjects of wide, and sometimes wild, speculation. But there are other corollaries to rationalization which, though humbler than geopolitics, may be as significant a part of this particular future. For the process of rationalization, if it follows earlier such processes, will be accompanied by two others: codification and professionalization. Codification (the description of, and discrimination between, various types of supply chain and supply chain management) is the work of the academic. Professionalization
(the creation of a coherent set of skills qualifying individuals as members of a profession, and the systematic training and registration of such individuals) is the task of the practitioner.

Codification will focus on unbundling the generic concept of the supply chain, and will develop taxonomies of different supply chains, and related modes of supply chain management. This may be founded on sectoral differences (not everything is transferable from the automotive sector), or more subtle structural insights. To some of us, before we were exposed to a little biology, a whale was clearly a kind of fish, since it lived in the ocean. Only closer study of many creatures uncovered common mammalian characteristics which reveal greater insights into the true nature of mammals than their varied habitats. So with supply chains. Sector differences may be attractive and intuitive, the equivalent of habitat. But closer study of more varieties reveals differences and likenesses which help us predict behaviours and performance—a supply chain after all can be seen as a collection of human (indeed mammalian) activities, like any other economic phenomenon.

Professionalization has, of course, already begun. By definition, professional activity can be taught, and most of the authors in this volume are academics who teach supply chain management courses. Practitioners themselves attend conferences, join associations, subscribe to journals and newsletters, and develop notions of best practice—all aspects of professionalization (see Chapter 1). The importance of professionalization is that it is a step of social significance, and that it is generally irreversible. Socially, the professional class is distinct from non-professionals, and enjoys a degree of social status. A supply chain professional may perhaps in the future enjoy a social position not perhaps accorded to his predecessor, such as a purchasing manager. Professions, moreover, are often self-perpetuating, and may enjoy a longevity not always justified by their contribution. (Some might claim this has happened in the case of the accountancy profession.) Professions rarely disband, so this step of professionalization is likely to ensure the continuity of supply chain management as an essential part of corporate life.

5. Canonization

There is perhaps a final goal to this process, even beyond professionalization, and that is canonization. This term refers here not to an elevation to the company of saints. There is nothing about supply chain management which is inherently saintly, or wicked, despite the claims of some consultants for the former quality and some anti-globalization lobbyists for the latter. The sense of canonization here is one of entering the canon, the canon of approved modes of thinking about business, the collection of received wisdom on the appropriate means of conducting enterprise. The canon, in thought, or practice, or thought about practice, is what one generation passes to the next.
Central to the possibility of this canonized future is the claim that competition will be between supply chains rather than firms (see the openings of Chapters 1 and 4). This aggrandizement of the supply chain concept implies the removal of barriers that currently constrain our ability to manage supply chains themselves. At present two major limits to supply chain management development are our information systems and our managerial tools. Supply chain thinking continues to address information flow inefficiencies, for we need still more accurate data, immediately available wherever it is required. But our information systems continue to be modelled on the autonomy of the firm, not the interconnectedness of the supply chain. Similarly our management techniques, our methods, tools, and procedures for controlling people and processes, are largely concerned with control of what we own, with the firm. Much of the work described in this volume is concerned with dismantling these particular barriers, and it is likely that they will soon come down. But the future barriers will then be found on the wider stage of governance and its mechanisms—of supply chain boards with representatives of controlling parties in a federal structure perhaps. Here there will be limits to the possibilities of coordination, as managerial effort is torn between different allegiances and is subject to diminishing returns. Even if these barriers are overcome, one will remain, and that is in our own psychology as members of firms and other institutions. Our social identity and self-image is often bound up with the larger groups to which we belong—we are ‘company men and women’, IBM-ers, and so on. It is hard to see such allegiance being owed to a supply chain, without dramatic shifts in both the reality and perception.

Thus, there are indications that in terms of canonization, in establishing an hegemony over longer established ways of thinking, supply chain management is not yet there. Not every Board of a manufacturing company has a Supply Chain Director, and few professional managers feel it is as essential for them to understand supply chain management as it is for them to master finance or human resource management. This is reflected in the academic world. An MBA programme will normally contain a core course on operations management, while supply chain issues will be confined to one part of that course or even relegated to an elective course (i.e. one which students can elect not to take). Yet, one logical outcome of the claim that competition will be between supply chains rather than firms, is for supply chain management to be taught in the core of an MBA degree while operations management, which deals with the firm as the unit of study, is relegated to elective status (as it already is in some courses). One cannot understand the whole from study of one part, so study of the supply chain should supplant study of the firm. Likewise the Manufacturing Director should report to the Supply Chain Director. Canonization can thus imply usurpation. But then, this really is, if not the least plausible, surely not the most immediate, of all possible supply chain futures.
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